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Title: Archives of the Soviet communist party and Soviet state microfilm collection: Russian State Archives of Social and
Political History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsialno-politicheskoi istorii - RGASPI)
Date (inclusive): 1903-1991
Collection Number: XX880
Contributing Institution: Hoover Institution Archives
Language of Material: Russian
Physical Description: 2772 microfilm reels (340.8 linear feet)
Abstract: Relates to political conditions in the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1991. Filmed from finding aids and holdings
dating from 1903 to 1991 of the Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyĭ arkhiv sot͡sial'no-politicheskoi istorii.
Physical Location: Hoover Institution Archives
Contributor: Kommunisticheskai͡a partii͡a Sovetskogo Soi͡uza.
Access
Collection open for research.
The Hoover Institution Archives only allows access to copies of audiovisual items. To listen to sound recordings or to view
videos or films during your visit, please contact the Archives at least two working days before your arrival. We will then
advise you of the accessibility of the material you wish to see or hear. Please note that not all audiovisual material is
immediately accessible.
Publication Rights
For copyright status, please contact the Hoover Institution Archives.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], original located in RGASPI, [Fond number, Opis number, Delo number], Archives of the Soviet
communist party and Soviet state microfilm collection, [Reel number], Hoover Institution Archives.
Acquisition Information
Acquired by the Hoover Institution Archives.
Accruals
Materials may have been added to the collection since this finding aid was prepared. To determine if this has occurred, find
the collection in Stanford University's online catalog at http://searchworks.stanford.edu/  . Materials have been added to the
collection if the number of boxes listed in the online catalog is larger than the number of boxes listed in this finding aid.
Location of Original Materials
The original documents are located in three Russian archives:

-Russian State Archives of Social and Political History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsialno-politicheskoi
istorii - RGASPI);
-State Archives of the Russian Federation (Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii - GARF);
and
-Russian State Archive of Contemporary History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv noveishei istorii - RGANI).

Related Materials
Portions or the entirety of the microfilm collection may be found at the following institutions in addition to the Hoover
Institution: The Library of Congress, Grinnell College, Harvard University, John Hopkins University, University of North
Carolina Chapel Hill, Ohio University, University of Washington, University of Melbourne Australia, Glasgow University
United Kingdom, Bavarian State University, Germany, and Hokkaido University, Japan.
The microfilms containing only the Russian language opisi or finding aids may be found at the following institutions:
University of Illinois, Indiana University, Columbia University, and New York University.
Scope and Content of the Microfilm Collection
This collection concerns political conditions in the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1991. The documents come from three
Russian archives. Material was selected for microfilming based on two criteria: (1) records of the highest policy-making
units of the Communist Party were the priority; and (2) record series were filmed in their entirety, rather than selecting only
particular files or documents (except for some of the Gulag material in GARF) Fond R-9414).
To locate material in the collection, it helps to know that archival documents in the former Soviet Union, and later in the 
Russian Federation, are arranged in record groups according to the institution that issued or received them. These major 
groups, which sometimes include thousands of documents, are called in Russian fond (plural fondy). Within each fond the
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documents are generally divided into smaller groups called opisi (singular opis). opisi are generally organized according to
the internal structure of the corresponding institution, but sometimes opisi consist of documents relating to one subject.
The Russian word opis has two meanings: (1) a series of documents; and (2) a finding aid. Each opis "series of documents"
is provided with a descriptive opis "finding aid." Each opis "series of documents" is further organized into files called dela
(singular delo) that contain the documents.
Out of a total of 11,818 microfilm reels, 11,349 reels contain documents and 469 contain finding aids to the fondy available
at the Hoover Institution, as well as to some fondy available only in Russia. Each reel of microfilm contains approximately
850 pages, or frames.
The microfilm reel numbers consist of two parts separated by a period, for example 3.427. The first numerical segment is a
1, 2, or 3, identifying the Russian archive source; 1 is RGANI, 2 is RGASPI, and 3 is GARF. The second segment, which is
sequentially numbered starting with 1, represents a specific microfilm reel number for that Russian archive.
Scope and Content of the RGASPI Records
Materials described in this document are from the Russian State Archives of Social and Political History (Rossiiskii
gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsialno-politicheskoi istorii - RGASPI). The collection includes materials from congresses and
conferences of the RSDRP-VKP(b)-KPSS and records of the TsK KPSS Central Committee for the years 1917-1990.
There are thirty-nine fonds that were microfilmed for the Hoover Institution at the Russian State Archives of Social and
Political History. Thirty-eight fonds consist of one (occasionally two) opis and contain mainly documents relating to the
congresses (2nd through 19th; 23rd through 28th) and conferences (5th through 16th) of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (KPSS) [RSDRP, 1903-1917; RKP(b), 1918-1925; VKP(b), 1925-1952; KPSS, 1952-1990]. There are 2,069 files
(on 261 reels) in these 38 fonds. All files were filmed for the Hoover Institution.
Fond 17, The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union records, 1903-1965, 1971, contains
documents related to the activities of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Russian
Social-Democratic Labor Party in 1989 and 1903-1917, Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in 1918-1925, and All-Union
Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in 1925-1952). The listing below has been prepared for 2,457 microfilm reels of Fond 17. The
Central Committee was the leading body of the KPSS, its political, theoretical, ideological, and organizational center. It was
elected at the party congresses or sometimes at its conferences. While in power, the Central Committee was the main
organ supervising the KPSS, the government, and the political and economic life of the Soviet Union. The main organs of
the Central Committee were plenums, Bureau of the Central Committee, Political Bureau, Organizational Bureau, and
Secretariat. Decisions mandatory for party and governmental institutions were adopted at the meetings of these organs.
The Central Committee of the KPSS also had an apparatus in which one part acted in parallel to the leading governmental
structures and the other was dealing with interior KPSS problems.
Arrangement
The collection is organized by the name of the Russian archive that holds the original materials. There are three finding
aids for the collection, one for each one of the Russian Archives:

-Russian State Archive of Contemporary History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv noveishei istorii - RGANI);
-Russian State Archives of Social and Political History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsialno-politicheskoi
istorii - RGASPI);
and
-State Archives of the Russian Federation (Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii - GARF).

Within Russian institutional archive, the materials are organized into two groups: (1) fondy (record groups consisting of
documents); and (2) finding aids that describe each fondy. Fondy are usually subdivided into opisi (series of documents);
the number of opisi in each fondy varies.

This glossary defines acronyms and names for all three organizations of the microfilming project: the Russian State
Archive of Contemporary History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv noveishei istorii - RGANI), the Russian State
Archives of Social and Political History (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsialno-politicheskoi istorii - RGASPI), and
the State Archives of the Russian Federation (Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii - GARF).
ASSR
Avtonomnaia Sovetskaia sotsialisticheskaia respublika
BUND
The General Jewish Workers' Union in Lithuania, Poland, and Russia
Gospolitizdat
Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo politichesko literatury
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GUITK
Glavnoe upravlenie ispravitel'no-trudovykh kolonii
Gulag
Glavnoe upravlenie ispravitel'no-trudovykh lagerei
GUMZ
Glavnoe upravlenie mest zakliucheniia
IKKI
Ispolnitelnyi komitet Kommunisticheskogo Internatsionala
IMEL
Institut Marksa-Engelsa-Lenina
Komsomol
Kommunisticheskii soiuz molodezhi
KPSS
Kommunisticheskaia partiia Sovetskogo Soiuza
Krymizdat
Krymskoe izdatelstvo
Lenizdat
Leningradskoe izdatelstvo
Malyi Sovnarkom
Malyi sovet narodnykh komissarov
MOPR
Mezhdunarodnaia organizatsiia pomoshchi bortsam revoliutsii
MVD
Ministerstvo vnutrennikh del
NKGB
Narodnyi Commissariat gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti
NKID
Narodnyi kommisariat inostrannykh del
NKPS
Narodnyi kommisariat putei soobshcheniia
NKVD
Narodnyi kommisariat vnutrennikh del
OGIZ
Obiedinennoe gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo
OGPU
Obiedinennoe gosudarstvennoe politicheskoe upravlenie
Okruzhkom
Okruzhnoi komitet [partii]
Politizdat
Izdatel'stvo politicheskoi literatury
Profintern
Krasnyi internatsional profsoiuzov
PUR RVS
Politicheskoe upravlenie revoliutsionno- voennogo soveta
RKI
Raboche-krestianskaia inspektsiia
RKP(b)
Rossiiskaia kommunisticheskaia partiia (Bolshevikov)
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ROSTA
Rossiiskoe telegrafnoe agenstvo
RSDRP
Rossiiskaia Sotsial-Demokraticheskaia Rabochaiia Partiia
RSFSR
Rossiiskaia Sovetskaia Federativnaia Sotsialisticheskaia Respublika
RVSR
Revoliutsionno-voennyi sovet respubliki
SNK or Sovnarkom
Sovet narodnykh kommisarov
SSR
Sovetskaia sotsialisticheskaia respublica
STO
Sovet truda i oborony
Tsentrosoiuz
Tsentralnyi soiuz kooperativnykh obshchestv
TsIK
Tsentral'nyi ispolnitel'nyi komitet
TsK
Tsentralnyi Komitet
TsKK
Tsentralnaia kontrolnaia komissiia
TSU
Tsentralnoe statisticheskoe upravlenie
VChK
Vserossiiskaia chrezvychainaia komissiia
VKP(b)
Vsesoiuznaia kommunisticheskaia partiia (Bolshevikov)
VLKSM
Vsesoiuznyi Leninskii Kommunisticheskii Soiuz molodezhi
VSNKh
Vysshii Sovet Narodnogo Khoziaistva
VTsIK
Vserossiiskii tsentral'nyi ispolnitel'nyi komitet
VUChK
Vseukrainskaia chrezvychainaia komissiia
USSR
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Soviet Union--History.
Soviet Union--Politics and government.
Communism--Soviet Union.
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Reels 2.1-2.55 Finding Aids to All Fondy at RGASPI
Physical Description: 55 reels
Scope and Content Note
These Russian-language finding aids were created by RGASPI to describe its 326 fondy. Only
the documents in fondy 17, 34-59, 337, 447, 477, 572, 582, 586, 593, 604, 620, 628, and
646 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives.
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  Fond 17, The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union records,
1903-1965, 1971

Physical Description: 2,460 reels
Scope and Content Note
Documents in opisi 1, 2, 7-9, 75-77, 79, 86, 109, and 139 are available on microfilm at the
Hoover Archives. Russian-language finding aids to the documents available on microfilm are:
Opis 1 on microfilm reel number 2.15;
Opis 2 on reel number 2.15;
Opis 7 on reel number 2.16;
Opis 8 on reel number 2.16;
Opis 9 on reel number 2.16;
Opis 75 on reel number 2.22;
Opis 76 on reel number 2.22;
Opis 77 on reel number 2.22;
Opis 79 on reel number 2.22;
Opis 86 on reel number 2.22;
Opis 109 does not have a finding aid;
Opis 139 on reel number 2.27.
A microfilm reel list, which provides opis number and English-language title, delo number,
and corresponding microfilm reel number, is on pages 21-66 of Finding Aids and Documents
from the Three Key Archives on Microfilm (red cover, spiral bound, 130 pages)
The English-language descriptive list below provides a description of each file, with file
number and reel number, for opis 1; and a description of each microfilm reel, with file
numbers and reel number, for the other opisi.
This register has been prepared for 2,457 microfilm reels of Fond 17, which contains
documents related to the activities of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party in 1989 and 1903-1917, Russian
Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in 1918-1925, and All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in
1925-1952). The Central Committee was the leading body of the KPSS, its political,
theoretical, ideological, and organizational center. It was elected at the party congresses or
sometimes at its conferences. While in power, the Central Committee was the main organ
supervising the KPSS, the government, and the political and economic life of the Soviet
Union. The main organs of the Central Committee were plenums, Bureau of the Central
Committee, Political Bureau, Organizational Bureau, and Secretariat. Decisions mandatory
for party and governmental institutions were adopted at the meetings of these organs. The
Central Committee of the KPSS also had an apparatus in which one part acted in parallel to
the leading governmental structures and the other was dealing with interior KPSS problems.
These materials are held in the Russian State Arcchives of Socio-Political History Rossiiskii
gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsal'no-politicheskoi istorii (RGASPI) . Twelve opisi(out of 158) of
fond17, containing over 11,000 files ( dela), were microfilmed for the Hoover Institution.
At RGASPI, opisi 7, 75-77, 79, 86, and 139 are organized according to the institution's
internal structure. Documents pertaining to party censuses are organized geographically and
alphabetically ( opisi 8 and 9). Opisi 1 and 109 are ad hoc collections reflecting respectively
the struggle of the Bolsheviks against the Menshevik opposition within the RSDRP in
1902-1904, and defense of the Soviet republic in 1918-1924.
This finding aid is arranged by file number (second row of each entry) with reference to the
corresponding microfilm reel number (first row). Names of republics are spelled in
compliance with American dictionaries. Names of party committees of different levels (
raikoms, obkoms, gorkoms, and kraikoms) are transliterated from Russian. The Russian
abbreviations for party organs and institutions and for territorial/administrative division of
Soviet Russia and/or Soviet Union are used here. They are decoded in the glossary.
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Reels 2.56-2.60 Opis 1: Records of the Central Committee of The Russian Social-Democratic Labor
Party (1903-1905)

Physical Description: 5 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 1 contains materials related to the activities of the Central Committee of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labor Party (TsK RSDRP) (1898, 1903-1917). The TsK RSDRP was
elected during the First Congress of the RSDRP in March 1898, but immediately after the
Congress its members were arrested. The Central Committee resumed its activities in
August 1903, after the Second RSDRP Congress. Its two organs, underground Russian
Bureau and the Émigré Bureau of the TsK RSDRP, led practical work of the TsK RSDRP.
Three hundred twenty-one files of opis 1 were microfilmed for the Hoover Institution.
These files consist primarily of correspondence carried out by prominent members (both
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks) of the Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party in Russia and
abroad. The documents reflect the struggle of the Bolsheviks for power over the party
and its leading organs in the time between the Second and the Third RSDRP congresses.
Many of the documents included in this opis have been published [See: Leninskii sbornik,
ed. L. B. Kamenev (Moskva, 1925); Perepiska V. I. Lenina I redaktsii gazety "Iskra" s
sotsial-demokraticheskimi organizatsiiami v Rossii. 1900-1903 gg. Sbornik dokumentov. V
3-kh tomakh (Moskva, "Mysl", [1969]-1970); Perepiska V. I. Lenina i rukovodimykh im
uchrezhdenii RSDRP s partiinymi organizatsiiami, 1903-1905 gg . Sbornik dokumentov v
3-kh tomakh (Moskva, "Mysl", 1974-1977); Perepiska V. I. Lenina i rukovodimykh im
zagranichnykh partiinykh organov s sotsial-demokraticheskimi organizatsiiami Ukrainy,
1901-1905. Sbornik dokumentov i materialov (Kiev, Izd-vo polit. lit-ry Ukrainy, 1964);
newspaper Iskra, 1903-1904, and other publications.] Files that were published in full are
marked with one asterisk; files that were published partially are marked with two
asterisks. The main subjects highlighted by the documents in this opis are:
1. Second RSDRP Congress (adoption of the Party Statute and Program, elections of the
TsK and of the editorial board of the newspaper Iskra, relations with the BUND, etc.)
2. Émigré League of Russian Social-Democracy (the Second Congress of the League,
adoption of the Statute of the League, election of the League Administration)
3. The Bolshevik agitation for the convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress
4. Relations among the main RSDRP institutions and organs (TsK RSDRP, Party Council,
editorial board of the newspaper Iskra, the Administration of the Émigré League, etc.) and
between the said institutions and local RSDRP organizations in Russia and abroad
5. Political, organizational, and financial problems caused by the conflict between the
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks
6. Work of V. I. Lenin on pamphlets, leaflets and essays ["Step Forward, Two Steps
Backward", "To Poor Peasants", "What Is to Be Done?", etc.] and pamphlets opposing his
works ["Struggle with the State of Siege in the Party" and "Our Congress", by IU. O.
Martov's, and "What Is not to Be Done" by G. V. Plekhanov]
7. Publication, delivery, and distribution of social-democratic literature
8. Routine party work: dispatch of agents to Russia and their trips abroad, printing and
distribution of leaflets, organization of legal and undercover work, escapes of RSDRP
agents from exile, personal and financial issues, etc.
9. Operation of technical institutions of the RSDRP (printing and publishing houses,
dispatch office, etc.)

The finding aid for opis 1 provides a detailed description of each file. Dates are given
according to the Gregorian calendar. Russian scholars identified personal names, or part
of a name and other data in brackets. Undercover names often used in the
correspondence are omitted. The Russian finding aid can be found on reel 2.15.

   
Reel 2.56, File 1 Manifest of the RSDRP (original version of April, 1898, a published brochure of

1903)
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Reel 2.56, File 2-7 Materials (correspondence of V. D. Bonch-Bruevich, I. S. Blumenfeld, and L. G.
Deich, financial and accounting documents, salary charts, lists of employees, etc.)
related to the purchase of equipment for a RSDRP book-stitching shop, its
operation, and personnel, 1903 February-1904 January

Reel 2.56, File 8** Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia, Iu. O. Martov, V. L. Kopp, and others with M.
M. Litvinov, with the technical commission of the TsK RSDRP, and others re
professional party activities and transportation of social-democratic literature,
1903 June-1905 February

Reel 2.56, File 9 Letter from L. L. Girshberg to V. A. Noskov confirming the reception of his
post-cards and of cash from Geneva and notifying him about the equipment and
transport of social-democratic literature, etc., 1903 July

Reel 2.56, File 10 Report on the debts of the book-stitching shop, 1903 after or on August 1
Reel 2.56, File 11 This file was transferred to Fond 24 in 1970
Reel 2.56, File 12 Letter from L. E. Galperin to V. A. Noskov re disagreement about transportation

issues and about the necessity to organize a conference to discuss the said
issues, 1903 August

Reel 2.56, File 13 Draft letter from N.K. Krupskaia to V. V. Vakkar, promising to send literature and
explaining difficulties in transporting materials across Russian borders, 1904
March

Reel 2.56, File 14* Correspondence between [V. A. Noskov} and N. K. Krupskaia re secret trip of the
delegates of the Second RSDRP Congress to Russia, re states of mind in the party,
etc., 1903 August

Reel 2.56, File 15 Letter from Medvede[v} complaining of not getting letters from an addressee and
requesting to pass this letter on to [V. A. Noskov], 1903 September

Reel 2.56, File 16 Article entitled "North-Western Committee or the First Steps of the Party in our
Region" (translation from Arbeiter Schtimmer , No. 37), 1904 January

Reel 2.56, File 17* Letter from G. A. Aleksinskii? to the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP, requesting
that party functionaries be sent [to Moscow] and submitting information about
the situation inthe [Moscow] organization and about arrests in Orekhovo-Zuevo,
1903 September

Reel 2.56,
File 18**

Letter from [F. I.] Dan to [G. V. Plekhanov], re talks about the agreement with
former editors of the newspaper Iskra (The Spark) , 1903 September

Reel 2.56, File 19 Letters and claims re the incident in the party printing-office on September 28,
1903, between I. S. Blumenfeld and M. M. Litvinov (autographs of V. D.
Bonch-Bruevich, N. K. Krupskaia, I. S. Blumenfeld, M. M. Litvinov, and others),
1903 September-October

Reel 2.56, File 20 Letter from A. A. Shneerson to F. V. Lengnik about the refusal of M. M. Litvinov,
chief of the RSDRP dispatch office, to give a seal for the author's passport, and
copy of Lengnik's response requesting that Litvinov give a seal, 1903 on or before
September 29

Reel 2.56, File 21* Letter from F. I. Dan to F. V. Lengnik submitting a copy of the author's letter to
Plekhanov re negotiations on co-optation of four former editors of Iskra to the
editorial board of the Central Organ, 1903 on or before September 29

Reel 2.56, File 22* Letters from [F. V. Lengnik] [to the TsK members G. M. Krzhizhanovskii and V. A.
Noskov] re negotiations with former Iskra editors, re request from the Mensheviks
to establish a literary group, and re struggle against the oppositional majority in
the Émigré League of Russian Social-Democracy, 1903 October

Reel 2.56, File 23* Letters from L. M. Knipovich to the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP re the issues
related to an organizational conference of the TsK RSDRP, the Iskra editorial
board, and professional party work, 1903 October-November

Reel 2.56, File 24 Comprehensive account of the book-stitching shop for work performed for the
Émigré League of Russian Social Democracy from April 20 through August, 1903
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Reel 2.56, File 25* Draft letter from F. V. Lengnik to the Russian Bureau of the TsK RSDRP submitting
his opinion about Ia. A. Berman, requesting that G. M. Krzhizhanovskii go
underground and that [the Bureau] send blank passports to him, presenting
information about the failure [of the RSDRP organization] in Kiev, about the
contemplated trip of L. E. Galperin to Russia and about Galperin's suggestion to
establish a group of managers in the TsK, about TsK finances, about co-optation
of M. M. Essen, I. F. Dubrovinskii, A. E. Galperin, and L. B. Krasin to the TsK, about
the intention of Martov's supporters' to establish a literary group outside the
Central Organ, etc., 1903 October

Reel 2.56, File 26* Letter from [F. V. Lengnik] to E. Gurevich, member of the group Borba ( Struggle),
requesting that the latter explain to the members of the group why they were not
invited to the RSDRP Second Congress, presenting information about the
resolution of the Congress that dismissed the group, and expressing his intention
to join the Émigré League of Russian Revolutionary Social-Democracy, 1903
October

Reel 2.56, File 27* Letter from [F. V. Lengnik] to [G. M. Krzhizhanovskii] protesting the co-optation of
M. M. Essen and R. S. Zemliachka and possible co-optation of IU. O. Martov to the
TsK RSDRP and explaining the policy toward weakening the Menshevik influence
on local RSDRP organizations, 1903 October

Reel 2.56, File 28 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich confirming that he returned documents to the
Polish Socialist Party and promising to send one issue of Narodnaia Volia and two
issues of the newspaper Rabochii ( Worker), 1903 October

Reel 2.56, File 29* Letter from Iu. M. Rudnikov to an unidentified addressee re reception of a
circulating letter from the TsK RSDRP to the members of the Émigré League of
Russian Revolutionary Social Democracy of October 10, 1903, re author's
disagreement with the said letter, re the Second RSDRP Congress, re problems
related to the Émigré League, re the new Statute of the Émigré League, re
exclusive rights of the Congress of the League to make changes in the Statute of
the Émigré League, and re necessity to summon the Congress of the League after
the publication of Lenin's report about the Second RSDRP Congress, 1903 October

Reel 2.56,
File 30**

Correspondence of the TsK RSDRP émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP with the
editorial board of the Central Organ (CO) and five members of the Party Council re
relation between the said institutions after the Second RSDRP Congress and re
struggle between the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks for the influence in the main
RSDRP organs, 1903 October-1904 February

Reel 2.56, File 31* Letter from the Moscow RSDRP Committee to the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP
notifying them about the arrests on October 17-18 and about a new code to be
used in correspondence, and requesting that they find out if anybody has been
sent to the Moscow RSDRP committee without a password, 1903 October

Reel 2.56, File 32* Correspondence of the Émigré Branch of the RSDRP with Russia relating mainly to
the Congress of the Émigré League of Russian Revolutionary Social-Democracy, to
the relations between the main RSDRP organs and local party organizations, to
the struggle between Mensheviks and Bolsheviks, and to different aspects of
professional party work, 1903 October-1904 March

Reel 2.56, File 33* Permit given to Bonch-Bruevich by the TsK RSDRP to publish a social-democratic
leaflet for sect members, 1903 October 25

Reel 2.56, File 34 Leaflet of Ekaterinoslavskii RSDRP Committee, with a note on the reverse side,
1903 October-December

Reel 2.56,
File 35**

Correspondence of F. V. Lengnik (representative of the TsK RSDRP) with the
Administration of the Émigré League of Russian Revolutionary Social-Democracy
(F. I. Dan, I. G.Smidovich-Leman, Takhtarev) re the relations between the TsK
RSDRP and the League, the Statute of the League, and other related issues, 1903
October-1904 March

Reel 2.56, File 36 Draft letters from P. A. Krasikov to the Administration of the Émigré League of
Russian Social-Democracy re conditions for delivery of social-democratic literature
to the Émigré League, distribution of the newspaper Iskra, and payments, 1903
October
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Reel 2.56, File 37 Financial reports sent to the TsK RSDRP by [I. A. Piatnitskii], between 1903
October and 1905 August

Reel 2.56, File 38* Letters from M. M. Litvinov related to the resolution of the TsK RSDRP
disapproving the results of the Second Congress of the Émigré League (Statute
and results of the elections to the Administration of the League) and
recommending to reorganize the Émigré League, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 39* Letter from L. E. Galperin to O. A. Piatnitskii re results of the Second Congress of
the Émigré League and re establishment of direct connections between the TsK
RSDRP and the Berlin group of the RSDRP, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 40 Letter from P. A. Krasikov to S. D. Romanovskii requesting that the latter identify
him to the Berlin police, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 41* Letter from G. V. Plekhanov to F. V. Lengnik about the date that issue no. 52 of
the newspaper Iskra is to be published and about the delay in the publication of
the report on the Second Congress of the RSDRP, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 42* Letter (partly ciphered) with information on the situation abroad, on the Congress
of the Émigré League of Russian Revolutionary Social-Democracy, on Lenin's
resignation from his work on the Iskra editorial board and in the Party Council, on
the demands of Mensheviks to co-opt to the TsK the members of the 'old' Iskra
editorial board who support the minority, etc., 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 43* Letter from M. N. Liadov to F. V. Lengnik re resolution of the Berlin group of
supporters of the Émigré League that the group will submit directly to the TsK
RSDRP, re failure of the RSDRP committee in the city of Nikolaev and measures to
improve the situation there, re reception of the letter from N. K. Krupskaia about
Lenin's resignation from the Iskra editorial board and from the Party Council, re
the proposal that the TsK address this problem urgently, etc., 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 44* Letters from the secretaries of the Lausanne, Paris, and Zurich groups of
supporters of the Émigré League of the Russian Revolutionary Social-Democracy
to the TsK representative re position of the said groups towards the fact that TsK
disapproved the Statute and the Administration of the Émigré League, re
reorganization of the League, re leadership of the TsK, and re direct
communication of the said groups with the central institutions of the RSDRP, 1903
November

Reel 2.57, File 45* Correspondence between the émigré representative of the TsK RSDRP and
workers of the RSDRP book-stitching shop re situation in the book-stitching shop,
relations of its workers with the head of the shop, etc., 1903 November-1904 April

Reel 2.57, File 46 Record of responsibilities assumed by the Exec[utive]Com[mission]? and
r[egional] c[ommittee]?, 1903 after October 15

Reel 2.57, File 47 Inscription on the envelope: "Minority (Central Organ, League and others)," 1903
after October-November

Reel 2.57, File 48* Letter from F. V. Lengnik to V. A. Noskov about his conversation with [Iu. O.
Martov} re co-optation of former editors on the Iskra editorial board, about the
demand of the minority to co-opt their representatives to the TsK and the
unacceptability of their co-optation, and about the theory put forward by the
Mensheviks, 1903 before November 14

Reel 2.57, File 49* Letters from the Bern, Darmstadt, and Geneva groups of supporters of the Émigré
League to a representative of the TsK RSDRP re their consent to establish direct
connections between the said groups and the TsK RSDRP, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 50* Letter from B. M. Knuniants to the Baku RSDRP organization re paragraph 1 of the
RSDRP Statute and re elections to the central organs of the RSDRP at the Second
Congress, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 51* Letter to F. V. Lengnik from F. I. Dan re resolution of the Party Council of
November 14, 1903, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 52* Pamphlet entitled "What Happened ?" signed by a 'comrade from masses', 1903
after November 20

Reel 2.57, File 53* Letter from Iu. O. Martov to N. K. Krupskaia notifying her that P. B. Akselrod, V. I.
Zasulich, Iu. O. Martov, and A. N. Potresov joined the Iskra editorial board and
asking Krupskaia if she would continue her work as secretary of the editorial
board, 1903 November
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Reel 2.57, File 54* Statement of Iu. O. Martov about the conflict connected to the elections to the
TsK and the Party Central Organ [newspaper Iskra] at the Second RSDRP
Congress, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 55* Letter from F. I. Dan and I. G. Smidovich-Leman to the TsK RSDRP re the Statute
of the Émigré League of Russian Social-Democracy and the approval of the
Statute by the TsK, 1903 November

Reel 2.57, File 56 Report of the cooperative social-democratic book-stitching shop in Geneva, 1903
December

Reel 2.57, File 57 Cash-flow register of the RSDRP book-stitching shop, 1903 December
Reel 2.57, File 58 Register of the property transferred to the ownership of the TsK RSDRP by the

artel of stitchers, 1903 December
Reel 2.57, File 59 Protocol of the meeting held by workers of the book-stitching shop with TsK

RSDRP representatives in order to settle disputed issues related to the closing of
the shop, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 60 Account for funds raised to purchase the equipment of the book-stitching shop,
1903 after December 1

Reel 2.57, File 61* Draft letter from F. V. Lengnik to G. V. Plekhanov stating that the protocols of the
Congress of the [Émigré] League be rather not published and suggesting that the
issue be discussed within the Party Council, 1903 December 2-12

Reel 2.57, File 62* Letter from N. K. Krupskaia to the Iskra editorial board notifying them that she
resigns from her work as Iskra secretary, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 63* Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with the member of the Southern Bureau of
the TsK RSDRP [V. V. Vorovskii?], with I. Kh. Lalaiants, and with P. I. Kuliabko re
the situation in the Southern Bureau and within the Iskra editorial board, re
Lenin's pamphlets "What Is to Be Done" and "A Step Forward, Two Steps
Backwards" and the Menshevik publications opposing Lenin's works, re Martov's
pamphlet "Struggle with the 'State of Siege' in the Party", re the convocation of
the Third Party Congress, etc., 1903 December-1904 April

Reel 2.57, File 64 Letter from V. N. Rozanov on behalf of the Kiev RSDRP committee to the
Petersburg RSDRP committee re situation in the RSDRP after the Second RSDRP
Congress, re resolution of no confidence in the TsK RSDRP adopted by the Kiev
RSDRP Committee and re measures to be worked out by the Petersburg
Committee to improve the situation, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 65* Correspondence of I. S. Blumenfeld, N. K. Krupskaia, and Iu. O. Martov re
undercover apartments run by the TsK RSDRP in Petersburg, Tula, and other cities
and the archives of the Iskra editorial board, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 66* Correspondence of Iu. O. Martov and F. V. Lengnik re relations between the Iskra
editorial board and émigré members of the TsK RSDRP and the Russian Bureau of
the TsK, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 67* Lenin's letter signed by F. V. Lengnik, representative of the TsK RSDRP abroad,
suggesting that Iu. O. Martov and his supporters establish "peace in the party"
before publishing materials about talks between the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks,
1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 68 Krupskaia's holograph inscription on the envelope "Correspondence of the TsK
secretary with Martov, secretary of the Central Organ [ Iskra]", n.d.

Reel 2.57, File 69 Draft statute of the Union of Caucasian Social-Democratic Labor Organizations,
and envelope with Krupskaia's inscription, 1903 fall

Reel 2.57, File 70* Draft declaration of [F. V. Lengnik], representative of the TsK RSDRP abroad, re
disagreement between the TsK RSDRP and opposition about the publication of the
{protocols] of the talks and wrong motives for refusal to publish Lenin's letter
["Why I Resigned from the Iskra Editorial Board"], 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 71* Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with L. B. Krasin re disagreement between the
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks and between the Central Organ [ Iskra] and the TsK,
re the relations between the TsK RSDRP and local RSDRP committees, re the
convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress, re financial and organizational issues,
etc., 1903 December-1904 June
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Reel 2.57, File 72* Draft letter from F. V. Lengnik, representative of the TsK RSDRP abroad, to the
Iskra editorial board re his unsuccessful attempts to reach peace among the
central institutions of the RSDRP, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 73* Notification sent by the TsK RSDRP to the local committees re results of
negotiations of the representatives of the TsK and the Iskra editorial board with
the Mensheviks about settling the conflict between V. I. Lenin and Iu. O. Martov
and restoring peace in the RSDRP, 1903 before December 22

Reel 2.57, File 74* Letter from the Iskra editorial board to the TsK RSDRP submitting its resolution
protesting V. I. Lenin's letter "Why I Resigned from the Iskra Editorial Board" and
Lengnik's policy towards the publication of materials related to the negotiations
between the TsK and the opposition, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 75* Draft letter from N. K. Krupskaia to [the RSDRP organization of Yekaterinoslav] re
G. V. Plekhanov's article "What Is Not to Be Done", re incorrect description of the
situation within the RSDRP in Martov's article entitled "Our Congress", and re
organizational issues, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 76* Letter from G. V. Plekhanov to F. V. Lengnik re contribution to the International
Socialist Bureau and re future international conference and participation of G. V.
Plekhanov in it, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 77* Correspondence [of the representative of the TsK RSDRP with a transport
manager in Russia] re dispatch of printing equipment, situation with
transportation in Russia, and other organizational issues, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 78* Letter from I. S. Blumenfeld to F. V. Lengnik notifying the latter about the
dispatch of copies of his letters to the TsK RSDRP, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 79* Draft letter from N. K. Krupskaia to I. S. Blumenfeld denying accusations brought
against her by the Iskra editorial board and Iu. O. Martov relating to the transfer
of Iskra correspondence and archives to I. S. Blumenfeld, new secretary of the
Iskra editorial board, 1903 December

Reel 2.57,
File 80**

Correspondence [of N. K. Krupskaia with the RSDRP Committee in Riga] re
delivery of the social-democratic literature, situation in and position of the RSDRP
Committee in Riga on different issues, convocation of the Third Congress,
organizational issues, etc., 1904 January-April

Reel 2.57, File 81* Letter from V. Biulov to the representative of the TsK RSDRP re transfer of money
for Iskra, 1903 December

Reel 2.57, File 82* Draft letter to the Iskra editorial board urging it to speed up the transfer of
money to the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP and Martov's response (in the
name of the Iskra editorial board) explaining the financial situation and conditions
under which the current sources of financing have to be used, 1904 January

Reel 2.57, File 83 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to Kanevskii announcing publication of a new
RSDRP newspaper ( Rassvet) and requesting pamphlets and magazines published
by the Polish Social-Democratic Party, etc., 1904 January

Reel 2.57, File 84* Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with [N. E. Bauman] re relations between the
main Bolshevik and Menshevik institutions within the RSDRP and local party
organizations, re convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress, re financial and
political issues, re resignation of V. I. Lenin and F. V. Lengnik from the Party
Council, re relations between the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, re situation in the
local organizations, re issues of professional party work, etc., 1904 January-May

Reel 2.58, File 85* Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with the provincial RSDRP committees of
Odessa and Nizhnii Novgorod and with the Russian Bureau of the RSDRP re
relations of the TsK RSDRP and the Iskra editorial board with local RSDRP
organizations, re issues connected with Krupskaia's resignation from Iskra, re
financial problems of the Bolsheviks, re the Menshevik publications opposing
Lenin's pamphlets, re opinion of the Mensheviks towards the convocation of the
Third Congress, etc., 1904 January-June
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Reel 2.58,
File 86**

Correspondence of F. V. Lengnik and [Iu. O.] Martov re publication of the
pamphlet "Liberals and Socialists", re changes in the TsK membership, re issues
related to the internal work of Iskra and its staff and to the publication of
financial accounts in Iskra, re new scandals within the RSDRP, re conflict of the
Iskra editorial board with Lengnik and V. I. Lenin, re conflict of stitchers from the
RSDRP printing office with the TsK RSDRP, etc., 1904 January-February

Reel 2.58, File 87* List of the members of the Middle-Ural RSDRP Committee as of the end of January,
1904, and report on its work from April through December, 1903, 1903 December
and 1904 end of January on

Reel 2.58, File 88* Draft resolution of the RSDRP Committee in Petersburg denouncing the resolution
of the Kiev RSDRP Committee about distrust in the TsK RSDRP and confirming
loyalty of the Petersburg organization towards the central organs of the RSDRP,
1903 end

Reel 2.58, File 89 Draft letter from F. V. Lengnik to the TsK RSDRP requesting that the TsK RSDRP
express its opinion about the intention of Bonch-Bruevich to publish a newspaper
for sect members, 1903 before November 7

Reel 2.58, File 90* Draft version of the "Letter to Comrades" by [P. A. Krasikov], with information
about the Organizational Committee, the BUND, and the Southern Worker, about
the Second RSDRP Congress and its resolutions, about the Statute and Program of
the RSDRP, about the discussion of paragraph 1 of the Statute, and about the
elections to the RSDRP leading organs, 1904 January

Reel 2.58, File 91 Propaganda program for the Ekaterinoslav RSDRP Committee, 1903
Reel 2.58, File 92 Letter to the TsK RSDRP signed by a group of people complaining about the

refusal of the Arkhangelsk colony to provide support to fugitives from exile who
belong to other [than RSDRP] parties, and requesting that the TsK RSDRP take
care of those cases, 1903-1905

Reel 2.58, File 93 Draft leaflets about workers' rights, signed by a RSDRP committee, 1903-1905
Reel 2.58, File 94 Draft leaflet to the workers of the Okhta Shipbuilding Plant, signed by ' A Worker,'

containing information about the hard conditions of workers in the plant and a
number of demands, 1903-1905

Reel 2.58, File 95 Leaflet issued by political prisoners summoning prisoners to join a hunger strike,
[1903-1905]

Reel 2.58, File 96 Letter from I. S. Vilenskii to V. D. Bonch-Bruevich notifying the latter that the
Iskra editors cannot be deprived of Iskra copies without a TsK request and other
issues related to Iskra activities, 1904 the beginning of January

Reel 2.58, File 97* Letter from a party worker and a member of the RSDRP Committee in
Yekaterinoslav to [the émigré branch of the TsK] re the methods of struggle of
the Menshevik Iskra with the Bolsheviks, re co-optation of the Mensheviks to the
TsK RSDRP, and re the wrong position of Iskra towards the Russo-Japanese War,
1904 beginning - May

Reel 2.58, File 98 Notes made by N. K. Krupskaia about [V. N. Rozanov's] speech in the Baku RSDRP
Committee, 1904 January

Reel 2.58, File 99 Letter from V. L. Kopp to V. D. Bonch-Bruevich re situation inside the RSDRP after
the split at the Second RSDRP Congress, re Lenin's article "What Is to Be Done?,"
and re I. B. Akselrod's article in issue 55 of the newspaper Iskra about centralism,
1904 January

Reel 2.58,
File 100*

Letter from N. Alekseev to N. K. Krupskaia re relations between the 'new
Iskrovites' and the Bolsheviks, re report about the Second Congress of the
[Émigré] League, and re Lenin's letter about issue 52 of the newspaper Iskra,
1904 January

Reel 2.58, File 101 Letter (unfinished) from V. L. Kopp to V. D. Bonch-Bruevich re split in the RSDRP
after the Second Congress, re Lenin's letter requesting Menshevik literature, etc.,
1904 January
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Reel 2.58,
File 102*

Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with [the Nikolaev party organization and the
Southern Bureau of the TsK RSDRP] re the Mensheviks' position towards Lenin's
pamphlet "What Is to Be Done?" and his "Letter to a Comrade," re financial
problems of the Bolsheviks, re activities of the RSDRP organization in Nikolaev
and of the Southern Bureau of the TsK, re relations among the central institutions
of the RSDRP, re [Iu. O.] Martov's pamphlet "Struggle with the 'State of Siege' in
the Party," re report about the Second RSDRP Congress by P. A. Krasikov, re
relations between the Mensheviks and Bolsheviks abroad, re convocation of the
Third RSDRP Congress, re Lenin's work on the book [ Step Forward, Two Steps
Backwards ], and re organizational issues, 1904 January-March

Reel 2.58, File 103 Letter from Ia. A. Zhitomirskii to the TsK RSDRP re the letter received from the
Administration of the Émigré League in response to the resolution of the Berlin
group of supporters of the RSDRP that approved the leadership of the TsK and
demanded to establish direct connections between the said group and the TsK
without participation of the Administration of the League, 1904 after January 24

Reel 2.58,
File 104*

Letters from N. A. Alekseev to N. K. Krupskaia re financial problems of the
Bolsheviks, re publication of the pamphlet about and protocols of the Second
Congress of the Émigré League, and re disagreement of the Bolsheviks with the
Menshevik Iskra editorial board, 1904 January 25 and February 25

Reel 2.58, File 105 Statement about the history of the RSDRP stitching-office prepared by V. D.
Bonch-Bruevich and [P. N. Chaichenko], 1904 after January 25

Reel 2.58,
File 106*

Letter from M. M. Essen to the Russian Bureau of the TsK RSDRP re situation in
the RSDRP, re resolutions of the [Party] Council, re co-optation of Mensheviks to
the TsK RSDRP, re new trend in Iskra, re split in the party, re convocation of the
Third RSDRP Congress, and re further tactics of the Bolsheviks, 1904 after January
25

Reel 2.58,
File 107*

Statement of 15 RSDRP members detained in the Taganskaia prison protesting
the usage of the Central Organ of the RSDRP (newspaper Iskra) as a weapon in
the Menshevik struggle against the Bolsheviks, 1904

Reel 2.58, File 108 Internal rules for the RSDRP stitching-office, 1904 February-September
Reel 2.58, File 109 Letter from V. D. Bonch-Bruevich to workers of the RSDRP stitching office with

information about the TsK RSDRP demand to close the stitching office and the
response from the workers, 1904 February

Reel 2.58, File 110 Memorandum from I. S. Blumenfeld to the TsK RSDRP library and archives asking
them to send him the supplement to the newspaper Russkie vedomosti, 1904
February

Reel 2.58, File 111 Letters from I. [S.] Blumenfeld to the TsK RSDRP complaining of the policy of the
Iskra editorial board and of the drawbacks in Iskra publication and circulation,
1904 March

Reel 2.58, File 112 Inscription on the envelope made by N. K. Krupskaia, 1904 after February 9
Reel 2.58,
File 113*

Correspondence of [the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP with the Saratov RSDRP
Committee] re G. V. Plekhanov's position in the struggle between the Bolsheviks
and Mensheviks, re superiority of the Mensheviks in the Party Council, re demand
of the Party Council to co-opt Mensheviks in the TsK and to stop agitation for
summoning the Third RSDRP Congress, re financial boycott [of the TsK] by the
Mensheviks, re opposition of the Saratov RSDRP Committee to the Iskra policy
and support of the TsK RSDRP, re Lenin's pamphlet [Step Forward, Two Steps
Backward] and its distribution in Russia, re convocation of the Third RSDRP
Congress, re the work of local RSDRP committees, etc., 1904 May

Reel 2.58,
File 114*

Letter from G. M. Krzhizhanovskii to V. I. Lenin and F. V. Lengnik re the war [of
the TsK] with the Central Organ { Iskra], re restoration of the unity in the RSDRP,
and re organizational issues, 1904 January

Reel 2.58, File 115 Letter from G. V. Plekhanov to V. D. [Bonch-Bruevich] re closing of the RSDRP
stitching office by the TsK RSDRP, 1904 February

Reel 2.58, File 116 Program of the Union of Struggle for Political Liberty, 1904 January
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Reel 2.58, File 117 Draft appeal signed by the Allied Council of United National Groups [
zemliachestva] and Organizations of the [Petrovskaia (Timiriazevskaia) Academy
of Agriculture] summoning students to a joint uprising against the autocracy,
1904 January

Reel 2.58,
File 118*

Draft letter from M. N. Essen to N. E. Bauman re situation in the RSDRP
Committee in Moscow, re leaflet about the [Russo-Japanese] war, re agitation for
summoning the Third RSDRP Congress, and re organizational and personnel
issues, 1904 before February 16

Reel 2.58,
File 119**

Letters, reports, and other documents issued by the Commission for Publications
of Social-Democratic Literature in Georgian and Armenian, 1904
February-November

Reel 2.58, File 120 Reference book of the Commission for Publishing Social-Democratic Literature in
Georgian and Armenian under the TsK RSDRP, 1904 between February 22 and
November 19

Reel 2.58,
File 121*

Letter from V. D. Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK KPSS complaining of and protesting
against inspection of the correspondence of the RSDRP dispatch office by I. S.
Blumenfeld, secretary of the Iskra editorial board, 1904 February

Reel 2.58,
File 122*

Letter from I. S. Blumenfeld sent on behalf of the Iskra editorial board to the TsK
RSDRP re correspondence between the TsK and Iskra, 1904 February

Reel 2.58,
File 123*

Copy of the letter from N. K. Krupskaia to IU. O. Martov about exiles sent to the
Achinsk area, 1904 February

Reel 2.58,
File 124*

Draft letter from N. K. Krupskaia to M. M. Litvinov, notifying him about the
transfer of [the party organizations] in Minsk, Gomel, and Novozybkov under the
leadership of the Polesskii RSDRP Committee, suggesting that Litvinov visit Gomel
and Novozybkov concerning the agreement with the BUND, etc., 1904 March

Reel 2.58,
File 125*

Letters from local organizations of the RSDRP [to the émigré branch of the TsK] re
communication with the Russian [Bureau] of the TsK, re publication of the
social-democratic literature at the central printing-office, and re information
about the situation within the party, 1904 February 20 and March 15

Reel 2.58,
File 126*

Letter from I. S. Blumenfeld to N. K. Krupskaia and a draft letter from Krupskaia
to Blumenfeld concerning Blumenfeld's refusal to return leaflets and newspapers
to the TsK, 1904 March

Reel 2.58, File 127 Letter from Iu. O. Martov from N. K. Krupskaia re the TsK archives attached to the
Central Organ and re procedure for reception of flyers from local party
organizations, 1904 March

Reel 2.58,
File 128*

Letter from [V. L. Kopp] to V. D. Bonch-Bruevich reflecting Kopp's opinions about
'internal Japanese' (the Mensheviks) and about their policy towards the
convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress, and other issues related to party work,
1904 March

Reel 2.58, File 129 Resolution of the Comrade Court signed by I. Ronin, Kh. Rakovskii, and P.
Voinarovskii in Paris on February 19, 1904 re accusation of spreading vicious
gossips brought by F. I. Deich against [S. I.] Gusev, 1904 March

Reel 2.58,
File 130*

Correspondence of [the Émigré branch of the TsK] with the Caucasian Allied
RSDRP Committee, re publications in the newspaper Iskra, re work and
resolutions of local party organizations, re convocation of the Third RSDRP
Congress, re financial difficulties, re work of party professionals, re complicated
situation in the party and relations between the TsK and the Iskra editorial board,
etc., 1904 March-May

Reel 2.58,
File 131*

Draft letter from [P. N. Lepeshinskii], on behalf of the émigré representatives of
the TsK, to the Iskra editorial board re regulations for handling correspondence
and re dispatch of cash and correspondence to the party dispatch office, 1904
March

Reel 2.58, File 132 Letter from [P. N. Lepeshinskii] on behalf of the émigré representatives of the TsK
RSDRP, to the dispatch office notifying them that the required social-democratic
literature cannot be sent because of problems with accounts of the newspaper
Iskra, 1904 March

Reel 2.58,
File 133*

Draft letter from [P. G. Smidovich] to L. B. Krasin about new printing machines,
with Krupskaia's note on organizational matters, 1904 March
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Reel 2.58, File 134 Letter from V. L. Kopp to N. K. Krupskaia re transportation of social-democratic
literature, 1904 March

Reel 2.58, File 135 Draft letter from [P. N. Lepeshinskii] to the Iskra editorial board requesting to
publish in Iskra a statement that foreign correspondence and financial transfers
addressed to the RSDRP and its dispatch office be directed to 'Vl. Oulianoff', 1904
March

Reel 2.58,
File 136*

Draft letter from [M. N. Liadov] to L. B. Krasin confirming the reception of Liadov's
letter about the Baku RSDRP Committee and requesting money, 1904 after March
15

Reel 2.58,
File 137*

Letter from Robert [?] to [V. D. Bonch-Bruevich] re talks on the relations with the
BUND and re publication of social-democratic literature in Yiddish, 1904 March

Reel 2.58, File 138 Accounts of the RSDRP dispatch office for March 1 - September 15, 1904, with
notes by L. P. Mandelshtam and Bonch-Bruevich, 1904 between April 1 and
September 15

Reel 2.58,
File 139*

Letter from [Kopp V. L.] to N. K. Krupskaia re campaign for the Third RSDRP
Congress, re alignment of forces inside the party, re practical work for conquering
support of the RSDRP majority, re necessity to organize a Bolshevik newspaper
and redirect some pamphlets and articles, 1904 April

Reel 2.58,
File 140**

Correspondence of M. N. Liadov, V. D. Bonch-Bruevich, M. Kamenskii, and others
with B. S. Peres re the Organizational Commission [for Summoning the Congress
of the Émigré League], and the Émigré Technical Commission, re local groups of
supporters of the League, re transportation and distribution of Iskra in Russia and
abroad, re publishing house for publication of works by V. I. Lenin and V.
Bonch-Bruevich, re resignation of Bonch-Bruevich from the RSDRP dispatch office,
re position of [local] committees to the Third RSDRP Congress, re July Declaration
of the TsK RSDRP, and re organizational, financial, and personal issues, 1904
April-September

Reel 2.59, File 141 Letter from [I. S.] Blumenfeld, on behalf of the Iskra editorial board, to the TsK
RSDRP re conflict between the TsK and stitchers of the RSDRP printing office,
1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 142 Letter from I. [S.] Blumenfeld, on behalf of the Iskra editorial board, to the TsK
RSDRP complaining of irregular dispatches of the newspaper by the party
dispatch office, 1904 April

Reel 2.59,
File 143*

Letter from V. {D.] Bonch-Bruevich, chief of the RSDRP dispatch office, to the TsK
RSDRP re dispatch of issue 61 of the newspaper Iskra, 1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 144 Letter from L. [G.] Deich to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich re cash collected in support of
The Worker's Newspaper ( Rabochaia gazeta) and retained by Deich for the
Émigré League, 1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 145 Letter to the TsK RSDRP re agreement with the BUND and other social-democratic
organizations for a joint performance in May and re situation within the RSDRP,
1904 March-April

Reel 2.59,
File 146*

Letter from [M. N. Liadov] to [I. A. Piatnitskii] re publication of a May flyer written
by V. I. Lenin and re other organizational issues, 1904 after April 15

Reel 2.59,
File 147*

Draft letters from N. K. Krupskaia to the Southern Bureau of the TsK RSDRP re the
Bolshevik struggle for summoning the Third RSDRP Congress, re Lenin's work on
the book [ Step Forward, Two Steps Backwards] and Plekhanov's speech opposing
Lenin, re financial status of the Mensheviks, re meeting of the Party Council, re
financial problems of the Bolsheviks, and re issues related to routine party work,
1904 April-June

Reel 2.59,
File 148*

Draft letters from [N. K. Krupskaia to the Russian branch of the TsK RSDRP] re
publication of May flyers and re routine party work, 1904 April
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Reel 2.59,
File 149*

Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with M. M. Litvinov re publication and delivery
of Lenin's pamphlet To Poor Peasants, re position of local organizations towards
Iskra, the TsK, and the convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress, re Plekhanov's
position and campaign waged by Iskra against the TsK, re position of
'compromisers' and 'hard' party members, re weakness of the Mensheviks in
Russia, re prospects of reaching an accord between the TsK and the Mensheviks,
re appeal of the 'conference of 22', re issues relating to the undercover party
work, party correspondence, party workers, publication and delivery of
social-democratic literature, financial problems, etc., 1904 May-September

Reel 2.59,
File 150*

Draft letter from N. K. Krupskaia to [V. V. Vakar] with information about the
activities of the TsK RSDRP, about difficulties in delivering social-democratic
literature to Russia, about the work of party printing shops, and about the
convocations of the Third RSDRP Congress, 1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 151 Letters from V. D. Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK RSDRP with attached copies of
correspondence of March 30 and April 1 and 4, 1904, between the party dispatch
office and the administration of the Western League re conditions for distribution
of social-democratic literature among the groups of supporters of the RSDRP,
1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 152 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK RSDRP, with attached copies of the
correspondence of March 30 and April 1 and 4, 1904, between the party dispatch
office and the administration of the Western League re conditions for the
distribution of social-democratic literature among the groups of support to the
RSDRP, 1904 April. See also file 151

Reel 2.59,
File 153*

Draft letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to [the Russian Bureau] of the TsK re
correspondence and communication with local committees and re financial
difficulties and monthly expenses of Iskra, 1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 154 Letter from G. [V.] Plekhanov to V. D. [Bonch-Bruevich] requesting that the latter
send protocols of the Second RSDRP Congress to the editorial board of L'Avenir
Social, organ of the Belgian Workers' Party and promising, on behalf of the
editorial board, to write a letter about the Congress, 1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 155 Letter from V. D. Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK, with the list of literature checked out
by the Iskra editorial board, 1904 April

Reel 2.59,
File 156*

Draft letter written by [N. K. Krupskaia] re improvement in transportation, 1904
May

Reel 2.59,
File 157*

Draft letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to the Odessa RSDRP Committee re the
situation in the party and TsK statements against summoning the Third Congress,
1904 May

Reel 2.59, File 158 Letter (in French) from V. D. Bonch-Bruevich re limitation on distribution of
social-democratic literature among Russian prisoners of war in Japan, 1904 May

Reel 2.59, File 159 Draft letter from I. [S.] Blumenfeld to the TsK RSDRP re slow delivery of Iskra to
the editorial board and re inaccuracy in financial accounts, 1904 May

Reel 2.59,
File 160*

Leaflet The First of May issued by the TsK RSDRP (written by G. M.
Krzhizhanovskii), 1904 April

Reel 2.59, File 161 Inscription on an envelope made by N. K. Krupskaia, 1904 not earlier than April
Reel 2.59, File 162 Account of the Kiev Red Cross for assistance to political exiles and prisoners, 1904

not earlier than April
Reel 2.59,
File 163*

Draft letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to the Baku RSDRP Committee re latest arrests
and organizational issues, 1904 after May 14

Reel 2.59, File 164 Pamphlet (incomplete) "About Our Tactical Goals" (open letter to local
committees), 1904 after May 14

Reel 2.59, File 165 Draft notes related to the reports on the equipment and expenses for and
distribution of social-democratic literature, 1904 between May 15 and November

Reel 2.59,
File 166*

Letter from [E. D. Stasova] to [the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP] about her
arrest in the city of Nizhnii Novgorod, about arrests in Moscow, and about the
work of the Moscow RSDRP organization, 1904 between May 15 and July 14
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Reel 2.59,
File 167*

Letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to [E. D. Stasova] re situation in Russia, re future
publication of Lenin's pamphlet ["Step Forward, Two Steps Backward"], about the
pamphlet by G. V. Plekhanov in issue 62 of the newspaper Iskra, about the states
of mind among émigrés, about financial problems, etc., 1904 May

Reel 2.59, File 168 Letter from [N. M. Zhordaniia] to RSDRP committees in Caucasus describing the
conflict of the Baku RSDRP Committee and TsK agents with the Caucasian Union,
criticizing Lenin's pamphlet "What Is To Be Done?", and presenting a survey of the
history of the struggle between the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks, 1904 after
May 19

Reel 2.59,
File 169*

Letter from [I. Kh. Lalaiants] to [N. K. Krupskaia] re situation in the RSDRP
Committee in Nikolaev after the Second RSDRP Congress, re support of the
Second RSDRP Congress expressed by agitators from the RSDRP Committee
Nikolaev and their consent to report to the TsK RSDRP and re other issues related
to the activities of the RSDRP Committee in Nikolaev, 1904 May

Reel 2.59,
File 170**

Correspondence of B. N. Glebov [ V. A. Noskov] with TsK RSDRP agents [P. N.
Lepeshinskii and V. D. Bonch-Bruevich] re transfer of files from the émigré branch
of the TsK RSDRP to the representative of the TsK, 1904 September

Reel 2.59, File 171 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to unidentified addressee re resolution of the TsK,
condition of the RSDRP cash-box, and some organizational issues, 1903 May

Reel 2.59,
File 172*

Letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to [E. D. Stasova] re communication with Russia and
insufficient feedback about the activities of local RSDRP organizations, 1904 May

Reel 2.59, File 173 Letter (in German) from V. Ditz to Bonch-Bruevich [chief of the TsK RSDRP
dispatch office] responding to the addressee about the conditions of trade, 1904
May

Reel 2.59, File 174 Accounts of the émigré cash-box of the TsK RSDRP for March 21-October 1, 1905,
1905 between June 1 - October 1

Reel 2.59,
File 175*

Appeal to the TsK RSDRP from a group of party members requesting a study of
armed uprisings and of weapons for armed struggle, etc., 1905 June

Reel 2.59,
File 176*

Letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to [M. M. Litvnov] with information about her break
with [V. A. Noskov] and [L. E. Galperin], 1904 June

Reel 2.59, File 177 Letter from C. Kautskii re information about German social-democracy, 1904 June
Reel 2.59, File 178 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to Burkot requesting delivery of all

publications of the Polish Socialist Party for further distribution among the RSDRP
committees, 1904 June

Reel 2.59, File 179 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to unidentified addressee re the trip of Gleb's wife to
Russia, etc., 1904 June

Reel 2.59,
File 180*

Draft letter from N. K. Krupskaia to the Bolsheviks of [the Crimea RSDRP
organization] re struggle of the Bolsheviks with the Mensheviks, re letter of K.
Kautsky on Russian issues, re article by G. V. Plekhanov in Iskra, re Lenin's
pamphlet ["Step Forward, Two Steps Backwards"] re activities of the Crimean
Union, and re the Third RSDRP Congress, 1904 June

Reel 2.59, File 181 Letter from [Iu. O. Martov] to [M. N. Liadov] notifying the latter, by request of the
Iskra editorial board, of the publication of Liadov's letter in issue 67 of the
newspaper Iskra, 1904 June

Reel 2.59, File 182 Advertisement issued by the RSDRP dispatch office about the publication and sale
of the pamphlet "Step Forward, Two Steps Backward" by V. I. Lenin, 1904 May

Reel 2.59, File 183 Letter from S. Gutt to the RSDRP dispatch office re conditions for distribution of
Iskra, with attached letter from [M. M.] Litvinov, and a note by [A. S. Varskii] in
Polish, 1904 May

Reel 2.59,
File 184*

Letter from [L. E. Galperin?] to [V. A. Noskov] re printing of Lenin's book entitled
Step Forward, Two Steps Backward, re conditions for cooperation between the
TsK and the Central Organ, and re joint work of the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks in
local organizations, 1904 not later than May

Reel 2.59,
File 185*

Essay by [M. K. Vladimirov?] entitled In the West and his letter to [the émigré
branch of the TsK RSDRP] re conditions for party work on the North-Western
territory during the Russian-Japanese war, 1904 before June
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Reel 2.59,
File 186*

Correspondence of N. K. Krupskaia with [E. D. Stasova] and [F. V. Lengnik] re
situation in the Southern and Petersburg RSDRP committees, re resolutions of the
Party Council and publication of the protocols of its meetings, re arrest of party
workers in Moscow, re the opposition to the 'July Declaration' of the TsK RSDRP,
re open letter to Kautsky in response to Akselrod's letter published in issue 68 of
the newspaper Iskra, re establishment of a new party newspaper to fight Iskra, re
Plekhanov' position towards the TsK, etc., 1904 June and September

Reel 2.59,
File 187*

Resolution protesting the incident that occurred during a fundraising event in
favor of the émigré cash-box, 1904 after June 18

Reel 2.59,
File 188*

Draft letter from the [émigré branch of the TsK] to [the Siberian Union of the
RSDRP] inquiring about the activities of the local social-democratic organization
and proposing to establish permanent connections, 1904 June

Reel 2.59,
File 189*

Letter from [N. K. Krupskaia] to unknown addressee describing Lenin's work on a
leaflet and on a pamphlet, creation of a literary group, abuse of the majority by
the minority, the position of the TsK members to the internal situation in the
RSDRP, and the activities in Moscow and Petersburg, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 190 Letter from [M. N.] Liadov, cashier of the TsK RSDRP, to the Iskra editorial board
re financial issues, 1904 June

Reel 2.59,
File 191*

Letters from Volskii and M. N. Liadov, with attached copy from L. Martov's letter,
witnessing the identity of [A. A. Bogdanov], 1904 June

Reel 2.59, File 192 Draft statement from [P. A. Krasikov] to the Iskra editorial board re article in
issue 68 of the newspaper Iskra about his co-optation to the Iskra editorial board,
1904 before June 25

Reel 2.59, File 193 Report of the Baku RSDRP Committee about its conflict with the Caucasian Allied
Committee and with representatives of the TsK RSDRP on the issue of co-optation
of new members to the Baku Committee, 1904 June

Reel 2.59,
File 194*

Letters from [E. D. Stasova] to [N. K. Krupskaia] re issues related to the
organization of work, appointments of and assignments for party workers, and to
the [Bolshevik] campaign for taking power in local committees, 1904 June

Reel 2.59, File 195 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK RSDRP re necessity to publish
urgently in Iskra the account of the party dispatch office for June 12, 1904, with
attached letter from the author to G. V. Plekhanov, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 196 Letter from L. [P.] Kruchinina to Shteinberg requesting to pay for literature, 1904
July

Reel 2.59, File 197 Letter from I. S. Blumenfeld to the TsK RSDRP asking, on behalf of the Iskra
editorial board, if the authors of the "Open Letter to G. V. Plekhanov" are party
members, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 198 Letter from [M. N. Liadov], cashier of the TsK, to the Administration of the Émigré
League confirming reception of the money for the TsK cash-box and reporting on
financial and accounting issues; response of F. I. Dan on behalf of the League
administration, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 199 Letter from L. M. Knipovich, on behalf of the TsK, to the Iskra editorial board re
financial issues, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 200 Letter from [M. N. Liadov], on behalf of the TsK, to the Iskra editorial board re
financial settlement between the TsK and Iskra, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 201 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to P. B. Akselrod re correspondence addressed
to the RSDRP dispatch office, 1904 July

Reel 2.59,
File 202*

Draft letter from M. N. Liadov to [M. M. Essen] re arrests in Moscow, re
correspondence, re assignments of party workers, re situation in the Caucasus, re
financial difficulties, etc., 1904 after June

Reel 2.59, File 203 Letter from [I. S.] Blumenfeld written at the request of the Iskra editorial board to
[P. N. Lepeshinskii] expressing concern over the fact that V. I. Lenin and V. A.
Glebov delegated to the addressee their authority over the TsK RSDRP, etc., 1904
July
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Reel 2.59,
File 203a*

Draft letter from [M. N.] Liadov to [M. M.] Litvinov re resolutions to be adopted by
RSDRP committees against the Iskra editorial board and in favor of the Third
RSDRP Congress, re resolution of the Ekaterinoslav RSDRP Committee, and re the
intention of V. I. Lenin to appeal to the party in the name of all Bolsheviks, 1904
July

Reel 2.59, File 204 Draft letter from [P. N. Lepeshinskii] written at the TsK RSDRP request to the
Iskra editorial board, re publication of a number of Iskra pamphlets in the party
printing-office and re necessity of a meeting for personal discussion of conditions
for future work, 1904 July

Reel 2.59,
File 205*

"Open Letter to G. V. Plekhanov" from M. N. Liadov, V. D. Bonch-Bruevich, P. N.
Lepeshinskii, and others, in connection with accusations of 'Bonapartism' brought
against émigré representatives of the TsK, with attached statement made by the
editorial commission in connection with the publication of the said letter, 1904
before July 21

Reel 2.59,
File 206*

Draft letter from the [émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP] to Suchok[?] requesting
that he inform the sender about the membership and activities of a local
committee, and about supplies of social-democratic literature, 1904 July

Reel 2.59,
File 207*

Draft letter from [M. N. Liadov] to [E. D. Stasova] re bad communication with [the
Russian Bureau of the TsK], re absence of news from local workers, and re other
organizational issues, 1904 before July 22

Reel 2.59,
File 208*

Draft letter from [M. N.] Liadov to [V. L. Kopp] notifying him about an undercover
apartment, password, and conditions for transportation of social-democratic
literature across the border, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 209 Draft record of the resolutions adopted by the TsK RSDRP members at the
meeting in July, 1904, related to the struggle between the Bolsheviks and
Mensheviks, to the position towards the Central Organ of the RSDRP, and to the
convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress, 1904 July

Reel 2.59,
File 210*

Letter from [M. N. Liadov] to Vorobiev, requesting information about party
workers, 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 211 Letter (in German) from K. Kautsky to [M. N. Liadov] protesting the publication in
the newspaper Iskra of his letter about the split in the Russian Social-Democratic
Party, 1904 July

Reel 2.59,
File 212*

Letter from A. [A. Bogdanov] to [N. K. Krupskaia] re author's trip to Paris, his
meeting and conversation with L. Trotsky about the letter sent by K. Kautsky to
Mandelshtam [M. N. Liadov], and re G. V. Plekhanov's essay, 1904 after July 23

Reel 2.59, File 213 Letter from [V. L. Kopp] to [M. N. Liadov] re their correspondence and party
assignments and re Liadov's remarks about advocates of 'positive work,' 1904 July

Reel 2.59, File 214 Inscription on the envelope made by [N. K. Krupskaia], 1904 after July 24
Reel 2.59,
File 215**

Letters and papers under the name "Case of Bonch and CO"; correspondence of V.
I. Lenin, member of the TsK, with V. A. Noskov; resolutions, declarations and
letters related to the conflict in the party printing-office; papers related to the
resignation of V. D. Bonch-Bruevich from the RSDRP dispatch office and to the
handing over of files of the dispatch office and of the RSDRP cash-box to a new
chief, with explanations given by V. A. Noskov to [the Russian Bureau of the TsK
RSDRP]; materials related to the co-optation of new members to the TsK and to
the Party Council, to the July meeting of the TsK, to the participation of the
RSDRP representatives in the Amsterdam International Congress of
social-democratic organizations, etc., 1904 August-September

Reel 2.59,
File 216**

Letters and papers under the name "Case of Bonch and Co.," with explanatory
notes made by V. A. Noskov for the Russian Bureau of the RSDRP, 1904
August-September

Reel 2.59,
File 217*

Draft letter from the [émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP] to the RSDRP Committee
in Tver re article in issue 61 of the newspaper Iskra and re financial issues, 1904
July
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Reel 2.59,
File 218*

Draft letters from the [émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP] to the Mos[cow] RSDRP
Com[mittee] for [L. Kh. Gobi] re delivery of the resolution of the [Moscow RSDRP
Committee] re the efforts of the majority to take power over the RSDRP
publishing activity, re unwillingness of Iskra and the Émigré League to contribute
to the émigré cash-box of the TsK, etc., 1904 August

Reel 2.59, File 219 Letter from [V. L. Kopp] to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich containing request to renew the
delivery of new literature to Königsberg for Volks - Zeitung [ People's Newspaper]
and information on organizational party work, 1904 August

Reel 2.59, File 220 Letter from R. [M.] Bogra[d]-Pl[ekhanova] to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich expressing
her indignation with regard to his and V. M. Velichkina's signing of "An Open
Letter to G. V. Plekhanov", 1904 August

Reel 2.59,
File 221*

Resolution of the RSDRP Committee in Petersburg expressing its loyalty towards
the TsK RSDRP, 1904 after the second half of July

Reel 2.59, File 222 Resolution adopted by the representatives of politically conscious workers of
several regions under the Baku RSDRP Committee on the situation in the
Committee and its reorganization, 1904 the end of July - beginning of September

Reel 2.59,
File 223**

Resolutions of the RSDRP committees in Moscow and Riga, of Caucasian and
Crimean RSDRP unions, and other RSDRP organizations on their position towards
the 'July declaration' of the TsK, 1904 end of July-September

Reel 2.59,
File 224*

Excerpts from the resolution of the TsK RSDRP ("July Declaration") describing the
struggle of the groups inside the party, expressing the desire to return V. I. Lenin
to the Iskra editorial board, and stating that the summoning of an urgent party
congress and agitation for the congress is inexpedient, 1904 July

Reel 2.59,
File 225*

Draft (partly ciphered) letter from [M. N. Liadov] to the [RSDRP Committee] in
Peters[burg] with information about the arrival of Zemliachka and with a request
for mailing address, 1904 before July

Reel 2.59, File 226 Letter from Sergeev[?] and Petrov[?] to the TsK RSDRP(?) re establishment of a
local RSDRP organization, its activities and relations with a provincial RSDRP
Bureau, re the position of the authors towards the struggle within the RSDRP and
criticism of the TsK intentions to seek for reconciliation, 1904 not earlier than July

Reel 2.59,
File 227*

Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP] and excerpts
from the 'July declaration' of the TsK to be submitted to V. I. Lenin and to be
published in Iskra, 1904 not earlier than July

Reel 2.59,
File 228*

Draft letter from [M. N. Liadov] to [V. D. Kopp] with information and inquiries
about RSDRP leaders, 1904 after June

Reel 2.59,
File 229*

Letter from [the Southern Bureau of the RSDRP] to the TsK RSDRP re leaflet
entitled Truth about the War issued by the Odessa RSDRP Committee and re the
position of the Odessa RSDRP Committee to [the 'July declaration'] of the TsK,
1904 after July

Reel 2.60,
File 230*

Draft letter from the [émigré branch of the TsK] to the [Odessa RSDRP
Committee] describing the preparatory work done by the Party Council for the
Amsterdam International Congress and requesting that the local committees send
credentials to the congress for V. I. Lenin and M. N. Liadov, 1904 before August 14

Reel 2.60,
File 231*

Draft letter from the [émigré branch of the TsK] to the [RSDRP Committee] in
Yekaterinburg re report on the party work conducted by the Ural [RSDRP]
Committee and RSDRP committees in Ufa and in Perm, etc., 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 232 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich, head of the RSDRP dispatch office, to the
editorial board of a newspaper in Krakow, promising to send all RSDRP
publications and asking that publications of the Polish Socialist Party be sent to
him, 1904 August

Reel 2.60,
File 233*

Correspondence of V. I. Lenin, V. A. Noskov, V. D. Bonch-Bruevich (with
explanatory notes by V. A. Noskov to the TsK) re decision of the Russian
Collegium of the TsK RSDRP to co-opt new members to the TsK, Lenin's protest
against the co-optation and against publication in Iskra of the 'July declaration,'
and other related issues; resolution of the Party Council (of September 3, 1904)
on Lenin's statement about his failure to appear at the Council meeting, with
invitation to the next meeting on September 8, 1904, 1904 September 3
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Reel 2.60, File 234 Letter from [V. L. Kopp] to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich, re author's return from his
round trip and re scheduled visit of the author and [V. A. Noskov] to V. D.
Bonch-Bruevich, 1904 August

Reel 2.60,
File 235**

Letter from the TsK RSDRP to the RSDRP Committee in Odessa containing the
report about negotiations with the Menshevik representative abroad and denial of
the rumors about co-optation of Mensheviks to the TsK, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 236 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [the Russian Bureau of the TsK RSDRP] re secret
crossing of the border by a RSDRP worker, transportation of social-democratic
literature, situation in Minsk and prospects for establishing a local printing office
there, etc., 1904 after August 20

Reel 2.60, File 237 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich, chief of the RSDRP dispatch office, to [M. S.
Olminskii] and [A .A. Bogdanov] notifying them about the reception of 430 francs
for the publication of the selection of essays entitled "Our Misunderstandings"(
Nashi nedorazumeniia), 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 238 Excerpt from the letter from [V. L. Kopp] to an unknown addressee about the
protocols of the Second RSDRP Congress, about the author's position towards its
resolutions, about liberals and social-revolutionaries, and about the author's
intention to write on those issues to the Iskra editorial board, 1904 before August
10

Reel 2.60, File 239 Letter from [A. I. Liubimov] to [V. A. Noskov] about the position of local RSDRP
committees on the split in the party and the convocation of the Third Congress,
about the agitation with regard to the military failure in the Far East, about the
growing enthusiasm of the masses, about the request to persuade V. I. Lenin to
join the collegium [ Iskra editorial board], and about organizational issues, 1904
August

Reel 2.60, File 240 Letter to the TsK RSDRP from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich re necessity to publish in the
newspaper Iskra the report of the RSDRP dispatch office for July, with financial
statement, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 241 Letters from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to V. I. Lenin, [A. A. Bogdanov], and Perova re
dispatch of a pamphlet to them, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 242 Memorandum from Ka[linin M.] to an identified addressee, notifying the latter
about the dispatch of 1000 copies of issue 72 of the newspaper Iskra, and about
the distribution of [L.] Trotsky's pamphlet within the [Russian] colony, 1904
August 25 on

Reel 2.60, File 243 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [A. I. Liubimov] re reception of the addressee's
report and letter about the struggle of the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks abroad,
about the reduction in Iskra size, about the establishment of better ties between
Iskra and local party organizations, and about issues related to professional party
work, 1904 August 27 on

Reel 2.60, File 244 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich, chief of the RSDRP dispatch
office, requesting that his letter be passed on to V. I. Lenin and a receipt be sent
to him, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 245 Letters from [V. A. Noskov] to [V. D. Bonch-Bruevich], chief of the RSDRP dispatch
office, to [M. N. ] Liadov, cashier of the émigré branch of the TsK, to [I. S.
Vilenskii], chief of the printing-office, and to [P. N. Lepeshinskii], notifying them
about the TsK decisions adopted at the July TsK meeting, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 246 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich, chief of the RSDRP dispatch
office, re resolution of the July TsK meeting, 1904 August

Reel 2.60,
File 247*

Letters, resolutions, and claims related to the conflict in the RSDRP printing office
(cancellation by the July TsK meeting of the agreement between V. I. Lenin and V.
A. Noskov), with V. A. Noskov's explanations made for the Russian Bureau of the
TsK RSDRP, 1904 August-September

Reel 2.60, File 248 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] about the necessity to pay off
the debts to the RSDRP dispatch office, with attached bills, suggesting that the
addressee pay for the said bills, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 249 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-[Bruevich] to [I. S. Vilenskii] with information about the
banking check returned by the bank and the request that Noskov arrange
payment, 1904 September
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Reel 2.60, File 250 Letter from [M. A. Silvin], member of the émigré technical commission, to the
RSDRP Committee in Riga about the position of the TsK and the Party Council to
the Bolshevik publishing house, and about the delivery of literature published by
the said publishing house to the [Riga] Committee, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 251 Letter from V. L. [?] to an unidentified addressee about the general situation and
financial problems, with the list of leaflets that were received or are being
published, 1904 August 20 or later

Reel 2.60, File 252 Statement made by [V. P. Makhnovets] to the émigré representative of the TsK
RSDRP re situation in the RSDRP organization in Voronezh, 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 253*

Draft letter from [M. N. Liadov and P. N. Lepeshinskii] to [M. M. Litvinov] about
the overturn conducted in the TsK by the Mensheviks, about the withdrawal from
V. I. Lenin of his rights as émigré representative of the TsK, about the Menshevik
position towards émigré agents, about the illegality of the July meeting of the TsK
members, about the establishment of a literary group by the Bolsheviks, and
about plans to fight the Mensheviks, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 254 Resolution of the Party Council reiterating that the TsK RSDRP resolution has
binding force on all party members, and denouncing the refusal of V. D.
Bonch-Bruevich, chief of the party dispatch office, to obey the TsK resolution and
to reorganize Iskra, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 255 Letter from [Noskov V. A.] to [A. I. Liubimov] re conduct of a conference in Russia
in order to eliminate organizational separatism of the majority and the minority,
re financial difficulties, re purchase of a printing press and its delivery to Russia,
and re transportation of party workers and social-democratic literature across the
border, 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 256*

Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [TsK members in Russia] accompanying the file
containing his correspondence with V. I. Lenin, V. D. Bonch-Bruevich, and officials
of the party printing office and expressing his opinion on the convocation of a
conference in order to eliminate organizational separatism in the RSDRP, 1904
September

Reel 2.60,
File 257*

Memorandum from [Iu. O.] Martov to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich accompanying a copy
of the resolution of the Party Council adopted at the meeting of September 3,
1904

Reel 2.60,
File 258*

Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] with information about the
author's intention to hand over files of the RSDRP dispatch office to V. A. Noskov
and invitation to the latter to come for this purpose to the dispatch office
premises, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 259 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK RSDRP demanding that a financial
report of the RSDRP dispatch office for August, 1904, be published in the next
issue of the newspaper Iskra (with attached account), 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 260*

Excerpt from the letter to [TsK RSDRP members in Russia] from [V. A. Noskov]
about the relations between the Iskra editorial board and the [Émigré] League,
about financial difficulties experienced by the émigré branch of the TsK and about
the desire to eliminate the Mensheviks' organizational separatism, 1904
September

Reel 2.60,
File 261*

Letters to the [TsK RSDRP members in Russia] from [V. A. Noskov] re negotiations
with émigré representatives of the Mensheviks, re the agenda of a conference of
professional revolutionaries to be held in Russia, re the position of [F. I.] Dan and
other Mensheviks towards the agreement between the TsK and the Mensheviks on
the affairs abroad and re the intention of the Mensheviks to seize power in the
party, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 262 Appeal of the TsK RSDRP To Comrades-in-Party re the struggle within the party
and the activities of the conciliatory TsK, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 263 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] re violation of the rules for
distribution of Iskra among the foreign groups of support to the RSDRP, and re
possible misunderstanding concerning the issue, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 264 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] requesting to find new
housing for the RSDRP dispatch office, 1904 September
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Reel 2.60, File 265 Notes made by [V. A. Noskov] re representation of socialist-revolutionaries at the
Amsterdam International Congress and re bipartisan conference, 1904 August

Reel 2.60, File 266 Report by Strizh [?] to the [TsK RSDRP] on the situation in the local party
committees and their position towards the TsK 'July declaration,' on the future
conference with the Mensheviks, on financial hardships, on agitation to be led by
RSDRP committees, on the position of local committees towards reconciliation of
the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, and on the plans for future work, 1904
August-October

Reel 2.60, File 267 Letter to [R. S. Galbershtadt] and other about the resolution adopted by the
conference of committees of the North Region, about the position of the TsK
towards the to the central institutions of the RSDRP, about the necessity to
reorganize the TsK and the RSDRP Committee in Petersburg (with attached
resolutions of the conference and of the committees of the Northern Region),
1904 August on

Reel 2.60, File 268 Beginning of the manuscript written by [V. D. Bonch-Bruevich] re termination of
delivering literature to the Émigré League due to unpaid balance, with attached
documents relating to the issue, 1904 August on

Reel 2.60, File 269 Report compiled by V. D. Bonch-Bruevich on the debts of different organizations
and publishing houses to the RSDRP dispatch office, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 270 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] re delay in handing over the
files of the dispatch office until September 17 [1904], 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 271 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK RSDRP requesting that the financial
account of the dispatch office for September 1-15, 1904 be published in the next
issue of the newspaper Iskra (with attached account), 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 272 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich requesting literature and
notifying about the time for handing over the files of the RSDRP dispatch office,
1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 273 Invoice of the magazine Rassvet for the copies left in the RSDRP dispatch office
for commission, 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 274*

Statement sent by the collegium of the RSDRP dispatch office (V. D.
Bonch-Bruevich, L. M. Kruchinina, M. Kamenskii, Yemtsov, Nekrasova, and others)
to the TsK RSDRP about their disapproval of the 'July declaration' of the TsK and
about their resignation from the RSDRP dispatch office, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 275 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [A. I. Liubimov] re statement of the Mensheviks
published in issue 72 of Iskra about their plans for TsK activities, their support for
the statement by the Iskra editorial board, and about the next tasks of the TsK for
unification of the party and convocation of the Third RSDRP Congress, 1904
September

Reel 2.60,
File 276*

Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [A. I. Liubimov] re measures against [V. I. Lenin], re
power over local RSDRP organizations, re professional party work, etc., 1904
September

Reel 2.60, File 277 Letter to the [TsK RSDRP] signed by V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich, A., P. Lebedev, [P. N.
Lepeshinskii], M. Kamenskii, and others, doubting the authority of P. Sokolov to
act in the name of the TsK representative while handing over the written
statement of the TsK to V. D. Bonch Bruevich, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 278 Preliminary conditions for handing over the files of the RSDRP dispatch office,
prepared by [I. S.] Blumenfeld, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 279 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich assigning I. S. Blumenfeld
and [A. Paikes?] to conduct negotiations and accept the files of the RSDRP
dispatch office, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 280 Conditions for handing over the files of the dispatch office, signed by [V. A.
Noskov] and V. D. Bonch-Bruevich, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 281 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [the Russian Bureau of the TsK RSDRP] with
information about the conflict with V. D. Bonch-Bruevich that occurred prior to
transfer of the files of the RSDRP dispatch office, about the Menshevik statement
published in issue 72 of Iskra re plans for the TsK activities, and about the next
tasks of the TsK for unification of the party and for convocation of the Third
RSDRP Congress, 1904 September
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Reel 2.60,
File 282**

Draft letter and a letter from [A. I. Liubimov] abroad to [V. A. Noskov] re position
of local RSDRP committees towards the 'July declaration' of the TsK RSDRP, re
visits of the TsK agents to Northern and Southern RSDRP committees, and re
equipment and supplies for printing office, 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 283*

Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to I. S. Blumenfeld and [A. Paikes],
representatives of the TsK, re conditions for handing over the files of the dispatch
office, with the note of [V. A. Noskov] approving the conditions established by the
chief of the RSDRP dispatch office, 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 284*

Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the TsK RSDRP accompanying brochures by
[M. S. Olminskii], and [A. A. Bogdanov] and proposing to send them to Russia,
1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 285 Note from Sokolov to [V. D. Bonch-Bruevich] requesting that Yakovlev be
admitted to the RSDRP dispatch office to pack literature, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 286 Letter from Borisov [?] to the stitching office re the last page of the brochure
entitled "Our Misunderstanding", 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 287 Letter from [A. I. Liubimov] to [V. A. Noskov] re trips of party workers, delivery
and distribution of social-democratic literature, etc., 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 288 Memorandum from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich and [P. N. Lepeshinskii], re Sokolov's
statement about the elimination of the agreement on the first steps to be taken
by a dispatcher to hand over the cash-box and equipment of the dispatch office,
1904 before September 22

Reel 2.60, File 289 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to unidentified addressee re subscription to
Iskra and re financial issues, 1904 before September 22

Reel 2.60, File 290 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] re the procedure for handing
over the files of the dispatch office according to the agreement signed by [V. A.
Noskov] and [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 291 Draft letter from N. [A.] Alekseev to [L. I. Akselrod] protesting open talks
exposing party workers, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 292 Excerpt from the order of the Department of Justice and Police of the canton of
Geneva permitting V. Akhlopkov to work as type-setter, 1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 293 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [the Russian Bureau of the TsK RSDRP] re unification
with the Mensheviks, re siege and attack at the 'hard' Bolsheviks, re the situation
in the RSDRP committees in Moscow, Petersburg, Tver, Baku, Ekaterinoslav, and
Riga, and in the Northern Committee, re preparation to and possible participation
in the Third RSDRP Congress, and re his opinion about the activities of V. I. Lenin
and 'hard' party members [Bolsheviks], 1904 September

Reel 2.60,
File 294*

Letter from [V. A. Noskov], L. [G.] Deich, and [A. Paikes], to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich
re inspection and reception of the files of the RSDRP dispatch office, 1904
September

Reel 2.60,
File 295*

Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [M. N.] Liadov, confirming reception and approval of
the account of the RSDRP cash-box for July 10 - September 15, 1904, 1904
September

Reel 2.60, File 296 Letter from [V. A. Noskov] to [V. D.] Bonch-Bruevich re the meeting with Popova,
1904 September

Reel 2.60, File 297 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to L. G. Deich re failure of the TsK RSDRP to
fulfill its obligations to the editorial board of the magazine Rassvet, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 298 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] protesting the deliberate
delay with the typesetting of manuscripts for issues 8-9 of the magazine Rassvet
and requesting that either the typesetting be sped up or TsK debts to the Rassvet
editorial board be settled, 1904 October

Reel 2.60,
File 299*

Resolution of the representatives of the workers of Balakhanskii, Sabunchinskii,
and Romaninskii raion of the city of Baku [sent to the TsK RSDRP] protesting
expulsion of brothers L., N., and K. Shendrikov from the RSDRP Committee of
Baku, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 300 Letter from L. [G.] D[eich] to V. M. Velichkina re financial issues connected with
the dispatch office, 1904 October
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Reel 2.60,
File 301*

Letter from N. Bakh to [N. K. Krupskaia] re the letter from [V. P. Nogin] and others
detained in Taganskaia prison, with their request for information about the
situation in the party and about current events, 1904 October

Reel 2.60,
File 302*

Draft letter from [M. N.] Liadov on behalf of the émigré branch of the TsK RSDRP
to the RSDRP Committee in Viatka re organizational issues, 1904 October

Reel 2.60,
File 303*

Report to the TsK RSDRP on the activities of the RSDRP Committee in Kazan from
December, 1903, through October, 1904

Reel 2.60,
File 304*

Letter from [G. D.] Leitaizen to the TsK RSDRP protesting the coup d'état in the
TsK, etc., 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 305 Letter from Sokolov to V. D. Bonch-Bruevich re reception of cash from Kleidman,
etc., 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 306 Inscription on the envelope (address of V. D. Bonch-Bruevich in French), made by
P. [B.] Akselrod, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 307 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the RSDRP dispatch office re delivery and
distribution of social-democratic literature and other related issues, 1904 October

Reel 2.60,
File 308*

Statement of the Menshevik representatives expressing confidence in the TsK
RSDRP and claiming termination of the isolation of the Mensheviks in the RSDRP;
statement of the TsK about unification of the TsK with the Mensheviks and about
future participation of the Mensheviks in party work, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 309 Letter from [A. I. Liubimov] to [V. A. Noskov] re position of local committees
towards the 'July declaration' of the TsK, re results of the conference of twenty
two Bolsheviks, re preparation for the Third Party Congress, and re Lenin's work
in the Iskra editorial board, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 310 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to [V. A. Noskov] demanding that he publish in
issue 76 of the newspaper Iskra the report of the RSDRP dispatch office for
August - first half of September, 1904, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 311 Letter from V. [D.] Bonch-Bruevich to the RSDRP dispatch office demanding an
account of the dispatch office for delivered issues of the magazine Rassvet and
reimbursement of money given to the TsK by the Rassvet editorial board, 1904
November

Reel 2.60, File 312 Protocol of the meeting of the TsK RSDRP members re political activities of the
TsK, re ties of the TsK with the Central Organ ( Iskra), re concerted actions with
BUND and Latvian social democracy, re issues connected with the local RSDRP
organizations in Riga and Voronezh, re reports to be submitted to the Executive
Committee, and re unification of technical institutions of the TsK, 1904 November
6

Reel 2.60, File 313 Report of [V. A. Noskov] to the TsK RSDRP about his activities as member of the
Central Committee from the date of the Second RSDRP Congress through
November 1, 1904, 1904 November 9

Reel 2.60, File 314 Draft record of the meeting of the members of the TsK RSDRP re convocation of a
conference of party professional workers, re tasks and needs of professional party
work, re work of the local RSDRP organizations, re establishment of
social-democratic groups under the TsK RSDRP, re responsibilities assumed by
TsK members, etc., 1904 October

Reel 2.60,
File 315*

Resolution of the RSDRP Committee in Riga sent to the TsK RSDRP the publishing
house for social-democratic literature run by V. Bonch-Bruevich and V. I. Lenin,
expressing its support for the Bolsheviks, and requesting delivery of Bolshevik
literature, 1904 October

Reel 2.60, File 316 Letter from [Iu. O. Martov] to [A. I. Liubimov] re refusal of the Mensheviks to
follow the directives of the TsK RSDRP and re conditions for the agreement
between the TsK RSDRP and the Central Organ ( Iskra), 1904 November

Reel 2.60,
File 317*

Letter from the RSDRP Committee in Riga responding to the representative of the
TsK in Geneva with regard to his refusal to deliver social-democratic literature of
the Bolsheviks, 1904 November

Reel 2.60, File 318 Note of Petr[?] re approval, at the TsK RSDRP request, of two members of the
RSDRP Committee in Tula, 1904 November
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Reel 2.60, File 319 Protocol and resolution of the meeting of the TsK RSDRP re results of the
conference with the representatives of the Mensheviks and transfer of the
Menshevik [undercover] connections to the TsK, re political and operational
management of the party, re establishment of the Bureau of the TsK, re
responsibilities assumed by the TsK members, etc., 1904 November

Reel 2.60, File 320 Letters of the TsK members [V. A. Noskov, L. B. Krasin, and L. E. Galperin] to M. A.
Silvin, I. S. Vilenskii, and to the Party Council re resolution of the TsK about the
work of the dispatch office and the printing office under the guidance of the TsK,
re opposition of V. I. Lenin to co-optation of [I. F.] Dubrovinskii, [L. Ia.] Karpov,
and [A. I.} Liubimov to the TsK, and re some organizational issues, 1904
November

Reel 2.60, File 321 Letter from O. Minor to Vladimir Vasilievich expressing the author's suspicion that
Kostia Sapetov is a traitor and agent provocateur, 1904 November

Reels
2.2435-2.2457,
Reels
2.2603-2.2638,
Reels
2.2708-2.2736

Opis 2: Plenums of the VKP(b) Central Committee, 1918-1941
Physical Description: 88 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 2 contains protocols, verbatim records, and stenographic reports of TsK VKP(b)
plenary meetings that took place from March, 1918, through February, 1941, and
materials prepared for these meetings. Plenary meetings were held with participation of
all TsK members and candidate members between party congresses and conferences.
The most important issues of the policies of the KPSS and of the Soviet state were
discussed and decided at the plenums. Resolutions of plenums were mandatory for both
party organs and state organs and institutions. A considerable part of the resolutions and
decisions adopted by the said plenums were published in the Soviet periodicals of that
time and were later included in the book "KPSS in Resolutions and Decisions of
Congresses, Conferences, and Plenums of the TsK" (editions I-VII). Six hundred
seventy-seven (677) files (of 845 comprising this opis) were microfilmed for the Hoover
Institution. The documents are divided into two parts: part I containing protocols and
verbatim records of TsK VKP(b) plenary meetings, and part II (exempt from microfilming)
containing correspondence related to the summoning of plenary meetings and materials
pertaining to the issues to be considered and discussed at TsK VKP(b) plenary meetings
(total of 88 reels). Within parts I and II the material is organized in chronological order by
meeting. Part I is divided into 12 subseries according to the convocations of plenums
(from the seventh through the eighteenth convocation). This opis also includes minutes of
the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) Bureau (December 1918), of the TsK Conference of June
1919, of the private conference of the TsK members of December 30, 1920, of the joint
meeting of the TsK and the RKP(b) committee of the city of Moscow, and of the joint
meeting of the TsK and the TsKK (Central Control Commission) with the representatives
of ten party organizations of October 25-27, 1923. Minutes of the TsK plenum
commissions that were working during TsK meetings are also included in this opis.
Protocols of the TsK meetings for 1918-1919 are incomplete. Starting with January 1924,
verbatim records are included in this opis. The materials pertaining to the plenary
meeting are presented in the following order: protocol, verbatim record edited by the
authors, unedited verbatim record, and stenographic report (printed), if any. Each file
comes with an internal list of documents in Russian. The Russian finding aid can be found
on reel 2.15.
Additional Note
I. Protocols and verbatim records of plenary meetings of the Central Committee of the
VKP(b), convocations VII - XVII

   
  1. Seventh Convocation (1918 March-1919 March)
Reel 2.2435,
File 1-14

Protocols of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) and the TsK Bureau of March 15
and May 19, 1918; protocol of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) of September 16,
1918, with related materials; protocols of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) of
October 2, 22, 22 and 25, 1918; of December 17 and 19, 1918; and of January
16, February 4-5, March 14-20, 1919, 1918 March-1919 March
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  2. Eighth Convocation (1919 March-1920 April)
Reel 2.2435,
File 15-28

Protocols and related materials of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of
March 25, April 13, and May 4, 1919; protocol of the TsK RKP(b) Conference of
June 7, 1919; protocols of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) of June 10-15 and
September 21, 1919; protocols of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) plenums of
July 3-4, September 26, and November 29, 1919; protocols of the meetings of
the TsK and the TsK Bureau of January 16 and November 29, 1919; protocols of
the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) plenums of January 31 and February 6, 1920,
1919 March-1920 February

  3. Ninth Convocation (1920 April-1921 March)
Reel 2.2435,
File 15-46

Protocols nos. 1-18 and related materials of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b)
and TsK plenums, 1919 March-1920 December

Reel 2.2436,
File 47-61

Protocols nos. 19-30 and related materials of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b)
plenums; protocol of the joint conference of the TsK and the Moscow City
RKP(b) Committee, 1920 December-1921 March

  4. Tenth Convocation (1921 March-1922 April)
Reel 2.2436,
File 62-77

Protocols nos. 1-8, 8a, and 9-15 and related materials of the meetings of the
TsK RKP(b) plenums, 1921 March-1922 March

  5. Eleventh Convocation (1922 April-1923 April)
Reel 2.2436,
File 78-88

Protocols nos. 1-11 and related materials of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b)
plenums, 1922 April-1923 February

Reel 2.2437,
File 89-97

Protocols nos. 12-20 and related materials of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b)
plenums, 1923 February-April

  6. Twelfth Convocation (1923 April-1924 May)
Reel 2.2437,
File 98-109

Protocols nos. 1-6 and related materials of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b)
plenums of April 26, June 26-27, and September 23-25, 1923; protocols nos. 1-3
of the joint conference of the TsK, TsKK and representatives of Moscow,
Petrograd, Ivanovo-Voznesensk, Nizhnii Novgorod, Kharkov, Donetsk,
Yekaterinburg, Rostov, Baku, and Tula city RKP(b) committees of October
25-27, 1923; protocols nos. 7-8 and related materials of the meetings of the
TsK RKP(b) Plenum of January 14-15, 1924; verbatim record of the session of
the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re date of opening and agenda of the Thirteenth
Party Conference, re amnesty to esers (members of the Socialist-Revolutionary
Party), re documents prohibited for circulation by the joint resolution of the
TsK and TsKK plenums, re next tasks for party work, re results of the
discussion and related leaflet, re the international situation, and re the
currency reform; stenographic record of the meeting of the said Plenum re date
of opening and agenda of the Thirteenth Party Conference, re amnesty to
esers, re documents not allowed to circulate by the joint resolution of the TsK
and TsKK plenums, re next tasks for party work, re results of the discussion
and related leaflet, re the international situation, re the currency reform, re
credits to be given to the military administration, re the statement of V. A.
Antonov-Ovseenko, and re discussion of the TsK Politburo thesis on the next
tasks of the economic policy, 1923 April-1924 January
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Reel 2.2438,
File 110-123

Minutes of the emergency meeting of the TsK RKP(b)Plenum of January 22,
1924, re death of V. I. Lenin; protocol 10 of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of January
29 - February 3, 1924, re Lenin's funeral, re salaries of the workers in the coal
and metallurgical industries, re agricultural bank, re issues pertaining to the
conclusion of the congress of Soviets, re speakers to deliver reports on
industry and finance at the Congress, re assignments of positions in the
Central Executive Commission, and re meeting of the [Bolshevik] faction at the
Congress; protocol no. 11 of the meeting of the said Plenum re report on the
international situation at the meeting of the [Bolshevik ] faction of the
Congress of Soviets, re approval by the TsK of the resolutions of the Thirteenth
RKP(b) Conference, re new appointments to the governing organs, re enlisting
new party members among the ranks of bench-workers, re health care for top
party officials, re reduction in prices [of consumer goods], re proposals of A. D.
Tsuriupa, I. V. Stalin, L. B. Kamenev, N. I. Bukharin, M. M. Lashevich, and re
release of information about TsK work; protocol no. 12 of the meeting of the
said TsK Plenum; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum
re terms of summoning the Twelfth Party Congress, re supplies for, enlistment
into, and resignation from the army, and re budget of the military
administration; stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK RKP(b)
Plenum re supplies for, enlistment into, and resignation from the army and the
budget of the military administration, re terms of summoning the Twelfth Party
Congress, and re approval of A. A. Andreev as Third Secretary of the TsK
RKP(b); protocol nos. 13-15 of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of March 31 - April 2,
1924, with related materials; verbatim record of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re
talks between the USSR and Great Britain, re currency reform and
representation quotas at the Twelfth Party Congress; verbatim record of the
session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum re military administration and re consumer
cooperation and domestic trade; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of
the said plenums, 1924 January-April

Reel 2.2439,
File 124-129

Protocols nos. 16-17 of the meetings of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of March 31 -
April 2, 1924, with related materials; verbatim record of the session of the said
TsK RKP(b) Plenum pertaining to the concession Lena-Goldfields, to the
Comintern, to the [party] work in villages, and to the composition and work of
the TsKK (Central Control Committee); stenographic report of the meetings of
the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re the following issues: talks between the USSR
and Great Britain, progress in the currency reform, the military administration,
consumer cooperation and internal trade, the agenda of and representation at
the Twelfth RKP(b) Congress, voting rights at the said Congress to be granted
to those who joined the party after Lenin's death, the composition and activity
of the TsKK, and the concession Lena-Goldfields; unedited verbatim records of
the sessions of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum; protocol no. 18 of the meeting of the
TsK RKP(b) Plenum of May 21, 1924; unedited verbatim records related to the
said plenums, 1924 April-May

  7. Thirteenth Convocation (1924 June-1925 December)
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Reel 2.2439,
File 130-135

Protocol no. 1 of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of June 2, 1925, re the
following issues: elections to the TsKK RKP(b), representation of the TsK
members at the TsKK meetings and TsKK representation at the TsK meetings,
representation of the RKP(b) at the IKKI, the RKP(b) delegation at the Fifth
Comintern Congress, assignments to the Politburo and the Organizational
Bureau, assignments issued by the Twelfth Congress and its appeal to the
workers and peasants, issues related to the agricultural bank, and
maintenance of secrecy while handling [party] documents; protocol no. 2 of the
meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of August 16-20, 1924; verbatim record of
the session of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re talks between the USSR and
Great Britain, and re the concessions Urkarta and Lena-Goldfields; protocol no.
3 of the meeting of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum; verbatim record of the session
of the said Plenum re the following issues: 1924-1925 USSR budget, report of
the Politburo commission on the military budget, and the (cont.) situation in
the army, 1924 June-August

Reel 2.2440,
File 135-141

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of August
16-20, 1924, on the 1924-1925 national and military budgets; protocols nos.
4-5 of the meetings of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum; verbatim record of the
session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum pertaining to the following issues:
political education of new party members enlisted into the party after Lenin's
death, report of the TsK and TsKK commission about salary, social security,
and undercover work; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b)
Plenum pertaining to the policy towards the Amsterdam International of Trade
Unions, to the composition of the Presidium of the Comintern, to the bread
export as a resource to deal with the aftermath of the bad harvest and
drought, to the participation of TsKK members in TsK RKP plenums, to the
second party provincial conferences, and to the approval of D. A. Uglanov as
TsK Secretary, 1924 August

Reel 2.2441,
File 142-151

Stenographic report of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of August 16-20,
1924, pertaining to the following issues: talks between the USSR and Great
Britain, the concessions Urkarta and Lena-Goldfields, control figures for the
1924-1925 USSR budget, report of the TsK and TsKK on salary, social security,
policy towards the Amsterdam International of Trade Unions, the aftermath of
the bad harvest and drought, political education of new party members who
joined the party after Lenin's death, and the second party conference held in
provinces; protocols nos. 6 and 7 of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of
October 25-26, 1924; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK RKP(b)
Plenum re economic issues; verbatim record of the meetings of the said TsK
RKP(b) Plenum re the following issues: discussion of the report on the
economy, increase in the alcohol content of alcoholic beverages, British note in
response to the "Zinoviev letter," national demarcation of Middle Asian
republics, convocation of a party conference and congress and of a congress of
Soviets, protest against the Politburo resolution appropriating two million
more rubles of the budget of the Peoples Commissariat for Military Matters,
struggle with poor harvest, and party work in villages; verbatim record of the
session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re party work in villages, and re events
in Georgia; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK plenums,
1924 August-October
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Reel 2.2442,
File 151-158

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of October
25-27, 1924, re party work in villages and re events in Georgia; verbatim record
of the session and stenographic report of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum
pertaining to the following issues: next economic tasks (taxation of agricultural
products, bread procurements, import-export plan, etc.), increase in the
alcohol content of alcoholic beverages, British note in response to the
"Zinoviev letter," national demarcation of Middle Asian republics, convocation
of a party conference and congress and of a congress of Soviets, protest
against Politburo resolution appropriating two million rubles more to the
budget of the Peoples Commissariat for Military Matters, next tasks for [party]
work in villages, events in Georgia, local budgets, and struggle with the bad
harvest and results of the work of the commission dealing with it; protocol no.
9 of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of January 17-18, 1925; verbatim
records of the meeting of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum reflecting the debates
about Stalin's report on the resolution of local party organizations related to
the speech by L. D. Trotsky; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK
VKP(b) Plenum re the Sixteenth All-Union Party Conference, and the increase in
budget; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK RKP(b)
plenums, 1924 October-1925 January

Reel 2.2443,
File 158-163

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of January
18-20, 1925, re the Sixteenth All-Union party conference and the increase in
the budget; protocol 10 of the meeting of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum;
verbatim record of the sessions of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum pertaining to
the following issues: the Central Executive Committee (TsIK) and the Congress
of Soviets, appropriations to the People's Commissariat for Military Matters,
expanded Plenum of IKKI?, and the report on the situation in and prospects of
the metallurgical industry; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK
RKP(b) Plenum re discussion of the report on the situation in and prospects of
the metallurgical industry, re report of the Organizational Bureau on the
measures for strengthening [party] work among women workers and peasants,
re concession for the development of the Chiaturskii region rich in magnum to
be awarded by the Soviet Union to Harriman's company (US), re relations
between the USSR and Great Britain, and re the situation with the youth [in the
USSR]; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK RKP(b)
Plenum, 1925 January

Reel 2.2444,
File 164-171

Stenographic report of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of January 17-20,
1925, re resolutions of local party organizations on L. D. Trotsky's speech, re
increase in budget, re the All-Union Party Conference, re issues pertaining to
the Central Executive Committee and the Congress of Soviets, re appropriation
of money to the People's Commissariat for Military Matters, re situation in and
prospects of the metallurgical industry, re concession for the development of
the Chiaturskii manganic region awarded by the Soviet Union to Harriman's
company (US), re British-Soviet relations, and re the expanded Plenum of IKKI?;
protocols nos. 11-12 of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of April 23-30,
1925; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re the
situation in the railway transportation and in metallurgical industries, re
revolutionary law, re dismissal of the commission for work with newly admitted
party members, and re British-Soviet trade union conference in London;
unedited verbatim records of the said TsK RKP(b) plenums, 1925 January-April
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Reel 2.2445,
File 172-182

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of April 23-30, 1925,
re congresses of Soviets, re [party] work in villages, and re Cossacks; verbatim
record of the meeting of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re [party] work in villages
and Cossacks, re organizational party issues, and re the date for opening the
Fourteenth Party Congress; protocol no. 13 of the meeting of the said TsK
RKP(b) Plenum; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum
re the concession Lena-Goldfields; stenographic report of the meeting of the
said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re the following issues: the TsK conference on [party]
work in villages and situation with Cossacks, taxation of agricultural products,
[consumer] cooperation, metallurgical industry, situation with railway
transportation, organizational party issues, legal responsibility of party
members accused of crime, expanded IKKI? Plenum, approval of the concession
Lena-Godfields, British-Soviet trade union conference in London, dismissal of
the commission for the work with workers newly admitted to or joining the
party, etc.; protocol no. 14 of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of October
3-10, 1925; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re the
Commissariat for Foreign Trade; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of
the said TsK RKP(b) plenums, 1925 April-October

Reel 2.2446,
File 182-190

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of October 3-10,
1925, re discussion of the report about the Commissariat for Foreign Trade;
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re the work of
trade unions; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum re
salary matters and party work with poor peasants, 1925 October

Reel 2.2447,
File 190-195

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of October
3-10, 1925, re salaries of working people and party work with poor peasants;
protocol no. 16 of the said TsK RKP(b) Plenum; verbatim record of the session
of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re next tasks of economic policy and the
situation in foreign communist parties; verbatim record of the session of the
TsK Plenum re information about the trip to Great Britain (presented by M. P.
Tomskii), re international situation, re dismissal of the TsK and TsKK
commission on wages, re convocation of the Fifteenth party Congress, re
debates about the report by V. M. Molotov on the party work with poor
peasants; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum,
1925 October

Reel 2.2448,
File 196-205

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of
October 3-10, 1925; stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK Plenum
re issues related to the Commissariat for Foreign Trade, re activity of
trade-unions, re salary issues, re the TsK conference on [party] work in
villages, re next problems of the economic policy, re situation in the foreign
communist parties, re agenda and terms of the Fifteenth Party Congress, and
re dismissal of the TsK and TsKK commission for salary; protocol no. 17 of the
meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of November 12-17, 1926, approving the
resolutions of the TsK Politburo on the.) composition of the USSR
Revolutionary-Military Soviet and onthe Peoples Commissariat for Domestic
Trade and the People's Commissariat for Foreign Trade; protocols no. 18 and
19 of the meeting of the TsK RKP(b) Plenum of December 15-28, 1925;
verbatim record and stenographic report of the meetings of the said TsK
Plenum re the All-Union Prosecutor Office, re preparation for the Fifteenth
Party Congress, and re renaming of the party; verbatim record of the sessions
of the said TsK Plenum re publications by the editorial board of Leningradskaia
pravda ( Leningrad Truth) protesting the decision adopted at the party
Congress; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum,
1925 October-December

  8. Fourteenth Convocation (1926 January-1927 December)
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Reel 2.2448,
File 206-209

Protocol no. 1 with related materials of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum
of January 1, 1926; verbatim record of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum re
composition of the TsK Politburo, re elections to the Politburo and
Organizational Bureau, and re forced resignation of G. Ie. Zinoviev from his
work at IKKI(?); verbatim record of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum re
composition of the Politburo, Organizational Bureau, and Secretariat, re
approval of N. I. Bukharin as editor of the newspaper Pravda ( The Truth), re
composition of the VKP(b) delegation to the Comintern Executive Committee,
and re final version of the Party Statute approved by the Fourteenth Party
Congress, 1926 January

Reel 2.2449,
File 210-215

Protocol no. 2 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of April 6-9, 1926, with
related materials; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b)
Plenum re election of the commission for transport, re approval of a new
composition of the said commission, re admission of N. K. Krupskaia to the TsK
VKP(b) meetings, re economic situation and economic policy, and re
composition of the TsK Secretariat; verbatim records of the sessions of the said
TsK VKP(b) Plenum re discussion of the report on the economic situation and
economic policy; unedited verbatim records of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum,
1926 April

Reel 2.2450,
File 215-219

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of April 6-9,
1926, re discussion of the report on the economic situation and economic
policy; verbatim record of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re discussion of the
report on economic situation and economic policy and statements made by G.
Ie. Zinoviev and Ie. G. Yevdokimov; verbatim record of the said TsK VKP(b)
Plenum re organization and methods of bread procurements, re plan for the
Politburo and the TsK Plenum work in 1926, re election of N. M. Shvernik as
TsK VKP(b) Secretary, re business trip abroad (reported by M. P. Tomskii), re
statements made by L. B. Kamenev, L. D. Trotsky, and G. Ie. Zinoviev, and re
amendments made by L. D. Trotsky to the draft resolution on the report about
the economic situation in the USSR; unedited verbatim records of the sessions
of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum, 1926 April

Reel 2.2451,
File 219-225

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of April 6-9,1926;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re economic
situation and economic policy in the USSR, re organization and methods of
bread procurements in 1926, re report of the commission for transportation, re
plan for Politburo and TsK Plenum work in 1926, and re election of N. M.
Shvernik as TsK VKP(b) Secretary; protocol no. 3 of the meeting of the said
joint TsK and TsKK VKP(b) Plenum of July 14-23, 1926, with related materials;
verbatim record of the sessions of the said joint Plenum pertaining to the
following issues: granting permission to participate in the Plenum to the
representatives of foreign communist parties, adding the salary issue to the
agenda of the Plenum, commissioning the Politburo with solving the salary
problem, report on the salary issue (made by I. V. Stalin), resolution of the TsK
Politburo on the strike of coal miners in Great Britain and on the situation in
China and Poland; verbatim record of the session of the said joint Plenum re
discussion of the report on the Politburo resolution on the strike of coal miners
in Great Britain and on the situation in China and Poland; verbatim record of
the session of the said joint Plenum re strike of coal miners in Great Britain and
situation in China and Poland, and re wrongdoing of the Moscow City VKP(b)
Committee during the discussion of the case of M. Lashevch and others, 1926
April-July
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Reel 2.2452,
File 225-229

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK VKP(b) and TsKK VKP(b)
Plenum of July 14-23, 1926, re strike of coal miners in Great Britain and
situation in China and Poland and re wrongdoing of the Moscow City VKP(b)
Committee during the discussion of the case of M. Lashevch and others;
protocol no. 4 of the meeting of the said joint Plenum with related materials;
verbatim record of the session of the said joint Plenum re reelections of the
Soviets; unedited verbatim records of the session of the said joint Plenum,
1926 July

Reel 2.2453,
File 230-234

Verbatim record of the session of the joint TsK VKP(b) and TsKK VKP(b) Plenum
of July 14-23, 1926, re discussion on the reelections of the Soviets; verbatim
record of the said joint Plenum re issues related to the housing and bread
procurements; protocol no. 5 and unedited verbatim records of the sessions of
the said joint Plenum, 1926 July

Reel 2.2454,
File 234-241

Verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the joint TsK VKP(b) and TsKK VKP(b)
Plenum of July 14-23, 1926; protocols nos. 6-7, with related materials, of the
meeting of the said joint Plenum; verbatim record of the session of the said
joint Plenum re bread procurements and re information about the death of F. E.
Dzerzhinskii; verbatim record of the sessions of the said joint Plenum re the
decree of the TsKK Presidium on the case of M. Lashevich, Z. Belenkii, and
others; verbatim record of the said joint Plenum re the decree of the TsKK
Presidium on the case of M. Lashevich, Z. Belenkii, and others, and the
statement made by L. D. Trotsky and E. I. Kviring; unedited verbatim records of
the sessions of the said joint Plenum, 1926 July

Reel 2.2455,
File 241-246

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK VKP(b) and
TsKK VKP(b) Plenum of July 14-23, 1926; verbatim record of the session of the
said joint Plenum re report by V. V. Kuibyshev about the case of M. Lashevich;
verbatim record of the session of the said joint Plenum re changes in the TsK
Politburo composition, re resolutions on housing and bread procurements, re
terms for summoning the party conference, and re the international situation;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said joint Plenum (volume I:
information released by the Politburo on the resolutions adopted in connection
with the strike of British coal miners and regarding the events in Poland and
China and draft resolutions [to the matter]; volume II: results of the reelections
to the Soviets in 1925-1926; volume III: building of housing, bread
procurements campaign, information on F. E. Dzerzhinskii's death, and
adoption by the TsK and TsKK (VKP(b) Plenum of an appeal to the party and
the country with regard to this event), 1926 July
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Reel 2.2456,
File 246-260

Stenographic report (cont.) on the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK (VKP(b)
Plenum of July 14-23, 1926 (volume IV: resolution of the TsKK Presidium on the
case of M. Lashevich and others, adoption of the resolutions on the case of M.
Lashevich and others, and the statement of F. Zinoviev, L. Trotsky, N.
Bukharin, and others); protocol no. 8 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of
August 4-9, 1926, re approval of the TsK Politburo resolutions on appointment
of V. V. Kuibyshev as Chairman of the VSNKh (All-Union Council of People's
Commissars), on the forced resignation of L. B. Kamenev from his work in the
Commissariat for Trade and appointment of A. I. Mikoian as the Commissar for
Foreign and Domestic Trade; protocols nos. 9-10 of the meetings of the joint
TsK and TsKK (VKP(b) Plenum of October 23-26, 1926; verbatim record of the
session of the said joint Plenum re co-optation of members to the TsK and
issues pertaining to the Fifteenth VKP(b) Conference, re thesis about the
economic situation, re next tasks of trade-unions, re inclusion of an issue on
the internal situation in the party in the agenda of the Fifteenth VKP(b)
Conference, and re factional work of the opposition; verbatim record of the
session of the said joint Plenum re Stalin's thesis on the Fifteenth VKP(b)
Conference On the Oppositional Bloc in the VKP(b) and decisions adopted with
regard to the thesis, and the "declaration" of the opposition; stenographic
report of the meeting of the said joint Plenum re co-optation to the TsK due to
F. E. Dzerzhinskii's death, re issues related to the Fifteenth VKP(b) conference,
and re information released by the TsK Politburo and the TsKK about the
resolution of the TsK Politburo of October 4, 1926, on the factional activity of
the opposition; protocols nos. 11-12 of the meetings of the joint TsK and TsKK
VKP(b) Plenum of November 3, 1926; verbatim record of the session of the said
joint Plenum re terms of summoning the next VKP(b) congress, election of G. K.
Ordzhonikidze as Chairman of the TsKK and of V. Ia. Chubar as Politburo
candidate member; protocol no. 13 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
February 7-12, 1927; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b)
Plenum re the 1926-1927 plan for major constructions in industry; unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint plenums, 1926 July-1927
February

Reel 2.2457,
File 261-266

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of February 7-12,
1927, re discussion of the report about major constructions in industry;
verbatim record of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re reduction in retail prices;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum, 1927
February

Reel 2.2603,
File 266-271

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of February
7-12, 1927, re reduction in retail prices; verbatim records of the sessions of the
said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re reduction in retail prices, re Congress of Soviets and
reelections to the Soviets; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the
said TsK VKP(b) Plenum, 1927 February

Reel 2.2604,
File 272-278

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of February 7-12,
1927, re the Congress of Soviets and reelections to the Soviets, and re party
budget; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re the
1926-1927 state budget and re work of the commission for major constructions
and amendments to the resolution on major constructions; stenographic report
of the meeting of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum (volume 1: major constructions;
volume II: reduction in wholesale and retail prices; volume III: reelection of
Soviets and conduct of the USSR and RSFSR congresses of Soviets, and the
1926/1927 state budget); protocol no. 14 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b)
Plenum of April 13, 14, and 16, 1927; verbatim record of the session of the said
TsK VKP(b) Plenum re the Congress of Soviets and the Fifteenth VKP(b)
Congress; unedited verbatim records of the meeting of the said TsK VKP(b)
plenums, 1927 February-April
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Reel 2.2605,
File 279-289

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of April 13, 14, and
16, 1927, re Zinoviev's thesis on Chinese matters; verbatim record of the
session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum re the British-Russian Conference and
Zinoviev's thesis on Chinese matters; stenographic report of the meeting of the
TsK VKP(b) Plenum re USSR and RSFSR congresses of Soviets and the Fifteenth
VKP(b) Congress, re the British-Russian Conference, and re Zinoviev's thesis on
Chinese matter; protocol no. 15 of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK
Plenum of July 29 - August 9, 1927, with related materials; verbatim record of
the session of the said joint Plenum re agenda of the Plenum, re addition of the
issue of party census to the agenda of the Plenum, and re the international
situation; verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint TsK VKP(b) Plenum
re report on and discussion of the international situation; unedited verbatim
records of the sessions of the said TsK VKP(b) plenums, 1927 April-August

Reel 2.2606,
File 289-294

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK VKP(b) Plenum
of July 29 - August 9, 1927, re the international situation; verbatim records of
the sessions of the said joint Plenum reflecting the discussion of the report on
the international situation; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the
said joint Plenum, 1927 July-August

Reel 2.2607,
File 294-300

Verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of July
29 - August 9, 1927, reflecting the discussion of the report on the international
situation; verbatim records of the sessions of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum
pertaining to the following issues: the international situation, the essay
Contour of the Coming War and Our Tasks by G. Zinoviev, a statement made by
Ie. Yaroslavskii with regard to the speech on "insurgency of the opposition" by
V. M. Molotov, information of the TsK Secretariat on the "Trotsky declaration,"
statement of the TsK Department of Information on the "Trotsky declaration";
verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum re report about
control figures for the 1927-1928 plan [for state economy] and discussion of
the said report; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint
Plenum, 1927 July-August

Reel 2.2608,
File 300-306

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of July
29 - August 9, 1927, reflecting the discussion of the report on control figures
for the 1927-1928 plan [for state economy]; verbatim record of the session of
the said joint Plenum re the report of the RKI (Workers and Peasants
Inspection) about the improvement in and simplification of the state apparatus
and economic devices, and about the economic policy; verbatim records of the
sessions of the said joint Plenum pertaining to the report about statements
made by the opposition and about the violation of the party discipline by
Trotsky and Zinoviev and discussion of the said report; unedited verbatim
records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum, 1927 July-August

Reel 2.2609,
File 307-314

Verbatim records of the sessions of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of July 29 -
August 9, 1927, reflecting the discussion of the report about violation of party
discipline by Trotsky and Zinoviev and containing proposals to the
Ordzhonikidze's report about improvement in and simplification of the state
apparatus and economic devices, and about the economic policy; verbatim
record of the session of the said joint Plenum re preparation for the Fifteenth
VKP(b) Congress and re amendments to the agenda proposed by the
commission of the said joint Plenum; attachment to the verbatim record of the
session of the said joint Plenum containing the statement of the opposition,
the statement of "83", the platform of "15", and the statements made by A. I.
Mikoian, V. I. Polonskii, and A. M. Tsikhon; record of comments made at the
meeting of the said joint Plenum (volume I); unedited verbatim records of the
sessions of the said joint Plenum, 1927 July-August

Reel 2.2610,
File 314-317

Records of comments (cont.) made at the meetings of the joint TsK and TsKK
Plenum of July 29 - August 9, 1927 (volumes II-III); stenographic report of the
said joint Plenum (volume I: the international situation), 1927 July-August
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Reel 2.2611,
File 317-324

Stenographic report (cont.) of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
July 29 - August 9, 1927 (volume II: control figures for the 1927-1928 plan and
improvement in and simplification of the state apparatus and economic
devices, and the economic policy; volume III: statements of the opposition and
violation of party discipline by Trotsky and Zinoviev, the Fifteenth VKP(b)
Congress, resolutions of the Plenum); protocol no. 16 of the meeting of the
joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of October 21-23, 1927; verbatim record of the
session of the said joint Plenum re factional struggle of Trotsky and Zinoviev
after the August, 1927, TsK and TsKK joint Plenum and re directives for a
five-year plan of economic development; verbatim records of the sessions of
the said joint Plenum re [party] work in villages and factional struggle of
Zinoviev and Trotsky; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said
joint Plenum, 1927 July-October

Reel 2.2612,
File 324-328

Verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
October 21-23, 1927, re factional struggle of Trotsky and Zinoviev after the
August, 1927, TsK and TsKK joint Plenum; record of comments made at the
meeting of the said joint Plenum; attachments to the verbatim record of the
session of the said joint Plenum; unedited verbatim record of the session of the
said joint Plenum, 1927 October

Reel 2.2613,
File 329-333

Stenographic report of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
October 21-23, 1927, re thesis for the report at the Fifteenth VKP(b) Congress
about the directives for compiling a five-year plan for economic development
and for the report about [party] work in villages, and re the factional struggle
of Trotsky and Zinoviev after the August, 1927, joint Plenum of the TsK and the
TsKK; protocol no. 17 of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
November 12-14, 1927, re the decree of the TsKK Presidium and the TsK
Politburo on the anti-party statements of November 12, 1927, made by
opposition leaders that was sent to the members and candidate members of
the TsK and of the TsKK for voting (volumes I-III); protocol no. 18 of the
meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of December 1, 1927, approving the
decisions of the TsK VKP(b) Politburo re convocation of the Fifteenth VKP(b)
Congress, 1927 October-December

  9. Fifteenth Convocation (1927 December-1930 June)
Reel 2.2613,
File 334-340

Protocol no. 1 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of December 19, 1927;
verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re the structure
of leading party institutions (Politburo, Organizational Bureau, Secretariat of
the TsK VKP(b), and the editorial board of the newspaper Pravda ( The Truth)),
re representation quota of the TsK in the TsKK VKP(b), and re discussion of
Stalin's request that he resign from his position of General Secretary;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re structure
of leading party institutions; protocol no. 2 of the meeting of the joint TsK and
TsKK Plenum of April 6-11, 1928, with attached decrees of the TsK VKP(b)
Politburo of February 9, 1929, and the TsKK Presidium of March 14, and of TsK
Politburo of March 17, 1929 (sent to the TsK members and candidate members
for voting) re resignation of A. P. Smirnov from his position as RSFSR
Commissar for Agriculture and appointment as TsK Secretary, and re
appointment of N. A. Kuliabka as RSFSR People's Commissar for Agriculture
after his resignation from the position of TsK Secretary, and re expulsion of F.
T. Kolgushkin from the VKP(b); verbatim record of the session of the said joint
Plenum re current bread procurements and bread procurements campaign in
1928-1929; unedited verbatim records of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum and of
the said joint Plenum of the TsK and the TsKK VKP(b), 1927 December-1929
February
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Reel 2.2614,
File 340-346

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK
Plenum of April 6-11, 1928; verbatim record of the session of the said joint
Plenum re discussion of A. I. Mikoian's report about current bread
procurements and bread procurements campaign in 1928-1929; verbatim
record of the session of the said joint Plenum re discussion of the report about
current bread procurements and bread procurements campaign in 1928-1929
and re election to a commission to work out amendments and to edit
resolutions on A. I. Mikoian's report; two verbatim records of the sessions of
the said joint Plenum re practical measures to eliminate drawbacks discovered
during the investigation of "the Shakhtinsk case" and discussion of the said
report; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum,
1928 April

Reel 2.2615,
File 347-354

Verbatim record of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of April 6-11,
1928, re discussion of the report about practical measures to eliminate
drawbacks discovered during the investigation of the "Shakhtinsk case";
verbatim record of the session of the said joint Plenum re amendments to the
resolutions on the Mikoian's report about bread procurements and on the
report on the "Shakhtinsk case", re changes in the composition of the
Organizational Bureau, and re plans for the Politburo and the TsK VKP(b)
Plenum work in 1928; record of comments made at the meeting of the said
joint Plenum; verbatim record of the meeting of the Central Auditing
Commission; draft decision (sent to the members and candidate members of
the TsK and the TsKK for voting) of the TsKK Presidium and the TsK (VKP(b)
Secretariat about expelling F. T. Kolgushkin, candidate member of the TsK
VKP(b), from the VKP(b); stenographic report of the meeting of the said joint
Plenum (volume I: current bread procurements and organization of bread
procurements in 1928/1929); unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the
said joint Plenum, 1928 April

Reel 2.2616,
File 354-358

Stenographic report (cont.) on the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
April 6-11, 1928 (volume II: report of the TsK Politburo commission about
practical measures for elimination of the drawbacks discovered during
investigation of the "Shakhtinsk case", and the plan for the TsK Politburo and
TsK Plenum work in 1928); protocol no. 3 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b)
Plenum of July 4-12, 1928; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK
VKP(b) Plenum re Comintern Congress and Comintern Program; unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1928 April-July

Reel 2.2617,
File 358-364

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of July 4-12,
1928, re Comintern Program; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK
VKP(b) Plenum reflecting N. I. Bukharin's concluding remarks about the
Comintern Program and containing a report on bread procurements with regard
to the general economic situation [in the country] and the discussion of the
said report; unedited verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum,
1928 July

Reel 2.2618,
File 364-369

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
July 4-12, 1928; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re
discussion of the report about bread procurements with regard to the general
economic situation; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re
establishment of new collective farms; unedited verbatim records of the
sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1928 July

Reel 2.2619,
File 369-373

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK Plenum of July 4-12, 1928, re
establishment of new collective farms; verbatim record of the session of the
said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re improved training of new professionals, re
composition of the VKP(b) delegation to the Sixth Comintern Congress, re
approval of L. M. Kaganovich as TsK VKP(b) Secretary, and of S. V. Kosior as
First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine
and Kozlov's resignation from position as TsK VKP(b) Secretary; record of
comments made at the meeting of the said TsK Plenum (volume I); unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1928 July
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Reel 2.2620,
File 373-376

Record of comments made at the meeting of the TsK Plenum of July 4-12, 1928
(volume I (cont.) and volume II); stenographic report of the meeting of the said
TsK VKP(b) Plenum (volume I: Comintern Congress and Program and
resolutions on the reports delivered at the Plenum; volume II: policy towards
bread procurements with regard to the general economic situation; volume III:
establishment of new collective farms for growing grain, improved training of
new professionals, and adoption of resolutions on the reports to the Plenum);
protocol no. 4 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of November 16-24,
1928, with attached excerpt from the minutes of the Politburo meeting of
August 11, 1928, re approval of V. V. Shmidt as Deputy Chairman of the USSR
Council of People's Commissars, 1928 July-November

Reel 2.2621,
File 376-383

Protocol no. 4 (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of November
16-24, 1928; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re
report on control figures for the 1928-1929 plan [of economic development]
and the discussion relating to the said report; unedited verbatim records of the
sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1928 November

Reel 2.2622,
File 383-388

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of November 16-24,
1928, re discussion (cont.) of the report on the control figures for the
1928-1929 plan [of economic development], re results of implementation and
further implementation of a 7-hour working day, re report of the North
Caucasian Territorial VKP(b) Committee about its work in villages, and re
improvement in agriculture; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the
said TsK VKP(b) Plenum, 1928 November

Reel 2.2623,
File 388-392

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
November 16-24, 1928; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b)
Plenum re discussion of the report about [party] work in villages and measures
taken to improve the situation in agriculture; verbatim record of the session of
the said Plenum re recruitment of workers [to the VKP(b)] and management of
party growth; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said Plenum,
1928 November

Reel 2.2624,
File 392-396

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
November 16-24, 1928; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b)
Plenum re discussion of the report on the management of party growth and re
convocation of the Sixteenth All-Union Party Conference; record of comments
made at the meetings of the said TsK Plenum; materials issued by the
commissions of the TsK Plenum (draft resolutions and amendments), 1928
November

Reel 2.2625,
File 396-402

Materials (cont.) issued by the commissions of the TsK Plenum of November
16-24, 1928 (draft resolutions and amendments); stenographic report of the
meeting of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum (volume I: control figures for the
1928-1929 plan [of economic development]; volume II: results of
implementation and further implementation of a 7-hour working day and the
report of the North Caucasian Territorial VKP(b) Committee about its work in
villages and improvement in agriculture; volume III: recruitment of workers [to
the VKP(b)] and management of party growth); protocol no. 5 of the meeting of
the joint TsK and TsKK VKP(b) Plenum of April 16-23, 1929; verbatim records of
the sessions of the said joint Plenum re the report on the internal situation in
the party and discussion of the said report; unedited verbatim records of the
said joint Plenum, 1928 November-1929 April

Reel 2.2626,
File 402, 404-407

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK
VKP(b) Plenum of April 16-23, 1929; verbatim records of the sessions of the
said joint Plenum reflecting the discussion of the report about the internal
situation in the party; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said
joint Plenum, 1929 April
File 403 was not delivered to the Hoover Institution
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Reel 2.2627,
File 407-413

Verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK VKP(b)
Plenum of April 16-23, 1929, reflecting the discussion of the report about the
internal situation in the party; verbatim records of the sessions of the said
joint Plenum reflecting the discussion of the report about the internal situation
in the party, purges in the party, and the Sixteenth Party Conference; unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum, 1929 April

Reel 2.2628,
File 414-417

Record of comments made at the meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
April 16-23, 1929 (volumes I-II); stenographic report of the said joint Plenum re
the following issues: internal situation in the party, the All-Union Party
Conference (five-year plan for the development of economy, measures to
improve the situation in agriculture and cut taxes to be imposed on moderately
wealthy peasants ( seredniaki), results and next tasks for the struggle with
bureaucracy), and purges in the VKP(b); unedited verbatim record of the
session of the said joint Plenum, 1929 April

Reel 2.2629,
File 417-425

Stenographic report (cont.) of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of April 16-23,
1929; protocol no. 6 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of April 29, 1929;
verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re approval of
the Sixteenth All-Union Party Conference and re statement of the Moscow
VKP(b) organization about firing N. A. Uglanov from his work as secretary of
the said organization and appointment of K. Ia. Bauman to this position;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK Plenum re approval of the
resolutions of the Sixteenth All-Union Party Conference, re statement of the
Moscow party organization, and re issues pertaining to an editor in chief of the
central [run by the VKP(b)] organ [newspaper] Pravda; protocol no. 7 of the
meeting of the TsK Plenum of November 10-17, 1929, containing the text of the
Politburo resolutions of June 10 and August 1, 1929 (sent to the TsK members
for voting), reflecting the voting on June 17-21, 1929, and on August 1-22,
1929; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re reports on
the control figures for the 1929-1930 plan for economic development; unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1929 April-November

Reel 2.2630,
File 426-430

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK Plenum of November 10-17, 1929,
re discussion about the reports on the control figures for the 1929-1930 plan
for economic development; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the
said TsK Plenum, 1929 April-November

Reel 2.2631,
File 430-434

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK Plenum of November
10-17, 1929; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re report
about the construction of collective farms and future tasks in this area;
verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re discussion of the said
report, re report of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine
about [party] work in villages, and re issues pertaining to the All-Union
People's Commissariat of agriculture; unedited verbatim records of the session
of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum, 1929 November

Reel 2.2632,
File 434-440

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK Plenum of November
10-17, 1929; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re
implementation of the decisions of the July, 1929, TsK Plenum on education of
specialists in engineering, re adoption of resolutions on the previous reports
and of the decision About Bukharin's Group, re the Sixteenth VKP(b) Congress,
re draft resolutions on the reports about agriculture in the Ukraine, re [party]
work in villages, and re issues pertaining to the All-Union People's
Commissariat for Agriculture; records of comments made at the meeting of the
said TsK Plenum, 1929 November
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Reel 2.2633,
File 440-444

Record (cont.) of comments made at the meetings of the TsK Plenum of
November 10-17, 1929; stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK
Plenum (volume I: control figures for the 1929-1930 plan for economic
development; volume II: construction of collective farms and future tasks in
this area, report of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine
about its work in villages, issues pertaining to the All-Union People's
Commissariat for Agriculture, to the Sixteenth VKP(b) Congress, and to the
composition of the TsK Organizational Bureau); protocol no. 8 of the meeting of
the TsK Plenum of June 25, 1930; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK
Plenum re approval of speakers and of thesis to be presented at the Sixteenth
VKP(b) Congress, re terms of the said Congress, re establishment of the
organizational commission and the number of members in the Presidium of the
said Congress; unedited verbatim records of the said TsK Plenum, 1929
November-1930 June

  9. Sixteenth Convocation (1930 July-1934 January)
Reel 2.2633,
File 445-451

Protocol no. 1 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of July 13, 1930; verbatim
record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re elections to the executive
organs of the TsK VKP(b), membership, and composition of the Politburo,
Secretariat, and Organizational Bureau of the TsK VKP(b); protocol no. 2 of the
meeting of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of December 17-20, 1930; verbatim
records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum re report about the 1931 plan
for economic development (control figures) and discussion of the said report;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum and the said
joint TsK and TsKK Plenum, 1930 July-December

Reel 2.2634,
File 451-455

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of
December 17-20, 1930, re discussion of the report about the 1931 plan for
economic development; verbatim record of the sessions of the said joint
Plenum re discussion (cont.) of the report about the 1931 plan for economic
development, re firing A. I. Rykov from his position as Chairman of the Council
of People's Commissars (Sovnarkom) and approval of V. M. Molotov as
Chairman of Sovnarkom, and re accounting report of the People's Commissariat
for Supplies about delivery of meat and vegetables; verbatim record of the
sessions of the said joint TsK and TsKK Plenum re additional report made by
the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection ( raboche-krestianskaia inspektsiia)
about delivery of meat and vegetables, and re work of consumer cooperative
societies; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum,
1930 December

Reel 2.2635,
File 456-460

Verbatim record of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of December
17-20, 1930, re the discussion (cont.) of the report on the delivery of meat and
vegetables and the work of consumer cooperative societies, and re elections to
the Soviets; record of comments made at the meetings of the said joint TsK
and TsKK Plenum; stenographic report of the said joint TsK and TsKK Plenum
pertaining to the following issues: plan for economic development in 1931
(control figures), accounting report of the People's Commissariat for Supplies
with additional report of Workers' and peasants' Inspection re meat and
vegetables delivery, and re report of the Central Union (Tsentrosoiuz) [of
consumer cooperative societies] with additional report of Workers' and
peasants' Inspection, re the work of consumer cooperative societies, and re
reelections to the Soviets, 1930 December

Reel 2.2636,
File 461-465

Protocol no. 3 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June 11-15, 1931; verbatim
records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re preliminary results of grain
sowing and the goals of the campaign for gathering in the harvest; unedited
verbatim records of the said TsK Plenum, 1931 June

Reel 3.3637,
File 466-469

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK Plenum of June 11-15, 1931, re
report on railway transportation and next tasks in this area, and discussions of
the said report; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK
Plenum, 1931 June
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Reel 2.2638,
File 470-473

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK Plenum of June 11-15, 1931, re
report on the development of Moscow city economy and urban economy in the
USSR; comments made at the meetings of the said TsK Plenum; stenographic
report of the meeting of the said TsK Plenum re the following issues:
preliminary results of grain sowing and the goals of the campaign for gathering
in the harvest, railway transportation and next tasks in this area, and Moscow
city economy and urban economy in the USSR; unedited verbatim records of
the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1931 June

Reel 2.2708,
File 474-479

Protocol no. 4 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of October 28-31, 1931,
with related materials; verbatim record of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum
re implementation of the TsK VKP(b) and Sovnarkom resolution on railway
transportation; verbatim record of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re
implementation of the TsK VKP(b) and Sovnarkom resolution on railway
transportation and re report of the People's Commissariat for Supplies and the
Central Union of Consumer Cooperative Societies about the development of
Soviet trade and improvement in [food and consumer goods] supplies for
workers; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re
development of Soviet trade and improvement in supplies [of food and
consumer goods] for workers, and re bread procurements and fulfillment of the
plan for procurements; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said
TsK Plenum, 1931 October

Reel 2.2709,
File 479-483

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of October
28-31, 1931, re development of Soviet trade and improvement in [food and
consumer goods] supplies for workers, and re bread procurements and
fulfillment of the plan for procurements; comments made at the meeting of the
said TsK Plenum, 1931 October

Reel 2.2710,
File 484-491

Stenographic report of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of October 28-31, 1931, re the
following issues: reports of the People's Commissariat for Railway
Transportation about the implementation of the TsK VKP(b) and SNK (Council
of People's Commissars) resolution on railway transportation and of the
People's Commissariat for Supplies and of the Central Union [of Consumer
Cooperative Societies] about the implementation of the TsK VKP(b) and SNK
resolution about the development of Soviet trade and improvement in [food
and consumer goods] supplies for workers, with supplementary report made by
TsKK RKI (Workers' and peasants' Inspection under the Central Control
Commission); protocol no. 5 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
January 30, 1932, re the following issues: the agenda of the Seventeenth
All-Union Party Conference, the draft report (to be presented by G. K.
Ordzhonikidze) about the results of the industry development in 1932 and the
tasks for 1932, draft report Directives for Compilation of the Second Five-Year
Plan for Soviet Economic Development to be presented by V. M. Molotov and V.
V. Kuibyshev, and the composition of leading organs at the party conference;
protocol no. 6 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of February 4, 1932, re
approval of the resolutions of the Seventeenth Party Conference, re
composition of the TsK Politburo (resignation of Ia. E. Rudzutak from Politburo
and co-optation of A. A. Andreev into Politburo), and re information presented
by K. Ie. Voroshilov; protocol no. 7 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
September 28 - October 2, 1932; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK
VKP(b) Plenum containing the report of the People's Commissariat for Supplies
and the Central Union [of Consumer Cooperative Societies] about the
development of Soviet trade; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the
said TsK VKP(b) plenums, 1931 October-1932 October 2
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Reel 2.2711,
File 492-496

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of September 28 -
October 2, 1932, re production of consumer goods (report prepared by the
People's Commissariat of Heavy Industry, the People's Commissariat of Light
Industry, and the Union of Industrial Cooperative Societies with supplementary
report of the Workers' and peasants' Inspection under the Central Control
Commission); verbatim record of the session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum
pertaining to the following issues: production of consumer goods (discussion of
the report), development of the ferrous metallurgy (report by the People's
Commissariat of Heavy Industry); unedited verbatim records of the sessions of
the said TsK Plenum, 1932 September-October

Reel 2.2712,
File 496-500

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
September 28 - October 2, 1932; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK
VKP(b) Plenum re development of the ferrous metallurgy (discussion of the
report by G. K. Ordzhonikidze and Ia. E. Rudzutak), re firing of K. Ia. Bauman
from his position as TsK Secretary and re firing of Bauman, I. A. Akulov, and A.
I. Dogadov from the TsK Organizational Bureau; record of comments made at
the meetings of the said TsK Plenum; stenographic report of the meeting of the
said TsK VKP(b) Plenum pertaining to the following issues: report by the
People's Commissariat for Supplies and the Central Union [of Consumer
Cooperative Societies] about the development of Soviet trade, with a
supplementary report made by the TsKK RKI (the Workers' and peasants'
Inspection under the Central Control Commissionreport by the People's
Commissariat of Heavy Industry, the People's Commissariat of Light Industry,
and the Union of Industrial Cooperative Societies re production of consumer
goods (with a supplementary report by TsKK-RKI), and report made by the
People's Commissariat of Heavy Industry about the development of the ferrous
metallurgy (with a supplementary report by TsKK-RKI), 1932
September-October

Reel 2.2713,
File 500-506

Stenographic report (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
September 28 - October 2, 1932, re the following issues: reports (cont.) about
the development of the Soviet trade and of the ferrous metallurgy, and
production of consumer goods; protocol no. 8 of the meeting of the joint TsK
VKP(b) and TsKK Plenum of January 7-12, 1933; verbatim record of the session
of the said joint Plenum pertaining to the following issues: report on the
results of the first five year [plan period] and the plan for economic
development in 1933, first year of a second five-year [plan period]; verbatim
record of the session of the said joint Plenum re discussion of the report on the
results of the first five year [plan period]; unedited verbatim records of the
sessions of the said joint Plenum, 1932 September-1933 January

Reel 2.2714,
File 506-510

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK
Plenum of January 7-12, 1933; verbatim record of the session of the said joint
Plenum re discussion of the results of the first five year [plan period]; verbatim
record of the session of the said joint Plenum re goals and tasks of the political
departments of MTSs (machine and tractor stations) and of state farms;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said joint Plenum, 1933
January
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Reel 2.2715,
File 511-515

Verbatim record of the session of the joint TsK and TsKK Plenum of January
7-12, 1933, re internal party issues and the anti-party group of Eismont,
Tolmachev, A. P. Smirnov, and others, and re the purge in the party;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said joint Plenum (volume I: results
of the first five year [plan period] and the plan for economic development in
1933, first year of a second five-year [plan period]; volume II: goals and tasks
of the political departments of MTSs (machine and tractor stations) and of
state farms, internal party issues and the anti-party group consisting of
Eismont, Tolmachev, A. P. Smirnov, and others, and approval of the resolution
of the TsK VKP(b) Central Bureau on implementation of the purges in the party;
protocol no. 9 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of November 20-23, 1933 -
January 26, 1934, re the following issues: thesis about the second five year
plan for the economic development in the USSR (1933-1937), Kaganovich's
draft report on organizational matters, the organizational commission of the
Seventeenth Party Congress and the conference of the representatives from
the delegations to the said Congress, and [conduct of] the Seventeenth VKP(b)
Congress, 1933 January-1934 January

  10. Seventeenth Convocation (1934 February-1939 March)
Reel 2.2715,
File 516-517

Protocol no. 1 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of February 10, 1934, re
elections to the TsK executive organs: Politburo, Secretariat, and
Organizational Bureau; protocol no. 2 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June
29 - July 1, 1934, 1934 February-July

Reel 2.2716,
File 517-521

Protocol no. 2 (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June 29 - July 1,
1934; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re reports on
fulfillment of the plan for supplies of grain and meat and on improvement in
animal husbandry (stock-breeding); unedited verbatim records of the sessions
of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum, 1934 July

Reel 2.2717,
File 521-529

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of
June 29 - July 1, 1934; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re
discussion (cont.) of the report on the improvement in animal husbandry
(stock-breeding) and re terms for training in veterinary higher educational
institutions and veterinary secondary schools; record of comments made at the
meeting of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum; stenographic report of the meeting of
the TsK Plenum re fulfillment of the plan for supplies of grain and meat and
improvement in animal husbandry (stock-breeding); protocol no. 3 of the
meeting of the TsK Plenum of November 25-28, 1934; verbatim record of the
session of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re cancellation of the system of "bread
stamps" for purchase of bread and other food; verbatim record of the said TsK
Plenum re the following issues: cancellation of the system of "bread stamps"
for purchase of bread and other food, and restructure of political departments
in agriculture; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK
plenums, 1934 June-November

Reel 2.2718,
File 529-538

Verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK Plenum of November 25-28,
1934, re the following issues: restructure of political departments in
agriculture (cont.) and information about the current affairs; verbatim records
of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum reflecting the discussion of Zhdanov's
report on current affairs and of the commission's proposals related to current
affairs; record of comments made at the meeting of the said TsK Plenum;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK Plenum re cancellation of
the system of "bread stamps" for purchase of bread and other food, restructure
of political departments in agriculture, and information about current affairs;
protocols no. 4 of the meetings of the TsK Plenum of February 1, 1935; protocol
no. 5 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of February 28 (June 5-7), 1935;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK plenums, 1934
November-1935 June
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Reel 2.2719,
File 539-546

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of June 5-7, 1935,
re report and discussion of the report about the gathering of the harvest and
the procurements of agricultural products; verbatim records of the sessions of
the said TsK Plenum re gathering in the harvest and the procurements of
agricultural products, re apparatus of the Central Executive Committee (TsIK)
and A. S. Yenukidze, and re discussion of the resolutions on the reports made
by V. I. Molotov and N. I. Yezhov; record of comments made at the meeting of
the said TsK Plenum; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK
Plenum, 1935 June

Reel 2.2720,
File 547-555

Stenographic report of the meetings of the TsK Plenum of June 5-7, 1935, re
gathering in the harvest and the procurements of agricultural products, and re
official apparatus of the TsIK and A. S. Yenukidze; protocol no. 6 of the meeting
of the TsK Plenum of December 21-25, 1935; verbatim records of the sessions
of the said Plenum re reports about the development in industry and transport
with respect to the " Stakhanov movement" and discussion of the said report;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1935
June-December

Reel 2.2721,
File 555-560

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of
December 21-25, 1935; verbatim record of the session of the said Plenum re
discussion (cont.) of the reports on the development in industry and
transportation with respect to the " Stakhanov movement" ; verbatim record of
the session of the said Plenum re the results of the investigation of party
documents; record of comments made at the meeting of the said TsK Plenum,
1935 December

Reel 2.2722,
File 560-569

Record (cont.) of comments made at the meeting of the TsK Plenum of
December 21-25, 1935; stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK
Plenum pertaining to the following issues: industry and transport with respect
to the " Stakhanov's movement" and results of the investigation of party
documents; protocol no. 7 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June 1-4, 1936;
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re the USSR
Constitution, the gathering of the harvest, the procurements of agricultural
products, conversion of a public loan, and exchange of party documents;
verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum reflecting the discussion
about resolutions and amendments and changes to them adopted at the
Plenum; unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum,
1935 December-1936 June

Reel 2.2723,
File 570-578

Record of comments made at the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June 1-4, 1936;
stenographic report of the meeting of the said TsK Plenum re the USSR
Constitution, the gathering of the harvest, the procurements of agricultural
products, and re current affairs (conversion of loans and exchange of party
documents); protocol no. 8 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of December 4-7,
1936, with attached list of TsK VKP(b) resolutions (approved by questioning)
adopted on July 25-26 and on September 10-11; verbatim record of the session
of the said TsK Plenum re final version of the USSR Constitution, re approval of
the Constitution, re Trotskyite and anti-Soviet organizations, and re discussion
about Yezhov's report; record of comments made at the meeting of the said
TsK Plenum; protocol no. 9 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of February 25 -
March 5, 1937, with related documents; verbatim record of the session of the
said TsK Plenum re the case of Bukharin and Rykov; unedited verbatim records
of the sessions of the said TsK plenums, 1936 June-1937 March

Reel 2.2724,
File 579-583

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK Plenum of February 25 - March 5,
1937, re the discussion of the report on the case of Bukharin and Rykov;
unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1937
February 23-25
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Reel 2.2725,
File 584-590

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK Plenum of February 25 - March 5,
1937, re the discussion of the report on the case of Bukharin and Rykov;
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re report and
discussion of the report on the preparation of party organizations to the
elections to the USSR Supreme Soviet according to a new electoral system, and
re restructure of party and of political work with respect to the new electoral
system; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re report on the
lessons learned from the acts of sabotage, diversion, and espionage committed
by Japanese-German-Trotskyite agents in the People's Commissariat for Heavy
Industry and the People's Commissariat for Transportation; unedited verbatim
records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1937 February 26-28

Reel 2.2726,
File 590-597

Verbatim records of the sessions of the of TsK Plenum of February 25 - March
5, 1937, re lessons learned from the acts of sabotage, diversion, and espionage
committed by Japanese-German-Trotskyite agents in the People's Commissariat
for Heavy Industry and the People's Commissariat for Transportation (cont.),
and in the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs; unedited verbatim
records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1937 February-March

Reel 2.2727,
File 597-605

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of February
25 - March 5, 1937; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re
discussion (cont.) of the report on the lessons learned from the acts of
sabotage, diversion, and espionage committed by Japanese-German-Trotskyite
agents in the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs; verbatim records of
the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re discussion of the report about the
drawbacks in party work and measures to be taken for the liquidation of
Trotskyites and other double-dealers; unedited verbatim records of the
sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1937 March

Reel 2.2728,
File 605-609

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK Plenum of February 25 - March 5,
1937, re discussion (cont.) of the report on the shortcomings in party work and
measures to be taken for liquidation of Trotskyites and other double-dealers;
records of comments made at the meetings of the said TsK Plenum; unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1937 February-March

Reel 2.2729,
File 609-614

Records (cont.) of comments made at the meeting of the TsK Plenum of
February 25 - March 5, 1937; stenographic report of the meetings of the said
TsK Plenum (volume I: preparation of party organizations to the elections to
the USSR Supreme Soviet according to a new electoral system, restructure of
party and political work with respect to the new electoral system, and
resolution of the said Plenum on the report about the said matters; volume II:
lessons learned from the acts of sabotage, diversion, and espionage committed
by Japanese-German-Trotskyite agents, and resolution of the Plenum on the
reports to the said matter; volume III: drawbacks in party work and measures
to be taken for the liquidation of Trotskyites and other double-dealers in party
organizations, and resolution of the Plenum on the said report); resolutions of
the said TsK Plenum pertaining to the following issues: case of Bukharin and
Rykov, preparation of party organizations to the elections to the USSR
Supreme Soviet, restructure of party and of political work with respect to the
new electoral system, lessons learned from acts of sabotage, diversion, and
espionage committed by Japanese-German-Trotskyite agents, and drawbacks in
the party work and measures to be taken for the liquidation of Trotskyites and
other double-dealers in party organizations); protocol no. 10 of the meeting of
the TsK Plenum of June 23-29, 1937, with attached decisions adopted by the
TsK VKP(b) Politburo on March 31 - April 1 and May 17-22, 1937, sent to the
TsK VKP(b) members and candidate members to vote for the expulsion of
Yagoda, Kabakov, Ukhanov, and others from the TsK and the party (volume I),
1937 February-June
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Reel 2.2730,
File 614-619

Protocol no. 10 (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June 23-29, 1937;
protocol no. 10 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of June 23-29, 1937, with
attached decisions adopted by the TsK VKP(b) Politburo on May 25-26 and 30,
1937, and sent to the TsK VKP(b) members and candidate members to vote
expulsion from the TsK and the party of Rudzutak, Tukhachevskii, Yakir, and
Uborevich (volume II); verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re
new electoral law Regulations for Elections to the USSR Supreme Soviet ;
verbatim record of the said TsK Plenum re improvement in quality of grain
seeds and re implementation of correct rotation of crops; unedited verbatim
records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1937 June

Reel 2.2731,
File 619-627

Unedited verbatim record (cont.) of the session of the TsK Plenum of June
23-29, 1937; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK Plenum re
implementation of correct rotation of crops, re measures to improve the work
of machine and tractor stations (MTS), and re establishment of schools for
education of leading party cadres; record of comments made at the meeting of
the said TsK Plenum; stenographic report (odd galley-proof) of the meeting of
the said TsK Plenum re measures to improve the work of machine and tractor
stations (MTS) and re implementation of correct rotation of crops; protocol no.
11 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of October 11-12, 1937; verbatim record
of the session of the said TsK Plenum re report about the campaign for
elections to the USSR Supreme Soviet; verbatim record of the session of the
said TsK Plenum re discussion of the report about the campaign for elections to
the USSR Supreme Soviet and re current affairs (co-optation of new members
to the TsK and Politburo, mandatory learning of Russian in schools of national
republics and territories); unedited verbatim records of the sessions of the said
TsK plenums, 1937 June-October

Reel 2.2732,
File 628-637

Unedited verbatim record of the session of the TsK Plenum of October 11-12,
1937; record of comments made at the meeting of the said TsK Plenum;
protocol no. 12 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of January 11-20, 1937, with
draft decisions of the TsK VKP(b) Politburo sent to the TsK VKP(b) members
and candidate members to vote for the expulsion of A. S. Bubnov, K. Ia.
Bauman, and others from the TsK; verbatim record of the session of the said
TsK Plenum re the beginning of the session of the USSR Supreme Soviet, re
organizational issues related to the session, and re changes of and
amendments to some articles of the Constitution; verbatim record of the
session of the said TsK Plenum re the following issues: 1. mistakes made by
party organizations while expelling communists from the party, formal and
bureaucratic attitude towards the appeals of those expelled from the VKP(b),
and measures to be taken to eliminate the said drawbacks, 2. proposals to
expel P. P. Postyshev from his position as candidate member in the TsK
Politburo and introduction of N. S. Khrushchev instead, 3. co-optation of L. Z.
Mekhlis in the Organizational Bureau of the TsK; verbatim record of the session
of the said TsK Plenum re plan for main agricultural works and re composition
of the Council of People's Commissars; verbatim record of the session of the
said TsK Plenum re meat procurements [actual verbatim record of this part is
missing], railway transportation, and proposals related to the elections to the
supreme Soviets of union republics; unedited verbatim records of the sessions
of the said TsK Plenum, 1937 October-January
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Reel 2.2733,
File 637-640

Verbatim record (cont.) of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of January 11-20,
1937, re railway transportation and proposals relating to the elections to the
Supreme Soviets of union republics; record of comments made at the meeting
of the said TsK Plenum; stenographic report of the meeting of said TsK Plenum
re the following issues: mistakes made by party organizations while expelling
communists from the party, formal and bureaucratic attitude towards the
appeals of those expelled from the VKP(b), and measures to be taken to
eliminate the said drawbacks, and resolution of the TsK Plenum pertaining to
the said issues; protocol no. 13 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of January
11-20, 1937, with decisions adopted [by the Plenum] on February 17-20 and 28,
1938 - March 2, 1938, on personal cases [of party members] and on January
9-11, 1939, on summoning the Eighteenth Party Congress, 1938 January-1939
January

  11. Eighteenth Convocation (1939 March-1941 February)
Reel 2.2733,
File 641-645

Protocol no. 1 of the meeting of the TsK Plenum of March 22, 1939, re elections
to the executive organs of the TsK VKP(b) (Politburo, Secretariat, and
Organizational Bureau) and re approval of A. A. Andreev as Chairman of the
Commission for Party Control under the TsK VKP(b); protocol no. 2 of the TsK
Plenum of May 21-27, 1939, with related materials; verbatim records of the
sessions of the said TsK Plenum re report about the measures to protect lands
that belong to the collective farms from being given away as private property
of collective farmers and discussion of the report; unedited verbatim records of
the sessions of the said TsK Plenum, 1939 March-May

Reel 2.2734,
File 645-653

Verbatim records of the sessions of the TsK Plenum of May 21-27, 1939, re
discussion (cont.) of the report about the measures to protect lands that
belong to the collective farms from being given away as private property of
collective farmers, re preparation to gather in the harvest and to procure
agricultural products, re firing Skrynnikov from his position of People's
Commissar for Procurements, re establishment of the Commission for Party
Control, re preparation of the Third Session of the USSR Supreme Soviet, re
elections to the local Soviets of People's Deputies, and re election of a
commission for developing proposals; verbatim record of the session of the
said TsK Plenum re amendments and changes to the resolutions proposed by
the said commissions; record of comments made at the meeting of the said TsK
Plenum; unedited verbatim records of the said TsK Plenum, 1939 May
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Reel 2.2735,
File 654-667

Verbatim record of the session of the TsK Plenum commission of May 24, 1939,
that worked on A. A. Andreev's report about measures to protect lands
belonging to collective farms from squandering; stenographic report of the
meeting of the TsK Plenum of May 21-27, 1939, re the following issues: 1.
measures to protect lands that belong to the collective farms from being given
away as private property of collective farmers; preparations made to gather in
the harvest and to procure agricultural products, establishment of the
Commission of Party Control, the Third Session of the USSR Supreme Soviet,
and current affairs; protocol no. 3 of the meeting of the TsK (VKP(b) Plenum of
March 26-28, 1940, with related materials; verbatim records of the sessions of
the said TsK Plenum re report (made by A. I. Mikoian) on changes in the policy
towards the procurements and purchase of agricultural products and re
discussion of the said report; verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK
Plenum re restructure of the work of the Economic Council, results of the work
of the commission (amendments to and changes of the resolution on Mikoian's
report), and re convocation of the Eighteenth All-Union VKP(b) Conference;
record of comments made at the meeting of the said TsK Plenum; materials
prepared by the commission of the said TsK Plenum for developing resolutions
on Mikoian's report; stenographic report of the said TsK VKP(b) Plenum re
changes in the policy towards the procurements and purchase of agricultural
products, re the USSR foreign policy (not recorded), re lessons learned from
the war with Finland, re restructure of work of the Economic Council, and re
convocation of the Eighteenth All-Union Conference; protocol no. 4 of the TsK
Plenum of July 29-31, 1940; verbatim record of the session of the said TsK
Plenum re harvest and procurement of agricultural products; unedited
verbatim records of the sessions of the said plenums, 1939 May-1940 July

Reel 2.2736,
File 668-677

Unedited verbatim record of the session of the TsK Plenum of July 29-31, 1940;
verbatim records of the sessions of the said TsK Plenum re report on harvest
and procurement of agricultural products and discussion of the said report, and
re control over the implementation of the USSR Supreme Soviet Decree On
Introduction of an Eight-Hour Working Day, Seven-Day Working Week, and of
the Regulations against Employees' Resigning Voluntarily from Job at
Institutions and Enterprises (G. M. Malenkov's report); verbatim record of the
session of the said TsK Plenum re discussion of Malenkov's report, re
establishment of the People's Commissariat of State Control, and re [election
of] the commission to work out resolutions on the report about harvest and
procurement of agricultural products; record of comments made at the
meetings of the said TsK Plenum; stenographic report of the meeting of the
said TsK Plenum re the Sovietforeign policy (not recorded), re harvest and
procurement of agricultural products, re control over the implementation of the
decree of the USSR Supreme Soviet on transition to an eight-hour working day,
and re establishment of the People's Commissariat for State Control; protocol
no. 5 of the meeting of the TsK VKP(b) Plenum of February 21, 1941, 1940
July-1941 February

Reel 2.2736,
File 678-792

Files 678-792 were not delivered to the Hoover Institution
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Reel 2.61-2.108,
Reel 2.583-2.607,
Reel 2.760-2.764

Opis 7: Statistics Department of the TsK VKP(b), 1920-1941
Physical Description: 79 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 7 contains documents issued by the Statistics Department was established as a part
of the TsK RKP(b) Secretariat in 1921 and was in operation until 1930. Before 1921 it was
the Department of Information and Statistics and after 1930 it was the Department of
Management and Instructions that dealt with statistical data. The three departments
conducted statistical studies of the party composition and of its activities, and supervised
registration and statistics in the local party organs. This opis includes all preserved
documents of the departments for 1920-1940 (587 files on 79 reels.) Materials for
1924-1925 are not complete. The Russian finding aid to opis 7 can be found on reel 2.16.

   
Reel 2.61,
File 1-23

Protocol of the Commission for Formatting the Survey on party activity;
correspondence of the TsK VKP(b) with republican, territorial ( kraevye), and
provincial ( gubernskie) RSDRP committees; protocols, reports and memoranda
related to the financing and conducting all-party census, to issuing a unified
party-membership card, to registering VKP(b) members and VKP(b) provincial
organizations, to improving the work of provincial subdepartments for
registration and statistics, and for safekeeping of party documents; list of party
members discharged from the army, etc., 1920-1922

Reel 2.62,
File 23-49

Correspondence of the TsK VKP(b) with territorial (kraevye), and provincial
(gubernskie) RSDRP committees, reports, memoranda, letters, telegrams related
to conducting the all-party census, to issuing a unified party-membership card, to
registering VKP(b) members and VKP(b) provincial organizations, to improving
statistics and registration, to publishing a book on the results of the 1922 census;
protocols of conferences related to the party census and to the composition of the
party and Soviet organs; lists of party officials, 1920-1923

Reel 2.63,
File 50-67

Correspondence of the TsK VKP(b) with republican, provincial, and district RKP(b)
committees and bureaus, and other organizations, circular letters, reports,
formats for surveys related to taking all-party census, to issuing a unified
party-membership card, to improving registration and statistics, registers
reflecting the total number of communists in party cells ( iacheiki); reports on the
work of subdepartments of registration and statistics, 1920-1923

Reel 2.64,
File 68-86

Correspondence of the TsK VKP(b) with republican, provincial, and district RKP(b)
committees and bureaus related to taking all-party census and to processing its
results, to registering VKP(b) members, to the work of subdepartments of
registration and statistics under provincial RKP(b) committees, to issuing a
unified party-membership card; correspondence with RSFSR plenipotentiary
representatives to foreign countries, and with political administrations of the
RSFSR Revolutionary Council and of the Red Army; statistical reports on the
preliminary materials of the All-Russian VKP(b) census (issues 1-4); summaries of
the results of the All-Russian VKP(b) census with respect to the length of party
service, age, education, etc., 1920-1923

Reel 2.65,
File 87-93

Statistical information and surveys presenting the results of the 1922 party
census, with respect to the age, education, length of party service, occupation,
social status, nationality of RKP(b) members, 1922-1923

Reel 2.66,
File 94-101

Statistical surveys reflecting the results of the 1922 party census with respect to
religion and desire to get education among party members, the number of
members in the Communist Party of Georgia, in Moscow and in Petrograd city and
provincial organizations; register of the lecturers and propagandists who are
members of the RKP(b); list of party cells formed by representatives to foreign
countries, 1922
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Reel 2.67,
File 101-108

Statistical surveys reflecting the results of the 1922 party census with respect to
the membership in Petrograd city and provincial organizations, political and party
work among women, party portion among industrial workers, party meetings and
political campaign, social and national composition of party membership;
registers of candidate members in provinces ( gubernia), etc.; protocols reports,
resolution pertaining to the All-Russian conference of chiefs of subdepartments of
registration and statistics ( uchetno-statisticsheskie) under provincial and
regional ( gubkom and obkom) RKP(b) committees and to the conference of chiefs
of provincial and district subdepartments of information and instructions [
infromatsionno-instruktorskie] under the TsK RKP(b); survey containing data
about the number of people who joined RKP(b) as candidate members in
July-December; report of the TsK RKP(b) Statistics Department, with information
about the number of RKP(b) members, 1923, 1922-1924

Reel 2.68,
File 109-114

Statistical surveys reflecting the number of RKP(b) candidate members admitted
as full members, the number of party members and candidate members expelled
from the RKP(b) in 1923, and the number of RKP(b) members who died in 1923,
1923

Reel 2.69,
File 115-125

Information of provincial control commissions on party penalties incurred by
communists; monthly reports submitted by RKP(b) provincial committees (named
in alphabetical order) for January-December, 1923; summary on the activity of
city, district, and provincial RKP(b) committees in provinces and republics;
statements and survey about the number of communists in the rural RKP(b) cells
(iacheiki); statistical surveys and reviews reflecting the total number of party
members and party organizations, members of plenums and bureaus, secretaries
of the provincial, regional, and district VKP(b) committees, etc.; survey of the
dynamics of social composition of party organizations; letters and statements,
related to the number of party members who were not registered by the
1926-1927 party census; table reflecting development of statistical documents for
the 1926-1927 party census at the party organizations in military units,
1923-1929

Reel 2.70,
File 126-128

Form "B" used in the 1926-1927 party census and submitted by the party
organizations in military districts, 1927

Reel 2.71,
File 128-132

Form "B" used in the 1926-1927 party census and submitted by the party
organizations in military districts, 1927

Reel 2.72,
File 133-143

Form "B" of the 1926-1927 party census taken at the party organizations army
districts and fleets; registers and surveys of the number of party members and of
party organizations in military detachments of the Red Army and Navy; circular
and instructional letters, surveys, regulations related to the statistics
departments of provincial VKP(b) committees, to local departments of registration
and statistics, to a number of party members and local party organizations, to the
dynamics of party social composition in 1926 and in the first quarter of 1927, to
the training and further training of leading party workers, to party educational
network, to the elections to the party committees and admittance to the VKP(b),
1926-1928

Reel 2.73,
File 144-153

Statistical surveys, statements, registration forms, and tables pertaining to the
dynamics of party social composition in 1924-1928, to the portion of communists
and Komsomol (Young Communists League) members in the industrial
enterprises, number of women members, admittance to and expulsion from the
VKP(b), composition of provincial, territorial and republican party organizations
with respect to the type of party cell composition and to the occupation, social
status, and nationality of party members, to the results of women's meetings, to
the party education, and to the number of party members and party organizations
as of January 1, 1929; letter explaining the instruction for determining social
status in numbers; draft resolution on regulating the increase in party
membership, 1928-1930
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Reel 2.74,
File 154-159

Statistical statement on membership and social composition of the party with
respect to the types of party cells; review of the information and statistics
subdepartments of the TsK VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists League) Youth in
Figures; preliminary plan for the VKP(b) increase in 1927-1930; quarterly surveys
of the number and composition of new VKP(b) candidate members and members,
and of those expelled or retired from the party, 1926-1929

Reel 2.75,
File 159-168

Quarterly surveys of those expelled or retired from the party; statistical surveys,
statements, and registers pertaining to the results of the party 1929 purge, to the
party educational network, to the number and composition of schools, classes,
and circles for political literacy, to the increase in party membership, to the
portion of party and Komsomol members in industry and agriculture; memoranda
and statements on regulation of increase in membership and changes in social
composition of the VKP(b) and in admittance to the VKP(b); survey VKP(b) in
Numbers reflecting the dynamics of VKP(b) membership, 1926-1932

Reel 2.76, File 169 Quarterly survey forms pertaining to the changes in distribution of party
organizations among provinces, territories, and republics, and to the number of
communists, 1928-1932

Reel 2.77,
File 169-170

Quarterly survey forms pertaining to the changes in distribution of party
organizations among provinces, territories, and republics, to the number of
communists, and to the social composition and changes therein of city, district,
and regional party organizations, 1928-1932

Reel 2.78,
File 170-171

Quarterly survey forms pertaining to the social composition and changes therein
of city, district, and regional party organizations, and to the number of those
admitted to the VKP(b) as candidate members or made full members in 1930,
1928-1932

Reel 2.79,
File 171-176

Quarterly survey forms and monthly statistical registers pertaining to the number
of people admitted to the VKP(b) as candidate members and made full members
in 1930, to the social composition and changes of provincial, territorial, and
republican party organizations, to the number of members, social composition
and changes in the Moscow city party organization; reviews and statements
reflecting the increase in and composition of the VKP(b) and of delegates to
regional, city, district, and provincial party conferences summoned in 1926-1927,
1928-1934

Reel 2.80,
File 176-178

Quarterly survey forms pertaining to the composition and changes in the
composition of city, regional, provincial, territorial, and republican party
organizations; survey containing the main indexes to the VKP(b) composition
before the Twelfth VKP(b) Congress, 1933-1934

Reel 2.81,
File 178-183

Quarterly survey forms pertaining to the composition and changes therein of
provincial, territorial, and republican party organizations; statistical reports and
survey forms pertaining to the network of party organizations in provinces,
territories, and republics, to the party education network, to the membership of
party organizations as of January 1, 1935; table reflecting the network of party
organizations in different fields of industry and agriculture as of October 1, 1934,
1934-1935

Reel 2.82,
File 184-190

Survey reflecting numerical strength of party organizations with respect to their
social composition and occupations of their members as of January 1, 1935;
statement on the changes in party composition in 1925-1935; survey VKP(b) in
Numbers reflecting the dynamics of VKP(b) membership and social composition in
1905-1935; lists of district, city, and regional VKP(b) committees reflecting the
total number of citizens and of communists in a given area, and number of
primary party organizations and of party members; quarterly reports on the
composition and changes therein of party organizations in provinces, territories,
and republics, 1935-1935
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Reel 2.83,
File 191-200

Quarterly reports reflecting the number of communists who were made VKP(b)
members and candidate members after serving as candidate members or
sympathizers; reports on the network of party organizations in provinces,
territories, and republics, on the results of work in the party education network,
on the number and composition of party membership with regard to
propagandists in provinces, territories, and republics; tables reflecting the
number of VKP(b) members and candidate members in the networks of city
VKP(b) committees as of April 1, 1935, the number of party organizations in
republics, territories and provinces, the number of party members in urban and
rural areas, the number of women communists, and presenting comparative data
on the composition of conferences of 1928/1929 and 1929/1930; statements on
the number of rural party organizations, and on the network of VKP(b)
organizations; survey on the membership of party organizations, of trade-unions,
and on a portion of party members at big Moscow enterprises, 1929-1935

Reel 2.74,
File 201-213

Materials on the registration and safekeeping of party documents in the local
party organizations and changes in the VKP(b) composition; minutes of the
meetings in the TsK departments, letters from the sector of party statistics to the
secretaries of provincial, territorial, and other party committees related to party
registration, to the replacement of workers, etc.; general surveys on membership
in party organizations with respect to the social composition therein and
occupations of the members; tables reflecting changes in the VKP(b) composition
after the Twelfth Party Congress, changes in the numerical strength of republican,
territorial and provincial VKP(b) organizations in 1929-2936; survey VKP(b) in
Numbers as of July 1, 1936; lists submitted by district, city, and regional party
committees with indication to the number of party cells and party members;
reports on the results of party education, on the number and composition of party
membership with regard to propagandists, 1934-1936

Reel 2.85,
File 214-221

Reports on the results of party education, on the number and composition of
party membership with regard to propagandists in provinces, territories and
republics, on the network of party organizations in the republics, territories, and
provinces; statements on the composition of party organizations, on the
numerical strength of territorial party organizations and on changes in their
network, and on the composition of rural party organizations; monthly reports on
the composition and changes therein of party organizations, 1936

Reel 2.86,
File 222-227

Monthly reports on the composition and changes therein of party organizations;
quarterly reports on the networks and composition and changes therein of
provincial, territorial, and republican party organizations; reports on the
composition of and changes in party organizations of transport workers in
provincial, and territorial party committees, national communist parties, etc.,
1936

Reel 2.87,
File 228-232

Reports on the composition and changes therein of provincial, territorial, and
republican party organizations; statements about leading party cadres in 1928
and 1930, tables reflecting the numerical strength of leading cadres in MTS
(Machine and Tractors Station) and collective farms, changes in the party
education network and participation of communists in party studies; surveys and
statements pertaining to party educational network, number of schools, classes,
and circles of political literacy, number of students in Soviet and party schools,
etc., in 1931-1936; card catalog reflecting numerical strength and social
composition of the party (by party organizations) for 1931-1936, 1936
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Reel 2.88,
File 234-242

Materials related to the changes in party composition in 1933-1937; tables
reflecting the numerical strength and social composition of the VKP(b) from 1924
through 1937, the increase in party members between the Fifteenth, Sixteenth,
and Seventeenth party Congresses, the social composition of the party after the
purge, the network of party organizations in collective farms and machine and
tractor stations; lists submitted by district, city, and regional VKP(b) committees
reflecting the numbers of party cells and party members; statements indicating
the numerical strength of party organizations, the transfer of party members
among party organizations, and admittance to the VKP(b); memoranda from the
sector of party statistics concerning mistakes in the reports from local
organizations; statements reflecting the number of VKP(b) members and
candidate members in rural party cells for 1924 and 1925, and comparative data
on the number of party cells of different type from 1922 through 1928, 1936-1937

Reel 2.89,
File 243-252

Statements on the admittance to the VKP(b); monthly statistical reports on the
composition of and changes in party organizations and admittance to the party,
on the composition of party organs and party apparatus, on the process and
results of elections to the governing party organs; lists of persons admitted to the
VKP(b) in 42 organizations; statistical statements on the number of applications
for admittance to the VKP(b) considered by primary party organizations;
statistical reports on the composition of elected party organs and of the party
apparatus in republics, territories, and provinces, on the number of officials from
party apparatus who were fired from their position and expelled from the VKP(b)
in the process of exchanging and examining party documents; reports on the
elections to the city, regional, provincial, and territorial VKP(b) committees, to
district and city party conferences, and to primary party organizations in
provinces (in alphabetical order by location), 1936-1937

Reel 2.90,
File 253-257

Reports (cont.) on the elections to the city, regional, provincial, and territorial
VKP(b) committees, district and city party conferences, and to the primary party
organizations in provinces; reports on the social composition of party
organizations, on transfer and distribution of communists among organizations of
different types; monthly statistical reports on the composition and changes in
party organizations for January, February, and March, 1937, 1937

Reel 2.91,
File 258-262

Monthly statistical reports on the composition and changes in party organizations
for April, May, June, July and August, 1937, 1937

Reel 2.92,
File 263-267

Monthly statistical reports on the composition and changes in party organizations
for September, October, November, and December, 1937; reports on the
composition of party membership with regard to the secretaries of par
committees and primary party organizations as of January 1, 1937, 1937

Reel 2.93,
File 268-273

Reports and memorandum on the changes in the party education network and the
number of communists involved in party education; tables reflecting the
composition of party membership with regard to propagandists describing the
length of their service to the party, party and political education, and length of
work as propagandists, numerical strength and increase in number of VLKSM
(All-Union Young Communists League) members and candidate members in
1917-1935, numerical strength of VLKSM members in the Red Army, etc.;
statements on the process of admitting new members to the VKP(b); memoranda
and statements pertaining to the results of controlling and investigating the
registration of party members and candidate members by party organizations,
1937-1939

Reel 2.94,
File 274-279

Registers submitted by district and city party committees with data on the
number of party cells and party members as of January 1, 1938; monthly
statistical reports on the composition and changes in party organizations in
January, February, March, April, and May, 1938, 1938

Reel 2.95,
File 280-286

Monthly statistical reports on the composition and changes in party organizations
in June, July, August, September, October, November, and December, 1938, 1938
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Reel 2.96,
File 287-290

Statistical reports and statements pertaining to the numerical strength and
changes in military party organizations; surveys and monthly and quarterly
statistical reports on the numerical strength, social composition, and changes in
the party organizations in Leningrad, Moscow, and in the party organization of the
political administration of Glavsevmorput' (Main Administration for Northern
Way), on the social composition of the secretarial body of primary party
organizations, on the party education network and composition of party
membership with regard to the propagandists in the Leningrad city party
organization, 1935-1939

Reel 2.97,
File 291-295

Statistical summary of the admittance to the party in March-September, 1938;
statistical reports on the composition of VKP(b) membership with regard to
candidate members and members admitted to the party from November, 1936,
through November, 1938; monthly statistical reports on the composition of party
membership with regard to members and candidate members admitted to the
VKP(b) in January and February, 1938, 1939

Reel 2.98,
File 296-300

Monthly statistical reports on the composition of party membership with regard to
members and candidate members newly admitted to the VKP(b) in March, April,
May, June, and July, 1938, 1938

Reel 2.99,
File 301-305

Monthly statistical reports on the composition of party membership with regard to
members and candidate members newly admitted to the VKP(b) in August,
September, October, November, and December, 1938, 1938

Reel 2.100,
File 306-308

Semiannual reports on the social composition of party organizations, on the
transfer of communists, on the distribution of communists among party
organizations, and on the data on sympathizers in provinces, territories, and
republics; survey of the numerical strength of party organizations and of groups
of sympathizers; reports on the composition of the secretarial body of party
organizations as of January 1, 1938, 1938-1939

Reel 2.101,
File 308-312

Reports on the composition of the secretarial body of party organizations as of
January 1, 1938, on changes in the party education network, on the number of
communists involved in party education, and on the composition of party
membership with regard to propagandists; surveys, statements, and tables on the
results of purges in the party in 1921, 1929, and 1933, on the number of those
who belonged to other parties (as reflected in the 1927 party census), on the
numerical strength of the party in 1934, on the composition of the membership
with regard to the people expelled and retired from the party in 1934-1940, on
the transfer of communists from one to another party organization in 1934-1940;
tables reflecting the increase and changes in numerical strength, and national
and social composition of party organizations in union and autonomous republics,
1938-1940

Reel 2.102,
File 313-320

Reports on placement of communists among different branches of the national
economy, on the composition of party organizations with respect to the length of
party service, education, age, nationality, and membership in other parties;
statements and tables pertaining to the structure of rural party organizations, to
the composition of party membership with regard to foreign communists
(nationalities other, than those in the Soviet Union), and to the job placement of
graduates from the Institute of Red Professors; plan for elections to the governing
party organs; memoranda, telegrams, tables and statements on the result of
elections, the number of delegates, the summoning of party conferences, etc.,
1937-1938

Reel 2.103,
File 321-323

Reports on the elections to district, city, regional, provincial, and territorial party
committees and to the primary party organizations, (in alphabetical order by
location), 1938

Reel 2.104,
File 324-328

Joint statistical reports on the results of elections in provinces, territories, and
republics; reports on the elections to district, city, regional, provincial, and
territorial party committees (in alphabetical order), 1938
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Reel 2.105,
File 329-334

Statements on the VKP(b) composition between the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
VKP(b) congresses, on the composition of party organizations in republics,
territories, and provinces; register submitted by urban and rural district party
committees reflecting data on the number of cells and of party members; monthly
statements on the numerical strength of party organizations, number of people
expelled from the party and number of appeals investigated by party organs;
statement submitted by the TsK VKP(b) Personnel Management ( upravlenie
kadrov) on the results of admitting new members to the VKP(b), 1939-1940

Reel 2.106,
File 335-341

Monthly reports on the numerical strength of and changes in the party
organizations in January-July, 1939, 1939

Reel 2.107,
File 341-346

Monthly reports on the numerical strength of and changes in the party
organizations in July-December, 1939, 1939

Reel 2.108,
File 347-352

Monthly statistical reports on the numerical strength and changes in military and
civil [party] organizations, on the composition of secretarial body of party
committees and party organs in primary party organizations; monthly reports and
tables reflecting changes in party organizations, admittance to and expulsion
from the VKP(b), numerical strength of party organizations in the provinces that
were newly created or divided; statements about party organizations in the
provinces that were newly created; quarterly reports on the numerical strength
and changes in party organizations, and on the composition of members and
candidate members, 1934-1939

Reel 2.583,
File 352-354

Quarterly reports on the numerical strength and changes in party organizations,
and on the composition of the party membership with regard to members and
candidate members; monthly reports on the composition of the party membership
with regard to the people admitted to the party as members and candidate
members by republican, territorial, and provincial party organizations ( in
alphabetical order by location), 1939

Reel 2.584,
File 355-357

Monthly reports (continued) on the composition of the party membership with
regard to the people admitted to the party as members and candidate members
by party organizations 1939

Reel 2.585,
File 357-361

Monthly reports on the composition of the party membership with regard to the
people admitted to the VKP(b) as members and candidate members by party
organizations in the army; statements, surveys, tables relating to the admittance
to the VKP(b) in 1924-1937, to the issuance of party documents in 1939, and to
the social composition of the party membership with regard to the people
admitted in 1928-1932 and to the sympathizers in 1933-1939; monthly statistical
reports on the composition of the party membership with regard to the people
admitted to the VKP(b) as members and candidate members in January and
February, 1939, 1938-1939

Reel 2.586,
File 362-366

Monthly statistical reports on the composition of the party membership with
regard to the people admitted to the VKP(b) as members and candidate members
in March, 1939; reports on the composition of party organizations with respect to
the social status, education, length of party service, and occupation of the
members, on the composition of party membership with regard to the people
expelled from the VKP(b), on distribution of communists among party
organizations of different types (in republics, territories, and provinces), on data
related to sympathizers, on the composition of the secretarial body of primary
party organizations as of January 1 and July 1, 1939, 1939

Reel 2.587,
File 366-372

Reports on the composition of the secretarial body of primary party organizations
as of July 1, 1939; quarterly statistical reports of plants' party organizations about
the numerical strength of the members and number of those admitted to the
party; reports on the placement of communists among different branches of the
economy, on the composition of party organizations with respect to the length of
party service, education, age, nationality, and membership in other parties,
statistical reports (Forms 2, 6, 7) submitted by the districts after they were
incorporated into provinces other than those they initially belonged to; registers
submitted by city and district VKP(b) committees with data on a number of party
cells and party members, 1939-1940
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Reel 2.588,
File 372-379

Registers submitted by city and district VKP(b) committees with data reflecting
the number of party cells and party members; statements about the composition
of the VKP(b) as of January 1, 1937 and 1938 (statements on the composition of
party organizations of people's commissariats of chemical industry, of ferrous
metallurgy, and of medium machine-building in 1940 are included); statements on
the composition of the VKP(b) as of January 1, 1941, and of the Eighteenth Party
Conferences as of January 1, 1940, on the composition of party organizations in
the republics, territories, and provinces; summaries, statements, tables reflecting
the number of VKP(b) members and candidate members who were registered and
stricken from the register in 1934-1940, the numerical strength of the VKP(b) in
1922-1937, the number of members expelled from the party and reinstated in the
party in 1933-1940; tables reflecting the numerical strength of party members
and increase in party organizations in 1924-1940 and comparative data on the
social composition and numerical strength of the party at the time of congresses
and conferences held from 1905 through 1927, 1940-1941

Reel 2.589,
File 379-385

Tables reflecting the numerical strength of party members and increase in party
organizations in 1924-1940 and comparative data on the social composition and
numerical strength of the party at the time of congresses and conferences held
from 1905 through 1927; monthly statements on the numerical strength of and
changes in party organizations in January-May, 1940, 1940-1941

Reel 2.590,
File 385-390

Monthly statements on the numerical strength of and changes in party
organizations in May-October, 1940, 1940

Reel 2.591,
File 391-395

Monthly statements on the numerical strength of and changes in party
organizations in November-December, 1940, on the numerical strength and
changes in army party organizations; quarterly statistical reports on the
numerical strength and changes in the party organizations and in the number of
people admitted to the party as members and candidate members, 1940

Reel 2.592,
File 395-400

Quarterly statistical reports on the numerical strength and changes in the party
organizations and in the number of people admitted to the party as members and
candidate members; monthly statistical surveys of admittance of members and
candidate members to the party by territorial organizations; reports on the
composition of VKP(b) membership with regard to social status, occupation, and
distribution among different types of party organizations in republics, territories,
and provinces of members, candidate members, and people admitted to the party
in 1939 as of January 1, 1940, 1939-1940

Reel 2.593,
File 401-405

Reports on the composition of VKP(b) membership with respect to the social
status, occupation, and distribution among different types of party organizations
in republics, territories, and provinces of members, candidate members, and
people admitted to the party in 1939 as of July 1, 1940, on the composition of the
secretarial body of primary party organizations, on the composition of party
organizations with respect to the length of party service, education, age,
nationality, and membership in other parties; statistical reports on the number of
VKP(b) members and candidate members working in different branches of the
economy, and on the number of people admitted to the party in 1939-1940;
quarterly statistical reports from party organizations in plants on the numerical
strength of the party organizations therein and the number of people admitted to
the party, 1940

Reel 2.594,
File 405-408

Quarterly statistical reports from plants' party organizations on the numerical
strength of the party organizations and the number of people admitted to the
party, 1940
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Reel 2.595,
File 408-413

Quarterly statistical reports from plants' party organizations on the numerical
strength of the party organizations and the number of people admitted to the
party; supplements, correspondence, explanatory notes, and other materials
attached to the statistical reports submitted by military organizations in 1940;
memorandum from the TsK Personnel Management (upravlenie kadrov) and
statements pertaining to the results of the elections to the governing party
organs; lists of secretaries of provincial and territorial party committees and
republican central committees who were elected for the first time; summary of
and reports on the elections to primary organizations and party committees,
1937-1940

Reel 2.596,
File 414-418

Statistical reports on the elections to provincial, territorial, district, and city
VKP(b) committees (presented alphabetically by location), 1940

Reel 2.597,
File 418-423

Statistical reports (cont.) on the elections to provincial, territorial, district, and
city VKP(b) committees; statements on the composition (numerical strength of
party members and number of party organizations) from January 1, 1937, through
January 1, 1941; reports on the composition of the secretarial body of primary
party organizations; statements on the process of elections in the military
organizations in 1937-1941; quarterly reports on the numerical strength of and
changes in the party organizations and on the composition of party membership
with regard to the members and candidate members newly admitted to the
VKP(b); statistical reports on the composition of party membership with regard to
the people expelled from the VKP(b); reports related to the decisions of city and
district party committees on expulsions from the VKP(b), and appeals of those
expelled; statements on the number of appeals among military [party]
organizations, 1936-1941

Reel 2.598,
File 423-431

Quarterly and monthly reports and charts pertaining to the numerical strength of
and changes in the party organizations and to the composition of party
membership with regard to the members and candidate members newly admitted
to the VKP(b), to the numerical strength of and changes in party organizations
with respect to the social status and occupation of members, to the network of
party organizations; statistical reports and statements on the composition of
membership with regard to the people expelled from the VKP(b); reports related
to the decisions of city and district party committees on expulsion from the
VKP(b), and appeals of those expelled; statements on the number of appeals
among military [party] organizations; statistic reports and statements pertaining
to the changes in the network of primary party organizations in territories,
provinces, and republics, to the composition of rural party organizations, to the
numerical strength of party organizations, to the process of admittance to the
VKP(b), to the increase in members in rural party organizations in 1938-1941, to
the results of elections to the primary party organizations, to the fluctuation in
the composition of the secretarial body of party organizations, and to the
approval by the TsK VKP(b) of the secretaries of district and city VKP(b)
committees; summaries and tables related to the restructuring of party cells in
collective farms; statements on the process and results of 1933 purge in the
party, on the composition of party membership with regard to chairmen of
commissions for purges, and with regard to the people expelled from the party
from July, 1934, through February, 1935, 1934-1941

Reel 2.599,
File 431-435

Statements on the process and results of the purge in the party, on the
composition of party membership with regard to chairmen of commissions for
purges, and to the people expelled from the party from July, 1934, through
February, 1935; materials containing comparative data related to the process of
examining party documents; materials [on purge] submitted to the TsK Plenum;
statistical reports and statements on the results of examining party documents in
provinces, territories, republics, and in military organizations, 1934-1936
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Reel 2.600,
File 435-441

Statistical reports and statements on the results of examining party documents in
provinces, territories, republics, and in military organizations, on the numerical
strength of party organizations after documents' examination as of March 1,
1936; summaries, tables, and statements related to the process of exchanging
party documents, to the composition of membership with regard to the people
expelled from the VKP(b) in the process of examining party documents, and to the
results of investigation of appeals; summary of statistical reports from provincial
and territorial party committees and from republican central committees about
people expelled from the party, 1935-1936

Reel 2.601,
File 441-444

Statements on the process of exchanging party documents, on the results of the
exchange in provincial, territorial, and republican party organizations; statistical
reports and correspondence related to the process and results of exchanging
party documents and to the investigation of appeals of those expelled from the
party in the process of exchanging and examining party documents (in
alphabetical order by location), 1936-1937

Reel 2.602,
File 445-447

Statistical reports (contd.) and correspondence related to the process and results
of exchanging party documents and to the investigation of appeals of those
expelled from the party in the process of exchanging and examining party
documents, 1936-1937

Reel 2.603,
File 447-449

Statistical reports (cont.) and correspondence related to the process and results
of exchanging party documents and to the investigation of appeals of those
expelled from the party in the process of exchanging and examining party
documents, 1936-1937

Reel 2.604,
File 450-453

Statistical reports (cont.) and correspondence related to the process and results
of exchanging party documents and to the investigation of appeals of those
expelled from the party in the process of exchanging and examining party
documents; (cont.) statistical statements on the results of the party document's
examination and exchange in Moscow and in Leningrad party organizations;
description of party members subjected to expulsion; statistical reports on the
results of exchanging party documents in Belorussian, Kharkov, Kiev, Leningrad,
Moscow, and other military districts, 1936-1937

Reel 2.605,
File 460-486

Statements and tables on the final results of examination and exchange of party
documents as of January 15, 1937; tables pertaining to the composition of VKP(b)
membership with regard to members and candidate members reflected in the
materials submitted after the 1936 exchange of documents, to the number of
VKP(b) members and candidate members of main Soviet nationalities (Russians
excluded), number of communists with higher education, number of communists
that participated in the opposition and in anti-party groups, number of
communists participating in other political parties; statement on the composition
of the republican, territorial, and provincial party organizations (in alphabetical
order, by location), 1937-1938

Reel 2.606,
File 487-515

Statement (contd.) on the composition of republican, territorial, and provincial
party organizations, with attached register of VKP(b) candidate members, 1938

Reel 2.607,
File 515-540

Statement (contd.) on the composition of republican, territorial, and provincial
party organizations, with attached register of VKP(b) candidate members;
statistical reports on the process and results of investigation of appeals of those
expelled from the party during the examination of party documents as of January
15, 1937; memorandum and statistical report on the results of the exchange of
party documents in the Yakut provincial party organization; tables, memoranda,
and other materials related to the implementation of the 1938 TsK Plenum
resolution On the Investigation of Appeals of the People Expelled from the Party ,
1937-1938
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Reel 2.760,
File 540-549

Tables, memoranda, and other materials (cont.) related to the implementation of
the 1938 TsK Plenum resolution On the Investigation of Appeals of the People
Expelled from the Party ; statements and reports from party organizations on the
process and results of investigating the appeals of the people expelled from the
party during the examination of documents in republics, territories, and
provinces, with cover letters to the Department of Leading Party Organs;
memoranda, letters, and telegrams from central committees of national
communist parties, territorial and provincial party committees on the issuance of
party documents, on the expulsion from the party, and investigation of appeals
for reinstatement in the party; report on the results of the investigation of
appeals of the people expelled from the VKP(b) as of June 1, 1938; report on the
investigation of the decisions on expulsion adopted by district and city
committees in November and December, 1938, and monthly reports on this issue
for January-March, 1939; summaries related to the expulsion from the VKP(b) in
republics, territories, and provinces, and statement on the composition of the
membership with regard to those expelled from the party in 1938, 1937-1939

Reel 2.761,
File 550-560

Monthly reports on the investigation of the decisions on expulsion from the party
adopted by district and city VKP(b) committees in April-May, 1939; statistical
reports on the composition of the membership with regard to the people expelled
from the party in 1939-1940; registers of the VKP(b) members in Astrakhan,
Bryansk, Vitebsk, Vladimir, Voronezh, and Ivanovo-Voznesensk provinces,
presented in numerical order by unified party membership card within each
province, 1939-1940 and 1920-1921

Reel 2.762,
File 561-571

Registers of the VKP(b) members in Ivanovo-Voznesensk (contd.), Kaluga,
Kostroma, Olonets, Penza, Perm, Petrograd, Pskov, Severo-Dvinsk, and Tambov
provinces, presented in numerical order by unified party membership card within
each province, 1920-1922

Reel 2.763,
File 572-579

Registers of the VKP(b) members in Tambov (contd.), Tiumen, and Ufa provinces,
in Vologda, Voronezh, Viatka, Perm, Severo-Dvinsk, Cherepovets, and other
provinces, and in the Tatar Autonomous Republic, presented in numerical order by
unified party membership card within each province; materials of provincial,
regional, and district investigating commissions on the results of the examination
and reconsideration of documents, and purge in the party (presented
alphabetically by names of republic or province, from the Arkhangelsk province to
the Tatar Autonomous Republic), 1920-1922

Reel 2.764,
File 579-587

Materials of provincial, regional, and district investigating commissions on the
results of the exemption and reconsideration of party documents, and purge in
the party (presented alphabetically by name of republic or province plus Tver and
Yaroslavl provinces); statistical summaries of the questionnaires filled out by the
VKP(b) members who reregistered in July 1920 - November 1921 (presented
alphabetically by name of province), 1920-1922
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Reels
2.109-2.186,
Reels
2.608-2.644,
Reels
2.765-2.801,
Reels
2.941-2.998,
Reels
2.1382-2.1420,
Reels
2.1539-2.1550,
Reels
2.1581-2.1597,
Reels
2.1818-2.1820

Opis 8: Materials of the 1922 All-Union party census and data on the people who
were admitted to or resigned from the RKP(b) in 1922-1924

Physical Description: 282 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 8 consists of documents issued by the Statistics Department of the TsK RKP(b):
materials of the 1922 All-Union party census and materials reflecting changes in the
composition of party membership since the 1922 census through 1924. The All-Union
party census was organized and conducted by the Statistics Department from the
beginning through the end of 1922. In the process of conducting the census, each RKP(b)
member, cell, and committee was registered (forms A, Á, and Â ). In addition, the census
provided for registration of the communists discharged from the Red Army and of
propagandists. After the registration had been completed, special summaries and
surveys were compiled. The census could not claim 100 percent accuracy due to the hard
conditions under which it was conducted; nevertheless, it correctly reflected the situation
in the party. The 1922 census became a starting point for centralized registration of party
members. The opis is divided into the following subseries: personal questionnaires of
party members and candidate members; registers of cell members in republics,
gubernias, and uiezds; registers of party committees; lists of cells subject to the census;
surveys reflecting data on preliminary processing of the census results; reports and
diaries of special representatives, and of officials responsible for the census in gubernias
and uiezds; lists of additional party members registered after they were made full
members or reinstated as party members; register of candidate members admitted to the
RKP(b) in 1922-1924; lists of persons who were expelled or resigned from the RKP(b);
materials of the All-Union census of lecturers and propagandists who were members of
the RKP(b) (total of 794 files on 290 reels). Personal questionnaires (subseries I) were
organized alphabetically by name according to the Russian alphabet. In the hard copy
finding aid names are given both in transliterated form and in Cyrillic; however, Cyrillic
could not be included into the electronic version. The Russian finding aid provides a
geographical index, and can be found on reel 2.16.

   
  I. Questionnaires and other related documents of RKP(b) members and candidate

members, presented alphabetically by name in Russian (Form A).
Reel 2.109,
File 1-2

Aabel - Avakiants

Reel 2.110,
File 3-4

Avel - Adamson

Reel 2.111,
File 5-6

Adamus - Akiulov

Reel 2.112,
File 7-9

Alabin - Alekhin

Reel 2.113,
File 9-12

Alekhno - Andren

Reel 2.114,
File 13-15

Andreev - Aniskin

Reel 2.115,
File 15-17

Aniskin, Ivan - Anyshev

Reel 2.116,
File 18-20

Arabkin - Arkhipov

Reel 2.117,
File 20-22

Arkhipov, Aleksei- Afonkin

Reel 2.118,
File 23-25

Afraimovich - Badalov

Reel 2.119,
File 25-27

Badaliants- Baldnesh

Reel 2.120,
File 27-29

Balev - Barkonov
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Reel 2.121,
File 30-32

Barma - Baiarshinov

Reel 2.122,
File 32-35

Bakhtynov- Belobriukhov

Reel 2.123,
File 35-37

Belenkii- Belskii

Reel 2.124,
File 38-40

Beluga - Berlov

Reel 2.125,
File 41-43

Berlovich - Blinova

Reel 2.126,
File 44-45

Blinskii - Bogdanova

Reel 2.127,
File 46-48

Bogdanovich - Boiarintsev

Reel 2.128,
File 49-51

Brabets - Bubiakina

Reel 2.129,
File 51-54

Buvalka - Burdin

Reel 2.130,
File 54-56

Burdin - Buchnyi

Reel 2.131,
File 57-59

Buchuk - Vakulenko

Reel 2.132,
File 60-63

Vakulin - Vasiliev Vladimir

Reel 2.133,
File 63-67

Vasiliev, Vlad. - Vaialdov

Reel 2.134,
File 68-70

Vvedenov - Veselov

Reel 2.135,
File 70-73

Veselov, Mikhail - Vinogrodskii

Reel 2.136,
File 73-75

Vitold-Blekhman - Voinkov

Reel 2.137,
File 76-78

Voinov -Volowin, Anatolii

Reel 2.138,
File 78-80

Voloshin, Boris - Voronova

Reel 2.139,
File 81-84

Voronovich - Viashchenko

Reel 2.140,
File 84-86

Gabishev - Galkin, Aleksei

Reel 2.141,
File 86-88

Galkin, Andrei - Gekker

Reel 2.142,
File 89-91

Geksel - Gitlin

Reel 2.143,
File 92-94

Gitman - Goglidze

Reel 2.144,
File 94-96

Gogodze- Golubeva

Reel 2.145,
File 97-99

Golubev - Gorbunova

Reel 2.146,
File 100-102

Gorbuntsov - Gorshkova

Reel 2.147,
File 103-106

Gorshkovich - Grigor

Reel 2.148,
File 107-110

Grigoriev - Grishin

Reel 2.149,
File 110-113

Grishin, Petr - Gudzenko
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Reel 2.150,
File 113-116

Gudzeev - Gusev Ivan

Reel 2.151,
File 116-119

Gusev Ivan - Dalgushin

Reel 2.152,
File 119-123

Dandykin - Deinega

Reel 2.153,
File 123-126

Deikov -Derevianko

Reel 2.154,
File 126-128

Derevianchenko - Dmitriev, Ivan

Reel 2.155,
File 128-131

Dmitriev, Ilya - Donskaia-Dvornikova

Reel 2.156,
File 131-134

Dontsov - Duvlennikov

Reel 2.157,
File 134-136

Dudelin - Diakonova

Reel 2.158,
File 137-139

Diachenko - Yegorov, Vas.

Reel 2.159,
File 140-142

Yegorov, Vik. - Yemelin

Reel 2.160,
File 143-145

Yemelianenko - Yerokhina

Reel 2.161,
File 145-148

Yermolov, Ivan T. - Yeiukin

Reel 2.162,
File 149-151

Zhabin - Zhigalkin

Reel 2.163,
File 152-154

Zhigalov - Zhukovskii

Reel 2.164,
File 155-157

Zhuktov - Zaidler

Reel 2.165,
File 158-160

Zaidulin - Zapolskii, Anatolii

Reel 2.166,
File 160-163

Zapolskii, Ivan - Zviagina

Reel 2.167,
File 164-165

Zviagintsev - Zimovshchikov

Reel 2.168,
File 166-168

Zimianin - Zubko

Reel 2.169,
File 169-172

Zubkov - Ivannikov

Reel 2.170,
File 172-174

Ivanov-Khanin - Ivanov, M.

Reel 2.171,
File 175-177

Ivanov, N. - Ivanchenko

Reel 2.172,
File 177-179

Ivanchenko, K. - Ilienko

Reel 2.173,
File 180-182

Ilyin - Isavnin

Reel 2.174,
File 182-185

Isadchenko - Kabylov

Reel 2.175,
File 185-188

Kabyshev - Kalashnikov, Vasilii

Reel 2.176,
File 188-191

Kalashnikov, Vasilii P. - Kaliagin

Reel 2.177,
File 191-193

Kaliagin, Ivan - Karamov

Reel 2.178,
File 193-195

Karamov, Aram - Karpova
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Reel 2.179,
File 196-199

Karpovich - Kaiusheva

Reel 2.180,
File 199-201

Kash - Kiniak

Reel 2.181,
File 202-204

Kiparevskii - Kiselev Pavel P.

Reel 2.182,
File 204-206

Kiselev Petr - Klishko

Reel 2.183,
File 207-209

Klobukov - Kovalev Mikhail El.

Reel 2.184,
File 209-211

Kovalev Mikhail R. - Kozakov, Aleksei M.

Reel 2.185,
File 211-213

Kozakov, Gen. - Kokin

Reel 2.186,
File 213-216

Kokin, Fedor - Kolpakov

Reel 2.608,
File 216-218

Kolpakova - Kondratiev, Andrei

Reel 2.609,
File 218-221

Kondratiev, Anton- Konchev

Reel 2.187*,
File 221-224

Koniaev - Korobejnikov Iefim

Reel 2.610,
File 224-226

Korobeinikov, Zakhar - Koriavov

Reel 2.611,
File 226-228

Koriavyi - Kosiachenko

Reel 2.612,
File 229-231

Kot - Koshkarev

Reel 2.613,
File 232-234

Koshkin - Krekshinskii

Reel 2.614,
File 235-237

Kremez - Krupiak

Reel 2.615,
File 238-239

Krusser - Krugler

Reel 2.616,
File 240-242

Kudaev - Kuznetsov (Êóäàåâ - Êóçíåöîâ

Reel 2.617,
File 242-244

Kuznetsov, Dmitrii - Kuzmina

Reel 2.618,
File 245-247

Kuzminich - Kuldzhanov

Reel 2.619,
File 248-250

Kulkin - Kurmaev

Reel 2.620,
File 250-253

Kurmaev, Khairutdin - Ladukhin

Reel 2.621,
File 253-254

Labunskii - Lapina

Reel 2.622,
File 255-257

Lapinov - Lebedev, Petr

Reel 2.623,
File 257-259

Lebedev, Rodion - Leichenok

Reel 2.624,
File 260-262

Lenchik - Lizhov (Ëåí÷èê - Ëèæîâ); for Likhachev see reel 2.956

Reel 2.625,
File 262-264

Lizavin - Lishtvan

Reel 2.626,
File 265-267

Lobaev - Losev Stepan

Reel 2.627,
File 267-270

Losev, Stepan Ia. - Lnov
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Reel 2.628,
File 270-273

Lupalo - Liakhov, Ivan

Reel 2.629,
File 273-276

Liakhov, Ilya - Makarov, Dmitrii Mitrof.

Reel 2.630,
File 276-278

Makarov Dmitrii Mikh. - Makshnok

Reel 2.631,
File 279-281

Malanchuk - Malianichev

Reel 2.632,
File 281-284

Malianov - Markelov

Reel 2.633,
File 284-286

Markelov, Grigorii - Marchenko, Z. V.

Reel 2.634,
File 287-289

Marchenko I. A. - Matison

Reel 2.635,
File 290-292

Matitashvili - Medvedev Mikh. Nik.

Reel 2.636,
File 292-295

Medvedev, Mikh. P. - Melnikova G. A.

Reel 2.637,
File 295-298

Melnikova, G. A.

Reel 2.638,
File 298-301

Mikulina, T. P. - Mironova-Karpenko

Reel 2.639,
File 301-304

Mironova O. M. - Mikhailov P. S.

Reel 2.640,
File 304-307

Mikhailov, P. S.

Reel 2.641,
File 307-310

Mozberg - Morev

Reel 2.642,
File 310-313

Morev, Anton- Mosiagin

Reel 2.643,
File 313-316

Mosiagin Fedor - Murskikh

Reel 2.644,
File 316-318

Murtazin - Navagin

Reel 2.765,
File 318-321

Navagin - Naumin

Reel 2.766,
File 321-323

Naumkin - Nemudriak

Reel 2.767,
File 323-326

Nemus - Nikitin Vasilii

Reel 2.768,
File 326-328

Nikitin Vas. Aleks. - Nikolaeva

Reel 2.769,
File 329-330

Nikolaevich - Novikova-Andreeva

Reel 2.770,
File 331-333

Novinskii - Niassi

Reel 2.771,
File 334-336

O - Ozornin

Reel 2.772,
File 337-339

Oiarina - Oralov

Reel 2.773,
File 339-342

Orlov - Oskin

Reel 2.774,
File 342-344

Oskin, Vasilii - Pavshuk

Reel 2.775,
File 344-347

Pavydchikov - Panfilov

Reel 2.776,
File 347-349

Panfilova - Pakhotina
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Reel 2.777,
File 350-352

Pakhteev - Perovskii

Reel 2.778,
File 352-355

Perovskii

Reel 2.779,
File 355-358

Petrov, M. P. - Pivovarova

Reel 2.780,
File 359-362

Pivonov - Plakunenko

Reel 2.781,
File 362-365

Plakunchikov - Podalkin

Reel 2.782,
File 365-368

Podalkin, Ivan- Polovoi

Reel 2.783,
File 368-370

Polovianskii - Ponomarev, I. S.

Reel 2.784,
File 370-373

Ponomarev, I. S.

Reel 2.785,
File 373-375

Popov, Iakov - Pochuiskii

Reel 2.786,
File 376-378

Posharnikov - Proskurin M. I.

Reel 2.787,
File 378-381

Proskurin R. P. - Putilov

Reel 2.788,
File 382-384

Putin - Razantsev

Reel 2.789,
File 384-386

Razarenov - Rashchupkin

Reel 2.790,
File 387-389

Rval - Rogalev

Reel 2.791,
File 389-391

Rogalev

Reel 2.792,
File 392-394

Rozmakhov - Rubtsov, F. A.

Reel 2.793,
File 394-396

Rubtsov, F. V. - Russi

Reel 2.794,
File 397-399

Russkaia - Riabushevskii

Reel 2.795,
File 400-402

Riabushkin - Savrs

Reel 2.796,
File 403-404

Savush - Saliankin

Reel 2.797,
File 405-406

Samanov-Sapunov

Reel 2.798,
File 407-409

Sarabiev - Svetlov, P. M.

Reel 2.799,
File 409-411

Svetlov, P. P. - Seliverstov

Reel 2.800,
File 411-413

Seliverstov, A. T. - Semirikin

Reel 2.801,
File 413-415

Semushkin - Seregina

Reel 2.941,
File 416-418

Sereda - Sidiakin

Reel 2.942,
File 419-420

Sieks - Siniakov

Reel 2.943,
File 421-423

Sipachev - Skuvin

Reel 2.944,
File 424-426

Skugarevskii - Smirnov, Dmitrii O.
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Reel 2.945,
File 426-429

Smirnov, Yegor - Sobolev, A. Ie.

Reel 2.946,
File 429-432

Sobolev A. I. - Sokolova T.

Reel 2.947,
File 432-434

Sokolova, F - Sonchik

Reel 2.948,
File 435-437

Sopach - Spichkin

Reel 2.949,
File 437-440

Spichkov- Stepanov, G. S.

Reel 2.950,
File 440-443

Stepanov, G. S. - Stremousov

Reel 2.951,
File 443-446

Stremousov - Sumskii

Reel 2.952,
File 446-449

Sumskii

Reel 2.953,
File 449-452

Sushchii - Taraskin

Reel 2.954,
File 452-455

Taraskin Dmitrii - Teplentsev

Reel 2.955,
File 456-458

Teplov - Timofeev

Reel 2.956,
File 458-460

Likhachev

Reel 2.957,
File 461-463

Tikhonov, I. Ia. - Tomas

Reel 2.958,
File 464-467

Tomasov - Troitskii, S. A.

Reel 2.959,
File 467-470

Troitskii, S. Ia. - Tunguskov

Reel 2.960,
File 470-474

Tungusov - Ugarenkov

Reel 2.961,
File 474-476

Ugarov - Usov

Reel 2.962,
File 476-478

Usov, Vas.- Faizullin

Reel 2.963,
File 478-480

Faiziulnin - Fedosov

Reel 2.964,
File 481-483

Fedotkin - Filippov, A. M.

Reel 2.965,
File 483-486

Filippov, A. S. - Fomina

Reel 2.966,
File 487-490

Fominov - Khavronina

Reel 2.967,
File 490-492

Khavronina

Reel 2.968,
File 492-494

Khatuntsev - Kholodkov

Reel 2.969,
File 494-496

Kholodkov, Nikifor - Khrushchov

Reel 2.970,
File 497-499

Khrykin - Tsipenev

Reel 2.971,
File 499-502

Tsipin - Chekarin

Reel 2.972,
File 502-505

Chekarin

Reel 2.973,
File 505-507

Chernov
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Reel 2.974,
File 507-510

Chechen - Chudnov, I. M.

Reel 2.975,
File 510-512

Chudnov, M. K - Shadrin

Reel 2.976,
File 512-515

Shadrin, V. S.- Sharkov

Reel 2.977,
File 515-519

Sharkov N. - Shevelev

Reel 2.978,
File 519-522

Shevelev, I.F. - Shestakov Fedor

Reel 2.979,
File 522-524

Shestakov, Filipp - Shirokova

Reel 2.980,
File 525-528

Shirokovich - Shmatkov V. I.

Reel 2.981,
File 528-531

Shmatkov V. I.

Reel 2.982,
File 531-534

Shukiur - Shchenin

Reel 2.983,
File 534-536

Shchenin, S. - Eshmont

Reel 2.984,
File 537-539

Iu - Iuian

Reel 2.985,
File 540-542

Yabarova - Yakian

Reel 2.986,
File 543-545

Yalenitskii - Yashin, I.Ie

Reel 2.987,
File 545-549

Yashin, I. I. - Yashchuk

  II. Lists of members of RKP(b) cells (Form B)
Additional Note
Lists of members of RKP(b) cells (Form B) are presented in this subseries
alphabetically by republic or guberniia. Within the republic or guberniia the cells from
main cities are presented first; they are followed by uiezd cells in alphabetical order
by uiezd. Party cells of military units are placed at the end of the list of each uiezd,
where the military unit was located at the time of census. A list of a few communists
discharged from the Red Army is placed at the very end of a file

   
Reel 2.988,
File 549-551

Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic

Reel 2.989,
File 552-553

Altaiskaia gubernia

Reel 2.990,
File 554-556

Altaiskaia gubernia (cont.); Amurskaia oblast; Armenian Soviet Socialist
Republic

Reel 2.991,
File 556-558

Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.); Arkhangelskaia gubernia;
Astrakhanskaia gubernia

Reel 2.992,
File 559-562

Bashkir Soviet Socialist Republic; Brianskaia gubernia; Buriat-Mongolian
autonomous oblast; Bukharan Peoples' Soviet Republic

Reel 2.993,
File 563-565

Vitebskaia gubernia; Vladimirskaia gubernia

Reel 2.994,
File 565-568

Vladimirskaia gubernia (cont.); Voronezhskaia gubernia;

Reel 2.995,
File 568-571

Voronezhskaia gubernia (cont.); Votskaia autonomous oblast; Viatskaia
gubernia; Gomelskaia gubernia

Reel 2.996,
File 571-573

Gomelskaia gubernia(cont.); Gorskaia Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

Reel 2.997,
File 574-576

Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic
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Reel 2.998,
File 576-579

Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.); Abkhaz Soviet Socialist Republic;
Adzhar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic; South-Ossetian autonomous
oblast; Dagestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

Reel 2.1382,
File 579-582

Donskaia oblast; Yekaterinburgskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1383,
File 582-584

Yekaterinburgskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1384,
File 585-587

Yekaterinburgskaia gubernia (cont.); Yeniseyskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1385,
File 587-589

Yeniseyskaia gubernia (cont.); Zabaikalskaia gubernia; Ivano-Voznesenskaia
gubernia

Reel 2.1386,
File 590-593

Irkutskskaia region; Kabardino-Balkar autonomous territory; Kalmyk
autonomous territory; Kaluga gubernia

Reel 2.1387,
File 593-594

Kaluzhskaia gubernia (cont.); Karelian Labor Commune; Kirgiz and Kazakh
autonomous republics

Reel 2.1388,
File 595-597

Aktiubinskaia gubernia; Bukeyevskaia gubernia; Kustanaiskaia gubernia;
Orenburgskaia gubernia; Semipalatinskaia gubernia; Ural gubernia

Reel 2.1389,
File 597-601

Semipalatinskaia gubernia, Uralskaia gubernia (contd.); Komi (Zyrianskaia)
autonomous oblast; Kostromskaia gubernia; Crimean Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic

Reel 2.1390,
File 601-604

Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.);

Reel 2.1391,
File 604-607

Kubano-Chernomorsaia koblast; Kursk gubernia

Reel 2.1392,
File 607-609

Kurskaia gubernia (cont.); Mariiskaia oblast; Minskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1393,
File 610-612

Minskaia gubernia (cont.); Moscow gubernia: city of Moscow, Baumanskii and
Gorodskoi raion

Reel 2.1394,
File 613-615

Moscow gubernia: Zamoskvoretskii and Krasnopresnenskii districts,
Moscow-center, Rogozhsko-Simonovskii and Sokolnicheskii raion

Reel 2.1395,
File 615-619

Moscow gubernia: Moscow-center, Sokolnicheskii (cont.) and Khamovnicheskii
raion, party cells of VChK, of the People's Commissariat for Nationalities, of the
People's Commissariot for Foreign Affairs; individual communists; Bogorodskii
uiezd - Ruzskii uiezd

Reel 2.1396,
File 619-622

Moscow gubernia: Ruzskii uiezd (cont.)- Serpukhivskii uiezd; Murmansk
gubernia; Labour Commune of Nemtsy Povolzhia (Germans of Volga Area)
Germans; Nizhegorodskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1397,
File 622-625

Nizhegorodskaia gubernia; Novgorodskaia gubernia; Novo-Nikolaevskaia
gubernia

Reel 2.1398,
File 625-627

Novo-Nikolaevskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1399,
File 628-631

Olonetskaia gubernia; Omskaia gubernia;

Reel 2.1400,
File 632-634

Omskaia gubernia (cont.); Orlovskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1401,
File 635-638

Penzenskaia gubernia; Permskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1402,
File 638-641

Permskaia gubernia (cont.); Petrograd gubernia: city of Petrograd,
Vasileostrovskii, Volodarskii, Vyborgskii, and Pervyi Gorodskoi raion

Reel 2.1403,
File 642-644

Petrograd gubernia (cont.): Vtoroi Gorodskoi, Moskovskii,
Narvsko-Petrogradskii, Obukhovskii, Petrogradskii, Porokhovskoi, and
Smolninskii raion

Reel 2.1404,
File 645-647

Petrograd gubernia (cont.): city of Kronshtadt, Gdovskii, Detskoselskii,
Luzhskii, Novoladozhskii, Petergofskii, Petrogradskii, Shlisselburgskii,
Yamburgskii uiezds, and individual communists; Priamurskaia gubernia;
Pribaikalskaia gubernia; Primorskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1405,
File 647-650

Priamurskaia gubernia; Pribaikalskaia gubernia; Primorskaia gubernia (cont.);
Pskovskaia gubernia; Rybinskaia gubernia; Ryazanskaia gubernia
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Reel 1.1406,
File 650-653

Ryazanskaia gubernia (cont.); Samarskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1407,
File 653-655

Samarskaia gubernia (cont.); Saratovskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1408,
File 656-659

Saratovskaia gubernia (cont.); Severo-Dvinskaia gubernia; Simbirskaia
gubernia

Reel 2.1409,
File 659-661

Simbirskaia gubernia (cont.); Smolenskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1410,
File 662-664

Stavropolskaia gubernia; Tambovskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1411,
File 664-668

Tambovskaia Gubernia (cont.); Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic;
Tverskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1412,
File 668-671

Tverskaia gubernia (cont.); Terskaia gubernia; Tomskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1413,
File 671-674

Tomskaia gubernia (cont.);

Reel 2.1414,
File 674-677

Tomskaia gubernia (cont.); Tulskaia gubernia; Turkestan Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic: Amu-Daryinskaia oblast and Samarkandskaia oblast

Reel 2.1415,
File 678-681

Semirechenskaia oblast; Syr-Daryinskaia oblast

Reel 2.1416,
File 681-685

Syr-Daryinskaia oblast (cont.); Turkmenskaia oblast; Ferganskaia oblast;
Tiumenskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1417,
File 685-688

Tiumenskaia gubernia (cont.); Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic: Volynskaia
gubernia and Donetskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1418,
File 688-691

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Donetskaia gubernia (cont.) and
Yekaterinoslavskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1419,
File 691-695

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Yekaterinoslavskai gubernia (cont.)
and Kievskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1420,
File 696-699

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Kievskaia gubernia (cont.) and
Kremenchugskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1539,
File 699-703

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Kremenchugskaia gubernia (cont.),
Nikolaevskaia gubernia, and Odesskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1540,
File 703-705

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Odesskaia gubernia (cont.) and
Podolskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1541,
File 705-708

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Podolskaia gubernia (cont.) and
Poltavskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1542,
File 708-710

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Poltavskaia gubernia (cont.) and
Kharkovskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1543,
File 711-713

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.): Kharkovskaia gubernia (cont.) and
Chernigovskaia gubernia; Ufimskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1544,
File 713-717

Ufimskaia gubernia (cont.); Tsaritsynskaia gubernia; Cheliabinskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1545,
File 717-719

Cheliabinskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1546,
File 719-723

Cheliabinskaia gubernia (cont.); Cherepovetskaia gubernia; Chuvash
autonomous oblast; Yakut Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic; Yaroslavskai
gubernia; Separate Caucasian Army, V.1

Reel 2.1547,
File 723-728

Separate Caucasian Army, V.1 (cont.) and 2; Caspian Military Fleet; Red Army
Detachments of Karelia; Moscow Student Regiment; cells at the Soviet
representatives and embassies abroad; incomplete forms "Á"

  III. Lists of party committees (Form "B")
Additional Note
Lists of party committees (Form "B") are presented in alphabetical order by republic or
gubernia. Within republics the committees are placed in the following order: central
committees of union republics, party committees of main cities, raion and uiezd
committees to this gubernia (presented alphabetically by name of raion or uiezd),
political departments and party committees of military units located in the territory of
this raion at the time when the census was conducted
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Reel 2.1547,
File 728

Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic: city of Baku - Shamkhorskii uiezd

Reel 2.1548,
File 728-730

Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic: Shemakhinskii uiezd- Nakhichevanskaia
oblast; Altaiskaia gubernia - Bukharan Peoples' Soviet Republic; Vitebskaia -
Donskaia gubernias; Yekaterinburgskaia gubernia - Kirgiz Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic

Reel 2.1549,
File 731-733

Komi (Zyrianskaia) autonomous oblast - Tiumenskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1550,
File 734-736

Tulskaia gubernia - Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (Volynskaia gubernia -
Chernigovskaia gubernia); Ufimskaia gubernia -Yaroslavskaia gubernia;
Kharbinskaia gubernia

  IV. List of party cells subject to the census
Additional Note
List of party cells subject to the census (Form Ã) presented in alphabetical order by
republic or gubernia. Within republics party committees are placed in the following
order: central committees of union republics, party committees of main cities,
gubernia and uiezd committees to this province (presented alphabetically by name of
raion or uiezd), political departments and party committees of military units located in
the territory of this uiezd at the time when the census was conducted.

   
Reel 2.1581,
File 737-738

Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic with Nakhichevan Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic - Yeniseyskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1582,
File 738-741

Yeniseyskai gubernias (cont.); Zabaikalskaia gubernia-Primorskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1583,
File 742-744

Pskovskaia gubernia - Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

Reel 2.1584,
File 744-745

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (cont.) - Yaroslavskaia gubernia

  V. Data on the preliminary results of the census
Additional Note
Data on the preliminary results of the census (Form Ä) as of January-July, 1922 in the
center of the country and as of the end of 1922 - beginning of 1923 in the outskirts.
The form contains information on the number of party cells, membership in the cells
with respect to the number and gender of the members, and other data. The material
is organized alphabetically by name of republic or gubernia (within gubernia by raion
and uiezd)

   
Reel 2.1584,
File 746-749

Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic with Nakhichevan Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic - Smolenskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1585,
File 750-751

Stavropolskaia gubernia - Yaroslavskaia gubernia

  VI. Reports of special [RKP(b)] representatives
Additional Note
Reports of special [RKP(b)] representatives in gubernias, officals responcible for the
censusu in gubernias and uiezds, reports and diaries of registrars related to the
process of conducting the All-Russian census of RKP(b) members. Reports and diaries
are arranged alphabetically by name of republic or gubernia and within gubernia by
name of uiezd. Within uiezd materials are presented alphabetically by registrar name,
followed by the documents related to the census in military units located on the
territory of this gubernia during the census

   
Reel 2.1585,
File 752-753

Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic with Nakhichevan Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic - Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

Reel 2.1586,
File 754-756

Brianskaia gubernia - Gomelskaia gubernia
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Reel 2.1587,
File 756-759

Gomelskaia gubernia (cont.) - Gorskaia Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic;
Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic - Zabaikalskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1588,
File 759-762

Zabaikalskaia gubernia (cont.); Ivanovo-Voznesenskaia gubernia -Kostromskaia
gubernia

Reel 2.1589,
File 762-764

Kostromskaia gubernia (cont.) - Crimean Soviet Socialist Republic;
Kubano-Chernomorskaia oblast - Novgorodskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1590,
File 765-766

Novonikolaevskaia gubernia - Permskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1591,
File 767-769

Petrogradskaia gubernia - Smolenskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1592,
File 769-772

Smolenskaia (cont.) - Stavropolskaia gubernias; Terskaia gubernia - Yakut
autonomous territory

  VII. Lists of people registered additionally
Additional Note
Lists of people registered additionally as they were made full RKP(b) members after
serving as candidate members and of those reinstated in the party in 1922-1924. The
material is organized alphabetically by name of republic or gubernia; within gubernia
it is placed in alphabetical order by uiezd

   
Reel 2.1592,
File 772

Adygey-Cherkesskaia autonomous oblast - Vladimirskaia gubernia

Reel 2.1593,
File 772-775

Vladimirskaia (cont.)- Vyatskaia gubernias; Gomelskaia gubernia - Terskaia
gubernia

Reel 2.1594,
File 775-778

Terskaia gubernia (cont.) - Tomskaia gubernia; Yaroslavskaia gubernia; military
units (West-Siberian Military district - Ukrainian Military district); individual
military detachments

  VIII. Lists of people who joined the RKP(b) as candidate member in 1922-1924
Additional Note
Lists of people who joined the RKP(b) as candidate member in 1922-1924, organized
alphabetically by name of republic or gubernia; within gubernia, in alphabetical order
by uiezd

   
Reel 2.1594,
File 779

Adygey-Cherkes autonomous oblast- Bryanskaia gubernia, 1922 October-1923
December

Reel 2.1595,
File 779-783

Butyat-Mongolian oblast- Vladimirskaia gubernia; Vologodskaia gubernia -
Moscow gubernia, 1922 October-1924 January

Reel 2.1596,
File 783-785

Moscow gubernia (cont.) - Novo-Nikolaevskaia gubernia; Oyrot autonomous
oblast- Tverskaia gubernia, 1922 March-1924 January

Reel 2.1597,
File 785-786

Tverskaia gubernia (cont.) - Tomskaia gubernia; Tulskaia gubernia -
Yaroslavskaia gubernia, 1922 October-1923 December

  IX. Lists of people expelled or resigned from the RKP(b) in 1922-1924
Additional Note
Lists of people expelled or resigned from the RKP(b) in 1922-1924. The material is
organized alphabetically by name of republic or gubernia; within gubernia the
documents are presented in alphabetical order by uiezd

   
Reel 2.1597,
File 787-788

Adygey-Cherkes autonomous oblast - Gomelskaia gubernia, 1922 August-1924
January

Reel 2.1818,
File 788-790

Gorskaia territory - Zabaikalskaia gubernia; Ivanovo-Voznesenskaia gubernia -
Permskaia gubernia, 1922 January-1924 January

Reel 2.1819,
File 790-792

Permskaia gubernia (cont.) - Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, 1922
March-1924 January

Reel 2.1820,
File 793

Tsaritsynskaia gubernia - Yaroslavskaia gubernia, 1922 December and 1923
December

  X. Materials reflecting the All-Russian census of lecturers and propagandists who
are members of the RKP
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Reel 2.1820,
File 794

Documents reflecting the number of lists and questionnaires filled out by
lecturers and propagandists, and surveys for a lecturer, 1922

Reels
2.188-2.317,
Reels
2.645-2.733,
Reels
2.802-2.870,
Reels
2.999-2.1095,
Reels
2.1421-2.1486,
Reels
2.1551-2.2434,
Reels
2.639-2.2770

Opis 9: Department of Registration and Statistics.
Physical Description: 1422 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 9 includes personal questionnaires filled out during the 1926-1927 All-Union party
census by VKP(b) members and candidate members of all party organizations in the
Soviet Union except for party organizations of military units and those of the Communist
Party of Ukraine. This opis is divided into subseries. Subseries represent VKP(b)
organizations in accordance with administrative/territorial division of the Soviet Union
and are organized alphabetically by geographical name. Within each VKP(b) organization,
questionnaires are presented in alphabetical (though not always strict) order by last
name (in Russian) of member or candidate member. Each file of opis 9 consists of
200-300 pages (totaling 3,758 files on 1,422 reels.) The hard copy finding aid indicates
the first and last names on each reel, both in transliterated form and in Cyrillic; however,
Cyrillic could not be included into the electronic version. Reels 2.1873, 2.2255, and
2.2674 (files 2029-2032, 2990-2993, and 3583-3586) has not been delivered to the
Hoover Institution. The Russian finding provides an index of administrative and territorial
divisions with reference to the corresponding file, and can be found on reel 2.16.

   
  Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic

Additional Note
Questionnaires filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Azerbaijan SSR

   
Reel 2.188,
File 1-2

Abaev - Abdul Shukiur ogly

Reel 2.189,
File 3-4

Abdulov - Avsharov

Reel 2.190,
File 5-7

Aga Abdul - Airapetov, A. P.

Reel 2.191,
File 7-10

Airapetov, A. M. - Alidzhanov

Reel 2.192,
File 11-13

Aliev Ali - Alianchikov

Reel 2.193,
File 14-16

Aman-Ali - Ariutuniants

Reel 2.194,
File 17-18

Asabov - Akhsherov

Reel 2.195,
File 19-22

Ata - Bagunts

Reel 2.196,
File 23-26

Badaev - Beksentiev

Reel 2.197,
File 26-28

Bekchiian - Biulbiuliants

Reel 2.198,
File 29-31

Vavilov - Viakhirev

Reel 2.199,
File 32-34

Gaadzhiev - Gasanov, Gasan

Reel 2.200,
File 34-36

Gasanov, Gusein - Grigoriev

Reel 2.201,
File 37-39

Grigorian - Guseinov, K.

Reel 2.202,
File 40-42

Guseinov, M. - Deren-Agerly
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Reel 2.203,
File 42-44

Dereshev - Diatlov

Reel 2.204,
File 45-47

Yevangulov - Zivald

Reel 2.205,
File 48-50

Zeilidzon - Ilchenko

Reel 2.206,
File 50-53

Iliushkin - Kalashnikov, M. S.

Reel 2.207,
File 53-56

Kalashnikov, K. T. - Kafarov, A.A.

Reel 2.208,
File 56-59

Kafarov, A. M. - Kolaiants

Reel 2.209,
File 60-63

Kolbasin - Kuznetsov, S. I.

Reel 2.210,
File 63-67

Kuznetsov, S. F. - Lakomskii

Reel 2.211,
File 67-69

Laktionov - Maksimov, N. A.

Reel 2.212,
File 69-72

Maksimov, N. F - Mamedov, Melik Mamed

Reel 2.213,
File 72-75

Mamedov Mamed Mirza - Matveev M. A.

Reel 2.214,
File 75-77

Matveev P. I. - Mir, Iusuf

Reel 2.215,
File 78-80

Mir-Yakub - Muradov, B. O.

Reel 2.216,
File 80-82

Muradov, V. P. - Nazarov

Reel 2.217,
File 83-86

Nazirov - Ovchinnikov N. N.

Reel 2.218,
File 86-89

Ovchinnikov P. I. - Perepelizin

Reel 2.219,
File 89-92

Perepelkin - Prizhialkovskii

Reel 2.220,
File 93-95

Prikazchikov-Rikhter

Reel 2.221,
File 96-98

Robyshev - Salifov

Reel 2.222,
File 98-100

Salimov - Saiaf

Reel 2.223,
File 101-103

Sboev - Soltan

Reel 2.224,
File 104-106

Somov - Tantykh

Reel 2.225,
File 106-109

Takuntsev - Umrikhin

Reel 2.226,
File 109-112

Umud Ali - Khalanskaia

Reel 2.227,
File 112-114

Khalapov - Chalabov

Reel 2.228,
File 114-116

Chalauri - Shepeleva, A. I.

Reel 2.229,
File 116-118

Shepeleva, M. I. - Yukhachev

Reel 2.230,
File 119

Yablonev - Yaiub
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  Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Armenian SSR

   
Reel 2.230,
File 120-121

Abadzhev - Aivazian, G. A.

Reel 2.231,
File 121-123

Aivazian Ie. K. - Arzumanian, M. T.

Reel 2.232,
File 123-126

Arzumanian, N. B. - Badalian, A. G.

Reel 2.233,
File 126-129

Badalian A. A. - Galstian, A. G

Reel 2.234,
File 129-132

Galstian, A. M. - Giulnazarian, A. A.

Reel 2.235,
File 132-135

Giulnazarian, S. O. - Israelian

Reel 2.236,
File 135-138

Ikhtiiarian - Malintsev

Reel 2.237,
File 138-141

Malintsian - Melkonian, G. Sh.

Reel 2.238,
File 141-144

Melkonian, G. A. - Nalbandian, A. A.

Reel 2.239,
File 144-147

Nalbandian, G. B - Petrosian, G. A.

Reel 2.240,
File 147-150

Petrosian, G. B. - Sarkisian, S. S.

Reel 2.241,
File 150-153

Sarkisian, S. O. - Tonoian, A. P.

Reel 2.242,
File 153-156

Tonoian, Ia. K. - Shakhbazian, M. K

Reel 2.243,
File 156

Shakhbazian, M. M. - Yarmoshkevich

  Arkhangelskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Arkhangelskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.243,
File 157-158

Abashkin - Bylov

Reel 2.244,
File 159-161

Vaenskii - Yekhlakov

Reel 2.245,
File 162-164

Zhavaronkov - Korelskii G. S.

Reel 2.246,
File 164-167

Korelskii I. A - Mankevih Ie. I.

Reel 2.247,
File 167-169

Mantigorov - Patrakeev A. Ia.

Reel 2.248,
File 169-172

Patrakeev I. P. - Selanko

Reel 2.249,
File 172-174

Seleznev - Ushakova

Reel 2.250,
File 175-176

Fadeev - Yashiev
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  Astrakhanskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Astrakhanskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.251,
File 177-180

Ababukerov - Borisova M. A.

Reel 2.252,
File 180-183

Borisova M. A - Grebtsov

Reel 2.253,
File 183-185

Grechko - Zhuchkov

Reel 2.254,
File 186-189

Zabaluev - Klishin A.

Reel 2.255,
File 189-191

Klishin T. - Kushnarenko

Reel 2.256,
File 192-194

Lobanov - Minimbaeva

Reel 2.257,
File 195-197

Mirzinina - Povorazniuk

Reel 2.258,
File 198-200

Pogodin - Sentiurin

Reel 2.259,
File 201-203

Sergeev - Trubitsyn N. G.

Reel 2.260,
File 203-205

Trubitsyn F. S. - Chufistov

Reel 2.261,
File 206-207

Shabalin - Yashin

  Bashkir Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Bashkir ASSR

   
Reel 2.261,
File 208

Abaimov - Aituganova

Reel 2.262,
File 209-212

Akaev - Baichikov F. P.

Reel 2.263,
File 212-215

Bakaev - Bychkov

Reel 2.264,
File 216-218

Vavilov - Galieva-Khalitova

Reel 2.265,
File 219-221

Galikeev - Gushchin

Reel 2.266,
File 222-224

Davidov - Zalutdinov

Reel 2.267,
File 225-227

Zamanov - Ishchenko

Reel 2.268,
File 228-230

Kabanov - Kozlova

Reel 2.269,
File 231-233

Kozlovich - Kiuze

Reel 2.270,
File 234-236

Labanov - Maspanin

Reel 2.271,
File 237-239

Matveev - Miachin

Reel 2.272,
File 240-243

Nabiulin - Pirogova
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Reel 2.273,
File 244-246

Pisarev - Riakhin

Reel 2.274,
File 247-249

Sabaev - Skobelkin

Reel 2.275,
File 250-253

Skorniakov - Trusov G. I.

Reel 2.276,
File 253-256

Trusov Ie. M. - Kharasov

Reel 2.277,
File 257-259

Khardin - Sharipova

Reel 2.278,
File 260-262

Sharifutdinov - Yashchuk

  Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.279,
File 263-265

Ababurke - Aniukhovskii

Reel 2.280,
File 266-268

Apalko - Baum E.D

Reel 2.281,
File 168-271

Baumgarten - Bogdanov M. N.

Reel 2.282,
File 271-273

Bogdanov M. F. - Buziakov

Reel 2.283,
File 274-276

Buivolov - Ventslavovich

Reel 2.284,
File 276-278

Venchagov - Viater

Reel 2.285,
File 279-281

Gabai - Gladkov A. I.

Reel 2.286,
File 281-283

Gladkov A. P. - Goshko

Reel 2.287,
File 284-286

Grablevskii - Davadov S. K.

Reel 2.288,
File 286-289

Davydova - Dreer A. M

Reel 2.289,
File 289-291

Dreer L. E. - Zhelezniakov I. P.

Reel 2.290,
File 291-293

Zhelezniakov M. B. - Zaiats

Reel 2.291,
File 294-296

Zborovskii - Iliin

Reel 2.292,
File 296-298

Iliinets - Kanyshev

Reel 2.293,
File 299-301

Karabanova - Kishchuk

Reel 2.294,
File 302-304

Kladko - Kokoshinskii

Reel 2.295,
File 305-307

Kolang - Kotilov N. K.

Reel 2.296,
File 307-310

Kotin - Kuznetsov, Mikhail

Reel 2.297,
File 310-312

Kuznetsov, Nikolai - Laiko, Dmitrii

Reel 2.298,
File 312-315

Laiko, Zakhar - Lisava
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Reel 2.299,
File 315-318

Liseenko - Mazurenko

Reel 2.300,
File 318-321

Mazenus - Matlin Khaim(Ìàçýíóñ - Ìàòëèí Õàèì

Reel 2.301,
File 321-324

Matlin, Elko - Mikhal, Katerina

Reel 2.302,
File 324-327

Mikhalkov - Nevskii

Reel 2.303,
File 327-329

Neviazhskii - Opochinskii

Reel 2.304,
File 330-333

Orbitan - Perko

Reel 2.305,
File 333-335

Perlin - Polunin

Reel 2.306,
File 336-338

Polupankov - Radkova

Reel 2.307,
File 338-341

Radiuk - Rubinchik, Mordukh

Reel 2.308,
File 341-344

Rubinchik, Ruvin - Saranchuk

Reel 2.309,
File 344-346

Sarver - Sitskii

Reel 2.310,
File 347-349

Skablov - Stanul

Reel 2.311,
File 349-351

Stanko - Teklin

Reel 2.312,
File 351-354

Telenchenko - Upnik

Reel 2.313,
File 354-356

Urabi - Fushatskii

Reel 2.314,
File 357-359

Khabarov - Tsukerman, I. A.

Reel 2.315,
File 359-362

Tsukerman, A.B - Shaposhnikov

Reel 2.316,
File 362-364

Shapunov I. I. - Shkliarman

Reel 2.317,
File 364-367

Shkliarov - Entin

Reel 2.645,
File 367-368

Entina - Yashkin

  Brianskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Brianskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.645,
File 369

Abakumov - Adamenko

Reel 2.646,
File 369-371

Adamov - Boiarchukova

Reel 2.647,
File 372-374

Bedakov - Vasiliev A. S.

Reel 2.648,
File 374-376

Vasiliev, I. A. - Gorst

Reel 2.649,
File 376-379

Gortunov - Dolgov, V. I.

Reel 2.650,
File 379-381

Dolgov, A. D. - Zakhovaev
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Reel 2.651,
File 382-384

Zboromirskii - Kapsheev (Çáîðîìèðñêèé - Êàïøååâ

Reel 2.652,
File 384-387

Karasev - Konovalov, K. A.

Reel 2.653,
File 387-390

Konovalov, Ie. F. - Kurasheva

Reel 2.654,
File 390-392

Kurebakov - Liashkov

Reel 2.655,
File 393-395

Mavrin - Mozepov

Reel 2.656,
File 396-398

Moiseenkov - Orel

Reel 2.657,
File 398-401

Orefin - Poliakova

Reel 2.658,
File 401-403

Poliakov - Riabykh

Reel 2.659,
File 404-406

Saartis - Sleptsov

Reel 2.660,
File 406-409

Slepchenko - Tereshchenkov

Reel 2.661,
File 409-411

Terekhov - Furs

Reel 2.662,
File 412-414

Khabaev - Shevelev

Reel 2.663,
File 414-416

Shevardin - Yashcheritsyn

  Buriat-Mongolian Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Buriat-Mongolian Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.663,
File 417

Abaimov - Antonov, Iosif

Reel 2.664,
File 417-419

Antonov, Aleksandr - Gailo

Reel 2.665,
File 419-421

Galai - Ishchenko

Reel 2.666,
File 422-424

Kavandin - Medovyi

Reel 2.667,
File 424-426

Mezhebov - Redkin

Reel 2.668,
File 426-429

Rezvov - Fridman

Reel 2.669,
File 429-430

Frolov - Yachnik

  Vladimirskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Vladimirskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.669,
File 431

Abaimov - Aleksandrovskii

Reel 2.670,
File 432-434

Aleksakov - Barsukova

Reel 2.671,
File 435-437

Bartashuk - Bulycheva (Áàðòàøóê - Áóëû÷åâà
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Reel 2.672,
File 437-440

Buravkin - Galtsova

Reel 2.673,
File 440-442

Galiakov - Gushchina

Reel 2.674,
File 443-445

Davninkin - Yermoshin

Reel 2.675,
File 445-447

Yeropov - Ziuzin

Reel 2.676,
File 448-450

Ivakin - Kiselev, F. V.

Reel 2.677,
File 450-452

Kiselev, A. S. - Korotkova

Reel 2.678,
File 453-455

Korotnev - Kuralov

Reel 2.679,
File 455-457

Kuranin - Liakhina

Reel 2.680,
File 458-460

Mavrina - Mokarov

Reel 2.681,
File 461-463

Mokeev - Niukholov

Reel 2.682,
File 464-466

Obechkina - Plakhov

Reel 2.683,
File 467-469

Plashchannikov - Romanova

Reel 2.684,
File 470-472

Romanychev - Siziakov

Reel 2.685,
File 473-475

Silagin - Suzdaltsev Nikolai Iv.

Reel 2.686,
File 475-477

Sulimov - Ushakov

Reel 2.687,
File 478-480

Favorskii - Cherkasov Aleksandr

Reel 2.688,
File 480-482

Cherkasov Nikolai - Shyshov

Reel 2.689,
File 483

Shchavlev - Yashkov

  Vologodskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Vologodskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.689,
File 484-486

Abanin - Bragin Afanasii

Reel 2.690,
File 486-489

Bragin Ivan - Deriagin

Reel 2.691,
File 489-492

Desiatov - Kartashev

Reel 2.692,
File 492-495

Karymov - Kuklin

Reel 2.693,
File 495-498

Kukushkin - Muraviev, Mikhail Ievg.

Reel 2.694,
File 498-501

Muraviev, Mikhail D. - Popov, M.

Reel 2.695,
File 501-504

Popov M. A. - Smirnov, V. M.

Reel 2.696,
File 504-507

Smirnov Vas. Yak. - Khamalinskii
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Reel 2.697,
File 507-510

Khanaev - Yatskovskii

  Voronezhskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Voronezhskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.697,
File 511

Abakumov - Akinin A. I.

Reel 2.698,
File 511-514

Akinshin - Blokhin, D. L.

Reel 2.699,
File 514-517

Blokhin, I. P. - Vorobiev, V.S.

Reel 2.700,
File 517-520

Vorobiev, I. M. - Dezhin

Reel 2.701,
File 520-523

Deinekin - Zarochintsev

Reel 2.702,
File 523-525

Zarubina - Kichev

Reel 2.703,
File 526-528

Kladov - Kretinin

Reel 2.704,
File 528-531

Kretov - Liukov

Reel 2.705,
File 531-533

Liutikov - Miasoedov

Reel 2.706,
File 534-536

Nabeleko - Petrov, A. G.

Reel 2.707,
File 536-539

Petrov, A. M. - Razuvanov

Reel 2.708,
File 539-542

Razumovskii - Sinitsin

Reel 2.709,
File 543-545

Sinor - Tatarenko

Reel 2.710,
File 546-548

Titkov - Tseper

Reel 2.711,
File 548-551

Tsepkov - Shulgan

Reel 2.712,
File 551-552

Shulgin - Yankovskii

  Votskaia Autonomous oblast
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Votskaia Autonomous oblast

   
Reel 2.712,
File 553-554

Abashev - Vozhevatova

Reel 2.713,
File 554-556

Vozlishchev - Kiselev

Reel 2.714,
File 557-559

Klekovkina - Miasoedov

Reel 2.715,
File 560-563

Navazov - Sokolov V. N.

Reel 2.716,
File 563-566

Sokolov M. M. - Yaunzen
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  Viatskaia gubernia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Viatskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.717,
File 567-569

Abaturov - Borodavkin

Reel 2.718,
File 570-573

Borodin - Glushkov D. A

Reel 2.719,
File 573-576

Glushkov D. N. - Yeshengulov

Reel 2.720,
File 577-579

Zhavoronkov - Kalinina

Reel 2.721,
File 580-583

Kalpashchikov - Kostin I. V.

Reel 2.722,
File 583-586

Kostin I. G. - Lobanova

Reel 2.723,
File 587-589

Lobastov - Mitiashin

Reel 2.724,
File 590-592

Mikhailov - Osipov

Reel 2.725,
File 592-595

Osipovykh - Popov Konstantin

Reel 2.726,
File 596-599

Popov, Mikhail - Semakov, Pavel

Reel 2.727,
File 599-602

Semakov, Petr - Schastlivtsev A.N.

Reel 2.728,
File 602-605

Schaslivtsev, G. S. - Khudiakov

Reel 2.729,
File 606-609

Tsapaev - Shishkin, P. A.

Reel 2.730,
File 609-610

Shishkin, M. G. - Yashumov

  Georgian Soviet Socailist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Georgian Soviet Socailist Republic

   
Reel 2.730,
File 611-612

Abadzhi - Avaliani V.V.

Reel 2.731,
File 612-615

Avaliani Iusuf - Amirkhanov, Georgii

Reel 2.732,
File 615-618

Amirkhanov Ovanes - Afanasiev Semen

Reel 2.733,
File 618-621

Aflatun-ogly-Binali - Barbakadze

Reel 2.802,
File 621-624

Barbakhadze - Berikashvili

Reel 2.803,
File 624-627

Berinov - Buachidze, A.S

Reel 2.804,
File 627-630

Buachidze A. M - Vegiapidze

Reel 2.805,
File 630-633

Vegiapidze, Shota - Ganevich

Reel 2.806,
File 633-636

Ganeev - Georgadze, I. G.
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Reel 2.807,
File 636-639

Georgadze, I. D. - Gogoladze, S. A.

Reel 2.808,
File 639-642

Gogoladze, M. G - Gudadze, G. P.

Reel 2.809,
File 642-645

Gudadze, V. S. - Darchiia, A. L.

Reel 2.810,
File 645-648

Darchiia, I.S. - Dzhaparidze, S. G.

Reel 2.811,
File 648-651

Dzhaparidze, A. G. - Dzindzibadze

Reel 2.812,
File 652-654

Dzieladze - Dzineladze

Reel 2.813,
File 654-657

Yelgozov - Iadirashvili

Reel 2.814,
File 657-660

Iadze - Kakauridze, B. Ie

Reel 2.815,
File 660-662

Kakauridze, B. G. - Kartvelishvili, S. G.

Reel 2.816,
File 662-665

Kartvelishvili, L.A. - Kekelidze, S.M.

Reel 2.817,
File 665-668

Kekelidze, N. L. - Kldiashvili, S.G.

Reel 2.818,
File 668-671

Kldiashvili, G. N. - Kostandov

Reel 2.819,
File 671-673

Kostenko - Kurulov

Reel 2.820,
File 674-677

Kurkhuli - Lozovoi

Reel 2.821,
File 677-680

Lozunov - Malechkina

Reel 2.822,
File 680-682

Maliants - Maul

Reel 2.823,
File 683-686

Makhagadze - Merkviladze

Reel 2.824,
File 686-689

Merkulov - Modebadze, D. I.

Reel 2.825,
File 689-692

Modebadze, V. I. - Nadiradze, P. G.

Reel 2.826,
File 692-694

Nadiradze, I.,S - Nucheshidze

Reel 2.827,
File 695-698

Obgadze - Papuashvili G. S.

Reel 2.828,
File 698-700

Papuashvili, G.Ia. - Poplavskii

Reel 2.829,
File 701-703

Popov - Rurua, P.G.

Reel 2.830,
File 703-706

Rurua, N. P. - Sarduashvili

Reel 2.831,
File 706-708

Sarukhanov - Snitko

Reel 2.832,
File 709-711

Sobaev - Takaev, S. A.

Reel 2.833,
File 711-714

Takaev, S. G. - Tkapladze

Reel 2.834,
File 714-717

Tkachenko - Urtkmelidze

Reel 2.835,
File 717-721

Urtmelidze - Khvadagiani, Sh. A.
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Reel 2.836,
File 721-724

Khvadagiani V.S. - Khushpulian

Reel 2.837,
File 725-727

Tsaava - Tsurukian

Reel 2.838,
File 728-731

Tsurtsumpa - Chelidze, D. S.

Reel 2.839,
File 731-733

Chelidze, S. Ia. - Churadze, S. M

Reel 2.840,
File 733-736

Churadze, O. I. - Shakharashvili

Reel 2.841,
File 736-739

Shkhbazov - Yakovlev A.

Reel 2.842,
File 739

Yakovlev, B. - Yashvili

  Dagestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Dagestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republi

   
Reel 2.842,
File 740-741

Aishakhanov - Alieva

Reel 2.843,
File 742-745

Alikebedov - Gasanov Mekhti

Reel 2.844,
File 745-748

Gasanov Mirza - Isaev, Dav.

Reel 2.845,
File 748-751

Isaev, Dzh. - Magomaev Abdulla

Reel 2.846,
File 751-754

Magomaev Absalutdin - Nazaraliev Abdulselim

Reel 2.847,
File 754-757

Nazaraliev Akhmed - Sirotkin

Reel 2.848,
File 758-760

Skazinov - Shamkhalov

Reel 2.849,
File 761

Shanavazov - Yashchenko

  Dalnevostochnyi krai
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Dalnevostochnyi krai (Far-East Territory)

   
Reel 2.849,
File 762-763

Abakov - Anoprienko

Reel 2.850,
File 764-766

Anosov - Bashurov

Reel 2.851,
File 767-770

Bebenin - Borodin, A. Ia.

Reel 2.852,
File 770-773

Borodin, A.S. - Vasilieva

Reel 2.853,
File 774-776

Vasilevskii - Viatkin

Reel 2.854,
File 777-780

Gabinskaia - Gorkovenko, Karp

Reel 2.855,
File 780-783

Gorkovenko Filip - Demidov

Reel 2.856,
File 784-787

Demura - Yelisefenko
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Reel 2.857,
File 787-789

Yeliseev - Zaiats

Reel 2.858,
File 790-793

Zban - Ionov A. T.

Reel 2.859,
File 793-796

Ionov, G. M. - Kechinov

Reel 2.860,
File 797-799

Kibirev - Kovalenko

Reel 2.861,
File 800-802

Kovbaska - Korelin

Reel 2.862,
File 802-804

Korenev - Ksenzik

Reel 2.863,
File 805-807

Kubarkov - Laperdin, V. A.

Reel 2.864,
File 807-811

Laperdin, I. A. - Lomonosov

Reel 2.865,
File 811-814

Lomov - Marokulin

Reel 2.866,
File 815-818

Marskii - Mikhailov

Reel 2.867,
File 818-822

Mikhalenko - Nemilostivyi G.I

Reel 2.868,
File 822-825

Nemilostivyi G. I. - Omelianenko

Reel 2.869,
File 826-829

Onasenko - Perederii

Reel 2.870,
File 829-832

Perevodhikov - Polozov

Reel 2.999,
File 832-835

Polkratov - Piatyshina

Reel 2.1000,
File 836-838

Rabenau - Savitskii A. F.

Reel 2.1001,
File 838-841

Savitskii A. P. - Seialov

Reel 2.1002,
File 842-844

Si - Soialin

Reel 2.1003,
File 845-847

Spirin - Tezikov

Reel 2.1004,
File 847-849

Tetugin - Tia

Reel 2.1005,
File 850-852

Ukhalov - Khudiakov

Reel 2.1006,
File 852-854

Khlestkina - Chetverikov

Reel 2.1007,
File 855-856

Chernogorenko - Shevtsov

Reel 2.1008,
File 857-859

Shekoldin - Yampolskii

Reel 2.1009,
File 859

Yakobson - Yakovlev

  Ivanovo-Voznesenskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Ivanovo-Voznesenskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1009,
File 860-861

Abaimov - Ashurin
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Reel 2.1010,
File 862-864

Babin - Beliaev

Reel 2.1011,
File 864-867

Benkler - Biakov

Reel 2.1012,
File 868-870

Vanin - Voronezhev

Reel 2.1013,
File 870-873

Voronkin - Gochin

Reel 2.1014,
File 874-876

Grechin - Dmitriev

Reel 2.1015,
File 877-879

Dozhdikov - Zhmurchenko

Reel 2.1016,
File 979-882

Zhitikova - Ivanova

Reel 2.1017,
File 882-884

Ivancheva - Kashin

Reel 2.1018,
File 885-887

Kvasnikov - Komissarov

Reel 2.1019,
File 887-889

Komissarova - Koshkin

Reel 2.1020,
File 890-892

Krasnov - Kulikov N. A.

Reel 2.1021,
File 892-894

Kulikov A. V. - Liberan

Reel 2.1022,
File 894-897

Lisina - Marinin

Reel 2.1023,
File 897-899

Mariin - Molkov

Reel 2.1024,
File 899-902

Morozov - Novozhilov

Reel 2.1025,
File 902-905

Novikov - Pevtsov

Reel 2.1026,
File 905-907

Petrov - Puzanov

Reel 2.1027,
File 907-909

Pudikov - Riabinin

Reel 2.1028,
File 910-912

Sabaev - Sizova, Matrena

Reel 2.1029,
File 912-914

Sizova, Anna - Soloviev

Reel 2.1030,
File 915-916

Sobolev - Synkov

Reel 2.1031,
File 917-920

Tarasov - Urusov

Reel 2.1032,
File 920-923

Uranova - Tsyganenko

Reel 2.1033,
File 923-925

Tsykina - Shvetsov

Reel 2.1034,
File 926-928

Shestunin - Yakovlev

  Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.1035,
File 929-931

Aazhibaev - Aitasov
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Reel 2.1036,
File 931-933

Aimanov - Aldzhanov

Reel 2.1037,
File 934-936

Ameltchenko - Atildzhanov

Reel 2.1038,
File 936-939

Atakhodzhiev - Beidanov

Reel 2.1039,
File 939-941

Baidakov - Bashtakov

Reel 2.1040,
File 941-943

Bashakbaeva - Berezin

Reel 2.1041,
File 944-946

Berimbetov - Bobrovnikov

Reel 2.1042,
File 946-948

Borisov - Vdovin

Reel 2.1043,
File 949-951

Verkhodub - Galiev

Reel 2.1044,
File 951-953

Garbunov - Grabovskii

Reel 2.1045,
File 954-956

Grigorieva - Derebiaga

Reel 2.1046,
File 956-959

Demurenko - Dzhuliubaev

Reel 2.1047,
File 959-962

Dzhumabekov - Dubinin

Reel 2.1048,
File 962-964

Duisebaev - Yeshchenko

Reel 2.1049,
File 965-967

Zharylgapov - Zarinbo

Reel 2.1050,
File 967-969

Zaika - Ivanov

Reel 2.1051,
File 970-972

Iglikov - Islamboniev

Reel 2.1052,
File 973-975

Ismanilova - Kalinkina

Reel 2.1053,
File 976-977

Kamletdenova - Kariakina

Reel 2.1054,
File 978-980

Kaskenov - Knaub

Reel 2.1055,
File 981-983

Kobirov - Konkin

Reel 2.1056,
File 983-986

Kononenko - Krainova

Reel 2.1057,
File 986-988

Kravchenko - Kultemidov

Reel 2.1058,
File 988-991

Kulbatynov - Larshin

Reel 2.1059,
File 991-993

Laumullin - Liamin

Reel 2.1060,
File 994-996

Mavlianberdyev - Masalimov

Reel 2.1061,
File 996-998

Masatov - Mirgusmanov

Reel 2.1062,
File 998-1000

Mikhalskii - Mukhamedzhanov

Reel 2.1063,
File 1001-1003

Mustafin - Nerush

Reel 2.1064,
File 1003-1005

Nesterov - Niazbekov
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Reel 2.1065,
File 1006-1008

Obitov - Parbuzin

Reel 2.1066,
File 1009-1011

Peregudov - Poliakov

Reel 2.1067,
File 1011-1014

Pokhomov - Raimkulov

Reel 2.1068,
File 1014-1016

Rakhmetov - Riabinin

Reel 2.1069,
File 1017-1019

Sabetov - Sarbasov

Reel 2.1070,
File 1019-1022

Sartaev - Sergeev

Reel 2.1071,
File 1022-1024

Sentin - Snopov

Reel 2.1072,
File 1024-1027

Sokolov - Sultanbaev

Reel 2.1073,
File 1027-1030

Sultantemirov - Telegina

Reel 2.1074,
File 1030-1032

Teliapova - Proshin

Reel 2.1075,
File 1032-1035

Travkin - Uksukbaev

Reel 2.1076,
File 1035-1037

Ukushev - Ushokpaev

Reel 2.1077,
File 1038-1040

Fakhrutdinov - Khvostov

Reel 2.1078,
File 1041-1043

Khizhniak - Chemesova

Reel 2.1079,
File 1043-1046

Chelymbekova - Sharipov

Reel 2.1080,
File 1046-1048

Shaukin - Shyntaeva

Reel 2.1081,
File 1049-1050

Shcherbakov - Yamin

  Kalmyk Autonomous oblast
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Kalmyk Autonomous oblast

   
Reel 2.1081,
File 1051

Abramov- Borochkaev

Reel 2.1082,
File 1051-1054

Bosongov - Badmaev

Reel 2.1083,
File 1054-1055

Sarangov - Yashkulov

  Kaluzhskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Kaluzhskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1083,
File 1056-1057

Abarshalin - Barantsev Anatolii

Reel 2.1084,
File 1057-1060

Barantsev Ivan - Gerasimova

Reel 2.1085,
File 1060-1063

Gerasimovich - Zhokhov
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Reel 2.1086,
File 1063-1966

Zhuravlev - Kozlov Nikolai

Reel 2.1087,
File 1066-1069

Kozlov Ivan - Leonov Tikhon

Reel 2.1088,
File 1069-1072

Leonov - Nikolatin

Reel 2.1089,
File 1072-1075

Nikolashin - Rozhkov

Reel 2.1090,
File 1075-1077

Rozhkov Nikolai - Stepanova

Reel 2.1091,
File 1078-1080

Stepaniuk - Titov

Reel 2.1092,
File 1081-1082

Chavchavadze - Yatsinin

  Karelskaia Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Karelskaia Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.1092,
File 1083-1084

Asanova - Barmin

Reel 2.1093,
File 1084-1086

Bukhalov - Ivacheva

Reel 2.1094,
File 1087-1090

Karabanin - Mikhailov

Reel 2.1095,
File 1090-1093

Muntuev - Sviridov

Reel 2.1421,
File 1093-1095

Savinov - Yakushov

  Kirgiz Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Kirgiz Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.1422,
File 1096-1098

Abaev - Bokuev Dovletabai

Reel 2.1423,
File 1098-1000

Bokuev Sultambek - Dzhangarachev

Reel 2.1424,
File 1101-1103

Yegemberdeev - Kozlov

Reel 2.1425,
File 1103-1106

Kvochkin - Naimanov

Reel 2.1426,
File 1106-1109

Nasibulin - Sandybaev

Reel 2.1427,
File 1109-1112

Suranchiev - Khusainov

Reel 2.1428,
File 1112-1113

Khodzhabekov - Yakimenko

  Komi-Zyrianskaia Autonomous Oblast
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Komi-Zyrianskaia Autonomous Oblast

   
Reel 2.1428,
File 1114

Agafonova - Zubov

Reel 2.1429,
File 1115-1117

Ivanov - Rocheva
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Reel 2.1430,
File 1118-1119

Saveliev - Yachmenev

  Kostromskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Kostromskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1430,
File 1120-1121

Abaimov - Beliaev

Reel 2.1431,
File 1121-1123

Bunteev - Gruzdev

Reel 2.1432,
File 1124-1126

Dobronravin - Komilov

Reel 2.1433,
File 1127-1129

Kordakov - Leontiev

Reel 2.1434,
File 1129-1132

Latyshev - Polozov

Reel 2.1435,
File 1132-1134

Poletaev - Smirnov

Reel 2.1436,
File 1135-1137

Smirnova - Tsvetkova, Natalia

Reel 2.1437,
File 1137-1138

Tsvetkova, Anna - Yakhonin

  Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.1437,
File 1139-1140

Ablaev - Abindenko

Reel 2.1438,
File 1140-1142

Abramovich - Biakin

Reel 2.1439,
File 1143-1145

Vnukov - Gritsko

Reel 2.1440,
File 1145-1148

Gritsenko - Zaitseva

Reel 2.1441,
File 1148-1151

Zekki - Klochkova

Reel 2.1442,
File 1151-1153

Klimov - Kianskii

Reel 2.1443,
File 1154-1155

Lisovskii - Mezis

Reel 2.1444,
File 1156-1157

Meksin - Orazov

Reel 2.1445,
File 1158-1160

Parshukovskii - Paltsevich

Reel 2.1446,
File 1160-1163

Radionov - Steblianko

Reel 2.1447,
File 1163-1165

Stasiuk - Filatov

Reel 2.1448,
File 1166-1167

Khasai - Shulkin

Reel 2.1449,
File 1167-1168

Sherstiakov - Yakub
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  Kurskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Kurskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1449,
File 1169-1170

Abolmasov - Baryshev

Reel 2.1450,
File 1170-1173

Banchukov - Butusov

Reel 2.1451,
File 1173-1176

Bukin - Golozubova

Reel 2.1452,
File 1176-1179

Golovacheva - Yeremenko

Reel 2.1453,
File 1179-1181

Yeskov - Ivanilov

Reel 2.1454,
File 1182-1184

Katalnikov - Kozlov

Reel 2.1455,
File 1184-1186

Koroblev - Lomonosov

Reel 2.1456,
File 1187-1189

Luzanov - Masalov

Reel 2.1457,
File 1189-1192

Mezentsev - Penkov

Reel 2.1458,
File 1192-1194

Perekrestov - Rutskoi

Reel 2.1459,
File 1194-1197

Riabtsev - Sorokoletov

Reel 2.1460,
File 1197-1200

Sologub - Frolov

Reel 2.1461,
File 1200-1203

Fateev - Shevliakov

Reel 2.1462,
File 1203-1204

Shukshin - Yakovlev

  Lenigradskai gubernia and the City of Leningrad
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Lenigradskai guberniia and the city of Leningrad

   
Reel 2.1462,
File 1205-1206

Aalto - Avlasovich

Reel 2.1463,
File 1206-1208

Avrunina - Akentieva

Reel 2.1464,
File 1209-1211

Alabushev - Alekseev

Reel 2.1465,
File 1211-1213

Alekseev-Bushin - Aman

Reel 2.1466,
File 1213-1216

Amon - Andreeva, Aleksandra

Reel 2.1467,
File 1216-1218

Andreeva, Tatiana - Antonov, Nikolai

Reel 2.1468,
File 1219-1221

Antonov, Boris - Arkhipov

Reel 2.1469,
File 1221-1223

Arsenieva - Aiukhina-Kanaeva

Reel 2.1470,
File 1224-1226

Babkin - Balin
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Reel 2.1471,
File 1226-1229

Baliasnikov - Baryshnikov

Reel 2.1472,
File 1229-1231

Baryshev - Bellert

Reel 2.1473,
File 1232-1233

Belova - Benia

Reel 2.1474,
File 1224-1235

Bernan - Blankenburg

Reel 2.1475,
File 1236-1238

Bobrov - Boldemov

Reel 2.1476,
File 1238-1240

Bogdanov - Boltushkin

Reel 2.1477,
File 1241-1242

Bolinskii - Borisov

Reel 2.1478,
File 1243-1245

Bosov - Bukvarev

Reel 2.1479,
File 1245-1247

Bukas - Buianskaia

Reel 2.1480,
File 1248-1250

Bydzap - Varga

Reel 2.1481,
File 1250-1252

Varfolomeev - Vasiliev, Iosif

Reel 2.1482,
File 1252-1254

Vasiliev, Ivan - Vasilchikov

Reel 2.1483,
File 1254-1256

Vasilchenko - Vetrov Dmitrii

Reel 2.1484,
File 1256-1259

Vetrov, Luka - Vikhrov

Reel 2.1485,
File 1259-1261

Vikhko - Volkov, Aleksei

Reel 2.1486,
File 1261-1264

Volkov, Ivan - Vorontsov, Matvei

Reel 2.1551,
File 1264-1267

Vorontsov, Dmitrii - Gaitsoki

Reel 2.1552,
File 1267-1269

Gailish - Georgiev

Reel 2.1553,
File 1270-1272

German - Goldakovskii

Reel 2.1554,
File 1272-1274

Goldin - Gorbunov

Reel 2.1555,
File 1275-1277

Gorbushin - Grachev Ivan

Reel 2.1556,
File 1277-1279

Grachev, Mikhail - Grigorshin

Reel 2.1557,
File 1280-1282

Gridasov - Gudreish

Reel 2.1558,
File 1282-1284

Gudiev - Giach

Reel 2.1559,
File 1285-1287

Dabuzhskii - Dementiev Sergei

Reel 2.1560,
File 1287-1290

Dementiev Ivan - Dmitriev Ivan

Reel 2.1561,
File 1290-1292

Dmitriev Foma - Domiian

Reel 2.1562,
File 1293-1295

Don - Dumchin

Reel 2.1563,
File 1296-1298

Dunaev - Yegorov Semen
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Reel 2.1564,
File 1298-1300

Yegorov Fedor - Yelin

Reel 2.1565,
File 1300-1303

Yelizarov - Yershov Vladimir

Reel 2.1566,
File 1303-1305

Yershov Grigorii - Zhechnevskaia

Reel 2.1567,
File 1306-1308

Zheludova - Zhuravlev Georgii

Reel 2.1568,
File 1308-1310

Zhuravlev Nikandr - Zaitseva

Reel 2.1569,
File 1311-1313

Zakrzhevskii - Zviagin

Reel 2.1570,
File 1313-1316

Zverev - Zovvulov

Reel 2.1571,
File 1317-1319

Zrublevskii - Ivanov, Vasilii

Reel 2.1572,
File 1319-1322

Ivanov, Vladimir - Ivanov, Mikhail Kh.

Reel 2.1573,
File 1322-1324

Ivanov Mikhail Iv. - Ivanov, Iakov

Reel 2.1574,
File 1325-1327

Ivanova - Ignatiev

Reel 2.1575,
File 1328-1330

Igoshin - Ioganson

Reel 2.1576,
File 1330-1332

Ionchik - Kazakov

Reel 2.1577,
File 1333-1335

Kainov - Kanev

Reel 2.1578,
File 1335-1337

Kaniukov - Karstina

Reel 2.1579,
File 1338-1340

Kartashov - Keilin

Reel 2.1598,
File 1340-1343

Keek - Kiseleva

Reel 2.1599,
File 1343-1346

Kislov - Kobzev

Reel 2.1600,
File 1346-1348

Kovalev - Kozlova

Reel 2.1601,
File 1348-1350

Kozlov - Kolychkov

Reel 2.1602,
File 1351-1353

Komarnitskii - Kononov

Reel 2.1603,
File 1352-1355

Konovalov - Korneev

Reel 2.1604,
File 1356-1358

Korolev - Kosterin

Reel 2.1605,
File 1358-1361

Kosmadel - Krasnoshchek

Reel 2.1606,
File 1361-1364

Krasavin - Krutilev

Reel 2.1607,
File 1364-1366

Kruglov - Kudriavtsev

Reel 2.1608,
File 1367-1369

Kudriakov - Kuznetsov Sergei

Reel 2.1609,
File 1369-1372

Kuznetsov Ivan - Kulikov

Reel 2.1610,
File 1372-1374

Kulakova - Kurkianet
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Reel 2.1611,
File 1374-1377

Kurochkin - Lazovskaia, Mariia

Reel 2.1612,
File 1377-1379

Lazovskaia, Anna - Lashchevskii

Reel 2.1613,
File 1380-1382

Leontieva - Lezova

Reel 2.1614,
File 1382-1385

Lezin - Lill

Reel 2.1615,
File 1385-1388

Lilinder - Lokotskii

Reel 2.1616,
File 1388-1390

Loktev - Lupanov

Reel 2.1617,
File 1391-1393

Lurie - Makerevich

Reel 2.1618,
File 1393-1396

Makarov - Mamotin

Reel 2.1619,
File 1396-1398

Malinin - Markova

Reel 2.1620,
File 1398-1400

Markovskaia - Matveev Petr

Reel 2.1621,
File 1401-1403

Matveev Dmitrii - Mezhazakis

Reel 2.1622,
File 1403-1406

Mezhev - Mikulich

Reel 2.1623,
File 1406-1409

Mikkolen - Mikhailov Mikhail

Reel 2.1624,
File 1409-1411

Mikhailov Petr - Mikhailova Ielizaveta

Reel 2.1625,
File 1411-1414

Mikhailova Vasilisa - Molotov

Reel 2.1626,
File 1416-1417

Molchanov - Mrachkovskii

Reel 2.1627,
File 1417-1419

Muglin - Nagumanov

Reel 2.1628,
File 1419-1422

Nadezhin - Nelichko

Reel 2.1629,
File 1422-1424

Nechaeva - Nikitin

Reel 2.1630,
File 1425-1427

Nikiforov - Nikolaeva, Antonina

Reel 2.1631,
File 1427-1429

Nikolaeva, Aleksandra - Novikov

Reel 2.1632,
File 1430-1432

Noev - Ozolin

Reel 2.1633,
File 1432-1435

Ozolin Ian - Osinin

Reel 2.1634,
File 1435-1438

Osinovskii - Pavlov, Georgii

Reel 2.1635,
File 1438-1441

Pavlov, Iurii - Pankratov-Bagun

Reel 2.1636,
File 1441-1443

Panfilov - Paianen

Reel 2.1637,
File 1444-1447

Pebo - Petrov V. P.

Reel 2.1638,
File 1447-1450

Petrov V. A. - Petrova

Reel 2.1639,
File 1450-1452

Petrova-Kapustina - Picherin
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Reel 2.1640,
File 1453-1455

Pinaevskii - Pozdniakov, Ivan

Reel 2.1641,
File 1455-1458

Pozdniakov, Petr - Popov, Fedor

Reel 2.1642,
File 1458-1461

Popov, Vladimir - Prizhimov

Reel 2.1643,
File 1461-1464

Priman - Puzyrev-Khaletskii

Reel 2.1644,
File 1464-1466

Pulliainen - Razguliaeva

Reel 2.1645,
File 1467-1469

Raikova - Rzhanov

Reel 2.1646,
File 1469-1472

Rzhavskii - Romzin

Reel 2.1647,
File 1472-1474

Romasheva - Rumiantsev, Petr

Reel 2.1648,
File 1475-1477

Rumiantsev, Nikolai - Riabchenko

Reel 2.1649,
File 1477-1480

Riabkov - Sazykin, Dmitrii

Reel 2.1650,
File 1480-1482

Sazykin, Georgii - Safronov

Reel 2.1651,
File 1483-1485

Sakharovskii - Semenov, Nikolai

Reel 2.1652,
File 1485-1488

Semenov, Stepan - Sergeev, Ilia

Reel 2.1653,
File 1488-1490

Sergeev, Filipp - Sidorov, Ivan

Reel 2.1654,
File 1490-1492

Sidorov, Semen - Siel

Reel 2.1655,
File 1493-1495

Skakunov - Smirnov, Artemii

Reel 2.1656,
File 1495-1497

Smirnov, Aleksandr - Smirnova, Anna

Reel 2.1657,
File 1498-1500

Smirnova, Anna F. - Sokolov, Aleksandr

Reel 2.1658,
File 1500-1503

Sokolov, Petr - Solovieva, Ielizaveta

Reel 2.1659,
File 1503-1505

Solovieva, Nadezhda - Srukhov

Reel 2.1660,
File 1506-1508

Stabrovskii - Stepanov Ivan

Reel 2.1661,
File 1508-1511

Stepanov Georgii - Suvorov Vasilii

Reel 2.1662,
File 1511-1514

Suvorov Aleksei - Sysoev

Reel 2.1663,
File 1514-1517

Sysoliatin - Terskaia-Vytskaia

Reel 2.1664,
File 1517-1520

Terekhova - Timofeeva

Reel 2.1665,
File 1520-1523

Timoshina - Tomchik

Reel 2.1666,
File 1523-1526

Tortsev - Trotskii

Reel 2.1667,
File 1526-1529

Tropin - Tiurin

Reel 2.1668,
File 1529-1532

Tiushin - Utkin
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Reel 2.1669,
File 1532-1535

Utekhin - Fedorov, I. Al.

Reel 2.1670,
File 1535-1538

Fedorov, I. An. - Fedorov

Reel 2.1671,
File 1538-1541

Fedotov - Filippov, A. P.

Reel 2.1672,
File 1541-1544

Filippov, A. I. - Frolova

Reel 2.1673,
File 1544-1546

Frankova - Kheskhato

Reel 2.1674,
File 1547-1549

Khillilia - Khiakkinen

Reel 2.1675,
File 1550-1553

Tsarkova - Chalaia-Andreeva

Reel 2.1676,
File 1553-1555

Chashnitskaia - Chernyshev

Reel 2.1677,
File 1555-1558

Chernichenko - Chumakova

Reel 2.1678,
File 1558-1561

Churakov - Shatov

Reel 2.1679,
File 1561-1564

Shatokhin - Shibaev

Reel 2.1680,
File 1564-1567

Shibakova - Shleev

Reel 2.1681,
File 1567-1570

Shliappo - Shuvalov

Reel 2.1682,
File 1570-1573

Shuvalova-Chikhirzhina - Erdman

Reel 2.1683,
File 1573-1575

Eltser - Yakovlev, Ivan

Reel 2.1684,
File 1575-1578

Yakovlev, Boris - Yankevich

Reel 2.1685,
File 1578-1579

Yanson - Yatskovskii

  Mari Autonomous oblast
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Mari Autonomous oblast

   
Reel 2.1685,
File 1580-1581

Afinagenov - Yerofeev

Reel 2.1686,
File 1581-1584

Yevdokimov - Smirnov

Reel 2.1687,
File 1584-1585

Svintsova - Foferov

  Moskovskaia guberniia and the City of Moscow
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Moskovskaia guberniia and the City of Moscow

   
Reel 2.1687,
File 1586-1587

Abalov - Abramov, Semen

Reel 2.1688,
File 1587-1589

Abramov, Sergei - Agureev

Reel 2.1689,
File 1590-1592

Araskevich - Aleksandrov, Ivan
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Reel 2.1690,
File 1592-1594

Aleksandrov, Sergei - Alekseeva

Reel 2.1691,
File 1595-1597

Alekseenkov - Andreev, Fedor

Reel 2.1692,
File 1598-1600

Andreev, Ivan - Anikin

Reel 2.1693,
File 1600-1603

Antipov - Apollonov

Reel 2.1694,
File 1603-1606

Apostolov - Arkhipov, Iefim

Reel 2.1695,
File 1606-1608

Arkhipov, Vasilii - Akhlynin

Reel 2.1696,
File 1608-1611

Akhmadulin - Bakin

Reel 2.1697,
File 1611-1613

Bakinov - Baranov, G. O.

Reel 2.1698,
File 1613-1616

Baranov, G. S. - Basalaev, Sergei

Reel 2.1699,
File 1616-1619

Basalaev Iakov - Bek

Reel 2.1700,
File 1620-1622

Bekasov - Belousova, Irina

Reel 2.1701,
File 1622-1624

Belousova, Lidiia - Berzenkov

Reel 2.1702,
File 1625-1627

Berzin - Bletsko

Reel 2.1703,
File 1627-1630

Blizhnaia - Bogdanova, Ievdokia

Reel 2.1704,
File 1630-1632

Bogdanova, Iekaterina - Boldyreva

Reel 2.1705,
File 1633-1635

Boldyshev - Borisov, Petr

Reel 2.1706,
File 1635-1637

Borisov, Petr - Boiarshinova

Reel 2.1707,
File 1638-1639

Bravata - Brylevskii

Reel 2.1708,
File 1640-1642

Brylin - Buldakov, Nikolai

Reel 2.1709,
File 1642-1644

Buldakov Filipp - Butenin

Reel 2.1710,
File 1644-1646

Butelin - Bychkov, M. A.

Reel 2.1711,
File 1646-1648

Bychkov, M. V. - Vanina

Reel 2.1712,
File 1648-1650

Vaniushina - Vasiliev, N.

Reel 2.1713,
File 1651-1653

Vasiliev, O. - Vende

Reel 2.1714,
File 1654-1656

Veprintsev - Vinogradov, Stepan

Reel 2.1715,
File 1656-1659

Vinogradov, Nikolai - Voevodina

Reel 2.1716,
File 1659-1662

Voevodin - Volovets

Reel 2.1717,
File 1662-1665

Volos - Voronin, Sergei

Reel 2.1718,
File 1665-1667

Voronin, Ivan - Viacheslavova
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Reel 2.1719,
File 1668-1670

Gaaze - Galichev

Reel 2.1720,
File 1670-1672

Galinkin - Gaiupov

Reel 2.1721,
File 1673-1675

Gvaita - Geronimus

Reel 2.1722,
File 1675-1677

Geroev - Gliasser

Reel 2.1723,
File 1677-1678

Gliaz - Golovanov

Reel 2.1724,
File 1679-1681

Golovinov - Gonikman

Reel 2.1725,
File 1681-1683

Gonapysheva - Gorokhov, Nikolai

Reel 2.1726,
File 1683-1685

Gorokhov, Ivan - Grachev, Afanasii

Reel 2.1727,
File 1686-1687

Grahcev, Petr - Grikis

Reel 2.1728,
File 1688-1689

Grilikh - Gruntfest

Reel 2.1729,
File 1690-1692

Gruzinov - Gurvich

Reel 2.1730,
File 1692-1694

Gurevich - Gusiachkin

Reel 2.1731,
File 1694-1695

Guskov - Dalidovich

Reel 2.1732,
File 1696-1697

Damson - Deev-Khomiakovskii

Reel 2.1733,
File 1698

Dezhkin - Demntiev, M. I.

Reel 2.1734,
File 1699-1700

Dementiev, M. A. - Dibrov

Reel 2.1735,
File 1701-1702

Dimza - Dogadin

Reel 2.1736,
File 1703-1704

Dodzin - Drondin

Reel 2.1737,
File 1705-1707

Drebov - Dunts

Reel 2.1738,
File 1707-1709

Dunaiskaia - Yevstafiev

Reel 2.1739,
File 1710-1712

Yevdokimov - Yegorov

Reel 2.1740,
File 1713-1715

Yedifanov - Yeremin

Reel 2.1741,
File 1715-1718

Yeremina - Yershov

Reel 2.1742,
File 1718-1720

Yersheva - Zhardzin

Reel 2.1743,
File 1721-1723

Zhebankov - Zhogin

Reel 2.1744,
File 1724-1725

Zhuber - Zhushoran

Reel 2.1745,
File 1726-1728

Zababurin - Zaitsev. N. M.

Reel 2.1746,
File 1728-1730

Zaitsev. N. S. - Zasimov

Reel 2.1747,
File 1730-1732

Zasin - Zvereva, Mariia
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Reel 2.1748,
File 1732-1733

Zvereva, Klavdiia - Zentsov

Reel 2.1749,
File 1734-1736

Zenkin - Zorkii, Mark

Reel 2.1750,
File 1736-1738

Zorkii, Mark S. - Ivanov, I.I.

Reel 2.1751,
File 1738-1740

Ivanets - Ivanov, I. S

Reel 2.1752,
File 1741-1743

Ivanov, K. - Ivanova, Mariia

Reel 2.1753,
File 1743-1746

Ivanova, Vera - Iznankin

Reel 2.1754,
File 1746-1748

Izergin - Ionov

Reel 2.1755,
File 1748-1751

Ionas - Kabachnik

Reel 2.1756,
File 1751-1753

Kabanov - Kalachev

Reel 2.1757,
File 1753-1755

Kalaev - Kalmetiev

Reel 2.1758,
File 1755-1756

Kalmanovich - Kanzberg

Reel 2.1759,
File 1757-1758

Kanin - Karbovskii

Reel 2.1760,
File 1759-1761

Karvasovskii - Kartuzov

Reel 2.1761,
File 1761-1763

Kartashev - Kashirin

Reel 2.1762,
File 1763-1765

Kasholin - Kirilin

Reel 2.1763,
File 1765-1767

Kirillov - Kiselev, V.

Reel 2.1764,
File 1768-1770

Kiselev, P. - Klokov

Reel 2.1765,
File 1770-1773

Klochkov - Kovalev

Reel 2.1766,
File 1773-1775

Kovalchuk - Kozlova A.

Reel 2.1767,
File 1776-1778

Kozlova L. - Kolosova

Reel 2.1768,
File 1778-1780

Kolobaev - Komarov

Reel 2.1769,
File 1781-1783

Komenda - Konovalov

Reel 2.1770,
File 1783-1785

Konova - Koppe

Reel 2.1771,
File 1786-1788

Kor - Korolkov

Reel 2.1772,
File 1788-1791

Korol - Korchagin

Reel 2.1773,
File 1791-1793

Korchashkin - Kosarev

Reel 2.1774,
File 1793-1795

Kostina - Kochurenkov

Reel 2.1775,
File 1795-1796

Kochetygov - Krainiuk

Reel 2.1776,
File 1797-1799

Kravtsov - Krolikov
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Reel 2.1777,
File 1799-1801

Krasotov - Krylova, Iekaterina

Reel 2.1778,
File 1802-1804

Krylova, Evdokiia - Kudinov

Reel 2.1779,
File 1804-1807

Kudriavtsev - Kuznetsov, M. A.

Reel 2.1780,
File 1807-1809

Kuznetsov, M. V. - Kuzmenkova

Reel 2.1781,
File 1810-1812

Kuzmin - Kulikov, Dmitrii

Reel 2.1782,
File 1812-1815

Kulikov, Ilia - Kurdnik

Reel 2.1783,
File 1815-1817

Kurilov - Kiarik

Reel 2.1784,
File 1818-1820

Laane - Lapina

Reel 2.1785,
File 1820-1822

Lapidus - Lebedev, Leonid

Reel 2.1786,
File 1823-1825

Lebedev, Nikolai - Lozhankin

Reel 2.1787,
File 1825-1827

Lezhnev - Leia

Reel 2.1788,
File 1828-1830

Li - Lobanov Ivan

Reel 2.1789,
File 1830-1832

Lobanov, Iakov - Loseva

Reel 2.1790,
File 1832-1834

Loseva

Reel 2.1791,
File 1835-1837

Lvin - Madorskaia

Reel 2.1792,
File 1837-1839

Mazurevich - Makarov, Terentii

Reel 2.1793,
File 1839-1841

Makarov, Sergei - Maksudov

Reel 2.1794,
File 1841-1843

Maksimenko - Maliutina

Reel 2.1795,
File 1843-1845

Maliutin - Markova

Reel 2.1796,
File 1846-1848

Markov - Marchenkov

Reel 2.1797,
File 1848-1850

Marchukov - Mataev

Reel 2.1798,
File 1850-1852

Matrosov - Medovolkin

Reel 2.1799,
File 1852-1855

Medvedev - Mering

Reel 2.1800,
File 1855-1857

Merzliakov - Minulin

Reel 2.1801,
File 1857-1859

Minaev - Mitrofanov, Mikhail

Reel 2.1802,
File 1860-1862

Mitrofanov, Pavel - Mikhailovskii, Karp

Reel 2.1803,
File 1862-1864

Mikhailovskii, Ivan - Moizel

Reel 2.1804,
File 1865-1867

Moiseev - Morein

Reel 2.1805,
File 1867-1869

Moreva - Moskalev, V.
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Reel 2.1806,
File 1869-1871

Moskalev, N. - Muratov

Reel 2.1807,
File 1872-1874

Murashev - Nazarov, P.

Reel 2.1808,
File 1875-1877

Nazarov, S. - Nekrasov, Arsenii

Reel 2.1809,
File 1877-1880

Nekrasov, Mikhail - Nikitin, Viktor

Reel 2.1810,
File 1880-1883

Nikitin, Pavel - Nikolaev, Vasilii

Reel 2.1811,
File 1883-1885

Nikolaev, Iegor - Novikov, Dmitrii

Reel 2.1812,
File 1886-1888

Novikov, Vasilii - Nuzhin

Reel 2.1813,
File 1888-1891

Nusinov - Ozerov

Reel 2.1814,
File 1891-1893

Ozorin - Oragvelidze

Reel 2.1815,
File 1893-1895

Orlov - Osipov

Reel 2.1816,
File 1895-1897

Osnev - Pavlova

Reel 2.1817,
File 1898-1900

Pavlovich - Panamarev

Reel 2.1821,
File 1900-1902

Panov - Pakhomov, Iosif

Reel 2.1822,
File 1903-1905

Pakhomov, Vasilii - Pershtein

Reel 2.1823,
File 1905-1908

Perevoznikov - Petrov, Stepan

Reel 2.1824,
File 1908-1910

Petrov, Sergei - Piganov

Reel 2.1825,
File 1911-1913

Pidiura - Platov

Reel 2.1826,
File 1913-1915

Pligunov - Podolskii, Ia

Reel 2.1827,
File 1916-1918

Podolskii, M - Poliakov, Vasilii

Reel 2.1828,
File 1918-1920

Poliakov, Aleksei - Popov, Aleksandr

Reel 2.1829,
File 1921-1922

Popov, Sergei - Potekhin

Reel 2.1830,
File 1923-1925

Potapova - Prokofiev

Reel 2.1831,
File 1926-1928

Proletarskii - Pupyrev

Reel 2.1832,
File 1929-1931

Purklav - Radionov, Ivan

Reel 2.1833,
File 1931-1934

Radionov, Nikolai - Rachashkin

Reel 2.1834,
File 1934-1936

Rachashkin, Sergei - Rogozhin

Reel 2.1835,
File 1937-1938

Rogov-Krasnov - Rozanov

Reel 2.1836,
File 1939-1941

Roze - Rotin

Reel 2.1837,
File 1941-1943

Rotenberg - Rumiantsev
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Reel 2.1838,
File 1944-1946

Runovskaia - Ryzhukhin

Reel 2.1839,
File 1946-1948

Ryzhichkov - Savchenko

Reel 2.1840,
File 1948-1950

Savostianov - Sairio

Reel 2.1841,
File 1951-1952

Sokolov - Samoilov

Reel 2.1842,
File 1953-1955

Samygin - Sakharov, Iefim

Reel 2.1843,
File 1955-1958

Sakharov, Matvei - Selezneva

Reel 2.1844,
File 1958-1960

Seleznev - Sentiabrev

Reel 2.1845,
File 1961-1963

Senkovskii - Serov

Reel 2.1846,
File 1963-1965

Serova - Silchenko

Reel 2.1847,
File 1966-1968

Silantiev - Sitnikov, Ivan

Reel 2.1848,
File 1968-1970

Sitnikov, Semen - Slavin

Reel 2.1849,
File 1970-1972

Slavoliubov - Smirnov, Ilia

Reel 2.1850,
File 1972-1975

Smirnov, Ivan - Sobolev, Pavel

Reel 2.1851,
File 1975-1977

Sobolev, Ivan - Sokolva

Reel 2.1852,
File 1978-1980

Sokolovih - Solodov, Mikhail

Reel 2.1853,
File 1980-1982

Solodov, Aleksandr - Sokhnin

Reel 2.1854,
File 1982-1985

Sokha - Starozhilova

Reel 2.1855,
File 1985-1987

Startseva - Stepanov

Reel 2.1856,
File 1987-1989

Stepnov - Stupin

Reel 2.1857,
File 1990-1992

Studenova - Sukharev

Reel 2.1858,
File 1993-1995

Sukhoverkov - Tamarkina

Reel 2.1859,
File 1995-1998

Tamanov - Terletskii

Reel 2.1860,
File 1998-2000

Ter-Abramian - Timakova

Reel 2.1861,
File 2001-2002

Timofeeva - Tikhonov, Andrei

Reel 2.1862,
File 2003-2005

Tikhonov, Konstantin - Tolstikov

Reel 2.1863,
File 2005-2007

Tolkachev - Trofimov

Reel 2.1864,
File 2007-2010

Troshin - Tupitsin

Reel 2.1865,
File 2010-2012

Tumanov - Udalov

Reel 2.1866,
File 2012-2014

Udre - Uskova
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Reel 2.1867,
File 2015-2017

Utkes - Fedorenko, S.

Reel 2.1868,
File 2017-2019

Fedorenko, I. - Fedotov, S.

Reel 2.1869,
File 2020-2022

Fedotov, N. - Filatova, Ie.

Reel 2.1870,
File 2022-2024

Filatova, I. - Firsova, Ie.

Reel 2.1871,
File 2024-2026

Firsova, M. - Frenkel

Reel 2.1872,
File 2027-2029

Frei - Khaliukov

Reel 2.1873,
File 2029-2032

Reel 2.1873 (files 2029-2032) was not delivered to the Hoover Institution

Reel 2.1874,
File 2031-2034

Khlynov - Khromova

Reel 2.1875,
File 2034-2037

Khromov - Tsepkanov

Reel 2.1876,
File 2037-2039

Tselovalnikov - Chevychelov

Reel 2.1877,
File 2040-2042

Chegina - Cherniaeva

Reel 2.1878,
File 2042-2044

Cherniak - Chikmarev

Reel 2.1879,
File 2044-2046

Chichkov - Chugut

Reel 2.1880,
File 2046-2049

Chugunov - Shablov

Reel 2.1881,
File 2049-2051

Shabalin - Sharapov

Reel 2.1882,
File 2052-2054

Shastin - Shelukha

Reel 2.1883,
File 2054-2057

Shelekhin - Shilov, G.

Reel 2.1884,
File 2057-2059

Shilov, I. - Shishenkov

Reel 2.1885,
File 2059-2062

Shishkov - Shorin

Reel 2.1886,
File 2062-2064

Shoshin - Shumarin

Reel 2.1887,
File 2065-2067

Shumilin - Shcherbakov, A.

Reel 2.1888,
File 2067-2069

Shcherbakov I. - Esalnik

Reel 2.1889,
File 2070-2072

Yubochnikov - Yakovlev, Stepan

Reel 2.1890,
File 2072-2074

Yakovlev, Petr - Yanson

Reel 2.1891,
File 2074-2075

Yanovich - Yashchenko

  Murmanskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Murmanskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1891,
File 2076-2077

Abakumova - Kelin
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Reel 2.1892,
File 2077-2080

Kellinsalmi - Iassis

  Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic of Povolzhie Germans
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic of Povolzhie
Germans

   
Reel 1.1893,
File 2081-2082

Abramov - Govorukhin

Reel 1.1894,
File 2083-2084

Glok - Kalashnikova

Reel 1.1895,
File 2084-2086

Kuzmina - Panfilov

Reel 1.1896,
File 2087-2089

Reznichenko - Shmunk

Reel 1.1897,
File 2089

Shustov - Yakovlev

  Nizhegordskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Nizhegordskaia guberniia

   
Reel 1.1897,
File 2090-2091

Abramov - Anisimov

Reel 1.1898,
File 2091-2093

Andrianov - Baliasov

Reel 1.1899,
File 2094-2096

Bandin - Blokhina

Reel 1.1900,
File 2096-2098

Blazhennova -Burdyn

Reel 1.1901,
File 2098-2100

Bugrov - Volostnova

Reel 1.1902,
File 2100-2102

Volnova - Gnusarev

Reel 1.1903,
File 2103-2104

Golubkin - Gromov

Reel 1.1904,
File 2105-2107

Gulenkin - Dorofeev

Reel 1.1905,
File 2107-2109

Dobychin - Yefimov, A.

Reel 1.1906,
File 2109-2111

Yefimov, P. - Zakharov

Reel 1.1907,
File 2112-2113

Zbinevich - Ishchaulov

Reel 1.1908,
File 2114-2115

Kabaev - Kaiander

Reel 2.1909,
File 2116-2118

Kvadratov - Kolobov

Reel 2.1910,
File 2118-2121

Kolobov, M. - Kotov, M.

Reel 2.1911,
File 2121-2123

Kotov, N. - Kulakova

Reel 2.1912,
File 2123-2125

Kuznetsova - Lebedev

Reel 2.1913,
File 2126-2127

Levashkina - Liachin
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Reel 2.1914,
File 2128-2129

Mavletdinov - Marchenkov

Reel 2.1915,
File 2130-2132

Maslov - Mishenin

Reel 2.1916,
File 2132-2134

Mishin - Mialkin

Reel 2.1917,
File 2135-2137

Narezhnyi - Ovchinnikov

Reel 2.1918,
File 2137-2138

Ovsiannikov - Parfenov

Reel 2.1919,
File 2139-2141

Pasukhin - Popov

Reel 2.1920,
File 2141-2144

Poliakov - Rodionov

Reel 2.1921,
File 2144-2147

Rozhdestvenskii - Svetankov

Reel 2.1922,
File 2147-2150

Sveshnikov - Smirnov K.

Reel 2.1923,
File 2150-2151

Smirnov, I. - Sokolov

Reel 2.1924,
File 2152-2154

Speranskii - Talanov

Reel 2.1925,
File 2154-2156

Tarankov - Tiazhenkov

Reel 2.1926,
File 2157-2159

Useilinskii - Frolov, D.

Reel 2.1927,
File 2159-2161

Frolov, I. - Chernov, I.

Reel 2.1928,
File 2162-2163

Chernov, F - Shakalov

Reel 2.1929,
File 2164-2166

Shvetsov - Shutov A.I.

Reel 2.1930,
File 2166-2167

Shutov A.I. - Yashchenin

  Novgorodskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Novgorodskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1930,
File 2168

Anikiev - Ageev

Reel 2.1931,
File 2168-2170

Abramov - Bogdanov

Reel 2.1932,
File 2170-2172

Baranov - Goritskii A

Reel 2.1933,
File 2173-2175

Gavrilov - Ivanov

Reel 2.1934,
File 2176-2178

Isaikin - Kuznetsov, Ivan

Reel 2.1935,
File 2179-2181

Kuznetsov, Aleksandr - Makarov

Reel 2.1936,
File 2181-2184

Matus - Pokrovskii

Reel 2.1937,
File 2184-2187

Poliakov - Solousov

Reel 2.1938,
File 2187-2189

Somov - Filatov
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Reel 2.1939,
File 2190-2191

Fedorov - Yakovlev

  Oirotskia Autonomous Oblast
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Oirotskia Autonomous Oblast

   
Reel 2.1939,
File 2192

Abdulkhanov - Beresnev, G.

Reel 2.1940,
File 2192-2195

Beresnev, I. - Togudiakov

Reel 2.1941,
File 2195

Todomoev - Iashkin

  Orenburgskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Orenburgskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1941,
File 2196-2197

Artemov - Blednykh

Reel 2.1942,
File 2197-2199

Berchun - Gorynin

Reel 2.1943,
File 2200-2202

Gabdrakhmanova - Yeremshchuk

Reel 2.1944,
File 2202-2204

Yelizarov - Kirpichnikov

Reel 2.1945,
File 2205-2207

Kitaikin - Kudriavtseva

Reel 2.1946,
File 2207-2209

Kuznetsova - Melnikova Kseniia

Reel 2.1947,
File 2210-2212

Zharkov - Zelentsov

Reel 2.1948,
File 2212-2214

Permiachkov - Samigulin

Reel 2.1949,
File 2214-2216

Sazonov - Puzikov

Reel 2.1950,
File 2217-2219

Tomin - Shmelev

Reel 2.1951,
File 2219-2220

Shertanov - Yakovlev

  Orlovskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Orlovskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1951,
File 2221

Abagiev - Ashikhova

Reel 2.1952,
File 2222-2224

Babushkin - Voropaev

Reel 2.1953,
File 2224-2227

Vorobiev - Yelagin, Ivan

Reel 2.1954,
File 2227-2230

Yelagin, Vasilii - Kozlov, Aleksandr

Reel 2.1955,
File 2231-2234

Kozlov, Vladimir - Maleev

Reel 2.1956,
File 2234-2237

Malikov - Petrov, Nikolai
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Reel 2.1957,
File 2237-2240

Petrov, Mikhail - Seledkin

Reel 2.1958,
File 2240-2243

Seleznev - Fedorov

Reel 2.1959,
File 2243-2245

Fedorinov - Yashurin

  Penzenskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Penzenskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1960,
File 2246-2248

Agafonov - Bezrukova

Reel 2.1961,
File 2248-2250

Beliakova - Vasina

Reel 2.1962,
File 2250-2252

Vinokurova - Dorunov

Reel 2.1963,
File 2252-2254

Dudoladov - Zakharov

Reel 2.1964,
File 2255-2257

Inozemtsev - Kotov

Reel 2.1965,
File 2258-2260

Kozlovskii - Lola

Reel 2.1966,
File 2260-2262

Lapshin - Milevskii

Reel 2.1967,
File 2262-2264

Mikhalkin - Osin

Reel 2.1968,
File 2265-2267

Paramonov - Rybochkov (Ïàðàìîíîâ - Ðûáî÷êîâ

Reel 2.1969,
File 2267-2269

Riabinkin - Sigachev

Reel 2.1970,
File 2270-2272

Skripkin - Timakov

Reel 2.1971,
File 2272-2275

Trifonov - Shurygin

Reel 2.1972,
File 2275-2276

Shirokov - Yanik

  Pskovskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Pskovskaia guberniia

   
Reel 1.1972,
File 2277-2278

Alekseev, Semen - Alekseev, Georgii

Reel 2.1973,
File 2278-2280

Altufiev - Biurg

Reel 2.1974,
File 2281-2282

Volskii - Grigoriev

Reel 2.1975,
File 2283-2285

Gorbolysov - Yefimov

Reel 2.1976,
File 2285-2287

Yemelianov - Katyshev

Reel 2.1977,
File 2287-2290

Kalinin - Kukka

Reel 2.1978,
File 2290-2292

Kuroedov - Meier Zhan
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Reel 2.1979,
File 2292-2294

Meier Voldemar - Nepriakho

Reel 2.1980,
File 2295-2297

Okunev - Purnis

Reel 2.1981,
File 2297-2299

Punin - Smirnov, Iermolai

Reel 2.1982,
File 2299-2301

Smirnov, Vasilii - Utkov

Reel 2.1983,
File 2302-2304

Fedorov - Efros

Reel 2.1984,
File 2304

Ekshtein - Yakovlev

  Raiazanskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Riazanskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1984,
File 2305-2306

Anurov - Barmushkin

Reel 2.1985,
File 2307-2309

Bagrov - Vavilin

Reel 2.1986,
File 2309-2312

Volkov - Danilov

Reel 2.1987,
File 2312-2315

Dolgov - Zimin

Reel 2.1988,
File 2315-2317

Zelenkov - Klesov

Reel 2.1989,
File 2317-2318

Kostretsov - Kolyvanov

Reel 2.1990,
File 2319-2321

Krutov - Lapshin

Reel 2.1991,
File 2321-2323

Larin - Mriakina

Reel 2.1992,
File 2324-2326

Mukhanova - Pechnikov

Reel 2.1993,
File 2326-2328

Perov - Rusin

Reel 2.1994,
File 2328-2330

Rogozhkin - Soloviev

Reel 2.1995,
File 2331-2333

Soldatov - Fedorov

Reel 2.1996,
File 2333-2336

Fomin - Shapovalov

Reel 2.1997,
File 2336

Shershnev - Yakobson

  Samarskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Samarskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.1997,
File 2337-2338

Abdrashitov - Baranov

Reel 2.1998,
File 2339-2341

Balabanov - Vodnev

Reel 2.1999,
File 2342-2343

Venyn - Goldin
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Reel 2.2000,
File 2344-2346

Gorbunov - Yemelianov

Reel 2.2001,
File 2346-2348

Yegorov - Ignachkov

Reel 2.2002,
File 2348-2350

Istiagin - Kireev

Reel 2.2003,
File 2351-2353

Kirillov - Krivonozhnikov

Reel 2.2004,
File 2353-2355

Kremlev - Lobanova

Reel 2.2005,
File 2355-2357

Loskutov - Miniaev

Reel 2.2006,
File 2358-2360

Mingazev - Nenachev

Reel 2.2007,
File 2360-2362

Neomelev - Podkolyzin

Reel 2.2008,
File 2363-2365

Poliakov - Razin

Reel 2.2009,
File 2365-2367

Romanov - Smirnov

Reel 2.2010,
File 2367-2369

Smoliakov - Tiurshnin

Reel 2.2011,
File 2370-2372

Tivanchuk - Khisiatulin

Reel 2.2012,
File 2372-2374

Khitov - Shalagina

Reel 2.2013,
File 2375

Shipovalov - Yanchurkin

  Saratovskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Saratovskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2013,
File 2376-2377

Abdriashitov - Aleksandrov

Reel 2.2014,
File 2377-2379

Alekhin - Bataev

Reel 2.2015,
File 2379-2381

Bazyma - Binevolskii

Reel 2.2016,
File 2382-2384

Blagonravov - Buravin

Reel 2.2017,
File 2384-2386

Burdukov - Vorobiev

Reel 2.2018,
File 2386-2388

Volokhin - Goriachev

Reel 2.2019,
File 2389-2391

Gorskov - Dvoinin

Reel 2.2020,
File 2391-2393

Dvornikov - Yevdokimova

Reel 2.2021,
File 2394-2396

Yefimov - Zinin

Reel 2.2022,
File 2396-2399

Zimin - Kazak

Reel 2.2023,
File 2399-2401

Kazakov - Kliam

Reel 2.2024,
File 2402-2404

Klochkov - Kosykh
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Reel 2.2025,
File 2405-2406

Kostryshov - Kuznetsov

Reel 2.2026,
File 2407-2409

Kuznetsova - Leikin

Reel 2.2027,
File 2409-2411

Levachev - Makarov

Reel 2.2028,
File 2411-2414

Makarova - Milekhin

Reel 2.2029,
File 2414-2416

Mishunin - Nazarov, Iosif

Reel 2.2030,
File 2416-2418

Nazarov, Anton - Ovchinnikov

Reel 2.2031,
File 2419-2421

Orkin - Piliasov

Reel 2.2032,
File 2421-2423

Piianzin - Pronin

Reel 2.2033,
File 2424-2426

Ptashkina - Rubia

Reel 2.2034,
File 2426-2428

Rubtsov - Semenov

Reel 2.2035,
File 2428-2430

Sergeev - Soloviev

Reel 2.2036,
File 2431-2433

Sokov - Sychev

Reel 2.2037,
File 2433-2435

Sychevskii - Turenkov

Reel 2.2038,
File 2435-2437

Tumanov - Fomin

Reel 2.2039,
File 2438-2440

Fomin, Aleksandr - Chumakova

Reel 2.2040,
File 2440-2442

Chugunov - Shpileva-Komarova

Reel 2.2041,
File 2443-2444

Shreider - Yashin

  Severo-Dvinskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Severo-Dvinskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2041,
File 2445

Avtamonov - Bulkanov

Reel 2.2042,
File 2446-2448

Vlasikhin - Lychakov

Reel 2.2043,
File 2448-2451

Lovygin - Sobolev

Reel 2.2044,
File 2451-2452

Simanskii - Yarygin

  Severo-Kavkazskii krai
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Severo-Kavkazskii krai

   
Reel 2.2044,
File 2453

Abramov - Avramenko

Reel 2.2045,
File 2454-2455

Avdeev - Aksiukov
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Reel 2.2046,
File 2456-2457

Aksenov - Alpatskii

Reel 2.2047,
File 2458-2460

Ambalov - Antsibor

Reel 2.2048,
File 2460-2463

Anchikhorova - Afonaskin

Reel 2.2049,
File 2463-2465

Afanasiev - Bondarenko

Reel 2.2050,
File 2465-2467

Boikov - Baranov, Vasilii

Reel 2.2051,
File 2468-2470

Baranov, Nikolai - Bekzhanov

Reel 2.2052,
File 2471-2473

Belokuryi - Beriadze

Reel 2.2053,
File 2473-2476

Berezhnoi - Bogodelov

Reel 2.2054,
File 2476-2478

Bogatyrev - Bondareva

Reel 2.2055,
File 2479-2480

Bondarenko - Boiarintseva

Reel 2.2056,
File 2481-2483

Briantsev -Bulygin

Reel 2.2057,
File 2483-2485

Bulatov - Bykovskii

Reel 2.2058,
File 2485-2488

Bykov - Vasilchenko

Reel 2.2059,
File 2488-2490

Vataev - Vikis

Reel 2.2060,
File 2490-2492

Vinkler - Volkov

Reel 2.2061,
File 2493-2495

Volchanskii - Gavrilets

Reel 2.2062,
File 2495-2497

Gavrilenko - Garobtsova

Reel 2.2063,
File 2497-2499

Garbuzova - Glebov

Reel 2.2064,
File 2500-2502

Glazunov - Golnikov

Reel 2.2065,
File 2502-2503

Golubev - Goppe

Reel 2.2066,
File 2504-2506

Gorelikov - Grechko

Reel 2.2067,
File 2506-2509

Grechanov - Gubarev, Petr

Reel 2.2068,
File 2509-2512

Gubarev, Aleksandr - Dainukov

Reel 2.2069,
File 2512-2515

Danchenko - Dergachev

Reel 2.2070,
File 2515-2517

Dedushev - Dmitrichenko

Reel 2.2071,
File 2518-2519

Dneprovskaia - Dodonova

Reel 2.2072,
File 2520-2522

Drovalev - Dudin

Reel 2.2073,
File 2522-2525

Dubovitskii - Yekimkov

Reel 2.2074,
File 2525-2527

Yekimenko-Golubenko - Yermolenko
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Reel 2.2075,
File 2527-2530

Yeremin - Zhikhorev, Dmitrii

Reel 2.2076,
File 2530-2531

Zhikhorev, Fedor - Zhukov

Reel 2.2077,
File 2532-2534

Zabello - Zaritovskii

Reel 2.2078,
File 2534-2536

Zaresiba - Zikeev

Reel 2.2079,
File 2536-2539

Zinchenko - Ivanov, Mikhail

Reel 2.2080,
File 2539-2541

Ivanov, Vasilii - Ignatenko

Reel 2.2081,
File 2542-2544

Idzhiian - Kazakov, Grigorii

Reel 2.2082,
File 2545-2547

Kazakov, Vasilii - Kanishcheva

Reel 2.2083,
File 2548-2550

Kapalkin - Karpukhin

Reel 2.2084,
File 2550-2552

Karpikov - Kerko

Reel 2.2085,
File 2553-2555

Kibalov - Kislykh

Reel 2.2086,
File 2555-2557

Kleinosov - Koveshnikov

Reel 2.2087,
File 2558-2560

Kovtun - Kozlobrodov

Reel 2.2088,
File 2560-2562

Kozlov - Kolmykov

Reel 2.2089,
File 2562-2564

Kolpakov - Kopeika

Reel 2.2090,
File 2565-2567

Korablev - Korshunov

Reel 2.2091,
File 2567-2569

Korshukov - Kochkin

Reel 2.2092,
File 2569-2571

Kochetkova - Kremenetskii

Reel 2.2093,
File 2572-2574`

Krzhizhanovskii - Kuzhlev

Reel 2.2094,
File 2575-2577

Kuznetsov - Kulish

Reel 2.2095,
File 2577-2580

Kulichenko - Kutsenko, Mikhail

Reel 2.2096,
File 2580-2583

Kutsenko, Vasilii - Levin

Reel 2.2097,
File 2583-2585

Leshko - Litvinov

Reel 2.2098,
File 2586-2587

Linov - Lobov

Reel 2.2099,
File 2588-2590

Logvinenko - Lysenko, Dmitrii

Reel 2.2100,
File 2590-2593

Lysenko, Mikhail - Makarova, Salomoniia

Reel 2.2101,
File 2593-2595

Makarova, Praskovia - Malenko

Reel 2.2102,
File 2595-2579

Malyshenko - Markova

Reel 2.2103,
File 2597-2599

Martynov - Mashinistova
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Reel 2.2104,
File 2600-2602

Mashchenko - Meshcheriakov

Reel 2.2105,
File 2602-2604

Meshcheriakova - Mitin

Reel 2.2106,
File 2605-2607

Mitiaev - Molchanov, Ivan

Reel 2.2107,
File 2607-2610

Molchanov, Semen - Mukho

Reel 2.2108,
File 2610-2612

Murai - Nazarov

Reel 2.2109,
File 2613-2615

Narodnyi - Nerubailov

Reel 2.2110,
File 2615-2617

Nesvitailo - Novoselov

Reel 2.2111,
File 2517-2619

Nosov - Odinokaia

Reel 2.2112,
File 2620-2622

Odintsova - Osipov

Reel 2.2113,
File 2622-2624

Osinskii - Pankov

Reel 2.2114,
File 2625-2627

Panuli - Peredarienko

Reel 2.2115,
File 2628-2630

Perkul - Pimonov

Reel 2.2116,
File 2631-2633

Piskunov - Podshibiakin

Reel 2.2117,
File 2634-2636

Poddubnyi - Popov

Reel 2.2118,
File 2636-2639

Popovich - Proshunin

Reel 2.2119,
File 2639-2640

Prikolotin - Puzikova

Reel 2.2120,
File 2641-2642

Puchkova - Radul

Reel 2.2121,
File 2643-2645

Rastrepin - Rogov

Reel 2.2122,
File 2645-2647

Rodionov - Rumiantsev

Reel 2.2123,
File 2647-2650

Ruzavin - Savchrnko, Grigorii

Reel 2.2124,
File 2650-2652

Savchenko, Maksim - Samodelkov

Reel 2.2125,
File 2653-2655

Samenkov - Svinarev

Reel 2.2126,
File 2655-2658

Svoboda - Sennikov

Reel 2.2127,
File 2658-2660

Senin - Sidorenko

Reel 2.2128,
File 2661-2663

Sizhazhev - Skiba

Reel 2.2129,
File 2663-2665

Skok - Smirnov Denis

Reel 2.2130,
File 2666-2668

Smirnov Aleksandr - Saponcha

Reel 2.2131,
File 2669-2671

Soppoev - Stetsko

Reel 2.2132,
File 2672-2674

Stepanov - Suprun
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Reel 2.2133,
File 2674-2677

Suprunov - Takorenko

Reel 2.2134,
File 2677-2679

Tarasenko - Tortichnyi

Reel 2.2135,
File 2680-2682

Teslin - Tkachenko, Mikhail

Reel 2.2136,
File 2682-2684

Tkachenko, Kirill - Topchiev

Reel 2.2137,
File 2684-2686

Tolstov - Turaev

Reel 2.2138,
File 2687-2689

Tuzhilkin - Unanian

Reel 2.2139,
File 2689-2691

Utkin - Fedorov

Reel 2.2140,
File 2692-2694

Filatov - Fridrikhov

Reel 2.2141,
File 2694-2697

Frolov - Khachetlova

Reel 2.2142,
File 2697-2699

Khachak - Khudoierko

Reel 2.2143,
File 2699-2701

Khutornaia - Tsukanov

Reel 2.2144,
File 2702-2704

Charikova - Chernenko

Reel 2.2145,
File 2704-2706

Chernoivanov - Chigvintsev

Reel 2.2146,
File 2707-2709

Chizh - Shalnev

Reel 2.2147,
File 2709-2711

Shalashnyi - Shved

Reel 2.2148,
File 2712-2714

Shebzukhov - Shefer

Reel 2.2149,
File 2714-2716

Sheffer - Shipakhin

Reel 2.2150,
File 2716-2718

Shmit - Shytov

Reel 2.2151,
File 2719-2721

Shcherbanev - Iurieva

Reel 2.2152,
File 2722-2724

Iudin - Iashchenko

  Sibirskii krai
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Sibirskii krai

   
Reel 2.2153,
File 2725-2727

Abasov - Alekseev

Reel 2.2154,
File 2727-2730

Aleksandrov - Anikutin

Reel 2.2155,
File 2730-2732

Anishev - Artemenko

Reel 2.2156,
File 2733-2735

Ardashev - Babin

Reel 2.2157,
File 2735-2737

Baburov - Baranov, Nikolai

Reel 2.2158,
File 2738-2740

Baranov, Ivan - Bezpalov
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Reel 2.2159,
File 2740-2743

Bezotechestov - Beliaevskii, Arsenii

Reel 2.2160,
File 2743-2745

Beliaevskii, Grigorii - Bobaev

Reel 2.2161,
File 2746-2748

Bobrov - Bondarenko, Anna

Reel 2.2162,
File 2748-2750

Bondarenko, Sergei - Bronnikov

Reel 2.2163,
File 2751-2753

Brainovkskii - Burkovskii

Reel 2.2164,
File 2753-2755

Burkov - Bykov

Reel 2.2165,
File 2756-2757

Vabul - Vasilieva

Reel 2.2166,
File 2758-2760

Vasilenko - Vekshina

Reel 2.2167,
File 2760-2763

Verkhovina - Voitikhovskii

Reel 2.2168,
File 2763-2765

Voitaitis - Vorobiev

Reel 2.2169,
File 2765-2768

Voroshilov - Galkin

Reel 2.2170,
File 2768-2770

Galyshev - Glezdenev

Reel 2.2171,
File 2771-2773

Glushkov - Gonebnyi

Reel 2.2172,
File 2774-2777

Gontar - Grigoriev

Reel 2.2173,
File 2777-2780

Grishanin - Guliaev

Reel 2.2174,
File 2780-2783

Gulin - Degtiarev

Reel 2.2175,
File 2783-2785

Denisov - Domant

Reel 2.2176,
File 2785-2788

Domorukov - Dushin

Reel 2.2177,
File 2788-2791

Dubovitskii - Yelgin

Reel 2.2178,
File 2791-2794

Yeliseev - Yefremov

Reel 2.2179,
File 2794-2797

Yefimov - Zhukov

Reel 2.2180,
File 2797-2799

Zhuravlev - Zalenskii

Reel 2.2181,
File 2800-2802

Zaleshin - Zeber

Reel 2.2182,
File 2802-2805

Zemskov - Zyrianov, Ivan

Reel 2.2183,
File 2805-2807

Zyrianov, Ilia - Ivanov

Reel 2.2184,
File 2808-2810

Ivanova - Ioffe

Reel 2.2185,
File 2810-2812

Iosin - Kazakov

Reel 2.2186,
File 2813-2815

Kazachenko - Kamenshchikov

Reel 2.2187,
File 2815-2817

Kaminskii - Karsakov
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Reel 2.2188,
File 2818-2820

Kartashev - Kiriakov

Reel 2.2189,
File 2820-2822

Kirianov - Klypin

Reel 2.2190,
File 2823-2825

Klimov - Kozhevnikov, Kuzma

Reel 2.2191,
File 2825-2827

Kozhevnikov, Nikita - Kolartsev

Reel 2.2192,
File 2828-2830

Kolesnikov - Konoplev

Reel 2.2193,
File 2830-2832

Konoplia - Korotkov

Reel 2.2194,
File 2833-2835

Korobkov - Kostyleva

Reel 2.2195,
File 2835-2837

Kosikhina - Krasniakov

Reel 2.2196,
File 2838-2840

Kravchenko - Kriukov, Aleksandr

Reel 2.2197,
File 2840-2842

Kriukov, Georgii - Kuznetsov Pavel M.

Reel 2.2198,
File 2843-2845

Kuznetsov Pavel M. - Kurganov

Reel 2.2199,
File 2846-2849

Kurbatov - Laine

Reel 2.2200,
File 2849-2851

Lakusha - Leontiev

Reel 2.2201,
File 2852-2854

Leonov - Logachev

Reel 2.2202,
File 2854-2857

Lozitskii - Lynkin

Reel 2.2203,
File 2857-2860

Lytkin - Maksimovskii

Reel 2.2204,
File 2860-2863

Maksin - Martonik

Reel 2.2205,
File 2863-2866

Markin - Mikhailov

Reel 2.2206,
File 2866-2869

Makhenko - Meshalkin

Reel 2.2207,
File 2869-2870

Meshkov - Misik

Reel 2.2208,
File 2871-2873

Mitichkin - Moiseev

Reel 2.2209,
File 2873-2875

Moiseenko - Moshchuk

Reel 2.2210,
File 2876-2878

Mrylin - Nastaushev

Reel 2.2211,
File 2898-2881

Nain - Nesterov, Mikhail

Reel 2.2212,
File 2881-2883

Nesterov, Petr - Nikolin

Reel 2.2213,
File 2884-2886

Nosenko - Ovcharov

Reel 2.2214,
File 2886-2889

Ovcherenko - Ostrikov

Reel 2.2215,
File 2889-2891

Osipov - Pakulev

Reel 2.2216,
File 2892-2894

Paletskii - Pakhomov
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Reel 2.2217,
File 2894-2896

Pakhomova - Pestsov

Reel 2.2218,
File 2897-2899

Petrov - Pishchurin

Reel 2.2219,
File 2899-2901

Pinchuk - Podzerei

Reel 2.2220,
File 2901-2903

Poddubnyi - Pospykalov

Reel 2.2221,
File 2904-2905

Pomchasov - Popkov

Reel 2.2222,
File 2906-2908

Porshnev - Prozorov

Reel 2.2223,
File 2809-2911

Prokopiev - Raskazov

Reel 2.2224,
File 2911-2913

Rakitin - Rovoliand

Reel 2.2225,
File 2913-2916

Rovda - Rulkov

Reel 2.2226,
File 2916-2918

Rudenko - Riazanov

Reel 2.2227,
File 2918-2920

Riabtsovskaia - Salabaev

Reel 2.2228,
File 2921-2923

Salygin - Sviridov, Lavrentii

Reel 2.2229,
File 2923-2926

Sviridov, Mikhail - Semenov, Ignatii

Reel 2.2230,
File 2926-2928

Semenov, Kornei - Sidorov, Mikhail

Reel 2.2231,
File 2928-2931

Sidorov, Roman - Skvortsov, Spiridon

Reel 2.2232,
File 2931-2933

Skvortsov, Vasilii - Sobolev, Stepan

Reel 2.2233,
File 2934-2936

Sobolev, Andrei - Sorokin, Aleksandr

Reel 2.2234,
File 2936-2938

Sorokin, Iakov - Stepanov, Timofei

Reel 2.2235,
File 2939-2941

Stepanov, Dmitrii - Suvorov, Vasilii

Reel 2.2236,
File 2941-2943

Suvorov, Afanasii - Sysoev

Reel 2.2237,
File 2943-2945

Syrchikova - Tverdokhlebov

Reel 2.2238,
File 2946-2948

Tepliakov - Titov

Reel 2.2239,
File 2948-2951

Tomoshenko - Tregub

Reel 2.2240,
File 2951-2954

Tropin - Tiatkov

Reel 2.2241,
File 2955-2957

Ubogov - Fandeeva

Reel 2.2242,
File 2957-2960

Fatkulin - Firsov

Reel 2.2243,
File 2960-2963

Filiaev - Khalitov

Reel 2.2244,
File 2964-2965

Khabarov - Khokhlov

Reel 2.2245,
File 2966-2968

Khorunzhenko - Chalenov
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Reel 2.2246,
File 2968-2971

Chakhlov - Cherniavskii

Reel 2.2247,
File 2971-2973

Chernov - Chistiakov, Klimentii

Reel 2.2248,
File 2973-2976

Chistiakov, Nikolai - Shamiakin

Reel 2.2249,
File 2976-2978

Shamov - Shervinskii

Reel 2.2250,
File 2978-2980

Shenkov - Shiriaev

Reel 2.2251,
File 2981-2983

Shishkin - Shrubnov

Reel 2.2252,
File 2983-2985

Shraiberg - Shcherbakov

Reel 2.2253,
File 2985-2988

Shchukin - Yakunin

Reel 2.2254,
File 2988-2989

Yakovlev - Yashkevich

  Smolenskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Smolenskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2254,
File 2890

Ageev - Alfimtsev

Reel 2.2255,
File 2.2990-2.2993

Reel 2.2255 (files 2.2990-2.2993) was not delivered to the Hoover Institution

Reel 2.2256,
File 2993-2995

Bogdanov - Vasiliev

Reel 2.2257,
File 2996-2998

Galitskii - Dolzhkin

Reel 2.2258,
File 2999-3001

Drichko - Ivanov

Reel 2.2259,
File 3001-3004

Izgorodin - Kozlov

Reel 2.2260,
File 3004-3007

Kovalev - Lukin

Reel 2.2261,
File 3007-3009

Lukanov - Minaev

Reel 2.2262,
File 3010-3012

Mikhalevskii - Pavlov, Averian

Reel 2.2263,
File 3012-3014

Pavlov, Ivan - Piadago

Reel 2.2264,
File 3015-3017

Radkevich - Sinev

Reel 2.2265,
File 3017-3020

Sirovskii - Tronov

Reel 2.2266,
File 3020-3022

Togatov - Tsimonchek

Reel 2.2267,
File 3022-3024

Tseitlin - Yaroshevskii

Reel 2.2268,
File 3024

Yakovlev - Yakushova

  Stalingradskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Stalingradskaia guberniia
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Reel 2.2268,
File 3025-3027

Abrakhmanov - Baerov

Reel 2.2269,
File 3027-3030

Bakurskii - Brening

Reel 2.2270,
File 3030-3032

Brazhnikov - Gartman

Reel 2.2271,
File 3033-3035

Galkin - Danilenko

Reel 2.2272,
File 3035-3038

Danilov - Yeletskii

Reel 2.2273,
File 3038-3040

Yermolenko - Ivanov

Reel 2.2274,
File 3040-3043

Ignaev - Kiianenko

Reel 2.2275,
File 3043-3045

Kirilov - Korkina

Reel 2.2276,
File 3045-3047

Korzhenko - Kutsaev

Reel 2.2277,
File 3048-3050

Kurbatov - Makeev

Reel 2.2278,
File 3051-3053

Marinin - Nikishkin

Reel 2.2279,
File 3054-3056

Nikitin - Piskovenko

Reel 2.2280,
File 3057-3059

Pimenov - Rudenko

Reel 2.2281,
File 3059-3062

Rakotin - Sevostianov

Reel 2.2282,
File 3062-3064

Serebriakov - Stakhanov

Reel 2.2283,
File 3065-3067

Stepurin - Uskov

Reel 2.2284,
File 3067-3070

Ulianov - Chibiriakov

Reel 2.2285,
File 3070-3072

Chistiakov - Shmakov

Reel 2.2286,
File 3072-3073

Shmidt - Yamashev

  Tambovskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Tambovskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2286,
File 3074

Abanosimov - Anuriev

Reel 2.2287,
File 3075-3077

Ananin - Borodin

Reel 2.2288,
File 3077-3079

Bocharov - Gantsev

Reel 2.2289,
File 3080-3082

Gvozdev - Dorozhkin

Reel 2.2290,
File 3082-3085

Dolgikh - Zverev

Reel 2.2291,
File 3085-3086

Zviagin - Kapustin

Reel 2.2292,
File 3087-3089

Karpovich - Konanykhin
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Reel 2.2293,
File 3089-3091

Konobeev - Kuznetsov

Reel 2.2294,
File 3092-3094

Kurochkin - Makarov

Reel 2.2295,
File 3095-3097

Mastriukov - Nikolaev, Leonid

Reel 2.2296,
File 3098-3100

Nikolaev, Semen - Pariadin

Reel 2.2297,
File 3101-3103

Podzorov - Riazantsev

Reel 2.2298,
File 3104-3106

Savichev - Strukov

Reel 2.2299,
File 3107-3109

Starostin - Utenkov

Reel 2.2300,
File 3110-3113

Fadeev - Shamin

Reel 2.2771,
File 3113-3114

Shatilov - Yanshin

  Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.2771,
File 3115

Abramov - Akishev

Reel 2.2772,
File 3115-3118

Aksiantsev - Bakhmurov

Reel 2.2773,
File 3118-3121

Bakirov - Vedernikova

Reel 2.2774,
File 3121-3124

Veselov - Gordeev

Reel 2.2775,
File 3124-3127

Golov - Yegorov

Reel 2.2301,
File 3127-3130

Yenasin - Iliin

Reel 2.2302,
File 3130-3133

Iliushin - Koklikhin

Reel 2.2303,
File 3133-3136

Kondratiev - Latypov

Reel 2.2304,
File 3136-3139

Loginov - Mikhailov

Reel 2.2305,
File 3139-3142

Migunov - Nosov

Reel 2.2306,
File 3142-3145

Nikitin - Rakov

Reel 2.2307,
File 3145-3148

Rakhimkulov - Sidorov, Boris

Reel 2.2308,
File 3148-3151

Sidorov, Nikolai - Treshchalin

Reel 2.2309,
File 3151-3154

Trofimov - Khabibulin

Reel 2.2310,
File 3155-3158

Khasanov - Shishkin

Reel 2.2311,
File 3158-3159

Shirshov - Yakushov
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  Tverskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Tverskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2311,
File 3160-3161

Abramov - Andremkova

Reel 2.2312,
File 3161-3164

Antipova - Boikov

Reel 2.2313,
File 3164-3166

Bobinov - Volin

Reel 2.2314,
File 3167-3169

Voronin - Dumkin

Reel 2.2315,
File 3169-3172

Drozdov - Zorin

Reel 2.2316,
File 3172-3175

Zotov - Kaderabek

Reel 2.2317,
File 3175-3178

Karpova - Korsakov

Reel 2.2318,
File 3178-3183

Korshunov - Lazarev

Reel 2.2319,
File 3181-3184

Lazutov - Maliutin

Reel 2.2320,
File 3184-3186

Melnikov - Nikolaev

Reel 2.2321,
File 3187-3189

Olisov - Pozdniakov

Reel 2.2322,
File 3189-3192

Potemkin - Svetlov

Reel 2.2323,
File 3192-3195

Svettsov - Sokolov

Reel 2.2324,
File 3195-3198

Solomonov - Utin

Reel 2.2325,
File 3198-3200

Ushakov - Churakov

Reel 2.2326,
File 3201-3202

Sharshanov - Yakobson

  Tuva People's Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Tuva People's Republic (out of alphabetical order)

   
Reel 2.2326,
File 3203

Dupliankin - Grigoriev

  Tulskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Tulskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2326,
File 3204

Abramova - Ageeva

Reel 2.2327,
File 3204-3207

Agafonov - Barzov

Reel 2.2328,
File 3207-3210

Baranov - Vereikin

Reel 2.2329,
File 3210-3213

Venevtsev - Grechikhin
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Reel 2.2330,
File 3214-3216

Grishachev - Yermakov

Reel 2.2331,
File 3217-3219

Yesipov - Zaitseva

Reel 2.2332,
File 3220-3223

Ivanov - Kovalev

Reel 2.2333,
File 3223-3226

Kovrezhkin - Krapiventseva Anna G.

Reel 2.2334,
File 3226-3229

Krapiventseva Anna A. - Lisitsyn

Reel 2.2335,
File 3229-3232

Liventsev - Miliukov

Reel 2.2336,
File 3232-3235

Mitin - Oreshkin

Reel 2.2337,
File 3236-3238

Orlov - Pozhidaev

Reel 2.2338,
File 3239-3241

Polikhevich - Rudnev

Reel 2.2339,
File 3241-3244

Rudakov - Siniukov

Reel 2.2340,
File 3244-3247

Sirotkin - Sukhov

Reel 2.2341,
File 3247-3249

Suriaev - Ulianova

Reel 2.2342,
File 3249-3252

Ulianova, Mariia - Chekmarev

Reel 2.2343,
File 3252-3255

Chumakov - Ezzhelenko

Reel 2.2344,
File 3255

Eldvard - Yakson

  Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.2344,
File 3256-3257

Abdurakhman - Andreev

Reel 2.2345,
File 3257-3259

Antashov - Babaev

Reel 2.2346,
File 3260-3262

Babaliev - Vaskovskii

Reel 2.2347,
File 3262-3264

Vorobiev - Dzhaparov

Reel 2.2348,
File 3264-3266

Dominskii - Ilmuradov-Khudoiarov

Reel 2.2349,
File 3267-3269

Igdyrov - Kinch

Reel 2.2350,
File 3269-3271

Klych - Kurban

Reel 2.2351,
File 3271-3274

Kutli - Mikhailov

Reel 2.2352,
File 3274-3276

Mikaeliants - Nikulin

Reel 2.2353,
File 3276-3278

Nazarov - Pakhomov

Reel 2.2354,
File 3279-3281

Ruliuzov - Sidorov, Georgii
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Reel 2.2355,
File 3281-3283

Sidorov, Nikolai - Tyshkevich

Reel 2.2356,
File 3283-3285

Tkachenko - Cholukov

Reel 2.2357,
File 3285-3287

Chavykin - Yatsulo

  Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.2358,
File 3288-3290

Abalukhov - Abdurakhmanov

Reel 2.2359,
File 3290-3292

Abdurakhimov - Azimov

Reel 2.2360,
File 3293-3295

Azarkov - Alimov

Reel 2.2361,
File 3295-3298

Aliev - Atabaev, Imindzhan

Reel 2.2362,
File 3298-3300

Atabaev, Sultan - Babaev

Reel 2.2363,
File 3300-3303

Babamuradov - Baronnikov

Reel 2.2364,
File 3303-3305

Barashev - Blaunshtein

Reel 2.2365,
File 3305-3308

Borisov - Vakhidov

Reel 2.2366,
File 3308-3310

Valiev - Gasanov

Reel 2.2367,
File 3311-3313

Gaev - Goppe

Reel 2.2368,
File 3313-3315

Golubev - Demianiuk

Reel 2.2369,
File 3316-3318

Dzhuraev - Dunbaev

Reel 2.2370,
File 3318-3320

Dustov - Zakirov

Reel 2.2371,
File 3321-3323

Zabrovskii - Ibragimov, Matiakub

Reel 2.2372,
File 3323-3326

Ibragimov, Rakhim - Irmukhamedov

Reel 2.2373,
File 3326-3328

Irnazarov - Kabylov, Khudai

Reel 2.2374,
File 3328-3330

Kabylov, Kamil - Karimov

Reel 2.2375,
File 3331-3333

Karimdusanov - Klebleev

Reel 2.2376,
File 3333-3336

Klychev - Kochetkov

Reel 2.2377,
File 3336-3339

Kochkarbiev - Kurbanov

Reel 2.2378,
File 3339-3341

Kurylev - Liushnenko

Reel 2.2379,
File 3342-3344

Liashenko - Manchenko

Reel 2.2380,
File 3345-3347

Mansurzhanov - Mirakilov
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Reel 2.2381,
File 3348-3350

Mirabdulaev - Makshin

Reel 2.2382,
File 3351-3353

Morozov - Mukhamedrakhimov

Reel 2.2383,
File 3353-3356

Mukhamediarov - Karkulov

Reel 2.2384,
File 3356-3358

Narov - Novak

Reel 2.2385,
File 3358-3360

Noiaftov - Pakhretdinov

Reel 2.2386,
File 3361-3363

Pavlova - Popkov

Reel 2.2387,
File 3363-3366

Pozhidaev - Rakhimov

Reel 2.2388,
File 3366-3368

Rakhmankulov - Rukhliadev

Reel 2.2389,
File 3368-3370

Rustamov - Sadykbekov

Reel 2.2390,
File 3371-3373

Saidsheikhov - Seleverov

Reel 2.2391,
File 3374-3376

Semenov - Stambler

Reel 2.2392,
File 3377-3379

Stupin - Tashmatov

Reel 2.2393,
File 3379-3382

Tashmukhamedov - Tusmatov

Reel 2.2394,
File 3382-3385

Turkin - Usmanov, Askar

Reel 2.2395,
File 3385-3388

Usmanov, Akbardzhan - Khaitov

Reel 2.2396,
File 3388-3390

Khanmukhammedov - Khapizov

Reel 2.2397,
File 3391-3393

Kharitonov - Khrempach

Reel 2.2398,
File 3393-3395

Khrustalev - Chegataev

Reel 2.2399,
File 3396-3398

Chumachenko - Shenshin

Reel 2.2400,
File 3398-3400

Shekhterman - Iuldashev

Reel 2.2401,
File 3401-3403

Iuldashbaev - Yaroslav

Reel 2.2402,
File 3403

Yakovlev - Yakubov

  Ulianovskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Ulianovskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2402,
File 3404-3405

Abalin - Bezukhin

Reel 2.2403,
File 3406-3408

Bekshaev - Gorbachev

Reel 2.2404,
File 3408-3410

Gorkin - Yefutin

Reel 2.2405,
File 3411-3413

Zhavoronkov - Kireev
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Reel 2.2406,
File 3413-3416

Kirik - Kuznetsova

Reel 2.2407,
File 3416-3418

Kuznechenkova - Melnikova

Reel 2.2408,
File 3419-3421

Merdeev - Petrishchev

Reel 2.2409,
File 3422-3424

Petrov - Semenov, Iakov G.

Reel 2.2410,
File 3424-3426

Semenov, Iakov Ie. - Tiutik

Reel 2.2411,
File 3427-3429

Uvaev - Shubin, Nikolai

Reel 2.2412,
File 3429

Shubin, Fedor - Yaptimirova

  Uralskaia oblast
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Uralskaia oblast

   
Reel 2.2412,
File 3430-3431

Aaronov - Azanov, Anton

Reel 2.2413,
File 3431-3433

Azanov, Georgii - Alekseev

Reel 2.2414,
File 3434-3436

Amineva - Anchutin

Reel 2.2415,
File 3436-3438

Anchugov - Babkin

Reel 2.2416,
File 3438-3440

Babushkin - Balabanov

Reel 2.2417,
File 3441-3443

Balin - Batalov

Reel 2.2418,
File 3443-3446

Baturin - Belousov

Reel 2.2419,
File 3446-3449

Belov - Bliudenov

Reel 2.2420,
File 3449-3452

Blinov - Borisov

Reel 2.2421,
File 3452-3454

Boreiko - Bragin

Reel 2.2422,
File 3455-3457

Bubnov - Bushmakin

Reel 2.2423,
File 3457-3460

Bushikhin - Varaksin

Reel 2.2424,
File 3460-3463

Vachenko - Verzakov

Reel 2.2425,
File 3463-3466

Vetlugin - Volgin

Reel 2.2426,
File 3466-3468

Volchenkov - Vshivtsev

Reel 2.2427,
File 3469-3471

Vygalov - Gagarin

Reel 2.2428,
File 3471-3474

Garifov - Gavrilov

Reel 2.2429,
File 3473-3476

Gagarskikh - Gorinev

Reel 2.2430,
File 3477-3479

Gornov - Grobov
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Reel 2.2431,
File 3480-3482

Gushchevarov - Davydov

Reel 2.2432,
File 3482-3485

Danilov - Diganshina

Reel 2.2433,
File 3485-3487

Dimitrieva - Dultsev

Reel 2.2434,
File 3488-3489

Dubinkin - Yevsikov

Reel 2.2639,
File 3490-3492

Yevseev - Yershova

Reel 2.2640,
File 3492-3495

Yerin - Zhelnin

Reel 2.2641,
File 3495-3498

Zhizhin - Zakozhurnikov

Reel 2.2642,
File 3498-3501

Zakoliapin - Zemtsev

Reel 2.2643,
File 3501-3503

Zelenin - Zykin, Iliia

Reel 2.2644,
File 3504-3506

Zykin, Vasilii - Igishev

Reel 2.2645,
File 3506-3509

Igumnov - Kadochnikov, Vasilii

Reel 2.2646,
File 3510-3512

Kadochnikov, Iakov - Kalinin, Aleksandr

Reel 2.2647,
File 3512-3515

Kalinin, Ivan - Kardashin

Reel 2.2648,
File 3515-3517

Kariakin - Kilina

Reel 2.2649,
File 3517-3519

Kildigullov - Klepov

Reel 2.2650,
File 3520-2522

Klevakin - Kozlova

Reel 2.2651,
File 3522-3524

Kozmenko - Kolosova

Reel 2.2652,
File 3524-3526

Kolesnikova-Vasilieva - Kolyvanov

Reel 2.2653,
File 3527-3529

Konovalov - Korobov

Reel 2.2654,
File 3530-3532

Korobeinikov - Kostromin

Reel 2.2655,
File 3532-3535

Kosov - Krapiventsev

Reel 2.2656,
File 3535-3538

Kraiukhin - Kudriavtsev

Reel 2.2657,
File 3538-3540

Kudrin - Kukartsev

Reel 2.2658,
File 3541-3543

Kulemina - Kuchmelev

Reel 2.2659,
File 3543-3546

Kuchumov - Lebedev

Reel 2.2660,
File 3546-3549

Lebedinskaia - Loginovskikh

Reel 2.2661,
File 3550-3552

Lodeishchikov - Liubimov, Andrei

Reel 2.2662,
File 3552-3554

Liubimov, Nikolai - Malakhov

Reel 2.2663,
File 3554-3556

Malafeev - Mamturov
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Reel 2.2664,
File 3557-3559

Manina - Matveev, Mikhail

Reel 2.2665,
File 3559-3561

Matveev, Ievgenii - Melnikov, Ivan

Reel 2.2666,
File 3561-3564

Melnikov, Sergei - Minina

Reel 2.2667,
File 3564-3566

Mineev - Moiseev, Aleksandr

Reel 2.2668,
File 3566-3569

Moiseev, Vasilii - Mukhin

Reel 2.2669,
File 3570-3572

Muleva - Nassonov

Reel 2.2670,
File 3572-3575

Nazukin - Niskovskikh

Reel 2.2671,
File 3575-3577

Nizhegorodov - Novoseltsev

Reel 2.2672,
File 3578-3580

Novikov - Ogorodnikov

Reel 2.2673,
File 3580-3583

Ogloblim - Ostanin

Reel 2.2674,
File 3583-3586

Reel 2.2674 (files 3583-3586) was not delivered to the Hoover Institution

Reel 2.2675,
File 3587-3589

Partin - Perov

Reel 2.2676,
File 3590-3592

Peskov - Piletskii

Reel 2.2677,
File 3592-3594

Pirogov - Pliuskin

Reel 2.2678,
File 3594-3596

Plastinin - Polishchuk

Reel 2.2679,
File 3597-3599

Pomerantseva - Popov, Aleksandr

Reel 2.2680,
File 3599-3601

Popov, Fedor - Pototskii

Reel 2.2681,
File 3601-3603

Potapov - Pushkareva

Reel 2.2682,
File 3603-3605

Pukhareva - Rakhmatullin

Reel 2.2683,
File 3605-3608

Radygin - Rogachev

Reel 2.2684,
File 3608-3610

Romashev - Russkikh

Reel 2.2685,
File 3611-3613

Rumiantsev - Sabanin

Reel 2.2686,
File 3613-3615

Sablin - Samarin, Ivan Vas.

Reel 2.2687,
File 3615-3617

Samarin, Ivan Vas. - Sgogurin

Reel 2.2688,
File 3618-3620

Sebastian - Seredianin

Reel 2.2689,
File 3620-2622

Seredkin - Smynush

Reel 2.2690,
File 3623-3625

Sinitsyn - Smirnov, Ivan

Reel 2.2691,
File 3625-3627

Smirnov, Konstantin - Sokolova

Reel 2.2692,
File 3627-3629

Sokolov - Soshnikov
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Reel 2.2693,
File 3629-2632

Spasennikova - Stepanov, Makar

Reel 2.2694,
File 3632-3634

Stepanov, Nikolai - Surnin

Reel 2.2695,
File 3634-3636

Surikov - Siagin

Reel 2.2696,
File 3637-3639

Tarasov - Terenin

Reel 2.2697,
File 3639-3641

Teplykh - Topuzis

Reel 2.2698,
File 3642-3644

Tolokonnikov - Trofimov

Reel 2.2699,
File 3644-3647

Trepyshko - Ulanov

Reel 2.2700,
File 3647-3650

Ulevich - Faizulin

Reel 2.2701,
File 3650-3652

Faddeev - Filipkov

Reel 2.2702,
File 3652-3655

Firulev - Kharitonov, Pavel

Reel 2.2703,
File 3655-3658

Kharitonov, Ivan - Khudanin

Reel 2.2704,
File 3658-3660

Khuzhegaleev - Cherepanova

Reel 2.2705,
File 3661-3663

Cherezov - Chetyrkin, Ivan

Reel 2.2706,
File 3663-3666

Chetyrkin, Grigorii - Shaburov, Ivan A.

Reel 2.2707,
File 3666-3669

Shaburov, Ivan F.- Sharymov

Reel 2.2737,
File 3669-3671

Sharshin - Shevnin

Reel 2.2738,
File 3671-3674

Shepelev - Shliapnikov

Reel 2.2739,
File 3674-3677

Shlikas - Shubenskikh

Reel 2.2740,
File 3677-3679

Shustov - Iugov

Reel 2.2741,
File 3680-3682

Iudin - Yaroslavtseva

Reel 2.2742,
File 2682

Yarygina - Yashchuk

  Cherepovetskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Cherepovetskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2742,
File 3683-3685

Abaev - Goremykina

Reel 2.2743,
File 3685-3687

Gromova - Kozlova

Reel 2.2744,
File 3688-3689

Komarovskaia-Shargina - Malyshev

Reel 2.2745,
File 3690-3692

Moshnikov - Saminov

Reel 2.2746,
File 3692-3694

Samsonov - Kholmogorskii
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Reel 2.2747,
File 3694-3695

Kharlamov - Yakovlev

  Chuvash Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Chuvash Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.2747,
File 3696-3697

Ageev - Bogoiavlenskii

Reel 2.2748,
File 3697-3699

Beliakin - Ivanov, Leontii

Reel 2.2749,
File 3700-3702

Ivanov, Vasilii - Maiorov

Reel 2.2750,
File 3702-3705

Mironov - Samcheleev

Reel 2.2751,
File 3705-3707

Sergeev - Yakovlev, Vasilii Iak.

Reel 2.2752,
File 3707

Yakovlev, Vasilii Iak. - Yarkov

  Yakut Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in the Yakut Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

   
Reel 2.2752,
File 3708-3710

Ablokazov - Hikiforov

Reel 2.2753,
File 3710-3711

Nikolaev - Yakobson

  Yaroslavskaia guberniia
Additional Note
Questionnaries filled out by VKP(b) members and candidate members during the
1926-1927 party census in Yaroslavskaia guberniia

   
Reel 2.2753,
File 3712

Alekseeva - Afanasiev

Reel 2.2754,
File 3712-3715

Abramov - Bzdiulev

Reel 2.2755,
File 3715-3717

Biriukov - Vdovushkin

Reel 2.2756,
File 3717-3720

Vdovichev - Goriachenkov

Reel 2.2757,
File 3720-3722

Golovanov - Yermolin

Reel 2.2758,
File 3722-3725

Yefimychev - Zaitseva

Reel 2.2759,
File 3725-3727

Zorina - Kiseleva, Lidia

Reel 2.2760,
File 3727-3730

Kiseleva, Ielizaveta - Koshevarov

Reel 2.2761,
File 3730-3733

Koshelev - Lebedev

Reel 2.2762,
File 3734-3736

Levichev - Mirilov

Reel 2.2763,
File 3736-3739

Mikheeva - Osipova, Iuliia

Reel 2.2764,
File 3739-3742

Osipova, Pelageia - Polovianiuk
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Reel 2.2765,
File 3742-3744

Poletaev - Rundishko

Reel 2.2766,
File 3745-3747

Sedov - Semenova

Reel 2.2767,
File 3747-3750

Serebriakova - Tepliakova

Reel 2.2768,
File 3750-3753

Telushkina - Fogilev

Reel 2.2769,
File 3753-3756

Filippov - Sheremet

Reel 2.2770,
File 3756-3758

Shevchuk - Yablochkov

Reels 2.318-2.327 Opis 75: Administration of Affairs of the TsK KPSS. Department of Finance and
Budget, 1939-1965

Physical Description: 10 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 75 (22 files on 10 reels) contains documents of the Department of Finance and
Budget of the Administration of Affairs. Administration of Affairs was established in 1919
and was designated to provide administrative and economic services to the apparatus of
the Central Committee, to draw up and implement budgets of and budget estimates for
the Central Committee and for the KPSS. This opis contains consolidated party budgets
and reports on their implementation that were transferred to the Institute of
Marxism-Leninism from the Administration of Affairs of the TsK KPSS. The arrangement of
this finding aid by file also reflects an initial chronological arrangement of the material.
The Russian finding aid can be found on reel 2.22.

   
Reel 2.318,
File 1-4

Consolidated party budgets for 1939-1941 and 1942-1944; consolidated party
budgets and reports on the budget implementation in 1945 and 1946, 1939-1946

Reel 2.319,
File 4-7

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1946
(cont.); consolidated party budgets for and reports on the budget implementation
in 1947, 1948, and 1949, 1946-1949

Reel 2.320,
File 7-9

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1949
(cont.); consolidated party budgets for and reports on the budget implementation
in 1950 and 1951, 1949-1951

Reel 2.321,
File 9-12

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1950
(cont.); consolidated party budgets for and reports on the budget implementation
in 1951, 1952, and 1953, 1950-1953

Reel 2.322,
File 12-14

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1953
(cont.); consolidated party budgets and reports on the budget implementation in
1954 and 1955, 1953-1953

Reel 2.323,
File 14-17

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1955
(cont.); consolidated party budgets and report on the budget implementation in
1956, 1957, and 1958, 1955-1958

Reel 2.324,
File 17-19

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1958
(cont.); consolidated party budgets and report on the budget implementation in
1959 and 1960, 1958-1960

Reel 2.325,
File 19-21

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1960
(cont.); consolidated party budgets and report on the budget implementation in
1961 and 1962, 1960-1962

Reel 2.326,
File 21-22

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1962
(cont.); consolidated party budgets and report on the budget implementation in
1963, 1962-1963

Reel 2.327,
File 22-24

Consolidated party budget and report on the budget implementation in 1963
(cont.); consolidated party budgets and report on the budget implementation in
1964-1965 (volumes 1-2), 1963-1965
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Reels
2.328-2.406,
Reels
2.735-2.758,
Reels
2.871-2.899,
Reels
2.1096-2.1212,
Reels
2.1487-2.1497,
Reels 2.1580

Opis 76: Administration of Affairs of the TsK KPSS. Department of Budget and
Finance, 1939-1955

Physical Description: 262 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 76 (2,722 files on 262 reels) contains documents issued by the Department of
Budget and Finance in 1939-1955 relating to financial activities of party organizations of
all levels, from central committees of union republics to primary party organizations. The
arrangement of the documents in this finding aid by file number also corresponds to the
initial chronological arrangement of the material. Within each year the documents are
organized in alphabetical order (in Russian) by geographical name of party organization
according to the territorial/administrative division of the Soviet Union into republics, krais,
and oblasts. The Russian finding aid can be found on reel 2.22.

   
Reel 2.328,
File 1-6

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Armenia
and of Azerbaijan, of Altaiskii kraikom, and of Arakhangelskii obkom; consolidated
party budgets for Bashkirskii obkom and for the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia, 1940

Reel 2.329,
File 6-13

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia (cont.); financial
reports of Bashkirskii obkom and the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia; consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of Buriat-Mongolskii, Vologodskii, Voronezhskii,
and Gorkovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Georgia,
1940

Reel 2.330,
File 13-20

Financial report of Gorkovskii obkom (cont.); financial report of the TsK KP(b) of
Georgia; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Dagestanskii,
Ivanovskii, Irkutskii, Kalmykskii, and Kabardino-Balkarskii obkoms and of the TsK
KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish Soviet Socialist Republic, 1940

Reel 2.331,
File 20-25

Financial report of Kabardino-Balkarskii obkom (cont.); consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan and Kirgizia and
of Kalininskii obkom; consolidated party budget of Kirovskii obkom, 1940

Reel 2.332,
File 25-31

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia (cont.); financial report of Kirovskii
obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Komi, Krymskii,
and Krasnoyarskii obkoms and of Krasnodarskii kraikom; consolidated party
budgets for Kuibyshevskii and Kurskii obkoms, 1940

Reel 2.333,
File 31-38

Financial report of Krasnoyarskii obkom (cont.); financial reports of Kuibyshevskii
and Kurskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Leningradskii, Mariiskii, and Molotovskii obkoms; financial report of the TsK KP(b)
of Moldavia; consolidated party budgets of Mordovskii and Moskovskii obkoms,
1940

Reel 2.334,
File 38-43

Consolidated party budgets for Moskovskii (cont.) and Murmanskii obkoms;
financial reports of Mordovskii, Moskovskii and Murmanskii obkoms; consolidated
party budgets for and financial reports of obkom Nemtsev Povolzhia, of
Novosibirskii, and Omskii obkoms 1940

Reel 2.335,
File 43-50

Financial report of Omskii obkom (cont.); consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Ordzhonikidzevskii and Primorskii kraikoms and of Orlovskii,
Penzenskii, Rostovskii, and Riazanskii obkoms, 1940

Reel 2.336,
File 50-55

Financial report of Rostovskii obkom (cont.); consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Saratovskii, Sverdlovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, Smolenskii, and
Stalingradskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets for the TsK KP(b) of
Tadzhikistan and Turkmenistan, and for Tambovskii, Tatarskii, and Tulskii
obkoms; financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan and of Tambovskii
obkom, 1940

Reel 2.337,
File 56-61

Financial reports of Tatarskii and Tulskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of
Turkmenistan; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Udmurtskii
obkom and of the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan, 1940

Reel 2.338,
File 61-66

Financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan (cont.); consolidated party
budgets for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (folders 1 and 2) for Cheliabinskii,
Checheno-Ingushskii, Chitinskii, and Chkalovskii obkoms; financial report of
Cheliabinskii obkom, 1940
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Reel 2.339,
File 66-73

Financial report of Cheliabinskii obkom (cont.); financial reports of
Checheno-Ingushskii, Chitinskii, and Chkalovskii obkoms; consolidated party
budgets and financial reports of Chuvashskii, Yakutskii, and Yaroslavskii obkoms,
of Khabarovskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia, 1940

Reel 2.340,
File 73-81

Financial report of Khabarovskii obkom (cont.); materials related to the auditing
of Omskii and Cheliabinskii obkoms, Khabarovskii kraikom, and the TsK KP(b) of
Latvia; report of and industrial-financial plan for the Pravda publishing house;
balance and estimate sheets for the Central Cabinet of Editors under the
Administration for Propaganda and Agitation of the TsK VKP(b); miscellaneous
correspondence of and budget estimate for the Higher Party School under the TsK
VKP(b); annual report of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute (IMEL) under the TsK
VKP(b); correspondence of and budget estimate sheets and organizational charts
with salary indication for IMEL branches in Azerbaijan and Georgia; report of the
V.I. Lenin Central Museum, 1940

Reel 2.341,
File 82-90

Correspondence of and estimate sheets for the V.I. Lenin Museum branches in
Leningrad and in Ukraine and Georgia; draft for reinforcing the bank of the
Yenisey river at the location of the V.I. Lenin Museum in Shushenskoe village;
annual financial statement of the Political Literature publishing house (
Politizdat); contract for transferring State Publishing House for Political Literature
( Gospolitizdat) from the system of OGIZ (Joint State Publishing House) RSFSR to
the TsK VKP(b) administration; statements of and estimate sheets for classes for
translators under the TsK VKP(b), TsK VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists
League), and under the Political Administration of the People's Commissariat for
Transport (NKPS); budget estimate for the representatives of the Committee of
Party Control under the TsK VKP(b); annual statement of the Higher Party School
under the TsK VKP(b); consolidated 1941 party budgets for the TsK KP(b) of
Azerbaijan and for Altaiskii kraikom, 1940 and 1941

Reel 2.342,
File 90-100

Consolidated party budget for Altaiskii kraikom (cont.); consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of the TsK VKP(b) of Armenia and Belorussia and
of Arakhangelskii, Bashkirskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, and Vologodskii obkoms, 1941

Reel 2.343,
File 101-108

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Gorkovskii, Ivanovskii,
Irkutskii, and Kabardino-Balkarskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for the TsK
KP(b) of Georgia, 1941

Reel 2.344,
File 109-116

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of
Kazakhstan, Kirgizia, and the Karelo-Finnish Soviet Socialist Republic and of
Kalininskii, Kirovskii, and Komi obkoms, 1941

Reel 2.345,
File 117-125

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Krasnoyarskii,
Kuibyshevskii, Kurskii, and Leningradskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets of
Krymskii obkom and of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia; estimate sheet for the Kuibyshev
Provincial ( oblastnye) Party Classes, 1941

Reel 2.346,
File 126-135

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania and for Moskovskii
obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of
Moldavia, of Mariiskii, Molotovskii, and Murmanskii obkoms and of obkom
Nemtsev Povolzhia; estimate sheet and statement about additional financing for
Moskovskii obkom, 1941

Reel 2.347,
File 136-145

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Novosibirskii, Omskii,
Orlovskii, and Penzenskii obkoms and of Ordzhonikidzevskii and Primorskii
kraikoms; financial statement of the Party Classes under Novosibirskii obkom,
1941

Reel 2.348,
File 146-154

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Rostovskii, Riazanskii,
Saratovskii, Sverdlovskii, and Severo-Osetinskii obkoms; consolidated party
budgets for Smolenskii and Stalingradskii obkoms, 1941

Reel 2.349,
File 155-164

Financial report of Stalingradskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan and Turkmenistan and of
Tambovskii, Tatarskii, and Tulskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for
Udmurtskii obkom, 1941
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Reel 2.350,
File 165-172

Financial report of Udmurtskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan, of Khabarovskii kraikom, and of
Cheliabinskii obkom; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine;
financial report of and statement about additional financing for the TsK KP(b) of
Ukraine, 1941

Reel 2.351,
File 173-184

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Checheno-Ingushskii,
Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii obkom; consolidated party
budgets of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia and of Yaroslavskii obkom; budget estimate
for the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under the TsK VKP(b), 1941

Reel 2.352,
File 184-195

Budget estimate for the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute (IMEL) under the TsK VKP(b)
(cont.); annual statements of IMEL and its branches and of the Tbilisi branch of
the V.I. Lenin Museum; estimate of revenues and expenditures for the V.I. Lenin
Central Museum; budget estimates for and correspondence of the branches of the
V.I. Lenin Museum; estimates for and statements of the Representatives of the
Committee for Party Control under the TsK VKP(b) in provinces ( oblasti),
territories ( krai), and republics; budget estimates for the Leningrad branch of the
V.I. Lenin Museum, for the Higher Party School under the TsK VKP(b), for major
repair of the buildings that belong to the Higher Party School under the TsK
VKP(b), for Higher School of Party Administrators under the TsK VKP(b), for the
maintenance of the Lenin Courses under the TsK VKP(b), and for expenses on
provincial ( oblastnye) party classes presented alphabetically by name of province
(from "Í" to "Ó" in Russian), 1941

Reel 2.353,
File 195-203

Budget estimates of expenses on provincial party courses, (provinces names from
"Í" to "Ó" (cont.), and from "T" to "ß" in Russian); budget estimate for classes for
translators under the TsK VKP(b); contract on transference of the Third Printing
House from the Politizdat publishing house to the trust Poligrafkniga; report of
the Pravda publishing and printing houses; materials relating to the auditing of
obkoms, kraikoms, and the Cabinet of Editors under the Administration of
Propaganda and Agitation of the TsK VKP(b); consolidated party budgets for the
TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan and Armenia and of Altaiskii obkom, 1941 and 1942

Reel 2.354,
File 204-215

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Armenia; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Arakhangelskii, Bashkirskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, Vologodskii,
Voronezhskii, and Gorkovskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets for the TsK
KP(b) of Georgia and of Dagestanskii obkom, 1942

Reel 2.355,
File 215-222

Consolidated party budgets for Dagestanskii(cont.), Ivanovskii, Kirovskii obkoms,
and Kabardino-Balkarskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan and Kirgizia and of Kalmykskii obkom;
financial report of the TsK KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish SSR, 1942

Reel 2.356,
File 223-233

Financial report of Kirovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Komi, Kuibyshevskii, and Leningradskii obkoms, and of Krasnodarskii
and Krasnoyarskii kraikoms; consolidated party budgets for the TsK KP(b) of the
Karelo-Finnish SSR and for Mariiskii, Mordovskii, and Murmanskii obkoms, 1942

Reel 2.357,
File 234-243

Financial reports of Mariiskii, Mordovskii, and Murmanskii obkoms; consolidated
party budgets for and financial reports of Molotovskii, Moskovskii, Omskii, and
Novosibirskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets for Orlovskii obkom and
Ordzhonikidzevskii kraikom, 1942

Reel 2.358,
File 243-252

Financial reports of Orlovskii obkom (cont.); consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Penzenskii, Riazanskii, Saratovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, and
Stalingradskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for
Sverdlovskii, Smolenskii and Tambovskii obkoms, for Stavropolskii kraikom, and
for the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan; semi-annual financial report of Sverdlovskii
obkom, 1942

Reel 2.359,
File 252-266

Consolidated party budgets for Tambovskii (cont.) and Tatarskii obkoms; financial
reports of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan and of Tambovskii obkom; consolidated
party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan and of Tulskii and Udmurtskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets for
Khabarovskii kraikom and for Checheno-Ingushskii and Chkalovskii obkoms, 1942
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Reel 2.360,
File 266-276

Consolidated party budgets for Chkalovskii (cont.), Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii
obkoms; financial reports of Khabarovskii kraikom and of Checheno-Ingushskii,
Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii obkoms; consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of Cheliabinskii and Yaroslavskii obkoms; report
of the Pravda publishing and printing houses, 1942

Reel 2.361,
File 277-283

Reports of and financial estimates for the V.I. Lenin Central Museum and its
branches; report of and financial estimates for the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute
(IMEL) under the TsK VKP(b); correspondence between the Higher Party School
under the TsK VKP(b) and the Central Committee of the International Organization
for Assistance to the Fighter of Revolution (MOPR) of the USSR; materials relating
to the collecting of warm clothes and underwear for the Red Army in the
republics, territories ( krai), and provinces ( oblast) conducted by the Central
Committee of the VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists League), 1942

Reel 2.362,
File 283-292

Regulation and instruction about auditing commissions in the VLKSM (All-Union
Young Communists League); materials relating to the collecting of warm clothes
and underwear for the Red Army by the political departments of the USSR GULAG
under the NKVD (People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs); financial reports of
the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan and Armenia, of Altaiskii kraikom and of Bashkirskii
obkom; financial estimates for local party committees, estimates of additional
financing and organizational charts with salary indication for the TsK KP(b) of
Azerbaijan and Belorussia; consolidated party budgets and financial reports of the
TsK KP(b) of Armenia and of Arakhangelskii obkom; financial reports of the TsK
KP(b) of Belorussia, of Buriat-Mongolskii and Vologodskii obkoms; consolidated
party budgets and financial estimates for party schools under Arakhangelskii,
Bashkirskii, and Buriat-Mongolskii obkoms, 1942 and 1943

Reel 2.363,
File 293-299

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Voronezhskii and
Gorkovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Vologodskii obkom; financial
report of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, report of the Tbilisi branch of the
Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute; annual statement of the Tbilisi branch of the V.I.
Lenin Museum; estimates of expenses for party schools attached to the TsK KP(b)
of Georgia and of Kazakhstan; financial reports of Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii, and
Irkutskii obkoms, 1943

Reel 2.364,
File 300-306

Consolidated party budgets, organizational charts with salary indication, and
estimates of additional financing and expenses for party courses under
Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii, Kabardinskii, and Kalininskii obkoms; report of the
Irkutsk Provincial Commission about the collecting of warm clothes for the Red
Army; financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan, Kirgizia, and the
Karelo-Finnish SSR, of Kabardino-Balkarskii, Kalmykskii, and Kemerovskii obkoms;
consolidated party budget for and financial report of the Kirovskii obkom, 1943

Reel 2.365,
File 307-312

Consolidated party budgets and financial estimates of expenses for party courses
under the TsK KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish SSR, of Kalmykskii, Kirovskii, Komi,
Kemerovskii, Krymskii, and Kuibyshevskii obkoms; financial reports of Komi
obkom and of Krasnodarskii and Krasnoyarskii kraikoms; consolidated party
budget for and financial report of Kuibyshevskii obkom, 1943

Reel 2.366,
File 313-319

Consolidated party budgets and financial estimates of expenses for party courses
under Altaiskii, Krasnodarskii, Krasnoyarskii, and Stavropolskii kraikoms and
under Kurganskii, Kurskii, and Moskovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for
and financial report of Leningradskii obkom; financial estimates of expenses and
additional financing for the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia and Latvia, 1943

Reel 2.367,
File 320-328

Financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia and Moldavia and of Mariiskii obkom;
organizational charts with salary indication, estimates of additional financing and
of expenses for party courses under the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania, Moldavia, and
Tadzhikistan; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Molotovskii,
Moskovskii, and Novosibirskii obkoms; financial report of Murmanskii obkom;
consolidated party budgets and estimates of additional financing for party
courses of Leningradskii obkom, 1943
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Reel 3.368,
File 328-337

Consolidated party budgets and estimate sheets of additional financing for party
courses of Mariiskii, and Molotovskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets for
Mordovskii, Murmanskii, and Novosibirskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets
for and financial reports of Omskii, Orlovskii, Penzenskii, and Rostovskii obkoms
and of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for Riazanskii obkom, 1943

Reel 3.369,
File 338-343

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Saratovskii, Sverdlovskii,
Severo-Osetinskii, and Smolenskii obkoms; consolidated party budgets, estimates
of additional financing, and financial estimates for party courses under Rostovskii,
Riazanskii, and Saratovskii obkoms and organizational charts with salary
indication for the city party committees (gorkoms) of the said obkoms; financial
report of Stavropolskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for Stalingradskii
obkom, 1943

Reel 3.370,
File 344-358

Financial report of Stalingradskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan, Turkmenia, and Uzbekistan and
of Tambovskii, Tatarskii, Tulskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms; consolidated party
budgets, estimates of additional financing, and financial estimates for party
courses under Stalingradskii, Tambovskii, Tatarskii, and Tulskii obkoms, 1943

Reel 3.371,
File 359-364

Estimates of additional financing, financial estimates, and organizational charts
with salary indication for party courses under the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenia and
Uzbekistan; financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of Ulianovskii obkom and Khabarovskii kraikom;
two consolidated party budgets for Cheliabinskii obkom; consolidated party
budgets and estimates of additional financing for Udmurtskii, Ulianovskii, and
Cheliabinskii obkoms, 1943

Reel 3.372,
File 365-372

Financial reports of Checheno-Ingushskii, Cheliabinskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii
obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Chitinskii and Chkalovskii obkoms; consolidated party
budgets, estimates of additional financing, and financial estimates for party
courses under Chehceno-Ingushskii, Chitinskii, and Chkalovskii obkoms; financial
reports and estimates of expenses for party courses and additional financing for
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine and Estonia; consolidated party budgets for Yaroslavskii
obkom, 1943

Reel 2.373,
File 373-381

Financial reports of Yaroslavskii obkom; consolidated party budgets, estimates of
additional financing, organizational charts with salary indication, and financial
estimates for party courses under Chuvashskii, Irkutskii, Yakutskii, and
Yaroslavskii obkoms; annual statement of the Foreign Languages Publishing
House; annual statement of the Pravda publishing and printing houses; financial
reports of and estimates of expenses for the V.I. Lenin Central Museum and its
branches, the Higher Party School under the TsK VKP(b and the
Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under the TsK VKP(b); party budget for the TsK KP(b)
of Azerbaijan 1944; financial reports of, and consolidated party budgets and
organizational charts with salary indication for the city party committees
(gorkoms) under the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan, 1943 and 1944

Reel 2.374,
File 382-390

Party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Armenia; consolidated
party budgets for and financial reports of Altaiskii kraikom, of Arakhangelskii,
Astrakhanskii, Brianskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, and Vladimirskii
obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia, 1944

Reel 2.375,
File 390-395

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Vladimirskii obkom
(cont.); consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Vologodskii,
Voronezhskii, Gorkovskii, Groznenskii, Dagestanskii, and Ivanovskii obkoms and of
the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1944

Reel 2.376,
File 396-405

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Irkutskii,
Kabardino-Balkarskii, Kalininskii, Kemerovskii, and Kaluzhskii obkoms, of the TsK
KP(b) of Kazakhstan and Kirgizia, and of the Karelo-Finnish party organization,
1944
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Reel 2.377,
File 406-412

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kirovskii, Kalmykskii,
Komi, Kostromskoi, Kurganskii, and Kurskii obkoms and of Krasnodarskii and
Krasnoyarskii kraikoms; financial reports of Krymskii and Kuibyshevskii obkoms,
1944

Reel 2.378,
File 413-422

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kuibyshevskii,
Leningradskii, Mariiskii, Moldavskii, Mordovskii, Moskovskii, and Molotovskii
obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia and Lithuania; financial estimates of
expenses for party courses under Kuibyshevskii obkom, 1944

Reel 2.379,
File 423-433

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii,
Omskii, Orlovskii, Penzenskii, and Pskovskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom;
party budget and financial report of Novosibirskii obkom; consolidated party
budget for Rostovskii obkom, 1944

Reel 2.380,
File 434-438

Financial report of Rostovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Riazanskii, Saratovskii, Sverdlovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, and Smolenskii
obkoms and of Stavropolskii kraikom, 1944

Reel 2.381,
File 439-445

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Stalingradskii,
Tambovskii, Tatarskii, Tomskii, and Tulskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of
Tadzhikistan and Turkmenistan, 1944

Reel 2.382,
File 445-453

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of
Turkmenistan (cont.) and Uzbekistan and of Udmurtskii obkom; financial report of
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine
[folder 1], 1944

Reel 2.383,
File 453-458

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine [folder 1 (cont.) and folder
2]; consolidated party budgets for financial reports of Ulianovskii, Cheliabinskii,
Chitinskii, and Chkalovskii obkoms and of Khabarovskii kraikom, 1944

Reel 2.384,
File 458-465

Consolidated party budget for and financial reports of Chkalovskii obkom (cont.);
consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia
and of Chuvashskii, Yakutskii, and Yaroslavskii obkoms; annual statements of the
Sovetskaia Sibir publishing house and of the Publishing House for Foreign
Language Literature; financial estimates, organizational charts with salary
indication, and list of students for the Higher Party School, 1944

Reel 2.385,
File 466-472

Financial estimates for and statements of the V.I. Lenin Museum; statement on
the budget of the TsK VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists League), materials
related to the Central Newspaper Courses, and documents from the Pravda
printing house; registers reflecting the assistance rendered to the liberated
regions [from Germans] and collection of warm clothes for the Red Army; turnover
balance, list of employees, and statements about the economic and financial
situation in the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute; annual statement of the Higher Party
School (VPSh) and organizational charts with salary indication and financial
estimates of expenses for the External Higher Party School ( Zaochnaia vysshaia
partiinaia shkola); information about the financial situation in the Higher School
of Party Administrators; lists of the students attending Lenin Courses who
participated in the Resistance (partisan) movement; materials relating to the
auditing of Kabardino-Balkarskii and Arakhangelskii obkoms and Altaiskii kraikom,
1944

Reel 2.386,
File 473-481

Materials relating to the auditing of Astrakhanskii, Bashkirskii, Buriat-Mongolskii,
Voronezhskii, Voroshilovgradskii, Ivanovskii, Kaluzhskii, Kemerovskii, Kirovskii,
Kurskii, Mordovskii, Novosibirskii, Orlovskii, Rostovskii, Saratovskii, Smolenskii,
Stalingradskii, Udmurtskii, and Chitinskii obkoms and Krasnoyarskii and
Stavropolskii kraikoms, the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan, and the Pravda publishing
house; financial estimates of expenses for the Leningrad branch of the V.I. Lenin
Museum, party courses, the S.M. Kalinin Museum, and the Institute of History of
the VKP(b), 1944
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Reel 2.387,
File 482-493

Consolidated party budgets and financial estimates of expenses for party schools
under the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan; consolidated party budget and financial report
of the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan for nine months of 1944; financial report of the TsK
KP(b) of Azerbaijan; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Altaiskii kraikom, of the TsK KP(b) of Armenia, and of Arakhangelskii,
Astrakhanskii, and Bashkirskii obkoms; annual statement, financial estimates, and
estimate sheets of additional financing for the TsK KP(b) of Armenia, 1945

Reel 2.388,
File 494-501

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia
and of Brianskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, and Velikolukskii obkoms; consolidated party
budget, explanatory memorandum and organizational charts with salary
indication of the city party committees within the Belorussian party organization;
financial report and 1946 balance sheet for Brianskii obkom; consolidated party
budget for Vladimirskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.389,
File 502-509

Financial report of Vladimirskii obkom; consolidated party budget for and financial
report of Vologodskii, Voronezhskii, Gorkovskii, and Groznenskii obkoms and of
the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1945

Reel 2.390,
File 510-520

Annual statement of the Tbilisi branch of the V.I. Lenin Museum and of the
Vostochno-Sibirskaia Pravda publishing house in Irkutsk Province (oblast);
consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii,
Irkutskii and Kabardinskii obkoms; materials relating to the auditing of financial
and economic activities of Kabardinskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.391,
File 521-530

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan
and the Karelo-Finnish Republic and of Kalininskii and Kaluzhskii obkoms;
materials relating to the auditing of financial and economic activities of the TsK
KP(b) of Kazakhstan; consolidated party budget for Kemerovskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.392,
File 531-539

Financial report of Kemerovskii obkom; annual statement of the newspaper
Kuzbass editorial board in Kemerovskaia province (oblast); consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia, of Kirovskii, Komi,
and Kostromskoi obkoms, and of Krasnodarskii kraikom, 1945

Reel 2.393,
File 540-551

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of Krasnoyarskii kraikom, of
Krymskii, Kurganskii, Kurskii, and Kuibyshevskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of
Latvia; report of the newspaper Krasnoyarskii rabochii editorial board; report
about activities of the financial/economic sector of Kurskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.394,
File 552-558

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Leningradskii and Mariiskii
obkoms, of the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania and Moldavia; consolidated party budget
for Molotovskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.395,
File 559-568

Financial report of Molotovskii obkom; consolidated party budget and financial
estimates for the publishing house of the newspaper Zvezda published in
Molotovskaia province (oblast); consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Mordovskii, Moskovskii, Murmanskii, Novgorodskii, and Novosibirskii
obkoms, 1945

Reel 2.396,
File 569-579

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Omskii, Orlovskii,
Penzenskii, and Pskovskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom; materials relating to
the auditing of financial and economic activities of Primorskii kraikom;
consolidated party budget for Rostovskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.397,
File 579-587

Consolidated party budget (cont.) for and financial report of Rostovskii obkom;
consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Riazanskii, Saratovskii,
Sverdlovskii, and Severo-Osetinskii obkoms; materials relating to the auditing of
financial and economic activities of Severo-Osetinskii obkom; consolidated party
budget for Smolenskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.398,
File 588-598

Financial report of Smolenskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Stalingradskii, Tambovskii, and Tatarskii obkoms, of
Stavropolskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan; materials relating to
the auditing of financial and economic activities of Stavropolskii kraikom, 1945

Reel 2.399,
File 599-610

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Tomskii, Tuvinskii, Tulskii,
Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenistan;
materials relating to the auditing of financial and economic activities of
Udmurtskii obkom, 1945
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Reel 2.400,
File 611-615

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan;
materials relating to the auditing of financial and economic activities of the TsK
KP(b) of Uzbekistan; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vols.
1 and 2), 1945

Reel 2.401,
File 615-620

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 2, cont.); financial
report of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; financial estimates of expenses for gorkoms
(city party committees) and obkoms within Ukrainian party organization and of
additional financing for the Ukrainian party organization; consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of Ulianovskii obkom and Khabarovskii kraikom,
1945

Reel 2.402,
File 621-628

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Cheliabinskii, Chitinskii,
Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia;
consolidated party budget for Yaroslavskii obkom, 1945

Reel 2.403,
File 629-634

Financial report of Yaroslavskii obkom; statements about the implementation of
financial estimates of expenses to be incurred by the representatives of the Party
Control Commission under the TsK VKP(b); materials reflecting financial activities
of the TsK VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists League); balance sheets,
statements of and financial estimates for the V.I. Lenin Central Museum; report of
the Higher School for Party Administrators under the TsK VKP(b), 1945

Reel 2.404,
File 635-641

Annual statement of the First Printing House of the Higher Party School under the
TsK VKP(b); annual statement and personnel registers, and consolidated balance
sheet with an explanatory memorandum about the financial report of the Higher
Party School under the TsK VKP(b); statements of and estimates of expenses for
the Higher School for Party Administrators and on the Lenin Courses under the
TsK VKP(b); consolidated balance sheet and correspondence of the
Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under the TsK VKP(b); report of the State Publishing
House for Political Literature; correspondence of the Pravda publishing house re
the economic and financial situation in the editorial boards of magazines, 1945

Reel 2.734,
File 642-646

Report of the Pravda publishing and printing houses; estimates made in order to
introduce a new tariff system at the printing house Iskra revoliutsii; plan for,
control figures [of the plan], and annual statement of the publishing house for
foreign languages literature ; materials relating to the auditing of financial and
economic activities of Groznenskii, Kabardinskii, and Severo-Osetinskii obkoms
and of Primorskii kraikoms, 1945

Reel 2.405,
File 646-653

Materials relating to the auditing of financial and economic activities of
Groznenskii, Kabardinskii, Severo-Osetinskii, and Yaroslavskii obkoms and of
Primorskii and Khabarovskii kraikoms; consolidated party budget for and report of
the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan for nine months of 1945; financial report of the TsK
KP(b) of Azerbaijan; report of the Azerbaijan joint newspaper/magazine publishing
house; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Altaiskii kraikom
and of the TsK KP(b) of Armenia, 1945 and 1946

Reel 2.406,
File 654-662

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Arakhangelskii,
Astrakhanskii, Bashkirskii, Brianskii, and Buriat-Mongolskii obkoms and of the TsK
KP(b) of Belorussia, 1946

Reel 2.735,
File 663-669

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii,
Vologodskii, Voronezhskii, and Gorkovskii obkoms, 1946

Reel 2.736,
File 670-677

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Groznenskii, Dagestanskii,
Ivanovskii, and Irkutskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1946

Reel 2.737,
File 678-685

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kabardinskii, Kalininskii,
and Kaluzhskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan; attachment to the
financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan, 1946

Reel 2.738,
File 686-695

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the Karelo-Finnish SSR, of
the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia, of Kemerovskii, Kirovskii, Komi, and Kostromskoi
obkoms and of Krasnodarskii kraikom, 1946

Reel 2.739,
File 696-707

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Krasnoyarskii kraikom, of
Krymskii, Kuibyshevskii, Kurganskii, and Kurskii obkoms; balance sheet and
financial estimates for the interprovincial ( mezhoblastnoi) party school under
Kuibyshevskii obkom; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Latvia, 1946
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Reel 2.740,
File 708-717

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Leningradskii, Mariiskii, Molotovskii, and Mordovskii obkoms
and of the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania and Moldavia, 1946

Reel 2.741,
File 718-727

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Moskovskii, Murmanskii,
Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, and Orlovskii obkoms; consolidated party
budget for Penzenskii obkom, 1946

Reel 2.742,
File 728-736

Financial report of Penzenskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Primorskii kraikom, of Pskovskii, Rostovskii, Riazanskii, and Saratovskii
obkoms; consolidated party budget for Sverdlovskii obkom, 1946

Reel 2.743,
File 737-746

Financial report of Sverdlovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Severo-Osetinskii, Smolenskii, and Stalingradskii obkoms and
of Stavropolskii kraikom; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of
Tadzhikistan, 1946

Reel 2.744,
File 747-761

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan; consolidated party budgets for
and financial reports of Tambovskii, Tatarskii, Tomskii, Tulskii, and Tiumenskii
obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenistan; financial report of Tuvinskii
obkom; consolidated party budget for Udmurtskii obkom, 1946

Reel 2.745,
File 762-766

Financial report of Udmurtskii obkom; consolidated party budget for and financial
report of the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan; consolidated party budget for the TsK
KP(b) of Ukraine (vols. 1 and 2), 1946

Reel 2.746,
File 767-774

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 3); financial report of
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; report of the Construction Office of the Administration
of Affairs of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; balance sheets for the vacation facilities
and automobile depot of the Administration of Affairs of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine;
report about the canteen of the Administration of Affairs of the TsK KP(b) of
Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Ulianovskii and
Khabarovskii obkoms, 1946

Reel 2.747,
File 775-785

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Cheliabinskii, Chitinskii,
Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, Yakutskii, and Yaroslavskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b)
of Estonia, 1946

Reel 2.748,
File 786-790

Consolidated register reflecting the implementation of the party [VKP(b)] budget;
estimate of expenditures for the representatives of the Control Party Commission
under the TsK VKP(b); correspondence of and estimates for the V.I. Lenin Central
Museum; report and estimate sheets for and explanatory memorandum of the
Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under the TsK VKP(b); annual report of the Higher
Party School under the TsK VKP(b), 1946

Reel 2.749,
File 790-799

Annual reports of the Higher Party School under the TsK VKP(b) (cont.) and of the
First Printing House of the said school; reports of the Academy of Social Sciences
under the TsK VKP(b), of the Pravda publishing and printing houses, of
Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing House for Political Literature), and of Publishing
House for Foreign Language Literature; industrial/financial plan for and
correspondence of the Pravda publishing house; correspondence with the TsK
VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists League), report, and balance sheet of the
Molodaia Gvardia publishing house attached to the TsK VLKSM; annual statement
of the publishing house Iskra Revoliutsii , 1946

Reel 2.750,
File 800-804

Industrial/financial plan for the Publishing House for Foreign Language Literature;
materials relating to the registration of party membership fees; materials relating
to the auditing of social and everyday life of the Pravda publishing house and of
the TsK MOPR; materials relating to the auditing of financial and economic
activities of central committees of union republics, obkoms and kraikoms,
presented alphabetically by geographic name of party organizations, (from "A" to
"È" in Russian), 1946

Reel 2.751,
File 805-809

Materials related to the auditing of financial and economic activities of central
committees of union republics, obkoms and kraikoms presented alphabetically by
geographic name of party organization (from "Ê" to "ß" in Russian); consolidated
party budget of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 4), 1946
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Reel 2.752,
File 809-819

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 4, cont.);
summarized information about the damage inflicted by the German-Fascist
invaders on the property of party organizations; consolidated party budgets and
financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan and Armenia, of Altaiskii kraikom,
and of Arakhangelskii and Astrakhanskii obkoms; explanatory memorandum to
the industrial and financial plan for the Azerbaijan joint publishing house, 1946
and 1947

Reel 2.753,
File 820-827

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Bashkirskii,
Buriat-Mongolskii, and Brianskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia;
consolidated party budgets of Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii, and Vologodskii obkoms,
1947

Reel 2.754,
File 828-836

Financial reports of Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii, and Vologodskii obkoms;
consolidated party budgets and financial reports of Voronezhskii, Gorkovskii, and
Groznenskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1947

Reel 2.755,
File 836-846

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii,
Irkutskii, and Kabardinskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan, 1947

Reel 2.756,
File 846-854

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan (cont.); consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of Kaliningradskii, Kaluzhskii, Kalininskii, and
Kemerovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish SSR; consolidated
party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia, 1947

Reel 2.871,
File 854-866

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia (cont.); financial report of
the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Kirovskii, Kostromskoi, Komi, and Kurskii obkoms and of Krasnodarskii and
Krasnoyarskii kraikoms; consolidated party budget for Krymskii obkom, 1947

Reel 2.872,
File 867-875

Financial report of Krymskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Kurganskii and Kuibyshevskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia
and Lithuania; consolidated party budget for Leningradskii obkom, 1947

Reel 2.757,
File 876-884

Financial report of Leningradskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Mariiskii, Molotovskii, and Moskovskii obkoms and of the TsK
KP(b) of Moldavia, 1947

Reel 2.758,
File 885-895

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii,
Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii, Penzenskii, Pskovskii, and Riazanskii obkoms and
of Primorskii kraikom, 1947

Reel 2.873,
File 896-906

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Rostovskii, Saratovskii,
Sakhalinskii, Sverdlovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, and Smolenskii obkoms and of
Stavropolskii kraikom, 1947

Reel 2.874,
File 906-918

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of Stavropolskii kraikom
(cont.); consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Stalingradskii,
Tambovskii, Tatarskii, Tomskii, Tuvinskii, and Tulskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b)
of Tadzhikistan, 1947

Reel 2.875,
File 919-927

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan and of Tiumenskii and Udmurtskii obkoms;
consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 1), 1947

Reel 2.876,
File 927-934

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 2); financial report of
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; balance sheet of the canteen of the Administration of
Affairs of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; reports of the Construction Office, of the
automobile depot, and of the subsidiary farm of the Administration of Affairs of
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party budget for and financial report of
Ulianovksii obkom, 1947

Reel 2.877,
File 935-942

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Khabarovskii,
Cheliabinskii, Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii obkoms and of
the TsK KP(b) of Estonia; consolidated party budget for Yaroslavskii obkom, 1947
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Reel 2.878,
File 942-950

Consolidated party budget (cont.) for and financial report of Yaroslavskii obkom;
financial estimate of expenditures for the representatives of the Control Party
Commission under the TsK VKP(b); balance sheet and estimates for and
correspondence of the V.I. Lenin Central Museum; estimates for and report of the
Academy of Social Sciences under the TsK VKP(b); annual report of the Higher
Party School under the TsK VKP(b) and of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under
the TsK VKP(b); report and control figures [of the plan] for the Pravda publishing
and printing houses, 1947

Reel 2.879,
File 951-960

Industrial/financial plans for the Pravda publishing and printing houses, for
Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing House for Political Literature ), and for the
editorial board and publishing house of the newspaper Sovetskaia Sibir; report
about major activities of and plan for the Publishing House for Foreign Language
Literature; annual report of the publishing house Sovetskaia Sibir; materials
relating to the auditing of central committees of union republics, obkoms and
kraikoms presented alphabetically by geographical name of party organization
(from "Á" to "Ê" in Russian), 1947

Reel 2.880,
File 960-965

Materials relating to the auditing of central committees of union republics,
obkoms, and kraikoms, presented alphabetically by geographical name of party
organization, (from "K" to "×" in Russian alphabet); consolidated party budgets
for central committees of communist parties of union republics, kraikoms, and
obkoms (from Arakhangelskii to Kalininskii), 1947

Reel 2.881,
File 966-973

Consolidated party budget for obkoms (from Komi to Yaroslavskii); consolidated
party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 4); consolidated party budgets for
and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan, of Altaiskii kraikom, and of
Amurskii and Astrakhanskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b)
of Armenia, 1947 and 1948

Reel 2.882,
File 974-983

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Armenia; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Arakhangelskii, Bashkirskii, Brianskii, Buriat-Mongolskii and
Velikolukskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia, 1948

Reel 2.883,
File 984-994

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Vladimirskii, Vologodskii,
Voronezhskii, and Groznenskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1948

Reel 2.884,
File 995-1005

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii,
Irkutskii, Kabardinskii, and Kaliningradskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of
Georgia, 1948

Reel 2.885,
File 1006-1022

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kalininskii, Kaluzhskii,
Kemerovskii, Kirovskii, Komi, and Kostromskoi obkoms, of the TsK KP(b) of the
Karelo-Finnish SSR and Kirgizia, and of Krasnodarskii kraikom, 1948

Reel 2.886,
File 1023-1034

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Krasnoyarskii kraikom, of
Krymskii, Kuibyshevskii, Kurganskii, and Kurskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of
Latvia; estimate of expenditures for the party school under Kuibyshevskii obkom,
1948

Reel 2.887,
File 1035-1046

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Leningradskii, Mariiskii,
Molotovskii, and Mordovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania and Latvia;
consolidated party budget for Moskovskii obkom, 1948

Reel 2.888,
File 1047-1059

Financial report of Moskovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii,
Penzenskii, and Pskovskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party
budget for Rostovskii obkom, 1948

Reel 2.889,
File 1060-1065

Financial report of Rostovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Riazanskii, Saratovskii, and Sverdlovskii obkoms; consolidated party
budget for Severo-Osetinskii obkom, 1948

Reel 2.890,
File 1066-1078

Financial report of Severo-Osetinskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Smolenskii, Stalingradskii, Tambovskii, and Tatarskii obkoms,
of Stavropolskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan; consolidated party
budget for Tomskii obkom, 1948

Reel 2.891,
File 1079-1089

Financial report of Tomskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Tuvinskii, Tulskii, Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms and of the TsK
KP(b) of Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, 1948
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Reel 2.892,
File 1090-1093

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine
(vols. 1-3), 1948

Reel 2.893,
File 1094-1102

Balance sheets and explanatory notes of the automobile depot vacation facilities,
canteen, Construction Office, and subsidiary farm of the Administration of Affairs
of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports
of Ulianovskii, Cheliabinskii, Chkalovskii, Chitinskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii
obkoms, of Khabarovskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia, 1948

Reel 2.894,
File 1102-1113

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Yakutskii (cont.) and
Yaroslavskii obkoms; estimates and organizational charts with salary indication
for and reports of the Academy of Social Sciences and the Marx-Engels-Lenin
Institute under the TsK VKP(b); estimates and balance sheets for the V.I. Lenin
Central Museum; control figures [of the plan] for the Pravda publishing and
printing houses; statement about the acceptance of files of the Pravda publishing
and printing houses; industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Iskra
revoliutsii ; plan for the Publishing House for Foreign Language Literature, 1948

Reel 2.895,
File 1114-1122

Memoranda and statements regarding the results of auditing financial and
economic activities of kraikoms, obkoms, and central committees of the
communist parties of union republics, presented alphabetically by geographic
name of party organization (in Russian); consolidated party budget for the TsK
KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 4); reports of the Pravda publishing and printing houses, of
the Academy of Social Sciences under the TsK VKP(b), and of Gospolitizdat ( State
Political Literature Publishing House); industrial/financial plans for the Pravda
publishing and printing houses and for Gospolitizdat (two versions, including the
final one)), 1948

Reel 2.896,
File 1123-1138

Organizational charts with salary indication for the party managers of the TsK
VKP(b) and party workers of local party organizations within the Latvian
(republican) party organization; verbatim records of the meeting of the heads of
financial and economic sectors and chief accountants of central committees,
obkoms, and kraikoms of the communist parties of union republics, held in April
22-23, 1948; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b)
of Azerbaijan and Armenia, of Altaiskii kraikom, and of Amurskii, Arakhangelskii,
and Astrakhanskii obkoms; industrial/ financial plan for and implementation sheet
of the plan of the Azerbaijan joint newspaper/magazine publishing house, 1948
and 1949

Reel 2.897,
File 1139-1151

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Bashkirskii, Brianskii,
Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, and Vladimirskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of
Belorussia; consolidated party budget for Vologodskii obkom, 1949

Reel 2.1096,
File 1152-1164

Financial report of Vologodskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Voronezhskii, Gorkovskii, Groznenskii, Dagestanskii, and
Ivanovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1949

Reel 2.898,
File 1165-1177

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Irkutskii, Kabardinskii,
Kaliningradskii, Kalininskii, and Kaluzhskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of
Kazakhstan; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish
SSR, 1949

Reel 2.899,
File 1178-1192

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish SSR; consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of Kemerovskii, Kirovskii, Komi, and Kostromskoi
obkoms, of Krasnodarskii and Krasnoyarskii kraikoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of
Kirgizia, 1949

Reel 2.1097,
File 1193-1206

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Krymskii, Kuibyshevskii,
Kurganskii, and Kurskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia; budget for the
Kuibyshev Provincial Party School; annual statement of the house Volzhskaia
kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom; organizational charts with salary indication
for the party managers from the TsK VKP(b) and exempt party workers (
osvobozhdennye partiinye rabotniki ) for the local party organizations within the
Latvian (republican) party organization; consolidated party budget for
Leningradskii obkom, 1949
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Reel 2.1098,
File 1206-1218

Consolidated party budget for obkom (cont.); financial report of Leningradskii
obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of
Lithuania and Moldavia and of Mariiskii, Mordovskii, and Molotovskii obkoms;
consolidated party budget for Moskovskii obkom, 1949

Reel 2.1099,
File 1219-1234

Financial report of Moskovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii,
and Penzenskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party budget for
Pskovskii obkom, 1949

Reel 2.1100,
File 1235-1245

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Rostovskii, Riazanskii,
Saratovskii, Sakhalinskii, and Sverdlovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for
Severo-Osetinskii obkom, 1949

Reel 2.1101,
File 1246-1260

Financial report of Severo-Osetinskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Smolenskii, Stavropolskii, Stalingradskii, Tambovskii,
Tatarskii, and Tomskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan, 1949

Reel 2.1102,
File 1261-1273

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Tuvinskii, Tulskii,
Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 1), 1949

Reel 2.1103,
File 1273-1278

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vols. 1 (cont.), 2-4);
financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; estimate sheet for the Kiev Higher
Party School under the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine, 1949

Reel 2.1104,
File 1279-1293

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Ulianovskii, Cheliabinskii,
Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, and Yakutskii obkoms, of the TsK KP(b) of
Estonia, and of Khabarovskii kraikom; consolidated party budget for Yakutskii
obkom, 1949

Reel 2.1105,
File 1294-1303

Financial report of Yakutskii obkom; consolidated party budget and financial
report of Yaroslavskii obkom; estimate sheets for the V.I. Lenin Central Museum,
the Higher Party School, and the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute; report of the
Academy of Social Sciences under the TsK VKP(b); memoranda from instructors of
the Department of Budget and Finance of the TsK VKP(b) Administration of Affairs
regarding results of auditing financial and economic activities [of central
committees] of union republics, obkoms, and kraikoms presented alphabetically
by geographic name of party organization (in Russian), 1949

Reel 2.1106,
File 1304-1307

Consolidated party budgets of union republics, obkoms, and kraikoms presented
alphabetically by geographic name of party organization (in Russian);
organizational charts with salary indication for exempt party specialists
(osvobozhdennye partiinye rabotniki) of local party organizations in republics,
oblasts and krais (Azerbaijan SSR - Kurskaia oblast) presented alphabetically by
geographic name, 1949

Reel 2.1107,
File 1307-1318

Organizational charts with salary indication for exempt party workers
(osvobozhdennye partiinye rabotniki) of local party organizations in republics,
oblasts, and krais (Leningradskaia oblast - Yaroslavskaia oblast); report and
industrial/financial plan and control figures [of the plan] for the Pravda publishing
and printing houses; report of Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing House for Political
Literature ); industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Volzhskaia
kommuna; annual statements of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute and the Higher
Party School under the TsK VKP(b); materials relating to the auditing of the
Central Komsomol (Young Communists League) School; consolidated party budget
for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan; consolidated party budget
for Altaiskii kraikom, 1949 and 1950

Reel 2.1108,
File 1319-1331

Financial report of Altaiskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Amurskii, Arakhangelskii, Astrakhanskii, and Bashkirskii obkoms and of
the TsK KP(b) of Armenia and Belorussia, 1950

Reel 2.1109,
File 1331-1343

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia (cont.); consolidated party budgets
for and financial reports of Brianskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii,
Vologodskii, and Voronezhskii obkoms, 1950

Reel 2.1110,
File 1344-1356

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Gorkovskii, Groznenskii,
Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii, and Irkutskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia;
consolidated party budget for Kabardinskii obkom, 1950
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Reel 2.1111,
File 1357-1369

Financial report of Kabardinskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of the Karelo-Finnish SSR and Kazakhstan, of
Kaliningradskii, Kalininskii, Kaluzhskii, and Kemerovskii obkoms, 1950

Reel 2.1112,
File 1370-1382

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia,
of Kirovskii, Komi, and Kostromskoi obkoms, and of Krasnodarskii and
Krasnoyarskii kraikoms; consolidated party budget for Krymskii obkom, 1950

Reel 2.1113,
File 1383-1394

Financial report of Krymskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Kuibyshevskii, Kurganskii, and Kurskii obkoms; consolidated party
budget (folders 1 and 2) for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia;
organizational charts with salary indication for party managers of the TsK VKP(b)
and party workers of primary organizations under the TsK KP(b) of Latvia;
consolidated party budget for Leningradskii obkom, 1950

Reel 2.1114,
File 1395-1405

Financial report of Leningradskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania and Moldavia and of Mariiskii,
Molotovskii, and Mordovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Moskovskii
obkom, 1950

Reel 2.1115,
File 1406-1419

Financial report of Moskovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii,
and Penzenskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Primorskii kraikom, 1950

Reel 2.1116,
File 1420-1431

Financial report of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Pskovskii, Rostovskii, Riazanskii, Saratovskii, and Sakhalinskii
obkoms; consolidated party budget for Sverdlovskii obkom, 1950

Reel 2.1117,
File 1432-1445

Financial report of Sverdlovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Severo-Osetinskii, Smolenskii, Stalingradskii, and Tambovskii
obkoms, of Stavropolskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan
consolidated party budget for Tatarskii obkom, 1950

Reel 2.1118,
File 1446-1458

Financial report of Tatarskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Tomskii, Tuvinskii, Tulskii, Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms and of
the TsK KP of Turkmenistan, 1950

Reel 2.1119,
File 1459-1462

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP of Uzbekistan;
consolidated party budget for the TsK KP of Ukraine (vols. 1-2), 1950

Reel 2.1120,
File 1463-1470

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP of Ukraine (vols. 3-4); financial report of
the TsK KP of Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Ulianovskii obkom and Khabarovskii kraikom; consolidated party budget for
Cheliabinskii obkom, 1950

Reel 2.1121,
File 1471-1484

Financial report of Cheliabinskii obkom, consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, Yakutskii, and
Yaroslavskii obkoms and of the TsK KP of Turkmenistan; memoranda from
instructors of the Department [of Budget and Finance of the TsK VKP(b)
Administration of Affairs] regarding results of auditing financial and economic
activities of obkoms, kraikoms, and central committees of union republics,
presented alphabetically by geographic name of party organization ( "À" to "Ä" in
Russian), 1950

Reel 2.1122,
File 1485-1495

Memoranda from instructors of the Department [of Budget and Finance of the TsK
VKP(b) Administration of Affairs] regarding results of auditing financial and
economic activities of obkoms, kraikoms, and central committees of union
republics, presented alphabetically by geographic name of party organization (
"Ê" to "ß" in Russian); annual statements and estimate sheets of expenditures for
the V.I. Lenin Central Museum and for the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under the
TsK VKP(b); correspondence with the Leningradskii branch of the V.I. Lenin
Central Museum; report of and plan for scholarly, research, and publishing
activities of the Academy of Social Sciences under the TsK VKP(b), 1950

Reel 2.1123,
File 1496-1504

Annual statement and financial report of the Higher Party School under the TsK
VKP(b); report, industrial/financial plan, and control figures [of the plan] for the
Pravda publishing and printing houses; report of and industrial/ financial plan for
Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing House for Political Literature ); final balance
sheet reflecting operational activities and capital investments of the Molodaia
Gvardiia publishing house, 1950
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Reel 2.1124,
File 1505-1522

Industrial/financial plan for main indexes, report on the implementation of the
industrial/financial plan with regard to the main indexes, annual report, and
annual report about industrial activities of the joint newspaper/magazine
publishing house attached to the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan; report of the publishing
house under the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia; annual reports of the publishing houses
Altaiskaia pravda and of the Irkutsk newspaper Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda, of
the Voronezh provincial publishing house, and of Lenizdat ( Leningradskii
Publishing House consolidated report of the Arakhangelsk publishing house
Pravda Severa; balance sheets for the publishing house of the Voronezh provincial
newspaper Kommuna, of the publishing house Krasnoyarskii rabochii and of major
activities of the Sovetskaia Litva publishing house; annual report and
industrial/financial plans for the publishing and printing houses of the newspaper
Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom; materials relating to the
auditing of economic activities of the publishing house for republican newspapers
under the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan, 1950

Reel 2.1125,
File 1522-1533

Annual report of Lenizdat ( Leningradskii Publishing House) (cont.); annual
reports of the printing house named after Volodarskii under Leningradskii obkom,
of the printing house Omskaia Pravda, of the newspaper Stavropolskaia pravda of
the Stalinsk provincial publishing house, and of the joint publishing house Kzyl
Uzbekistan and Pravda Vostoka under the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan; financial
report and statement of the Molotovskii provincial publishing house Zvezda;
financial plan for the Novosibirskii publishing house Sovetskaia Sibir; financial
report of the publishing house Uralskii rabochii under Sverdlovskii obkom;
balance sheet of the Tula provincial publishing house; report of the printing house
of the newspaper Stavropolskaia pravda, 1950

Reel 2.1126,
File 1533-1543

Annual report of the joint publishing and printing houses Kzyl Uzbekistan and
Pravda Vostoka (cont.); annual reports of the publishing and printing houses of
the newspaper C heliabinskii rabochii and of the publishing house Chkalovskaia
kommuna; reports of the editorial board of the newspaper Severnyi rabochii from
Yaroslavl, of the publishing house Molot under Rostovskii obkom; plan for
publications by the book/magazine publishing house of the provincial newspaper
Kuzbas in Kemerovo; consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK
KP(b) of Azerbaijan; consolidated party budget for Altaiskii kraikom, 1950 and
1951

Reel 2.1127,
File 1544-1556

Financial report of Altaiskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Amurskii, Arakhangelskii, Astrakhanskii, and Bashkirskii obkoms and of
the TsK KP(b) of Armenia and Belorussia, 1951

Reel 2.1128,
File 1556-1568

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia (cont.); consolidated party budgets
for and financial reports of Brianskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii,
Voronezhskii, and Vologodskii obkoms, 1951

Reel 2.1129,
File 1569-1578

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Gorkovskii, Groznenskii,
Dagestanskii, and Ivanovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, 1951

Reel 2.1130,
File 1579-1588

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Irkutskii, Kabardinskii,
Kaliningradskii, and Kalininskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan, 1951

Reel 2.1131,
File 1589-1602

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kaluzhskii, Kemerovskii,
Kirovskii, Komi, and Kostromskoi obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia and of
the Karelo-Finnish SSR, 1951

Reel 2.1132,
File 1603-1614

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Krasnodarskii and
Krasnoyarskii kraikoms and of Krymskii, Kuibyshevskii, Kurganskii, and Kurskii
obkoms, 1951

Reel 2.1133,
File 1615-1624

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia,
Lithuania, and Moldavia and of Leningradskii and Mariiskii obkoms, 1951

Reel 2.1134,
File 1625-1635

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Molotovskii, Mordovskii,
Moskovskii, Murmanskii, and Novosibirskii obkoms; organizational charts with
salary indication for the primary party organizations and party offices at the
enterprises of the city and oblast under Moskovskii obkom, 1951
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Reel 2.1135,
File 1636-1648

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Novgorodskii, Omskii,
Orlovskii, Penzenskii, and Pskovskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom;
consolidated party budget for Rostovskii obkom, 1951

Reel 2.1136,
File 1649-1659

Financial report of Rostovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Riazanskii, Saratovskii, Sakhalinskii, Sverdlovskii, and
Severo-Osetinskii obkoms, 1951

Reel 2.1137,
File 1660-1671

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Smolenskii, Stalingradskii,
Tambovskii, and Tatarskii obkoms, of Stavropolskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b)
of Tadzhikistan, 1951

Reel 2.1138,
File 1672-1682

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Tomskii, Tuvinskii, Tulskii,
Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenistan, 1951

Reel 2.1139,
File 1683-1686

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan;
consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vols. 1-2), 1951

Reel 2.1140,
File 1687-1694

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 3); financial report of
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Ulianovskii and Cheliabinskii obkoms and of Khabarovskii kraikom, 1951

Reel 2.1141,
File 1695-1707

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Chitinskii, Chkalovskii,
Chuvashskii, Yakutskii, and Yaroslavskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia;
annual report of the Higher Party School under the TsK VKP(b), 1951

Reel 2.1142,
File 1708-1718

Report of the Academy of Social Sciences; annual reports of the V.I. Lenin Central
Museum, of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute under the TsK VKP(b) and its
Ukrainian Branch; financial report of the Ukrainian Branch of the V.I. Lenin Central
Museum under the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; materials relating to the auditing of
financial and economic activities of obkoms, kraikoms, and central committees of
the communist parties of union republics, presented alphabetically by geographic
name of party organization (in Russian); report and control figures [of plan] for
Gospolitizdat ( Publishing House for Political Literature ); report of the Pravda
publishing and printing houses, 1951

Reel 2.1143,
File 1719-1731

Industrial/financial plan for the Pravda publishing and printing houses, for the
publishing houses Moskovskaia pravda and Moskovskii rabochii under Moskovskii
obkom, for Lenizdat ( Leningradskii Publishing House ), for the printing houses
named after Volodarskii and Sovetskaia Litva ( Soviet Lithuania ) and for the
publishing and printing houses of the newspaper Tiesa under the TsK KP(b) of
Lithuania; control figures [of the plan] for the Pravda publishing and printing
houses; annual report and industrial/financial plan (two versions) for the main
indexes of activities of the joint newspaper/magazine publishing house under the
TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan; estimates of revenues and expenditures for the
publishing house under the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan; statement sheet reflecting
implementation of the industrial/ financial plan by the Sovetskaia Litva publishing
house; main indexes of the industrial/financial plan for the Tiesa publishing house
under the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania, 1951

Reel 2.1144,
File 1732-1742

Annual report of and industrial/financial plan for the joint publishing and printing
houses Kzyl Uzbekistan and Pravda Vostoka under the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan
and of the publishing house Radianska Ukraina under the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine;
technical/industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Radianska Ukraina (
Soviet Ukraine ); industrial/financial plan and estimate of revenues and
expenditures for the publishing house of the newspaper Altaiskaia pravda;
industrial/financial plan for the publishing house of the newspaper Pravda Severa
in Arakhangelsk and of the newspaper Brianskii rabochii under Brianskii obkom;
annual report of the newspaper publishing house under Buriat-Mongolskii obkom,
1951

Reel 2.1145,
File 1743-1763

List of main indexes reflecting the implementation of the plan drafted for the
printing house Kommuna under Voronezhskii obkom; industrial/financial plans for
the provincial newspaper Kommuna in Voronezh, Rabochii krai in Ivanovo , for the
provincial publishing houses in Voronezh and Molotov, for the publishing houses
Gorkovskaia Kommuna under
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Reel 2.1145,
File 1743-1763

Gorkovskii obkom, Kirovskaia pravda under Kirovskii obkom Sovetskaia Sibir
under Novosibirskii obkom, Kommunist under Saratovskii obkom, Uralskii
Rrabochii under Sverdlovskii obkom, Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda under Irkutskii
obkom, and Zaria Vostoka under the TsK KP(b) of Georgia, for the printing house
of the newspaper Krasnoyarskii rabochii under Krasnoyarskii kraikom, for the
publishing and printing houses Volzhskaia Kommuna in the city of Kuibyshev;
annual reports of the publishing house Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda and of the
printing office Volzhskaia Kommuna; technical/ industrial/financial plan for the
publishing and printing houses Omskaia pravda , 1951

Reel 2.1146,
File 1764-1778

Industrial/financial plan for the publishing and printing houses of the newspapers
Stavropolskaia pravda, Cheliabinskii rabochii, and Chkalovskaia kommuna, for the
editorial board of the newspapers Zabaikalskii rabochii under Chitinskii obkom
and Severnyi rabochii under Yaroslavskii obkom, and for the publishing house
Krasnoyarskii rabochii; estimate sheet for the publishing house of the newspaper
Udmurtskaia pravda ; industrial and financial estimate for the publishing house of
the newspaper Ulianovskaia pravda; productional/financial plan for the printing
house of the newspaper Cheliabinskii rabochii; annual report of the publishing
and printing houses Cheliabinskii rabochii; materials relating to the auditing of
the department for assistance to political émigrés in the Soviet Union;
consolidated party budget and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan,
1951 and 1952

Reel 2.1147,
File 1779-1790

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Altaiskii kraikom, of
Amurskii, Arakhangelskii, and Astrakhanskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of
Armenia and Belorussia, 1952

Reel 2.1148,
File 1790-1804

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia (cont.); consolidated party budgets
for and financial reports of Bashkirskii kraikom and of Brianskii,
Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii, Vologodskii, and Voronezhskii
obkoms, 1952

Reel 2.1149,
File 1805-1813

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Gorkovskii, Groznenskii,
and Dagestanskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of Georgia; consolidated party
budget for Ivanovskii obkom, 1952

Reel 2.1150,
File 1814-1822

Financial report of Ivanovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Irkutskii, Kabardinskii, and Kaliningradskii obkoms, and of the TsK
KP(b) of Kazakhstan, 1952

Reel 2.1151,
File 1823-1833

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kalininskii, Kaluzhskii, and
Kemerovskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of Kirgizia and of the Karelo-Finnish
SSR; consolidated party budget for Kirovskii obkom, 1952

Reel 2.1152,
File 1834-1846

Financial report of Kirovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Komi, Kostromskoi, Krymskii, and Kuibyshevskii obkoms, and of
Krasnodarskii and Krasnoyarskii kraikoms, 1952

Reel 2.1153,
File 1847-1856

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kurganskii, Kurskii, and
Leningradskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia and Lithuania, 1952

Reel 2.1154,
File 1857-1866

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Mariiskii, Molotovskii,
Moskovskii, and Mordovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Moldavia, 1952

Reel 2.1155,
File 1867-1882

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii,
Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii, Penzenskii, and Pskovskii obkoms and of
Primorskii kraikom, 1952

Reel 2.1156,
File 1882-1893

Financial report of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Rostovskii, Riazanskii, Saratovskii, Sakhalinskii, and
Sverdlovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Severo-Osetinskii obkom,
1952

Reel 2.1157,
File 1894-1906

Financial report of Severo-Osetinskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Smolenskii, Stalingradskii, Tambovskii, and Tatarskii obkoms,
of Stavropolskii kraikom, and of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan, 1952

Reel 2.1158,
File 1907-1918

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Tomskii, Tuvinskii, Tulskii,
Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP(b) of Turkmenistan, 1952
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Reel 2.1159,
File 1919-1922

Consolidated party budget for and financial report of the TsK KP(b) of
Turkmenistan; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vols. 1-2),
1952

Reel 2.1160,
File 1923-1931

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vol. 3); financial report of
the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Ulianovskii and Chitinskii obkoms and of Khabarovskii kraikom; consolidated party
budget for Cheliabinskii obkom, 1952

Reel 2.1161,
File 1932-1943

Financial report of Cheliabinskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Chkalovskii, Chuvashskii, Yakutskii, and Yaroslavskii obkoms
and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia; annual report of the Higher Party School under
the TsK VKP(b), 1952

Reel 2.1162,
File 1943-1950

Annual report of the Higher Party School under the TsK VKP(b) (cont.); reports of
the Academy of Social Sciences under the TsK VKP(b), of the V.I. Lenin Central
Museum, and of the Pravda publishing and printing houses; memoranda
instructors of the Budget Department of the TsK VKP(b)

Reel 2.1162,
File 1943-1950

Administration of Affairs regarding results of auditing financial and economic
activities of obkoms and kraikoms and central committees of communist parties
of union republics, presented alphabetically by geographic name of party
organization, 1950

Reel 2.1163,
File 1950-1962

Report of the Pravda publishing and printing houses (cont.); industrial/financial
plan and control figures [of the plan] for the Pravda publishing and printing
houses; report of Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing House for Political Literature );
industrial-financial plan for the Kommunist publishing house and for the
Kommunist and Zaria Vostoka publishing houses under the TsK KP(b) of Georgia;
technical industrial/financial plan for the First Printing Office of the Higher Party
School; annual report and industrial/ financial plan reflecting the main indexes for
the joint newspaper/magazine publishing house under the TsK KP(b) of
Azerbaijan; sheet reflecting main indexes of the industrial/financial plan for the
publishing houses Tiesa and Sovetskaia Litva under the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania;
estimate sheets for the republican newspapers publishing house under the TsK
KP(b) of Kazakhstan; annual report of the joint publishing house and printing
office of the newspapers Kzyl Uzbekistan and Pravda Vostoka of the TsK KP(b) of
Uzbekistan, 1952

Reel 2.1164,
File 1963-1981

Annual reports of the publishing house of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine, of the
Voronezh Book Publishing House and of the publishing houses of the newspapers
Kommuna under Voronezhskii obkom, Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda under Irkutskii
obkom, and Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom; estimate sheet of
revenues and expenditures for the publishing house of the newspaper Altaiskaia
pravda; estimate sheets for the editorial board of [the newspaper] Amurskaia
pravda and for the publishing house of provincial (oblastnaia) newspaper
Groznenskii rabochii ; main indexes of industrial/ financial plan for the newspaper
Brianskii rabochii and for the editorial board and publishing house
Kaliningradskaia pravda; balance sheet for the publishing and printing houses
under Buriat-Mongolskii obkom; industrial/financial plan for the publishing houses
Gorkovskaia pravda, Kirovskaia pravda, Sovetskaia Kuban under Krasnodarskii
kraikom, and Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom, and for the
typolithography of Krymizdat ( Crimean Publishing House), 1952
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Reel 2.1165,
File 1982-2001

Technical/industrial/financial plan for the publishing house of the newspaper
Kurskaia pravda; annual report of the publishing house of the newspaper Kurskaia
pravda and of the publishing and printing houses of the newspapers Moskovskaia
pravda, Moskovskii rabochii and Chkalovskaia kommuna; financial/industrial plan
for the publishing houses of the newspapers Zvezda under Molotovskii obkom,
Stalinskoe znamia under Penzenskii obkom, Cheliabinskii rabochii and
Chkalovskaia kommuna; estimate sheets of expenditures for the newspaper
Novgorodskaia pravda; main indexes of the industrial/financial plan for the
publishing houses of the newspapers Sovetskaia Sibir under Novosiibisrskii
obkom, Kommunar under Tulskii obkom, and Chkalovskaia kommuna; report of
the editorial board and publishing house of the newspaper Stalinskoe znamia , of
the publishing house Uralskii rabochii under Sverdlovskii obkom, and of the
newspaper publishing house under Smolenskii obkom; estimate sheets for the
newspapers Krasnoe znamia under Primorskii kraikom, Uralskii rabochii under
Sverdlovskii obkom, Udmurtskaia pravda, Ulianovskaia pravda and Chkalovskaia
kommuna; plan for the publishing house of the newspaper Volga under
Astrakhanskii obkom, 1952

Reel 2.1166,
File 2001-2010

Annual report of the publishing and printing houses of the newspaper
Chkalovskaia kommuna (cont.); estimate sheets for the editorial board of the
newspaper Tikhookeanskaia zvezda under Khabarovskii kraikom; consolidated
party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of Azerbaijan and
Armenia and of Altaiskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for Amurskii and
Arakhangelskii obkoms, 1952 and 1953

Reel 2.1167,
File 2011-2018

Financial report of Arakhangelskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Astrakhanskii and Bashkirskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of
Belorussia; consolidated party budget for Brianskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1168,
File 2019-2030

Financial report of Brianskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii, Vologodskii, and
Voronezhskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Gorkovskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1169,
File 2031-2039

Financial report of Gorkovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Groznenskii, Dagestanskii, and Ivanovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b)
of Georgia, 1953

Reel 2.1170,
File 2040-2048

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Irkutskii, Kabardinskii, and
Kaliningradskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Kazakhstan; consolidated party
budget for Kalininskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1171,
File 2049-2061

Financial report of Kalininskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Kaluzhskii, Kemerovskii, Kirovskii, and Komi obkoms and of the TsK
KP(b) of Kirgizia and of the Karelo-Finnish SSR, 1953

Reel 2.1172,
File 2062-2071

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kostromskoi, Krymskii,
and Kuibyshevskii obkoms and of Krasnodarskii and Krasnoyarskii kraikoms, 1953

Reel 2.1173,
File 2072-2080

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kurganskii, Kurskii, and
Leningradskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Latvia; consolidated party budget
for the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania, 1953

Reel 2.1174,
File 2081-2090

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Lithuania; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Mariiskii, Molotovskii, and Mordovskii obkoms and of the TsK
KP(b) of Moldavia; consolidated party budget for Moskovskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1175,
File 2090-2102

Financial report of Moskovskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Murmanskii, Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, and Orlovskii
obkoms; consolidated party budget for Penzenskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1176,
File 2103-2114

Financial report of Penzenskii obkom, consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Primorskii kraikom and of Pskovskii, Rostovskii, Riazanskii, and
Saratovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Sakhalinskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1177,
File 2115-2126

Financial report of Sakhalinskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Sverdlovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, Smolenskii, Stavropolskii, and
Stalingradskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of
Tadzhikistan, 1953
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Reel 2.1178,
File 2126-2137

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan (cont.); financial
report of the TsK KP(b) of Tadzhikistan; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Tambovskii, Tatarskii, Tomskii, Tuvinskii, and Tulskii obkoms,
1953

Reel 2.1179,
File 2138-2145

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP(b) of
Turkmenistan and of Uzbekistan and of Tiumenskii and Udmurtskii obkoms, 1953

Reel 2.1180,
File 2146-2148

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine (vols. 1-3), 1953

Reel 2.1181,
File 2149-2159

Financial report of the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Ulianovskii, Cheliabinskii, Chitinskii, and Chkalovskii obkoms
and of Khabarovskii kraikom, 1953

Reel 2.1182,
File 2160-2168

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Chuvashskii, Yakutskii,
and Yaroslavskii obkoms and of the TsK KP(b) of Estonia; financial report of the
TsK VLKSM (All-Union Young Communists League), 1953

Reel 2.1183,
File 2169-2180

Report of the Academy of Social Sciences and of Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing
House for Political Literature ); memoranda from instructors of the Budget
Department of the TsK VKP(b) Administration of Affairs regarding results of
auditing financial and economic activities of obkoms, kraikom, and central
committees of the communist parties of union republics, presented alphabetically
by geographic name of party organization; industrial/financial plans for the
printing and publishing houses of the newspapers Pravda and Altaiskaia pravda
and for the printing office of the joint publishing house under the TsK KP(b) of
Azerbaijan; annual report and first and final versions of the industrial/financial
plan for the joint newspaper/magazine publishing house under the TsK KP(b) of
Azerbaijan, 1953

Reel 2.1184,
File 2181-2203

Industrial/financial plan for the editorial board of the newspaper Amurskaia
pravda, for the publishing house of the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia, for the publishing
houses Kuzbas under Kemerovskii obkom, Krasnoyarskii rabochii under
Krasnoyarskii obkom, and Kurskaia pravda, for the publishing houses of the
newspapers Sovetskii Aiastan, Brianskii rabochii, Kommuna under Voronezhskii
obkom, Groznenskii rabochii, Kommunisti and Zaria Vostoka under the TsK KP(b)
of Georgia, Rabochii krai under Ivanovskii obkom, Kalininskaia pravda, Kirovskaia
pravda, Severnaia pravda under Kostromskoi obkom, and for the publishing and
printing houses of the newspaper Volga under Astrakhanskii obkom; annual
reports of the publishing houses of the newspapers Kommuna under Voronezhskii
obkom, Vostohno-Sibirskaia pravda under Irkutskii obkom, Sovetskaia Kuban
under Krasnodarskii kraikom, and of the editorial board of the newspaper Znamia
under Kaluzhskii obkom; estimate sheet for the publishing house of the
newspaper Kaliningradskaia pravda; estimate sheet of revenues and expenditures
for the editorial board of the newspaper Kazakhstanskaia pravda; balance sheet
of the publishing house of the newspaper Kirovskaia pravda, 1953

Reel 2.1185,
File 2204-2212

Annual reports of the publishing houses Kurskaia pravda and Volzhskaia
kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom; industrial/ financial plans for the
publishing and printing houses of Krymskii obkom, Krymizdat ( Crimean
Publishing House ) and typolithography of Krymizdat, publishing house Volzhskaia
kommuna, Lenizdat ( Leningradskii Publishing House ), and printing house named
after Volodarskii under Leningradskii obkom, 1953
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Reel 2.1186,
File 2213-2230

Balance sheet for the publishing houses Tiesa and Sovetskaia Litva under the TsK
VKP(b) of Lithuania; industrial/ financial plans for the publishing houses
Moskovskaia pravda, Stalinskoe znamia under Penzenskii obkom, Pskovskaia
pravda, Stalinskoe znamia under Riazanskii obkom, Kommunist under Saratovskii
obkom, and Uralskii rabochii under Sverdlovskii obkom, for the publishing and
printing houses Omskaia pravda, for the editorial board of the newspaper
Orlovskaia pravda, and for the printing house Molot under Rostovskii obkom;
technical/industrial/financial plan for the printing office of the newspaper Zvezda
under Molotovskii obkom and for the publishing and printing houses Omskaia
pravda; balance for party publishing houses under Moskovskii obkom; estimating
sheet/financial plan for the publishing house of the newspaper Sovetskaia Sibir
under Novosibirskii obkom; report of the editorial board and publishing house of
the newspaper Stalinskoe znamia , estimate sheet for the publishing house of the
newspaper Krasnoe znamia under Primorskii kraikom; report industrial/financial
plan, and main indexes of industrial/financial plan for the publishing house and
editorial board of the newspaper Molot under Rostovskii obkom, 1953

Reel 2.1187,
File 2231-2239

Industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Uralskii rabochii under
Sverdlovskii obkom, financial report of the newspaper publishing house under
Smolenskii obkom; report of the publishing house of the newspaper Tambovskaia
pravda and of the editorial board of the newspaper Krasnoe znamia under Tomskii
obkom; annual report of the joint publishing house of Pravda Vostoka, Kzyl
Uzbekistan, and Uzbekistan Surkh under the TsK KP(b)of Uzbekistan;
technical/industrial/ financial plan for the publishing and printing houses Kzyl
Uzbekistan and Pravda Vostoka under the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan, for the joint
publishing house under the TsK KP(b) of Uzbekistan, and for the publishing house
Radianska Ukraina under the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine; industrial/financial plan for the
printing house Radianska Ukraina , 1953

Reel 2.1188,
File 2239-2250

Technical/industrial/financial plan for the printing house Radianska Ukraina;
reports of the publishing house of the newspaper Ulianovskaia pravda, of the
editorial board of the newspaper Tikhookeanskaia pravda under Khabarovskii
kraikom, of the Pravda publishing and printing houses; industrial/ financial plan
for the publishing house of the newspaper Cheliabinskii rabochii and for the
printing house Chkalovskaia kommuna; annual report and main indexes of the
industrial/financial plan for the publishing and printing houses Chkalovskaia
kommuna; financial report of Amurskii obkom; consolidated party budget for and
financial report of the TsK KP of Azerbaijan; consolidated party budget for
Altaiskii kraikom, 1953 and 1954

Reel 2.1189,
File 2251-2265

Financial report of Altaiskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and financial
reports of Amurskii, Arakhangelskii, Astrakhanskii, and Bashkirskii obkoms;
financial reports of Arzamasskii, Balashovskii, and Belgorodskii obkoms;
consolidated party budget for the TsK KP of Belorussia, 1954

Reel 2.1190,
File 2265-2276

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP of Belorussia (cont.); financial reports of
the TsK KP of Belorussia; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Brianskii, Buriat-Mongolskii, Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii, and Vologodskii obkoms,
1954

Reel 2.1191,
File 2277-2286

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Voronezhskii, Gorkovskii,
Groznenskii, and Dagestanskii obkoms and of the TsK KP of Georgia, 1954

Reel 2.1192,
File 2286-2296

Financial report of Dagestanskii obkom (cont.); consolidated party budgets for
and financial reports of Ivanovskii, Irkutskii, Kabardinskii, and Kaliningradskii
obkoms and of the TsK KP of Kazakhstan, 1954

Reel 2.1193,
File 2297-2309

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kalininskii, Kaluzhskii,
Kamenskii, Kemerovskii, and Kirovskii obkoms and of the TsK KP of Kirgizia and of
the Karelo-Finnish SSR, 1954

Reel 2.1194,
File 2310-2322

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Komi, Kostromskoi,
Krymskii, Kuibyshevskii, and Kurganskii obkoms and of Krasnodarskii and
Krasnoyarskii kraikoms, 1954
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Reel 2.1195,
File 2323-2332

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kurskii and Leningradskii
obkoms and of the TsK KP of Latvia and Lithuania; financial report of Lipetskii
obkom; consolidated party budget for Mariiskii obkom, 1954

Reel 2.1196,
File 2333-2343

Financial reports of Mariiskii and Magadanskii obkoms; consolidated party
budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP of Moldavia and of Molotovskii,
Mordovskii, and Moskovskii obkoms; consolidated party budget for Murmanskii
obkom, 1954

Reel 2.1197,
File 2344-2358

Financial report of Murmanskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii, Penzenskii, and
Pskovskii obkoms and of Primorskii kraikom, 1954

Reel 2.1198,
File 2359-2372

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Rostovskii, Riazanskii,
Saratovskii, Sakhalinskii, Sverdlovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, and Smolenskii obkoms,
1954

Reel 2.1199,
File 2373-2384

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Stavropolskii kraikom, of
Stalingradskii, Tambovskii, Tatarskii, and Tomskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP of
Tadzhikistan, 1954

Reel 2.1200,
File 2385-2396

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Stavropolskii kraikom, of
Tuvinskii, Tulskii, Tiumenskii, and Udmurtskii obkoms, and of the TsK KP of
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, 1954

Reel 2.1201,
File 2397-2399

Consolidated party budget for the TsK KP of Ukraine (vols. 1-3), 1954

Reel 2.1202,
File 2400-2413

Financial report of the TsK KP of Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Ulianovskii, Cheliabinskii, Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, and
Chuvashskii obkoms and of Khabarovskii kraikom; consolidated party budget for
the TsK KP of Estonia, 1954

Reel 2.1203,
File 2414-2423

Financial report of the TsK KP of Estonia; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Yakutskii and Yaroslavskii obkoms; annual report of the V.I.
Lenin Central Museum; memoranda from instructors of the Department of Budget
and Finance of the TsK KPSS Administration of Affairs regarding results of
auditing financial and economic activities of obkoms, kraikoms, and central
committees of the communist parties of union republics, presented alphabetically
by geographic name of party organization; control figures [of the plan] and
industrial/financial plans for the printing and publishing houses Pravda, 1954

Reel 2.1204,
File 2423-2440

Industrial/financial plans for the printing and publishing houses Pravda (cont.);
report of Gospolitizdat ( State Publishing House for Political Literature ); annual
report of the joint newspaper/magazine publishing houses under the TsK KP of
Azerbaijan and of the publishing house Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda under
Irkutskii obkom; industrial/ financial plans for the joint newspaper/magazine
publishing and printing houses under the TsK KP of Azerbaijan, publishing houses
Kommuna under Voronezhskii obkom, Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda under Irkutskii
obkom, and for the publishing houses of the newspapers Groznenskii rabochii,
Zaria vostoka, and Sovetakan Vrastan under the TsK KP of Georgia, for the
printing house Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda under Irkutskii obkom; subject plan
for the Department of Publications of the joint newspaper/magazine publishing
house under the TsK KP of Azerbaijan; report about financial and economic
activities of the publishing house Kommuna under Voronezhskii obkom; estimate
sheet of revenues and expenditures for the publishing house of newspaper
Kazakhstanskaia pravda; estimate sheet for the publishing house
Kaliningradskaia pravda, 1954

Reel 2.1205,
File 2441-2451

Technical/industrial/financial plan for the printing house of the newspaper
Kaliningradskaia pravda and the publishing house Kurskaia pravda; annual report
of the publishing house of the newspaper Sovetskaia Kuban under Krasnodarskii
kraikom and the publishing house Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii
obkom; industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Krymizdat ( Crimean
Publishing House) and the typolithography under Krymskii obkom, for the
publishing houses Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom and Lenizdat (
Leningradskii Publishing House ) under Leningradskii obkom, and for the
publishing house of the newspaper Kurskaia pravda, 1954
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Reel 2.1206,
File 2451-2467

Industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Lenizdat ( Leningradskii
Publishing House ) under Leningradskii obkom (cont.); balance sheet for the
publishing house of the newspaper Leninskoe znamia under Lipetskii obkom;
industrial/financial plans for the publishing houses Tiesa under the TsK KP of
Lithuania, for the publishing houses of the newspapers Zvezda under Molotovskii
obkom and Stalinskoe znamia under Penzenskii obkom, for the publishing and
printing houses Moskovskaia pravda, and for the printing-houses Sovetskaia Sibir
under Novosibirskii obkom and Molot under Rostovskii obkom; financial report of
the Molotovskii provincial publishing house Zvezda; main indexes of the
industrial/financial plan and of the activities of the publishing house Moskovskii
rabochii ; estimating sheet/ financial plan for the publishing house Sovetskaia
Sibir under Novosibirskii obkom; industrial/financial plan for the printing house
Omskaia pravda ; report of the editorial of the publishing house Stalinskoe znamia
under Penzenskii obkom, 1954

Reel 2.1207,
File 2468-2479

Industrial/financial plans for the publishing and printing houses Molot under
Rostovskii obkom and for the publishing houses Uralskii rabochii under
Sverdlovskii obkom and Kommunar under Tulskii obkom; report of the publishing
house Molot under Rostovskii obkom; financial report of the publishing house
Uralskii rabochii under Sverdlovskii obkom; annual report of and industrial/
financial plan for the joint publishing house Kzyl Uzbekistan , Pravda Vostoka, and
Uzbekistan Surkh under the TsK KP of Uzbekistan; technical/ industrial/financial
plans for the publishing and printing houses Radianska Ukraina, 1954

Reel 2.1208,
File 2479-2492

Technical/industrial/financial plans for the printing house Radianska Ukraina
(cont.); industrial/financial plans for the printing houses Radianska Ukraina and
Gorkovskaia pravda; annual report of the printing and publishing houses
Chkalovskaia kommuna; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
the TsK KP of Azerbaijan and Armenia, of Altaiskii kraikom and of Amurskii and
Arzamasskii obkoms, 1954 and 1955

Reel 2.1209,
File 2493-2507

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Arakhangelskii,
Astrakhanskii, Balashovskii, Bashkirskii, Belgorodskii, and Brianskii obkoms and
of the TsK KP of Belorussia; consolidated party budget of Buriat-Mongolskii
obkom, 1955

Reel 2.1210,
File 2508-2521

Financial report of Buriat-Mongolskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Velikolukskii, Vladimirskii, Vologodskii, Voronezhskii,
Gorkovskii, and Groznenskii obkoms; consolidated party budget of the TsK KP of
Georgia, 1955

Reel 2.1211,
File 2522-2532

Financial report of the TsK KP of Georgia; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Dagestanskii, Ivanovskii, Irkutskii, and Kabardinskii obkoms
and of the TsK KP of Kazakhstan, 1955

Reel 2.1212,
File 2533-2550

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kaliningradskii,
Kalininskii, Kaluzhskii, Kamenskii, Kemerovskii, Kirovskii, and Komi obkoms and of
the TsK KP of the Karelo-Finnish SSR and of Kirgizia, 1955

Reel 2.1487,
File 2551-2565

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Kostromskoi,
Kuibyshevskii, Kurganskii, and Kurskii obkoms, of Krasnodarskii and Krasnoyarskii
kraikoms, and of the TsK KP of Latvia; consolidated party budget of Leningradskii
obkom, 1955

Reel 2.1488,
File 2565-2580

Consolidated party budget of Leningradskii obkom (cont.); financial report of
Leningradskii obkom; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of
Lipetskii, Magadanskii, Mariiskii, Molotovskii, and Mordovskii obkoms and of the
TsK KP of Lithuania and Moldavia, 1955

Reel 2.1489,
File 2581-2596

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Moskovskii, Murmanskii,
Novgorodskii, Novosibirskii, Omskii, Orlovskii, and Penzenskii obkoms;
attachment to the party budget of Moskovskii obkom; consolidated party budget
of Primorskii kraikom, 1955

Reel 2.1490,
File 2597-2614

Financial report of Primorskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Pskovskii, Rostovskii, Riazanskii, Saratovskii, Sakhalinskii,
Sverdlovskii, Severo-Osetinskii, and Smolenskii obkoms; consolidated party
budget of Stavropolskii kraikom, 1955
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Reel 2.1491,
File 2615-2631

Financial report of Stavropolskii kraikom; consolidated party budgets for and
financial reports of Stalingradskii, Tambovskii, Tatarskii, Tomskii, Tuvinskii, and
Tulskii obkoms and of the TsK KP of Tadzhikistan and of Turkmenistan, 1955

Reel 2.1492,
File 2632-2639

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Tiumenskii and Udmurtskii
obkoms and of the TsK KP of Uzbekistan; consolidated party budget of the TsK KP
of Ukraine (vols. 1-2), 1955

Reel 2.1493,
File 2640-2654

Consolidated party budget of the TsK KP of Ukraine (vol. 3); financial reports of
the TsK KP of Ukraine and of the Higher Party School under the TsK VKP of
Ukraine; consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of Ulianovskii,
Cheliabinskii, Chitinskii, Chkalovskii, and Chuvashskii obkoms and of Khabarovskii
kraikom, 1955

Reel 2.1494,
File 2655-2668

Consolidated party budgets for and financial reports of the TsK KP of Estonia and
of Yakutskii and Yaroslavskii obkoms; memoranda from instructors of the
Department of Budget and Finance of the TsK KPSS Administration of Affairs
regarding results of auditing financial and economic activities of obkoms,
kraikoms, and central committees of the parties of union republics presented
alphabetically geographic name of party organization; estimate sheets for and
statements from the Academy of Social Sciences under the TsK KPSS; estimate
sheets for and correspondence of the Higher Party School under the TsK KPSS,
1955

Reel 2.1495,
File 2668-2681

Annual report of the V.I. Lenin Central Museum; balance sheet for the Institute of
the Party History under the TsK KP of Ukraine; financial reports of the Kiev branch
of the V.I. Lenin Central Museum and of the publishing houses of the newspapers
Altaiskaia pravda and Kommuna under Voronezhskii obkom; industrial/financial
plan for the printing and publishing houses of the newspapers Pravda, Altaiskaia
pravda , Kommuna under Voronezhskii obkom, and Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda
under Irkutskii obkom; industrial/ financial plan for and report of Gospolitizdat (
State Publishing House for Political Literature ); draft plan, annual report, and
draft and final versions of industrial/financial plan for the joint
newspaper/magazine publishing house under the TsK KP of Azerbaijan, 1955

Reel 2.1496,
File 2682-2696

Annual reports of the publishing houses Sovetskaia Kuban under Krasnodarskii
kraikom and Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom; industrial/financial
plan for the publishing house Volzhskaia kommuna under Kuibyshevskii obkom,
Lenizdat ( Leningradskii State Publishing House), and the Molotovskii provincial (
oblastnoi) publishing house Zvezda and for the publishing and printing houses
Moskovskaia pravda and Moskovskii rabochii; estimate sheet and
technical/industrial/financial plans for the publishing house Krasnyi Kurgan and
for the printing house of the newspaper Zvezda under Molotovskii obkom; report
and technical/industrial/financial plan for the publishing house Kurskaia pravda;
registers reflecting implementation of the industrial/financial plan by the
publishing house Moskovskaia pravda, 1955

Reel 2.1497,
File 2697-2710

Major indexes of the industrial/financial plan for the publishing and printing
houses Moskovskaia pravda; estimating sheet/financial plan and main indexes of
the industrial/financial plan for the publishing house of the newspaper Sovetskaia
Sibir under Novosibirskii obkom; financial report of the newspaper publishing
house Rabochii put under Smolenskii obkom; industrial/financial plans for and
reports of the publishing houses of the newspapers Stalinskoe znamia under
Penzenskii obkom and Molot Rostovskii obkom; industrial/financial plan for the
house and editorial board of the newspaper Molot under Rostovskii obkom, for the
publishing and printing houses Kommunist under Saratovskii obkom, for the
publishing house Uralskii rabochii under Sverdlovskii obkom and publishing house
of the newspaper Stavropolskaia pravda; annual report of the joint publishing
house for Kzyl Uzbekistan, Pravda Vostoka , and Uzbekistani Surkh under the TsK
KP of Uzbekistan, 1955
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Reel 2.1580,
File 2710-2722

Annual report of the joint publishing house for Kzyl Uzbekistan, Pravda Vostoka,
and Uzbekistani Surkh under the TsK KP of Uzbekistan (cont.);
technical/industrial/financial plan for the joint publishing house under the TsK KP
of Uzbekistan, for the printing office of the publishing house Radianska Ukraina
under the TsK KP of Ukraine, and for the Kamenskii (oblastnoi) provincial
publishing house industrial/ financial plan for the publishing house Radianska
Ukraina, for the newspaper/magazine publishing and printing houses Cheliabinskii
rabochii, and for the publishing and printing houses Chkalovskaia kommuna ;
annual reports of the publishing houses Ulianovskaia pravda and
Vostochno-Sibirskaia pravda under Irkutskii obkom, and of the publishing and
printing houses Chkalovskaia kommuna; organizational charts with salary
indication and list of monthly salaries for the employees of the publishing house
Kommunist under the TsK KP of Georgia, 1955

Reels 2.407-2.462 Opis 77: Administration of Affairs of the TsK KPSS. Department of Budget and
Finance, 1939-1963

Physical Description: 56 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 77 (259 files on 56 reels) consists mainly of consolidated party budgets,
organizational charts, and other financial documents issued by the Department of Budget
and Finance of the Administration of Affairs of the TsK KPSS in 1939-1955, though some
files contain documents issued in 1955-1963. It also contains materials related to the
wages paid to the party members dispatched to fight German fascists in partisan
detachments or performing special tasks behind German lines during World War II and to
the process of granting pensions to those disabled while in partisan detachments or while
performing special tasks and to the families of partisans, of those performing special
tasks, and of those who perished or were missing performing special tasks. The Russian
finding aid can be found on reel 2.22.
Additional Note
Additional register issued by the Department of Budget and Finance

   
Reel 2.407,
File 1-2

Budgets for local party organizations (part 1 and 2), 1939

Reel 2.408,
File 3-5

Estimates of expenses for party propaganda and agitation; budgets for local party
organizations presented alphabetically (vol. 1: "À-Ì"; vol. 2: "Í-Î" in Russian), 1940

Reel 2.409,
File 5-8

Budgets for local party organizations presented alphabetically (vol. 2: "Î-ß");
consolidated party budgets for 1941 and 1942, 1941-1942

Reel 2.410,
File 8-10

Consolidated party budgets for 1942 (cont.), and 1943 (vols. 1-2), 1942-1943

Reel 2.411,
File 10-12

Consolidated party budgets for 1943 (vol. 2, cont.) and 1944 (vol. 1: "À-È"; vol. 2:
" Ê" in Russian), 1943-1944

Reel 2.412,
File 12-14

Consolidated party budget for (vol. 2: "Ê-Ì"; vol. 3, "Í-Ò"; vol. 4 : "Ó-X" in Russian),
1944

Reel 2.413,
File 14-16

Consolidated party budgets for 1944 (vol. 4: "X- ß" in Russian) and 1945 (vol. 1:
"À-È"; vol. 2: " Ê-Ì" in Russian), 1944-1945

Reel 2.414,
File 16-19

Consolidated party budgets for 1945 (vol. 2: "M" (cont.); vol. 3: "Í-Ò"; vol. 4 : " Ó-
ß" in Russian); organizational charts with salary indications for primary party
organizations, 1945

Reel 2.415,
File 19-21

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary party organizations
(cont.); report about the implementation of the 1945 party budget; consolidated
1946 party budgets for the central committees of union republics, 1945 and 1946

Reel 2.416,
File 21-23

Consolidated party budgets for the central committees of union republics,
kraikoms, and obkoms, 1946
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Reel 2.417,
File 24-27

Consolidated party budgets for obkoms; organizational charts with salary
indications and salary fund for personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of primary party
organizations of the city of Moscow; organizational charts with salary indications
for party organizations presented in alphabetical order by party organization
("À-Ë" in Russian), 1946

Reel 2.418,
File 27-31

Organizational charts with salary indications for party organizations presented in
alphabetical order by party organization ("Ë-ß" in Russian); budget for the VLKSM
(All-Union Young Communists League); organizational charts with salary
indications for the primary party organizations and party offices at the
enterprises of the city and oblast of Moscow; consolidated financial report for
1947, 1946 and 1947

Reel 2.419,
File 32-33

Organizational charts with salary indications for the secretaries of the TsK VKP(b)
organization and of party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of primary party
organizations (vols. 1 and 2), 1947

Reel 2.420,
File 33-37

Organizational charts with salary indications for secretaries of the TsK VKP(b)
organization and for party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of primary party
organizations (vol. 2, cont.); organizational charts with salary indications for the
primary party organizations in the city and oblast of Moscow for 1947 and for
party organizations and party officials within Moskovskii obkom of the VKP(b) as
of January 1, 1947; registers for the party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of the
primary party organizations of the city and oblast of Moscow as of July 1, 1947;
consolidated party budget for 1948 in alphabetical order by union republic ("À - Á"
in Russian); 1947 and 1948

Reel 2.421,
File 37-42

Consolidated party budget arranged in alphabetical order by union republic (vol.
1: "Á- Ë"; vols. 2-4: "Ë-C" in Russian); consolidated party budget for Ukraine (vol.
2); consolidated party budget arranged in alphabetical order by obkom (vols. 3:
"A-Ä"; vol. 4: "È-K"; vol. 5: "Ë-Î"; vol. 6 "Ï-Ð" in Russian), 1948

Reel 2.422,
File 42-46

Consolidated party budget arranged in alphabetical order by obkom (vol. 6: "Ð-Ñ";
vol. 7: "Ò-ß" in Russian); consolidated party budget arranged in alphabetical order
by kraikom or union republic (cont.)(vols. 8: "Ì-Õ" in Russian); organizational
charts with salary indications for primary party organizations ("À-Ó" in Russian),
1948

Reel 2.423,
File 46-51

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary organizations ("Ó-ß" in
Russian); organizational charts with salary indications for primary organizations
and party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) at the enterprises of the oblast of
Moscow; organizational charts with salary indications for primary organizations
and party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) at the enterprises of the city and oblast
of Moscow as of July 1, 1948; organizational charts with salary indications for
party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of primary party organizations in the city of
Moscow for 1948; financial report on the implementation of the 1948 budget;
organizational charts with salary indications for the party secretaries of the TsK
and of primary party organizations, 1948

Reel 2.424,
File 51-54

Organizational charts with salary indications for party secretaries of the TsK and
of primary party organizations in 1948 (cont.); organizational charts with salary
indications for central committees of union republics, for kraikoms, obkoms,
gorkoms, and raikoms of the VKP(b), 1948 and 1949

Reel 2.425,
File 54-55

Organizational charts with salary indications for gorkoms, and raikoms of the
VKP(b) (cont.) and for party primary organizations, 1949

Reel 2.426,
File 56-60

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary organizations of the city
and oblast of Moscow; organizational charts with salary indications for primary
organizations of the city and oblast of Moscow as of January 1 and July 1, 1949;
consolidated budget and organizational charts with salary indications for VKP(b)
(vols. 1-2), 1949 and 1950

Reel 2.427,
File 60-64

Consolidated budget and organizational charts with salary indications for VKP(b)
(vol. 2, cont.; vols. 3-6), 1950
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Reel 2.428,
File 64-67

Consolidated budget and organizational charts with salary indications for VKP(b)
(vol. 6, cont.; vols. 7-8); organizational charts for secretaries of party
organizations under the TsK VKP(b) and for party personnel (partiinye rabotniki)
of primary party organizations, 1950

Reel 2.429,
File 67-71

Organizational charts with salary indications for secretaries of party organizations
under the TsK VKP(b) and personnel ( partiinye rabotniki ) of primary party
organizations (cont.); organizational charts for party personnel ( partiinye
rabotniki) of primary party organizations and party offices of the city and oblast
of Moscow as of January 1 and July 1, 1950; consolidated 1951 budget for the
VKP(b (vol. 1), 1950 and 1951

Reel 2.430,
File 71-74

Consolidated budget for the VKP(b) (vol. 1, cont.; vols. 2-4), 1951

Reel 2.431,
File 74-78

Consolidated budget for the VKP(b) (vol. 4, cont.; vols. 5-7); organizational charts
with salary indications for primary organizations of the VKP(b), 1951

Reel 2.432,
File 78-82

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary organizations of the
VKP(b) (cont.); organizational charts with salary indications for primary party
organizations of the city and oblast of Moscow; organizational charts with salary
indications for primary party organizations of the city and oblast of Moscow as of
January 1 and July 1, 1951; organizational charts with salary indications for
primary party organizations of the city and oblast of Leningrad, 1951

Reel 2.433,
File 82-87

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary party organizations of
the city and oblast of Leningrad (cont.), for the Ukrainian party organization and
for party organizations from Azerbaijan to Yaroslavl presented alphabetically;
consolidated 1952 budget arranged alphabetically by party organization of union
republic (vol. 1: "A-K"; vol. 2: "Ê-Ë" in Russian), 1951 and 1952

Reel 2.434,
File 87-90

Consolidated budget arranged alphabetically by party organization of union
republic (vol. 2: "Ë- Ó"; vol. 3: "Ó-Ý"); consolidated budget arranged alphabetically
by obkoms (vol. 8: "Ñ-ß" in Russian); organizational charts with salary indications
for primary party organizations of the VKP(b), 1952

Reel 2.435,
File 90-94

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary party organizations of
the VKP(b)(cont.), for the Ukrainian party organization, for personnel (partiinye
rabotniki) of party offices at the enterprises of the city of Moscow; organizational
charts with salary indications for the personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of primary
party organizations and party offices of the city and oblast of Moscow as of July 1,
1952; consolidated 1953 budget for party organizations of union republics
presented alphabetically (vol. 1: "À-Ó" in Russian), 1952 and 1953

Reel 2.436,
File 94-97

Consolidated budget for party organizations of union republics (vol. 1: "Ó-Ý" in
Russian), kraikoms (vol. 1: "À-Õ" in Russian), and obkoms (vol. 2: "A-Ë"; vol. 3:
"Ì-ß" in Russian); organizational charts with salary indications for primary
organizations of the VKP(b), 1953

Reel 2.437,
File 97-99

Organizational charts with salary indications for primary organizations of the
VKP(b) (vol. 4; vol. 5, parts 1 and 2), 1953

Reel 2.438,
File 100-103

Organizational charts with salary indications for party personnel (partiinye
rabotniki) of party organizations of the central committees of union republics,
kraikoms, and obkoms; registers of party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of
political departments of machine and tractor specialized stations, 1953

Reel 2.439,
File 103-107

Registers of party personnel (partiinye rabotniki) of political departments of
machine and tractor specialized stations (cont.); organizational charts with salary
indications for rural raikoms, for primary party organizations of the Ukraine and
of Moscow, and for primary party organizations and libraries of the enterprises
within the Moscow party organization, 1953

Reel 2.440,
File 108-110

Consolidated party budgets for central committees of union republics, kraikoms,
and obkoms presented in alphabetical order ("À-Ò" in Russian), 1954

Reel 2.441,
File 110-112

Consolidated party budgets for obkoms ("Ò-ß" in Russian); budget for the
Ukrainian party organization; organizational charts for primary party
organizations, 1954

Reel 2.442,
File 112-114

Organizational charts for primary party organizations (cont.); consolidated party
budgets for central committees of union republics (vols. 1-2), 1955
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Reel 2.443,
File 114-116

Consolidated party budgets for central committees of union republics (vol. 2,
cont.), kraikoms, and obkoms (vols. 3-4), 1955

Reel 2.444,
File 117-119

Consolidated party budgets for kraikoms and obkoms (vol. 5), and for the
Ukrainian party organization; organizational charts for party personnel (partiinye
rabotniki) of primary organizations of central committees of union republics and
kraikoms, 1955

Reel 2.445,
File 119-124

Organizational charts for the exempt personnel (osvobozhdennye rabotniki) of
primary party organizations of central committees of union republics and
kraikoms (cont.), obkoms, and for the Leningrad party organization for 1955;
consolidated party budgets issued in 1940-1943 (vol. 2) and 1939-1944 (vol. 3) by
the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration of Affairs of the TsK
VKP(b), 1939-1944 and 1955

Reel 2.446,
File 124-128

Consolidated party budgets issued in 1939-1944 (vol. 3, cont.) and in 1945-1947
(vol. 4) by the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration of Affairs
of the TsK VKP(b); party budget arranged in alphabetical order by geographical
name of party organization (Altaiskii kraikom - Kurskii obkom), 1939-1947 and
1952

Reel 2.447,
File 128-130

Party budget for 1952 arranged in alphabetical order by geographical name of
party organization (Kurskii obkom (cont.)- Smolenskii obkom); draft
organizational charts for exempt personnel (osvobozhdennye rabotniki) of
primary party organizations in 1945; 1945 and 1952

Reel 2.448,
File 130-131

Draft organizational charts for exempt personnel (osvobozhdennye rabotniki) of
primary party organizations in 1944 (cont.) and 1945; 1944 and 1945

Reel 2.449,
File 131-132

Draft organizational charts for exempt personnel (osvobozhdennye rabotniki) of
primary party organizations in 1945 (cont.) and 1946, 1945 and 1946

Reel 2.450,
File 132-135

Draft organizational chart for exempt personnel (osvobozhdennye rabotniki) of
primary party organizations in 1945 (cont.); materials relating to the salary and
organizational charts for the party committees of the Ministry of Medium
Machine-Building in 1956-1957; estimate sheets for political administrations and
political departments in 1951-1960, 1945 and 1951-1960

Reel 2.451,
File 136-159

Estimate sheets for political administrations (politupravleniia) and political
departments (politotdely) in 1957-1963; lists of people dispatched to work behind
German lines by the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldavia, Estonia,
and the Karelo-Finnish SSR, Arkhangeslkii, Voronezhskii, Vologodskii, Kalininskii
Krymskii, Kurskii, Leningradskii, Murmanskii, Orlovskii, Smolenskii, and
Stalingradskii obkoms (VKP(b), and by Krasnodarskii and Ordzhonikidzevskii
kraikoms (VKP(b) in 1942-1944; list of party and Komsomol members from
Stavropolskii krai (territory) who returned after performing special tasks; list of
party members dispatched by the TsK KP(b) of Ukraine to work behind German
lines and of party members (partiinye rabotniki) who were ordered to stay in
Ukraine under German occupation; lists of party members performing special
tasks, and correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the
Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with the central committee of KP of
union republics and okoms VKP(b) that had dispatched the said people to perform
special tasks, 1942-1944 and 1957-1963
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Reel 2.452,
File 160-172

Lists of party members dispatched to perform special tasks by Vologodskii,
Murmanskii, Rostovskii, and Gorkovskii obkoms, by the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia
and Latvia, and by Stavropolskii kraikom VKP(b); lists of people performing
special tasks, whose families get allowance via Central, Belorussian, and
Lithuanian headquarters of partisan movement; lists of party members (partiinye
rabotniki) currently fighting in partisan detachments submitted to the TsK VKP(b)
by obkoms and central committees of union republics where the families of the
said party members reside; lists of party members dispatched to perform special
tasks, and correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the
Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b with central committees of the
communist parties of republics and obkoms where the families of the said party
members resided; correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of
the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with central committees of the
communist parties of union republics and obkoms regarding payment of wages to
those who previously worked for party and Soviet organizations or in the field of
economies ( rabotniki) dispatched behind German lines and re payment of
allowances to their families; the same correspondence with attached applications
and reports, 1942-1945

Reel 2.453,
File 172-177

Correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration
of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with central committees of the communist parties of
union republics and obkoms regarding payment of wages to those who previously
worked for party and Soviet organizations or in the field of economies
(khoziaistvennye rabotniki), and were dispatched behind German lines and re
payment of allowances to their families, with attached applications and reports,
1942-1943

Reel 2.454,
File 178-182

Same

Reel 2.455,
File 183-187

Same, 1943

Reel 2.456,
File 188-194

Same, 1943-1944

Reel 2.457,
File 195-201

Same, 1943-1944

Reel 2.458,
File 201-207

Correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration
of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with central committees of the communist parties of
union republics and obkoms regarding payment of wages to those who previously
worked for party and Soviet organizations or in the field of economies
(khoziaistvennye rabotniki), and were dispatched behind German lines and re
payment of allowances to their families, with attached applications and reports,
1943-1945

Reel 2.459,
File 208-215

Same, 1944-1945

Reel 2.460,
File 216-231

Same, 1942 and 1944-1946
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Reel 2.461,
File 231-248

Correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration
of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with the Central Headquarters of Partisan Movement
regarding payment of wages and allowances to the party members (partiinye
rabotniki) who are students of special schools or partisans and to their families,
with attached applications, powers of attorneys and reports; lists of party
members missing or perished behind German lines with related materials,
submitted to the TsK VKP(b) by the TsK KP(b) of Belorussia, Latvia, Lithuania, and
Karelo-Finnish SSR, by Kalininskii, Krymskii, Kurskii, Leningradskii, Orlovskii, and
Smolenskii obkoms, and by Krasnodarskii and Stavropolskii kraikoms VKP(b),
issued by the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration of Affairs
of the TsK VKP(b); correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of
the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with the central committees of the
communist parties of union republics and obkoms VKP(b) about granting pensions
to disabled party workers and to the families of those missing or who perished
while performing special tasks behind German lines, 1942-1945

Reel 2.462,
File 249-259

Correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration
of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with central committees of the communist parties of
union republics and obkoms VKP(b) about granting pensions to tha party workers
disabled while performing special tasks and to the families of those missing or
who perished while performing special tasks behind German lines;
correspondence of the Department of Budget and Finance of the Administration of
Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) with the TsK KP(b) of Latvia and Lithuania and with the
Peoples' Commissariat for Social Welfare of the RSFSR re granting pensions to the
families of the officials of party and Soviet organizations missing or who perished
while performing special tasks behind German lines; files relating to the process
of granting pensions to the families of party members from the oblast of
Smolensk perished in the fight against fascists; statistical data issued by the
Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) re allowances paid to the families of
party members who performed special tasks behind German lines in 1942-1944 (in
republics and oblasts); register of files relating to applications for allowances
submitted to the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b); register of
documents transferred by the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) to the
secret archives, 1942-1946

Reels 2.463-2.467 Opis 79: Administration of Affairs of the TsK KPSS. Instructions, 1935-1956
Physical Description: 5 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 79 contains instructions issued by the Administration of Affairs and resolutions of the
Secretariat of the Central Committee of the KPSS in 1935-1939. It is incomplete, as files
1-18, 30-63, and 95-132 were not delivered to the Hoover Institution. The Russian finding
aid can be found on reel 2.22/

   
Reel 2.463,
File 1-18

Files 1-18 were not delivered to the Hoover Institution

Reel 2.463,
File 19-25

Instructions issued by the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) to the
catering facilities (1943-1952) transportation division (1943-1947), 1943-1952

Reel 2.464,
File 26-29

Instructions issued by the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b) to the
transportation division, 1948-1955

Reel 2.464,
File 30-63

Files 30-63 were not delivered to the Hoover Institution

Reel 2.464,
File 64-69

Excerpts from the resolutions of the Secretariat of the TsK VKP(b) related to the
secretaries of party organizations within the TsK VKP(b) (reference material),
1942-1947

Reel 2.465,
File 70-82

Excerpts from the resolutions of the Secretariat of the TsK VKP(b) related to the
secretaries of local party organizations appointed by the TsK VKP(b) (reference
material, 1948-1956) and consolidated registers (svodki) of the TsK VKP(b)
apparatus personnel(1939-1942), 1939-1944 and 1938-1956
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Reel 2.466,
File 82-91

Consolidated registers (svodki) of the TsK VKP(b) apparatus personnel, 1942-1953

Reel 2.467,
File 91-94

Same, 1953-1955

Reels
2.1498-2.1514

Opis 86: Bureau of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the RKP(b)
Physical Description: 17 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 86 contains documents (reports, verbatim records, resolutions, minutes,
memoranda, etc.) belonging to the Secret Department and to the Bureau of the
Secretariat of the Central Committee of the RKP(b) issued in 1918-1931. The Secret
Department was first created in 1920. In 1921 it was transformed into the Bureau of the
Secretariat and in 1926 went back to being the Secret Department. Then, in 1934 the
Secret Department was transformed into the Special Sector. Responsibilities of the
Bureau, Department, or Sector included record keeping for plenums of the TsK RKP(B)
and for the Political Bureau (Politburo), Organizational Bureau (Orgburo), and the
Secretariat of the TsK RKP(b) and of the secret correspondence of the TsK apparatus
relating to different aspects of party and Soviet life. The Russian finding aid can be found
on reel 2.22; it is provided with an index (in Russian).

   
Reel 2.1498,
File 1-34

Circulating materials issued by the TsK RKP(b) (reports, draft reports, resolutions,
etc.) re financial matters, reduction of retail prices, propaganda issues, discussion
about trade-unions, and the secret letter On the Tasks of the Collectivization
Movement with Regard to the Struggle against Distortion of the Party Main Line ;
materials issued by the commissions under the TsK RKP(b): minutes and extract
of the minutes of the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) Politburo and the Central
Control Commission, resolutions of the 11th All-Russian RKP(b) Conference,
instructions, resolutions, circulating letters, regulations, and other materials
related to the activities of the commissions for purges, for trade and cooperation,
for the All-Union Council for the Economy (VSNKh) (purges, party membership,
tasks of trade-unions under New Economic Policy and their leading institutions,
responsibilities of party and Soviet institutions, etc.); materials of the TsK RKP(b)
Politburo (extracts from the minutes of the Politburo meetings, reports,
resolutions, letters) re international relations, famine in Povolzhie, introduction of
the tax in kind in Ukraine, state food supplies, trade and finance, summoning of
the international congress of trade-unions, propaganda, etc.; materials related to
the activity of the Orgburo (Organizational Bureau) of the TsK RKP(b) and of the
organizational departments of the Orgburo and of gubkoms and kraikoms; letters
from Czech, Romanian, and Estonian bureaus for agitation and propaganda and
other party committees and institutions under the TsK RKP(b) requesting
appropriation of money for party work, 1918-1930

Reel 2.1499,
File 34-38, 40-50

Letters from Czech, Romanian, and Estonian bureaus for agitation and
propaganda under the TsK RKP(b) and other party committees and institutions
requesting financial assistance for party work (cont.); reports about the activities
of local RKP(b) and VLKSM organizations and about party work among women
delivered at the meetings of the TsK RKP(b) Orgburo; verbatim records and
minutes of the organizational meetings conducted at the
Organization-Assignment Department (organizatsionno-raspredelitelnyi otdel) of
the TsK RKP(b), 1918-1921 and 1928-1929
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Reel 2.1500,
File 51-54, 56-59,
61-67, 69

Verbatim records, draft resolutions of the TsK VKP(b) Secretariat, memoranda,
and other materials related to the meetings of the Organizational-Distributive
Department of the TsK VKP(b) re the activities of the Peoples' Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs (NKID) and its personnel; protocols of the Central Control
Commission; personnel charts and personnel files of the confidential agents of
TsK and TsKK members presented alphabetically ("Á-ß" in Russian), resolutions of
the TsK and TsKK VKP(b) Plenum, draft resolution, and other materials related to
the said Plenum, to the internal party affairs, and to the report presented by the
TsKK at the Fifteenth Congress of the VKP(b) (prepared by the OGPU); reference
materials and correspondence of the Bureau of the TsK RKP(b) Secretariat with
the Executive Committee of the Communist International (IKKI), with the TsK
RKP(b) Departments, central committees of the communist party of national
republics, obkoms, gubkoms, and other party organizations and institutions re the
situation in the Comintern and communist parties of Latvia, France, Turkey, re the
activities of the Comintern and its Executive Committee, re measures to secure
secrecy and safekeeping of party documents, and other issues, 1920-1931

Reel 2.1501,
File 71-84, 86,
88-89

Draft secret letters issued by the TsK RKP(b) and reports, financial documents,
regulations, rules, instructions, orders, memoranda, letters, statements, and
other materials issued by the Bureau of the TsK RKP(b) Secretariat re the
activities of TsK departments and the Administration of Affairs, re organizational
issues, re assignments and transfers of party workers, re personnel of the TsK
Bureau, re communication of the TsK with party and Soviet institutions and with
trade-union and cooperative organizations, re release of information about
decisions adopted by the Bureau and Secretariat, re local party conferences, re
the situation in Bashkiria and the Far-Eastern Republic, and re party work in
Voronezhskii, Groznenskii, Leningradskii, and Saratovskii gubkoms, 1918-1925

Reel 2.1502,
File 90-97,100-111

Protocols, stenographic reports, resolutions, statements reports, memoranda,
correspondence, and other documents related to the plenums of the Moscow
Committee and the Moscow Control Committee and the Bureau of the Moscow
Committee of the VKP(b); consolidated survey of the notes sent by workers and
peasants at the trade-union meetings and conferences re improvement in working
discipline, study of the decision of the 7th Trade-Union Congress and elections to
the bureaus of party cells (buro iacheek); secret letter from the Moscow
Committee of the VKP(b); protocols of the from local party organization meetings
sent to the TsK RKP(b) of the RSFSR re their activities, political situation in
Siberia and Cherepovets, gangsters in the gubernia of Tambov, national policy,
results of auditing the party organization in the Tatar Republic, the situation at
the gun-powder producing plant in Kazan, cadres issues in Uralskii gubkom, etc.,
1918-1923 and 1926-1927

Reel 2.1503,
File 112-120,
122-135

Stenographic report of the First Congress of the communists of Ukraine;
telegrams, letters (from G. Petrovskii, S. M. Kirov, G. Chicherin, G. K.
Ordzhonikidze, Orakhelashvili), excerpts from the minutes, reports, directives of
the RKP(b), and other documents relating to the situation in Ukraine and the
struggle among political parties there, to the political and economic situation in
Azerbaijan and Antanta's attempts to use Azerbaijan against Soviet Russia, to the
policy of the mensheviks in Georgia and a possible peace treaty between Georgia
and Soviet Russia, to the situation in Armenia and negotiations with the
nationalistic party Dashnaktsutiun, to the situation in Dagestan, Kirgizia, and
Turkestan, to the counter-revolutionary conspiracy of the governments of
Khoresm and Bukhara, to the political trial of the Zionist organization Gekholuts
and to the statement of the Central Bureau of the communist organizations of the
Peoples of the East requesting that I. V. Stalin be given authority over imposing
the Soviet power to the East, 1918-1923 and 1925-1928
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Reel 2.1504,
File 136-160

Reports, verbatim records, resolutions, statements, and other materials relating
to cooperative organizations in Bukhara and to the conference of the secretaries
of raikoms and okruzhkoms of the Communist Party of Turkmenistan;
correspondence between the TsK RKP(b) and the Council of Peoples' Commissars,
the All-Union Central Executive Committee, and the Council for Labor and Defense
re taxes and food supplies; verbatim records of the commission of the All-Union
Central Executive Committee for revision of the RSFSR institutions;
correspondence of the TsK RKP(b) with the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission
(VChK), the Main Political Administration (GPU), the Revolutionary and Military
Council (RVS), Political Administration of the Revolutionary and Military Council
(PUR), and the Detachments for Special Tasks (ChON) re activities of anarchists,
mensheviks, and other counter-revolutionary parties, investigation of the murder
of Finnish communists and limitation in the imposition of the death penalty by
VChK organs; materials of the Foreign Division of the Foreign Department of the
All-Ukrainian Extraordinary Commission (VUChK) relating to the struggle against
gangsters, to the VChK personnel, to the censorship of international
correspondence, to the expulsion of an American journalist from Soviet Russia,
conditions in the prisons of Vladimir and Orel, the Red Army, the Civil War and its
Western Front, the statute for military tribunals, situation in Poland, etc.;
correspondence with the people's commissariats re activities of the party cells in
Soviet embassies abroad, the statement made by A. Balabanova in Italy, events in
Afghanistan and Persia in 1922, the trade treaty with Denmark, regulations for
foreign trips and return of émigrés to Russia, and activities of RKP(b) organization
in Harbin; reports, letters, and other materials related to the work of the Peoples'
Commissariat for Foreign Trade, 1919-1927

Reel 2.1505,
File 171-200

Materials issued by the Presidium of the All-Russian Council for the Economy
(VSNKh) and economic commissions (crisis in food supplies, New Economic Policy
(NEP), and other issues); correspondence of the TsK RKP(b) with the VSNKh and
the Central Administration for Statistics (fuel supplies, top officials of trusts and
syndicates, etc.); decree of the Council of Peoples' Commissars, reports, letters,
protocol, Trotsky's draft report, and other documents from the Peoples'
Commissariat for Labor and Social Welfare (reorganization of its work,
transportation, and the meeting of the Interdepartmental Commission for the
implementation of compulsory labor service); telegrams, surveys, memoranda and
other materials relating to the statute on and activities of the Peoples'
Commissariat for Food (food supplies in 1921, increase in food consumption
rations in Siberia, implementation of the tax in kind, etc.), to the activities of the
Peoples' Commissariat of Social Welfare, of the Peoples' Commissariat of
Education, and of the Main Administration for Political Education (composition of,
housing and allowances for students of communist higher educational
institutions, qualifications required for teaching political science and economics,
issues relating to the publishing industry, benefits for RKP(b) members, etc.), and
to the activities of trade-unions and co-operative societies (the First All-Russian
Conference of military co-operative societies, the Congress of Comintern, salaries
in the lumber industry, the concession Kursk Magnetic Anomaly, the conflict
between authorities and the trade-union of communication workers, tariffs, etc.);
statistical data on the RKP(b) membership and reference-book presenting the
composition of governing cadres in central and local party institutions, 1920-1929
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Reel 2.1506,
File 201-217

Letters from individuals (R. Morshan, N. I. Bukharin, Ie. Preobrazhenskii, N. A.
Yefimov, A. Sheinman, and others) to the TsK RKP(b) re the following issues:
publication of diplomatic documents of the tsarist government, archives of the
White Guard, negotiations between Antanta and the Government of Chaikovskii,
the Central School for Soviet and Party work, publication of a theoretical journal,
economic ties with capitalist countries, financial reform, economic policy, uprising
in Urzhum, collection of taxes in kind and the 1933 harvest, and monetary
circulation; copies from foreign articles re famine relief and situation with Russian
émigrés; instruction for assignments of party workers for party work in uezd,
gubernia, and oblast; materials related to Polish-Russian and Polish-Ukrainian
relations (defeat of the Red Army in the Soviet-Polish front, mobilization of
communists, conditions for peace and armistice, Soviet power in occupied
territories, struggle against spies on the Western front, activities of the
Communist Party of Poland and of the Provisional Revolutionary Committee of
Poland, reevacuation of Polish assets, Russian-Ukrainian Commission for
repatriation, expulsion of White Guard émigrés from Poland, etc.); materials
related to the activities of courses for party workers (partiinye rabotniki) and
register for incoming and outgoing documents related to the said courses;
protocol of the Small Council of Peoples' Commissars (Malyi Sovnarkom) of
January, 1922, 1920-1929

Reel 2.1507,
File 217-224

Protocols of the Small Council of Peoples' Commissars (Malyi Sovnarkom) of
January (cont.), and February-August, 1922

Reel 2.1508,
File 225-229

Protocols of the Small Council of Peoples' Commissars (Malyi Sovnarkom) of
November-December, 1922; surveys of publications in White émigré press (vol. 1),
1922 and 1927

Reel 2.1509,
File 229-231

Surveys of publications in White émigré press [vol. 1 (cont.), vols. 2 and 3],
1927-1934

Reel 2.1510,
File 231-243

Surveys of publications in White émigré press [vol. 3 (cont.)]; correspondence of
Paolei-Zion (Jewish Communist Party - JCP), directive letter from the TsK RKP(b),
statement and memorandum of the Zionist organization, and an excerpt from the
minutes of the TsK RKP(b) Orgburo re summoning of the All-Russian Jewish
Conference, activities and nationalistic tendency in Paolei-Zion, establishment of
the Jewish section under TsK RKP(b), participation of the JCP in Soviet work and in
clandestine work in the occupied territories of Ukraine and Belorussia; report of
M. Ia. Frumkina, member of the Jewish section under the TsK RKP(b), about the
activities of the Jewish worker's organization He-haluts ; materials relating to the
incorporation of the BUND (originally The General Jewish Workers' Union in
Lithania, Poland, and Russia ) into the RKP(b); letter from Breslav (Zakhar) and
Report from Bukva G to the TsK RKP(b) re establishment of the undercover party
apparatus in Moscow in case of failure of the bolshevik regime in Petrograd;
excerpts from the Orgburo minutes re admittance to the Institute of Red
Professors, re results of admitting graduate students to the Communist Academy,
and re communist higher educational institutions in Uzbekistan and Turkmenia;
appeals, claims, and letters to F. A. Sergeev re violation of party rules, illegal
arrests, and undeserved promotion of communists at the enterprises of mining
industry in Donbass; agenda of the Orgburo meeting; correspondence of the VTsIK
with the TsK RKP(b), with the RKP(b) faction of the VTsIK, with the TsK RSDRP,
with the Central Bureau RSDRP of left internationalists, and with other
organizations and reports, letters, and telegrams relating to organizational,
economic, educational, and financial issues, food supplies, personal cases of
communists, different factions in the VTsIK and communist factions in the military
institutions, worker unrest at Tula Arms Works, the activities of the executive
committees of the city and gubernia of Petrograd, the party tasks in Armenia and
Azerbaijan, the situation in Ukraine and in Turkestan, the conscription into the
Red Army, the Polish political publishing house, the work of agitation trains, to
the activities of the Russian Telegraph Agency (ROSTA), etc., 1918-1924
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Reel 2.1511,
File 243-247

Reports, letters, and telegrams relating to the activities of the Russian Telegraph
Agency (ROSTA), and of foreign groups under the RKP(b), to the situation in
Ukraine and Kirgizia, communists' personal cases, admission to the Communist
University, etc.; materials of the VTsIK (letters, leaflets, and other documents
from the TsK RSDRP (of mensheviks), social-revolutionaries, and others) relating
to the repression and arrests of the members of the said parties and to military
issues; resolutions protesting the murder of K. Liebkhnecht and R. Luxemburg;
documents of local party organizations re current matters, etc.; resolution of the
Presidium of the VTsK related to the inquiries by Ukrainian Communist Party
(borotbisty) and left socialist-revolutionaries (borbisty), telegrams protesting the
assassinations attempted by counter-revolutionaries in Moscow, and other
documents; materials of the VTsIK related to the activities of Zionists and
anarchist organizations, of the TsK RSDRP (of mensheviks), and of the party of
socialist-revolutionaries, and to the unrest caused by insufficient food supplies;
correspondence of the VTsIK with the peoples' commissariats re economic,
financial, and educational issues, re convocation of the party congress and its
agenda, re the commission for agitation and propaganda among women, re the
Polish political publishing house, re policy towards the BUND, re the activities of
the Executive Committee for Religion, re conscription into the army, re amnesty
for Kalmyk counter-revolutionaries, etc., 1918-1921

Reel 2.1512,
File 247-250

Correspondence of the VTsIK with peoples' commissariats re activities of the
Executive Committee for Religion, re food supplies and delivery, re the
establishment of local revolutionary military councils, re uprizing in Ural and re
return of Civil War refugees of Russian origin; aterials of the VTsIK (letters,
applications, statements, leaflets) issued by anarchists, Ukrainian "borotbists,"
and others; correspondence of the VTsIK with the TsK RKP(b) about current
activities and personal cases of party members, and about granting pensions to
the families of communists who perished during the explosion in the headquarters
of the Moscow Committee of the RKP(b); correspondence of the Presidium of the
VTsIK, with related materials: letters and statements from mensheviks and
members of the BUND, documents and resolution of the conference of the TsK
RSDRP (of mensheviks) and documents related to the preparation of the said
conference and to the conference of workers in the agitation/instructional trains,
appeals for pardon, extracts from the minutes of the meetings of the
Organizational Bureau and Politburo of the RKP(b); correspondence of the
Presidium of the VTsIK with the TsK RSDRP re closing down the newspaper
Poalei-Zion, re open enrollment into the party school for agitators opened by the
TsK of Romanian communists, re socialsit-revolutionaries' activities, and re lists of
the delegates to the Comintern Congress and its personnel, list of the personnel
of the People's Commissariat for Food, etc., 1919-1923

Reel 2.1513,
File 251-253

Extract from the minutes of the VTsIK and the TsK RKP(b) Orgburo and Politburo
meetings, orders issued by the warden of the Kremlin, letters and applications
from members of the social-revolutionary and anarchist parties, of the Labor
Workers' Party, of the TsK RSDRP (of mensheviks), of Paolei Zion, and N. K.
Krupskaia, and other materials to the TsK RKP(b) and other organizations re
current party issues, re petitions for pardoning, re military, Soviet, and legal
issues, re benefits to the artists, and re struggle against the typhus epidemic,
etc., 1920-1921

Reel 2.1514,
File 254-255

Report about the activities of the joint-stock corporation for automobile
transportation and trading/industrial Society under the Administration for
Automobile Industry and Trade; memorandum from the Presidium of the Council
for the People's Economy of the oblast of Ural re establishment of the Ural Mining
and Metallurgical Association, 1926 and 1927
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Reels
2.1515-2.1538

Opis 109: Documents Related to the Defense of the Soviet Republic and to the
Building of the Red Army, 1917-1924

Physical Description: 24 reels)
Scope and Content Note
The ad hoc collection of documents in opis 109 consists of 247 files (24 reels). It includes
miscellaneous documents related to the defense of Soviet Russia. Most of the documents
pertain to the military, political, and economic situation and operations at the Southern
(later named South-Western) front thus reflecting Stalin's activity as a member of the
Revolutionary-Military Council of the Russian Republic at this front, directly (in the form of
his correspondence, telegrams, orders, instructions, etc.) or indirectly. Other documents
in this opis relate to Stalin's activity as People's Commissar of Nationalities. The Russian
finding aid to this opis does not exist.

   
Reel 2.1515,
File 1-14

Correspondence, telegrams, reports, memoranda, bulletins, resolutions,
directives, informational data, summaries, records of conversations, etc. of the
Petrogradskii military district, Far-Eastern Council, TsK RKP(b), RVS, RVSR, VChK,
SNK, VSNKh, VTsIK, NKID, the Higher Military Council, the Council for Labor and
Defense, the People's Commissar of Navy, the People's Commisariats of
Transportation, of Foreign Affairs, and of Army and Navy, Krymskii obkom RSDRP,
the Bureau of the Central Committee of Tataria, political administrations, and
other organizations (signed by L. Trotsky, V. I. Lenin, I. I. Vatsetis, E. M. Slanskii,
K. Mekhanoshin, V. A. Antonov-Ovseenko, and others), related to the situation on
the Petrograd, Crimean and Southern fronts of the Civil War, and at the
Russo-German fronts, to the invasion of Japanese troops in Vladivostok, to the
provision of the army with military and other supplies, to the struggles against
the gangs of Grigoriev and N. Makhno, to the assignments and appointments of
military commanders and political commissars of the Red Army, to the recovery of
transportation, to personal and cadre issues, etc., 1917 October-1921 December

Reel 2.1516,
File 14-21

Correspondence, reports, telegrams, memoranda, records of conversations via
direct line, and other materials issued by or sent to the commanders and to the
RVS of the Caucasian front, to the Caucasus Bureau of the RSDRP and to the TsK
RKP(b) and South-Eastern Bureau of the RKP(b), to the SNK, STO, VChK, to the
People's Commissariat for Nationalities, RVSR, the People's Commissar of Navy, to
local Soviet and party organs, to the Commander-in-Chief of the Western Front,
etc. (signed by or addressed to L. Trotsky, S. G. Shaumian, G. K. Ordzhonikidze, S.
M. Kirov, A. G. Shliapnikov, K. I. Lander, Dzhangildinov, S. S. Pestkovskii, and
others) re appointments, transfers, release and imprisonment of individuals, and
other personal and cadre matters, re situation in the Caucasus and in
Transcaucasia, re unification of the Kirghiz people and establishment of Soviet
power in Kirghizia, re fighting against Czech troops, re state of V. I. Lenin's
health, re situation in the Navy, its structure, military operations, and
management, and re other political, party, and economic issues, 1918
February-1922 May
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Reel 2.1517,
File 22-41

Materials related to the situation on the Northern and Kavkazsko-Kaspiiskii fronts,
in the Moscow military district and in Turkestan, to the operations of the 9th,
10th, and 11th armies, of the Volzhsko-Kaspiiskaia flotilla, and of the Caspian
fleet, and to the counter-revolutionary mutinies in Yaroslavl, Astrakhan, Gomel,
Taganrog, and Kronshtadt; clip from the newspaper Utro Iuga ( Morning of the
South) with the article of N. Vsevolodov, former Commander of the 9th Army who
deserted to the Denikin army; materials related to the activities of the People's
Commissariats of Education, of Post and Telegraph, of Foreign Trade, of Social
Security, and of Agriculture; telegram from Sokolov to V. I. Lenin, L. Trotsky, and
G. Chicherin re appeal of the Soviet government to the workers of France, Great
Britain, America, Italy, and Japan; materials related to the supplies and
distribution of fuel, to the construction of new and operation of existing military
plants, to the publication of newspapers, magazines and to the edition of the
World Literature series; Trotsky's brochure Military Professionals and the Red
Army; resolutions of the 9th All-Russian Congress of Soviets about the Red Army;
materials relating to military, political, propaganda, economic, and other issues,
1918 July-1921 December and 1926

Reel 2.1518,
File 42-64

Materials related to the political, military, and economic situation in the Eastern,
Western, and Caspian-Caucasian fronts and in Ukraine, to the revolution of 1919
in Hungary, to the situation in the 6th Finnish infantry regiment, in the 11th army,
and in the area of the Don and in Northern Caucasus, to the suppression of the
uprising of kazaks, to the mobilization into the Red Army and measures against
deserters, to the work of the revolutionary tribunals, to the undercover party
work in Siberia and Ural, to the investigation of surrender of the Red Army troops
at the city of Vilno (Vilnius), to the international detachments in the Red Army,
and to the commission elected by the conference in Bern; draft Statute of the
VKP(b) and resolutions on military issues to be adopted at the 8th Congress of
Soviets; anti-bolshevik archival material found by the Special Department of the
5th army; documents reflecting appointments, transfers, and replacement of
military commanders and party workers; materials of the Administration for
Registration of the Field Headquarters of the RVSR, 1919 January-1921 February

Reel 2.1519,
File 65-79

Materials related to the practicing of revolutionary law, to the mobilization of
party members, to political work, to the general situation on the fronts of the Civil
War, to relations between Russia and Estonia, to the evacuation of the assets of
the 2nd Air Force Unit, to the integration of the Russian Socialist Labor Party and
the Party of Internationalists into the RKP(b), to the situation in Poland, to the
undercover and partisan work in the rear of the White Polish Army, to the military
educational institutions of the RSFSR, and to the First Cavalry Army; intelligencee
data about the White Army and the situation in the Don area, on the Southern
Front, in Siberia, in Transcaucasia, and Georgia; map of the offensive undertaken
by the 13th army; brochure "Conditions of the Artillery Works as of January 1,
1920"; appeal of the Central Bureau of the Peoples of the East demanding that
Stalin be recalled from the front to manage internal and foreign policy in the East;
verbatim record (incomplete) reflecting relations between the military and civil
authorities in Tula, 1919 September-1922 January
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Reel 2.1520,
File 80-106

Letters and memoranda sent to the TsK RKP(b) by the Department of Military
Censorship of the Administration for Registration of the RVSR Field Headquarters;
materials related to the situation on the Eastern Front, in Siberia and in the Far
East, in Finland (Soviet-Finnish Agreement, liquidation of gangs in Karelia,
institutions of Russian White Guards in Estonia), in Bashkiria, Crimea, Kharkov,
Constantinople, Bessarabia, Galicia, Persia, at the South-Western,
Arkhangelsk-Murmansk, and Baltic fronts, relations with China, formation in East
Siberia of one division for the Russian expeditionary corps; materials of the Third
Communist International, of the Ninth Congress of the RKP(b), of the Russian Red
Cross, and of the Commission for Epidemics of the League of Nations; materials
related to the activities of labor armies and the Reserve Army, to the appointment
of the former Kolchak officers to the Red Army, to the assignment of foreign
communists to political work in Austria, Germany, and Hungary, to the strike at
the Tula Armor Plant, to the organization of 'subbotniks' [voluntary unpaid work
on weekends] and to the struggle against the Vrangel troops and the gangs of
Antonov and N. Makhno; maps reflecting the location of counter-revolutionary
gangs in the area of the Western front; reports on the activities of the undercover
military organizations (abroad) and of the Department of Secret Services attached
to the RVS of the Western front, 1920 January-1921 December

Reel 2.1521,
File 107-159161-174

Documents from the Political Department of the Seventh Army to the TsK RKP(b)
requesting foreign currency for undercover work; financial documents; survey
"Structure and Strength of the Polish Army" and other documents related to the
Polish army, Polish POWs, and the counter revolutionary activities of Poles;
materials related to the cultural, educational, and political work in the Red Army,
to the discharge from the Red Army, to the personnel, headquarters, and budget
of the Army and Navy, to the ports and fleets of the Black and Azov seas, to
relations between military personnel and the civillian population, and other
related issues; documents on foreign relations (with Germany, Turkey,
Mesopotamia, and Romania), to the activities of the Profintern (Trade Union
International), to the position of the TsKP(b) on political parties and trade unions
in Western Europe and trade unions in Russia; documents related to counter
revolutionary activities against Soviet Russia at home and abroad; materials of
the party committees and Soviet organizations in Yekaterinburg, of the Tenth
Congress of the RKP(b); personal cases; materials of the Commission for Financial
Reform; documents related to the nationalities in the Soviet Republic, to the
purge within the party, to the amnesty for privates who participated in the
struggle against Soviet power, to the relations between party and Soviet
institutions, to the work among women, to the Special Tasks Units (Otriady
Osobogo Naznacheniia), to the Central School for Party and Soviet work, etc.,
1918 August-1924 August

Reel 2.1521,
File 160

File 160 was not delivered to the Hoover Institution due to limited access to the
documents it contains

Reel 2.1522,
File 175-178

Orders of the day and resolutions issued by the Administration of Affairs of the
RVS of the Southern Front; orders (with attachments) issued by the RVS to the
armies of the Southern Front, 1919 January-November

Reel 2.1523,
File 179-183

Orders (with attachments) issued by the RVS to the armies of the Southern Front,
1919 October-December

Reel 2.1524,
File 183-186

Orders (with attachments) issued by the RVS to the armies of the Southern Front;
cover letters, warrants, safe passes, certificates, reports, etc., issued by the RVS
of the Southern Front and its subdivisions; reports, telegrams, letters,
statements, surveys, resolutions, excerpts from the registers of operations, maps,
instructions related to the activities of the Inspection of Artillery of the Southern
Front; correspondence, protocols, petitions related to the trial of Balandin,
member of the of RVS of the 9th army, by the Revolutionary Military Tribunal of
the Southern Front, 1919 January-1920 January
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Reel 2.1525,
File 187-190

Reports, orders of the day, surveys, and other documents related to the
operation, equipment, numeric strength, food supplies, etc., of the Ukrainian
Division of the Southern Front; materials reflecting the raising of military units
and appointments, special assignments, and transfers of officers; warrants,
assignments, identification cards, instructions, questionnaires, applications
relating to the food and money allowances, to the communication, transportation,
and immunity benefits granted to officers, to military training of soldiers and
officers, and to the replacement of lost and damaged documents;
correspondence, telegrams, reports, and letters related to the activities of the
General Staff, of the transportation, and to medical services, to the provision of
food and clothing on the Southern Front, and to other related issues, 1919
July-December

Reel 2.1256,
File 191-195

Letters, telegrams, notes, applications, and other documents related to financial
issues at the Southern Front; telegrams, letters, notes, applications related to the
provision of the armies of the Southern Front with armament, ammunition,
uniform, equipment, housing, food, forage, etc., 1919 August-December

Reel 2.1257,
File 196-199

Letters, reports, registers, applications, materials of the Administration of Main
Field Paymaster, of the Administration of Affairs of the RVS, and other
administrative and commanding units of the Southern Front related to the
operations of field hospitals, hospital trains, evacuation centers, mobile medical
units, bath houses, field kitchens, passenger and cargo transportation, to the
evacuation of service people, military assets, and civilians from the front area and
to the purchase and delivery of uniforms, underwear, footwear, clothing, and
money allowances, etc.; lists of lost personal belongings claimed for replacement,
1919 August-December

Reel 2.1528,
File 199-201

Materials related to the management of the evacuation of service people, military
assets, and civilians from the front area, to the transportation of troops and
cargo, to the provision of the Southern Front troops with transportation,
communication, fuel, etc.; cover letters, auditing reports, statements, documents
of the Administration of Main Field Auditor of Accounting departments, ledgers,
and other documents related to the payment of money allowances and other
financial issues; report reflecting office work, bookkeeping, legal proceeding,
membership, etc. of the Revolutionary Field Tribunal of the Eighth Army of the
Southern Front; materials related to the activities of the Revolutionary Tribunal of
the Southern Front and its subdivisions; memoranda, petitions, appeals, inquiries,
and other documents related to the work of the Extraordinary Commission for
Provision of the Red Army, to vandalism and excesses committed by the soldiers
of the Red Army, to requisition for military purpose of the assets belonging to
civilian organizations and individuals, etc., 1919 August-December

Reel 2.1529,
File 201-206

Resolutions of and report on the activities of the Revolutionary Tribunal of the
Southern Front in November, 1919; reports, applications, memoranda, registers,
identification cards, appointment records, cover letters, petitions, and other
documents related to the activities of the Administration of Affairs, of the Medical
and Veterinary Departments, of the Inspections of Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery
of the Southern Front, and of the Central Administration for Military
Communications; materials related to the numeric strength of the Southern Front
armies, to \ undercover workbehind enemy lines, to casualties and damage of
equipment, to the supplies of food, ammunitions, and equipment, to political work
within rank and file, to the military procurements, to the abuse of property of
civilian organizations and individuals, and to other related issues; telegrams,
letters, and records of conversations via direct line, reflecting communication of
high rank commanders of the Southern Front, appointments, transfers of officers
and of troops, personal issues, etc., 1919 August-December
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Reel 2.1530,
File 206-208

Telegrams, letters, records of conversations via direct line (I. Stalin, K.
Voroshilov, Kamenskii, S. Ordzhonikidze, etc.), and other documents reflecting
communication among high rank commanders of the Southern Front,
appointments, transfers of officers and of troops, offensive and defensive
strategy, transfer of power from revolutionary committees to civilian institutions,
execution of White officers, and personal issues; materials related to the
appointments, transfers, sick leaves, dismissals of officers and commissars,
assignments, reinforcement of troops, replacement of casualties, and mobilization
into the Red Army; telegrams, records of conversations via direct line, summaries
of operations, and reports related to the situation at the Southern Front, 1919
September - December

Reel 2.1531,
File 208-210

Telegrams, records of conversations via direct line, summaries of operations, and
reports related to operations on the Southern Front in October, 1919, to the
situation behind front lines of the Southern Front (hostility between the Denikin
army and the population of the Kuban and Black Sea areas), and to the
establishment of fortified areas behind the Red Army lines; report form I. K.
Kossior about the activities of the Department of Supplies of the 13th Army;
petitions, cover letters, applications, telegrams, letters, and reports related to
the money and food allowances and supplies of political literature; summaries of
operations and other informational materials issued by the Administration of
Affairs of the RVS and the Special Department of the Southern Front; materials
defining the priorities in telephone communication and reflecting the activities of
the barrage units (preventing desertions from the Red Army), requisition of
houses and foods for the army needs, Mironov's mutiny in the Don corps, the
amnesty in honor of the October Revolution anniversary; lists of the officers of
the Inspection of Infantry of the RVS; telegrams to the Southern Front armies
from the RVSR and the RVS of the Southern Front; correspondence of the
Operational Administration of the Staff of the Southern Front with the RVSR;
orders, correspondence, and records of communications of the Southern Front
Staff with the units of the said front and with the staffs of other fronts, 1919
August-1920 January

Reel 2.1532,
File 210-214

Correspondence of the Operational Administration of the Southern Front Staff
with the RVSR; orders, correspondence and records of communications of the
Southern Front Staff with the units of the said front and with the staffs of other
fronts; orders of the Chief of Staff of the Southern Front armies related to the
transfer of troops from the Southern Front; materials related to the Ukrainian
party of "Borotbisty" and to the management of civilian life in the areas liberated
from the White army, and to the re-forming of the Southern Front armies;
telegrams from the RVS of the First Cavalry Army (S. M. Budennyi, K. E.
Voroshilov, Shchadenko) and revolutionary tribunals, information delivered by the
intelligence service of the First Cavalry Army, materials issued by the RVS of the
Southern Front related to the activities of the 13th and 14th armies; materials
(records of conversations via direct line, telegrams, etc.) related to the operations
of the Estonian and Latvian regiments and of the Kharkov Group of Troops; letters
of appointments, certificates, permits, authorizations, award licenses,
applications for certificates, etc. granted to the officers of the Southern
(South-Western) Front; materials issued by the Ukrainian Council of the Labor
Army, 1919 October-1920 August
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Reel 2.1533,
File 214-219

Letters of appointments, certificates, permits, passes, authorizations, award
licenses, applications for certificates, etc. granted to the officers of the Southern
(South-Western) Front armies by the RVS; letters, telegrams, memoranda issued
by the RVS of the Southern (South-Western) Front, by the RVS of the 12th army,
and by the All-Ukrainian Revolutionary Committee re operations of the 12th, 13th,
and 14th armies of the South-Western Front, occupation of Kiev, and
establishment of the power of the Revolutionary Committee there; assignments,
petitions, applications, claims, appeals, reports sent to I. Stalin; Stalin's directives
and instructions; L. Trotsky's appeal to Polish soldiers; documents related to the
delivery of fuel in the area of the South-Western Front, to the struggle against
desertions from the Red Army, to the quarantine of all POWs and deserters, to the
operations in the rear of the Denikin troops, to the requisition of transport
equipment, to the operation of railroads, to the activities of revolutionary
committees in the area of the Southern Front, etc; correspondence between the
Department of Military Censorship and the RVS of the Southern Front; protocol of
the meeting of the high-rank officers of the Special (Counter-Intelligence)
Department and of commissars; survey of the activities of the Special Department
of the RVS of the Southern Front for September; intelligence data, information
about surveillance over the military specialists from the czarist army and about
arrests; informational bulletins of the Political Administration of the RVSR;
summary of operations, activities of the military committees in okrugs and in
fortified districts (April 15 - May 1, 1920); documents related to the members of
the All-Ukrainian and local revolutionary committees, and to the establishment of
Soviets in Ukraine, etc., 1919 October-1920 August

Reel 2.1534,
File 219-223

Materials related to the appointments, assignments, and transfer of officers and
of leading party members to the commanding and managerial positions in the
Southern Front armies, in the revolutionary committees, in civilian organizations,
and in the Revolutionary Tribunal, to business trip assignments, etc.; orders,
directives, requests from the RVS of the Southern Front re food allowances,
clothing, office and consumer goods, and equipment; materials related to the
activities of political departments and of the Administration of Affairs of the RVS
of the Southern Front (personnel, correspondence, appointments, supplies, etc.);
congratulaions for holidays, victories, etc.; documents related to the epidemic of
typhus and deficit in medical personnel in the 8th army; correspondence related
to the location of troops and individuals, and to the struggle against gangsters;
correspondence of the Ukrainian Revolutionary Committee and of military
commissariats on administrative, economic, and military issues; records of the
conversations via direct line (N. N. Petin, B. M. Shaposhnikov, S. S. Kamenev, and
A. I. Yegorov) re summary of operations in the South-Western Front in
January-August, 1920; reports of Yegorov and I. V. Stalin; orders, directives,
summaries of operations, requests for ammunitions; orders of the day (with
attachments) at the South-Western Front in February, 1920, 1919 January-1920
March

Reel 2.1535,
File 224-226

Orders of the day (with attachments) at the South-Western Front in March-May,
1920

Reel 2.1536,
File 227-229

The same, June-August, 1920
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Reel 2.1537,
File 229-236

Orders of the day (with attachments) at the South-Western Front in
August-September, 1920; materials relating to the operation of automobile
transport, aviation, armored vehicles, to the activities of revolutionary tribunals,
to sanitation and hygiene, to the transformation of everyday life to peaceful
mode, to the implementation of the Ukrainian language in Ukraine, to the postal
service, to professional education, etc.; reports of intelligence service re political
work among officers and soldiers and transfer of troops; copies of the documents
related to the operations at the South-Western Front in January-August, 1920;
certificates, warrants, requests, night time passes, business trips assignments,
and other documents related to food and money allowances, clothing, office,
ammunition, and other supplies, to the housing of troops, departments, and
individuals, to the activities of the Commission for Trophies, to the relations of
Ukraine with Poland, to the struggle against "borotbisty", to the requisition of
farm products, to health care in Ukraine; materials related to the activities of the
warehouses and ammunition dumps of the Extraordinary Commissions, etc.; list of
the musicians of the State Orchestra of the Kiev Opera Theater; materials of the
Special Department and the Department of Registration; press-releases re
situation in Bessarabia; summaries of operations during the offensive on the
Soviet-Polish front, 1919 December-1921 December

Reel 2.1538,
File 237-248

Weekly bulletins and survey sheets of the Department of Inspection and
Information of the Political Administration of the RVSR with information about the
South-Western Front, the Kharkov Garrison, and gubernias on the territory of the
South-Western Front; surveys of the Department of Military Censorship of the RVS
of the South-Western Front and of the 13th Army; information bulletin from the
foreign press; letter from Berzin to I. V. Stalin re appointment of Sokolnikov as
Commander-in-Chief of the 13th Army; reports, telegrams, and other documents
related to the activities of the train named after Stalin, to the concentration
camps for Polish POWs, to the activities of the Ukrainian Labor Party, etc.;
documents reflecting assignments, appointments, and transfers of high-ranking
officers and provision of the army with ammunition, fights in Transcaucasia
(Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia), conditions for armistice with Poland, exchange of
POWs between Russia and Great Britain, international relations, establishment of
Soviet power, and restoration of industry and agriculture in Ukraine; petitions and
letters re detention of individuals and expulsion of the American Red Cross from
Russia; telegrams, letters, appeals, petitions to I. Stalin from the commanders
and commissars of the South-Western Front, from military and political leaders of
Ukraine, and from individuals; Stalin's instructions sent by his secretary
Brezanovskii; personal appeals, petitions, reports to high-ranking officers; report
from the Chief of the Department of Registration and of the secret agents re
secret and undercover work and the situation in the rear of the White Army; brief
essay on the operations of the Southern (South-Western) Front against the White
and the Polish armies in 1919-1920, with situational maps; report on the activities
of the assizes of the Revolutionary Tribunal of the South-Western Front in July
31-September 2, 1920, with a personal letter from Potemkin to Stalin; financial
documents; diagram of the insurgency areasin the Northern Caucasus indicating
political orientation of insurgents as of August 25, 1921; petition of S. M.
Budennyi, Commander-in-Chief of the First Cavalry Army, re the fate of A. F.
Kutsyn, officer of the said army, 1920 April-1922 March
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Reels
2.900-2.940,
Reels
2.1213-2.1381

Opis 139: Department for Organizational and Party Work Information Sector, 1971
Physical Description: 210 reels)
Scope and Content Note
Opis 139 contains protocols and verbatim records of the plenary sessions and meetings
conducted by the central committees of union republics, of kraikoms, obkoms and
gorkoms, and by the party centers in republics, krais, and oblasts in 1971. The Hoover
Institution was provided only with protocols and verbatim records of plenary sessions and
meetings of kraikoms, obkoms, and gorkoms of the Russian Federation (1,499 files on
209 reels). Materials from other republics of the Soviet Union as well as the related
materials of the Central Committee of the KPSS were not delivered. The arrangement of
the documents by file number also corresponds to the initial alphabetical arrangement of
documents in the Russian finding aid by geographical name of party organization
according to the territorial/administrative division of the Russian Federation into
autonomous republics, krais, and oblasts. Documents pertaining to the activities of city
party committees are placed after the documents related to the activities of the
corresponding kraikoms or obkoms. The Russian finding aid can be found on reel 2.27

   
Reel 2.900,
File 1-7

Protocol no. 16 and verbatim record of the 16th Conference of the KPSS
organization of Altaiskii krai; protocols nos. 13 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of
the KPSS organization of Altaiskii krai; protocols nos. 52-53 and 1 of the meetings
of the Bureau of Altaiskii kraikom

Reel 2.901,
File 7-11

Protocols nos. 2-12 of the meetings of the Bureau of Altaiskii kraikom; protocols
nos. 37 and 1-2 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Altaiskii kraikom

Reel 2.902,
File 11-21

Protocols nos. 2 (cont.) and 3-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Altaiskii
kraikom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of Altaiskii krai and of the city of Barnaul; protocol of the
22nd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Barnaul; protocols nos. 17
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Barnaulskii gorkom

Reel 2.903,
File 21-27

Protocols nos. 4 (cont.) and 5 of the plenary sessions of Barnaulskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 72 and 1-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Barnaulskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 8 and 2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization
of the city of Barnaul

Reel 2.904,
File 27-32

Protocol no. 2 (cont.) of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the city of Barnaul; protocol no. 28 of the conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Gorno-Altaisk; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of
Gorno-Altaiskii obkom; protocols nos. 58-59 and 1-17 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Gorno-Altaiskii gorkom

Reel 2.905,
File 32-39

Protocol no. 17 (cont.) of the meeting of the Bureau of Gorno-Altaiskii obkom;
protocols nos. 27 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Gorno-Altaiskii
obkom; protocols nos. 6 and 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Gorno-Altaisk; protocol and verbatim record of the
18th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Amur; protocols nos. 14
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Amurskii obkom; protocols nos. 77-78 and 1-12
of the meetings of the Bureau of Amurskii obkom

Reel 2.906,
File 39-44

Protocols nos. 12 (cont.) and 13-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Amurskii
obkom; protocols nos. 36 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Amurskii
obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Amur; protocol of the 36th conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Blagoveshchensk; protocols nos. 1-5 of the
plenary sessions of Blagoveshchenskii gorkom

Reel 2.907,
File 45-49

Protocols nos. 1-29 of the meetings of the Bureau of Blagoveshchenskii gorkom
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Reel 2.908,
File 50-57

Protocols nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the city of Blagoveshchensk; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th conference
of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Arkhangelsk; protocols nos. 12 and 1-4
of the plenary sessions of Arkhangelskii obkom; verbatim records of the 1st-3rd
plenary sessions of Arkhangelskii obkom; protocols nos. 76-79 and 1-5 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Arkhnagelskii obkom

Reel 2.909,
File 57-64

Protocols nos. 5 (cont.) and 6-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Arkhnagelskii
obkom; protocols nos. 43 and 1-4 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Arkhangelskii obkom; verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the city and oblast of Arkhangelsk; verbatim record of the
20th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Arkhangelsk; protocols
nos. 16 and 1-3 and verbatim records of the 1st and 2nd plenary sessions of
Arkhangeslskii gorkom

Reel 2.910,
File 64-73

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4-5 and verbatim records of the 3rd-5th plenary
sessions of Arkhangeslskii gorkom; protocols nos. 79-80 and 1-28 of the meetings
of the Bureau of Arkhangelskii gorkom; verbatim record and protocol no. 1 of the
meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Arkhangelsk;
protocol and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Astrakhan; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the
plenary sessions of Astrakhanskii obkom; protocols nos. 74-75 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Astrakhanskii obkom

Reel 2.911,
File 73-81

Protocols nos. 1-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Astrakhanskii obkom;
protocols nos. 36 and 1-14 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Astrakhanskii
obkom; January and April protocols and January, March, and April verbatim
records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Astrakhan

Reel 2.912,
File 81-89

Verbatim record of the April meeting (cont.) of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Astrakhan; verbatim record and protocol no. 1 of the
25th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Astrakhan; protocols nos.
1-6 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Astrakhanskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 49 and 1-15 of the meetings of the Bureau of Astrakhanskii
gorkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the city of Astrakhan; protocol and verbatim record of the
32nd conference of the KPSS organization of Bashkiria; protocols nos. 14 and 1 of
the plenary sessions of Bashkirskii obkom

Reel 2.913,
File 89-93

Protocols nos. 1 (cont.) and 2 of the plenary sessions of Bashkirskii obkom;
protocols nos. 114-116, nos. 117-119, and nos. 1-6 of the meetings of the Bureau
of Bashkirskii obkom

Reel 2.914,
File 93-98

Protocols nos. 6 (cont.) and 7-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Bashkirskii
obkom

Reel 2.915,
File 98-103

Protocols nos. 21 (cont.) and 22-36 of the Bureau of Bashkirskii obkom; protocols
nos. 34-35 and 1-4 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Bashkirskii obkom

Reel 2.916,
File 103-107

Protocols nos. 4 (cont.) and 5-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Bashkirskii
obkom; minutes and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of Bashkiria; verbatim record of the 22nd conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Ufa; protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of
the plenary sessions of Ufimskii gorkom

Reel 2.917,
File 107-110

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4-5 with verbatim records of the plenary sessions of
Ufimskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ufimskii
gorkom

Reel 2.918,
File 111-117

Protocols nos. 18-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ufimskii gorkom; protocol of
the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Ufa; protocol
and verbatim record of the 11th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast
of Belgorod; protocols nos. 16-17 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Belgorodskii
obkom; protocols nos. 41-42 and 1 of the Bureau of Belgorodskii obkom

Reel 2.919,
File 118-123

Protocols nos. 2-12 of the meetings of the Bureau of Belgorodskii obkom;
protocols nos. 20 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Belgorodskii
obkom
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Reel 2.920,
File 123-129

Protocols nos. 6 (cont.) and 7-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Belgorodskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of the oblast
executives and party activists (partiino-khoziaistvennyi aktiv) of the oblast of
Belgorod; minutes of the meeting of the conference of the KPSS organization of
the city of Belgorod; protocols nos. 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Belgorodskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-10 of the meetings of the Bureau of Belgorodskii gorkom

Reel 2.921,
File 129-135

Protocols nos. 10 (cont.) and 11-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Belgorodskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-2 of the meetings of the party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Belgorod; protocol no. 14 and verbatim record of the
14th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Briansk; protocol nos.
13 and 1-3 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Brainskii obkom

Reel 2.922,
File 135-140

Protocol nos. 3 (cont.) and 4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of
Brianskii obkom; protocols nos. 78-82 and 1-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Brianskii obkom

Reel 2.923,
File 140-147

Protocols nos. 11 (cont.) and 12-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Brianskii
obkom; protocols nos. 29 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Brianskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of the party
activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Briansk; protocol of the 27th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Briansk

Reel 2.924,
File 147-156

Verbatim record of the 27th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Briansk; protocols nos. 12 and 1-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Brianskii
gorkom; verbatim record of the meeting of the party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Briansk; protocol and verbatim record of the 27th
conference of the KPSS organization of Buriatia; protocols nos. 15 and 1-3 of the
plenary sessions of Buriatskii obkom; verbatim record of the 2nd plenary session
of Buriatskii obkom

Reel 2.925,
File 157-163

Verbatim record of the 3rd plenary session of Buriatskii obkom; protocols nos.
74-77 and 1-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Buriatskii obkom; protocols nos.
6 and 1-2 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Buriatskii obkom; verbatim record
of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of Buriatia

Reel 2.926,
File 164-174

Protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of Buriatia; protocol and verbatim record of the 35th conference of
the party organization of the city of Ulan-Ude; protocols nos. 13 and 1-5 of the
plenary sessions of Ulan-Udenskii gorkom; protocols nos. 57 and 1-17 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Ulan-Udenskii gorkom; protocols of the meetings of
party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Ulan-Ude; protocol no. 14
and verbatim record of the 14th Conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast
of Vladimir; protocols nos. 14 and 1 of the plenary sessions of Vladimirskii obkom

Reel 2.927,
File 175-184

Protocols nos. 2 and 3 with verbatim records of the plenary session of Vladimirskii
obkom; protocols nos. 67-69 and 1-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Vladimirskii obkom; protocols nos. 34-35 and 1-8 of the meetings of the
Secretariat of Vladimirskii obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings
of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Vladimir; protocol of
the 30th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Vladimir

Reel 2.928,
File 185-189

Protocol of the 30th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Vladimir;
protocols nos. 16 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Vladimirskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 77 and 1-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vladimirskii gorkom

Reel 2.929,
File 190-196

Protocols nos. 22-26 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vladimirskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the city of Vladimir; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Volgograd; protocols nos. 14 and 1-3 and
verbatim records of the plenary sessions of the Volgogradskii obkom

Reel 2.930,
File 197-201

Protocols nos. 131-136 and 1-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Volgogradskii
obkom
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Reel 2.931,
File 202-208

Protocols nos. 17-33 of the meetings of the Bureau of Volgogradskii obkom;
protocols nos. 41-42 and 1-14 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Volgogradskii
obkom; protocols of the February and December meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the oblast and the city of Volgograd; verbatim record of the
February meeting of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast and
the city of Volgograd

Reel 2.932,
File 209-218

Verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
oblast of Volgograd; verbatim record of the December meetings of party activists
of the KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of Volgograd; protocol and
verbatim record of the 22nd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Volgograd; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions
of the Volgogradskii gorkom; protocols nos. 83 and 1-23 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Volgogradskii gorkom

Reel 2.933,
File 218-228

Protocols nos. 23 (cont.) and 24-30 of the meetings of the Bureau of Volgogradskii
gorkom; verbatim record of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Volgograd; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Vologda; protocols nos. 12
and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Vologodskii obkom;
protocols nos. 47-50 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vologodskii obkom

Reel 2.934,
File 229-237

Protocols nos. 6-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vologodskii obkom; protocols
nos. 35-36 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Vologodskii obkom;
protocols nos. 1-2 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Vologda; protocol no. 1 of the 37th conference
of the KPSS organization of the city of Vologda; protocols nos. 15 and 1-4 of the
plenary sessions of Vologodskii gorkom;

Reel 2.935,
File 237-242

Protocol no. 4 (cont.) of the plenary session of Vologodskii gorkom; protocols nos.
84 and 1-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vologodskii gorkom

Reel 2.936,
File 242-247

Protocols nos. 23 (cont.) and 24-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vologodskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-4 of the meetings of city executives and party activists
of the city of Vologda; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Voronezh; protocols nos. 15-17 and 1-2 of the
January and June plenary sessions of Voronezhskii obkom

Reel 2.937,
File 247-252

Protocol no. 2 (cont.) of the June plenary session of Voronezhskii obkom; protocol
no. 3 and verbatim record of the November plenary session of Voronezhskii
obkom; protocols nos. 52-57 and 1-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Voronezhskii obkom

Reel 2.938,
File 252-257

Protocols nos. 17-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Voronezhskii obkom;
protocols nos. 29-30 and 1-13 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Voronezhskii
obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the April meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the oblast and the city of Voronezh

Reel 2.939,
File 258-263

Protocols and verbatim records of the August, October, and December meetings
of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast and the city of Voronezh;
verbatim record of the 22nd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Voronezh; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Voronezhskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-12 of the meetings of the Bureau of Voronezhskii
gorkom

Reel 2.940,
File 263-268

Protocols nos. 12 (cont.) and 13-26 of the meetings of the Bureau of Voronezhskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-2 of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Voronezh; protocol and verbatim record of the 21st
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Gorkii; protocols nos. 16-17
and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Gorkovskii obkom

Reel 2.1213,
File 269-274

Protocols nos. 82-86 and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Gorkovskii obkom
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Reel 2.1214,
File 274-280

Protocols nos. 22 (cont.) and 23-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Gorkovskii
obkom; protocols nos. 37-39 and 1-13 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Gorkovskii obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party executives and
activists of the KPSS organizations of the city and oblast of Gorkii; protocol and
verbatim record of the 18th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Gorkii; protocols nos. 14 and 1-5 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of
Gorkovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1215,
File 281-287

Protocols nos. 70 and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Gorkovskii obkom;
protocol and verbatim records of the 30th conference of the KPSS organization of
Dagestan; protocols nos. 15-16 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Dagestanskii
obkom; verbatim record of the 2nd plenary session of Dagestanskii obkom

Reel 2.1216,
File 287-292

Verbatim record of the 2nd plenary session of Dagestanskii obkom (cont.);
protocols nos. 77-78, 80-81, and 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Dagestanskii obkom

Reel 2.1217,
File 292-300

Protocols nos. 17 (cont.) and 18 of the meetings of the Bureau of Dagestanskii
obkom; protocols nos. 22 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Dagestanskii obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Dagestan; verbatim records of the meetings of
party activists of the KPSS organizations of the city of Makhachkala and the
oblast of Dagestan; verbatim record of the 28th conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Makhachkala; verbatim records nos. 15 and 1-5 of the
plenary sessions of Makhachkalinskii gorkom; protocols nos. 123 and 1-9 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Makhachkalinskii gorkom

Reel 2.1218,
File 301-305

Protocols nos. 10-38 of the meetings of the Bureau of Makhachkalinskii gorkom;
verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Makhachkala

Reel 2.1219,
File 305-313

Verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Makhachkala (cont.); protocol and verbatim record of the 22nd conference
of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Ivanovo; protocols nos. 12 and 1 of the
plenary sessions of Ivanovskii obkom; protocols nos. 2-4 and verbatim records of
the plenary sessions of Ivanovskii obkom; protocols nos. 50-51 and 1-10 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Ivanovskii obkom

Reel 2.1220,
File 314-321

Protocols nos. 11-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ivanovskii obkom; protocols
nos. 36-37 and 1-14 of the Secretariat of Ivanovskii obkom; protocol and verbatim
record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast
and city of Ivanovo; protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists
of the KPSS organizations of the oblast of Ivanovo; protocol and verbatim record
of the 20th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Ivanovo; protocols
nos. 16 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Ivanovskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-9 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ivanovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1221,
File 322-329

Protocols nos. 10-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ivanovskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-2 and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the city of Ivanovo; protocol and verbatim record of the 17th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Irkutsk; protocols and
verbatim records of the 11th, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd plenary sessions of Irkutskii
obkom; protocols nos. 84-87 of the meetings of the Bureau of Irkutskii obkom

Reel 2.1222,
File 330-334

Protocols nos. 88 and 1-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Irkutskii obkom

Reel 2.1223,
File 335-341

Protocols nos. 17 and 1-4 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Irkutskii obkom;
protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the city and oblast of Irkutsk; verbatim record of the 17th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Irkutsk; protocols nos. 1-5 of
the plenary sessions of Irkutskii gorkom; protocols nos. 61 and 1-20 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Irkutskii gorkom
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Reel 2.1224,
File 342-352

Protocols nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organizations of
the city of Irkutsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 31st conference of the
KPSS organization of Kabrdino-Balkaria; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 of the plenary
sessions of Kabardino-Balkarskii obkom; protocols nos. 71-73 and 1-14 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Kabardino-Balkarskii obkom

Reel 2.1225,
File 353-361

Protocols nos. 15-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kabardino-Balkarskii
obkom; protocols nos. 28 and 1-12 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Kabardino-Balkarskii obkom; protocol no. 1 of the meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organization of Kabardino-Balkaria; protocol no. 2 and protocol no. 3 with
verbatim record of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organizations of
Kabardino-Balkaria and the city of Nalchik; protocol and verbatim record of the
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Nalchik; protocols nos. 16 and
1-5 of the plenary sessions of Nalchikskii gorkom

Reel 2.1226,
File 362-366

Protocols nos. 105 and 1-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Nalchikskii gorkom

Reel 2.1227,
File 367-374

Protocols nos. 28-31 of the meetings of the Bureau of Nalchikskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1 and 2 of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization
of the city of Nalchik; protocol and verbatim record of the 13th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Kaliningrad; protocols nos. 13 and 1-3 and
verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Kaliningradskii obkom; protocols nos.
55-57 and 1-4 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaliningradskii obkom

Reel 2.1228,
File 375-383

Protocols nos. 5-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaliningradskii obkom;
protocols nos. 36-77 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kaliningradskii
obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Kaliningrad; protocol of the 14th conference of
the KPSS organization of the city of Kaliningrad; protocols nos. 14 and 1-5 and
verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Kaliningradskii gorkom; protocols nos.
42-43 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaliningradskii gorkom

Reel 2.1229,
File 383-393

Protocols nos. 6 (cont.) and 7-15 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaliningradskii
gorkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 19th conference of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Kalinin; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 and verbatim
records of the plenary sessions of Kalininskii obkom; protocols nos. 90-92 and
1-12 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kalininskii obkom

Reel 2.1230,
File 393-401

Protocols nos. 12 (cont.) and 13-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kalininskii
obkom; protocols nos. 33-35 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Kalininskii obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Kalinin; protocol of the 22nd conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Kalinin; protocols nos. 7 and 1-5 and verbatim records
of the plenary sessions of Kalininskii gorkom; protocols nos. 79 and 1-10 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Kalininskii gorkom

Reel 2.1231,
File 402-409

Protocols nos. 11-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kalininskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-3 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the city of Kalinin; protocol and verbatim record of the 22nd conference of the
KPSS organization of Kalmykia; protocols nos. 13 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions
of Kalmykskii obkom; verbatim records of the 3rd and 4th plenary sessions of
Kalmykskii obkom; protocols nos. 71-74 and 1 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Kalmykskii obkom

Reel 2.1232,
File 410-418

Protocols nos. 2-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kalmykskii obkom; protocols
nos. 16 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kalmykskii obkom; protocol
no. 1 and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of Kalmykia and the city of Elista; verbatim record of the meeting of
party activists of the KPSS organizations of Kalmykia; protocol of the 12th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Elista

Reel 2.1233,
File 418-424

Protocol of the 12th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Elista
(cont.); protocols nos. 16 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Elistinskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 79-80 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Bureau of Elistinskii gorkom
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Reel 2.1234,
File 424-430

Protocols nos. 19-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Elistinskii gorkom; protocol
and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast
of Kaluga; protocols nos. 12 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Kaluzhskii obkom;
protocols nos. 37 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaluzhskii obkom

Reel 2.1235,
File 430-437

Protocols nos. 7 (cont.) and 8-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaluzhskii
obkom; protocols nos. 29 and 1-9 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kaluzhskii
obkom; protocol nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast and the city of Kaluga; protocol of the 21st conference
of the KPSS organization of the city of Kaluga; protocols nos. 1-4 of the plenary
sessions of Kaluzhskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-3 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Kaluzhskii gorkom

Reel 2.1236,
File 438-443

Protocols nos. 4-26 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kaluzhskii gorkom

Reel 2.1237,
File 444-451

Protocols of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Kaluga and of the ceremonial meeting honoring the 600th anniversary and the
Order of Labor Red Banner awarded to the city of Kaluga; protocol and verbatim
record of the 17th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Kamchatka; protocols nos. 11-12 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Kamchatskii
obkom; verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of Kamchatskii
obkom; protocols nos. 75, 77, and 1-6 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Kamchatskii obkom

Reel 2.1238,
File 541-458

Protocols nos. 7-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kamchatskii obkom;
protocols nos. 36-37 and 1-14 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kamchatskii
obkom; verbatim records of the July and August meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Kamachatka

Reel 2.1239,
File 459-465

Verbatim record of the December meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Kamachatka; protocol and verbatim record of the
25th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Petropavlovsk; protocols
nos. 13 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Petropavlovskii gorkom; protocols nos.
93 and 1-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Petropavlovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1240,
File 465-471

Protocols nos. 26-31 of the meetings of the Bureau of Petropavlovskii gorkom;
protocol of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Petropavlovsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 28th conference of the KPSS
organization of Karelia; protocols nos. 11 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the
plenary sessions of Karelskii obkom; protocols nos. 75-78 and 1-4 of the meetings
of the Bureau of Karelskii obkom

Reel 2.1241,
File 471-478

Protocols nos. 4 (cont.) and 5-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Karelskii
obkom; protocols nos. 30 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Karelskii
obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the January meeting of party activists of
the KPSS organizations of Karelia and of the city of Petrozavodsk

Reel 2.1242,
File 478-483

Verbatim record of the January meeting (cont.) and protocols and verbatim
records of the April, August, and December meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of Karelia and of the city of Petrozavodsk; protocol and
verbatim record of the 36th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Petrozavodsk; protocols nos. 13 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Petrozavodskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-9 of the meetings of the Bureau of Petrozavodskii
gorkom

Reel 2.1243,
File 483-491

Protocols nos. 9 (cont.) and 10-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Petrozavodskii
gorkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Kemerovo; protocols nos. 12 and 1-3 of the plenary
sessions of Kemerovskii obkom; verbatim record of the February plenary session
of Kemerovskii obkom

Reel 2.1244,
File 492-498

Verbatim records of the June and October plenary sessions of Kemerovskii obkom;
protocols nos. 75-78 and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kemerovskii
obkom
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Reel 2.1245,
File 499-506

Protocols nos. 36-37 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kemerovskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-2 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists
of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Kemerovo; verbatim record of the 28th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Kemerovo; protocols nos. 15
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Kemerovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1246,
File 507-513

Protocols nos. 74 and 1-29 of the meetings of the Bureau of Petrozavodskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-5 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Kemerovo; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Kirovsk; protocols nos. 16
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Kirovskii obkom; protocols nos. 69-73 and 1-2
of the meetings of the Bureau of Kirovskii obkom

Reel 2.1247,
File 513-519

Protocols nos. 2 (cont.) and 3-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kirovskii
obkom; protocols nos. 43-44 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Kirovskii obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the April meeting of party
activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Kirovsk

Reel 2.1248,
File 519-525

Verbatim record of the August meeting and protocol of the December meeting of
party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Kirovsk; verbatim record of
the 21st conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Kirovsk; protocols nos.
13 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Kirovskii gorkom; protocols nos. 67 and 1-18
of the meetings of the Bureau of Kirovskii gorkom; verbatim records of the
meetings of representatives of bodies of workers and of leading workers from the
enterprises of the city and oblast of Kirovsk; verbatim record of the 30th
conference of the KPSS organization of Komi oblast

Reel 2.1249,
File 525-530

Verbatim record of the 30th conference of the KPSS organization of Komi oblast
(cont.); protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of
Komi obkom; protocols nos. 49 and 1-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of Komi
obkom

Reel 2.1250,
File 530-538

Protocols nos. 11 (cont.) and 12-13 of the meetings of the Bureau of Komi obkom;
protocols nos. 25 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Komi obkom;
protocols nos. 1 and 2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organizations
of the Komi oblast and the city of Syktyvkar; protocol no. 2 of the meeting of
party activists of the KPSS organization of the Komi oblast; protocol of the 26th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Syktyvkar; protocols nos. 15
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Syktyvkarskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-10 of
the meetings of the Bureau of Syktyvkarskii gorkom

Reel 2.1251,
File 538-545

Protocols nos. 10 (cont.) and 11-13 of the meetings of the Bureau of Syktyvkarskii
gorkom; protocols of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the city of Syktyvkar; protocol and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Kostroma; protocols nos. 13 and 1-3 of the
plenary sessions of Kostromskoi obkom; verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd
plenary sessions of Kostromskoi obkom; protocols nos. 105-106 and 1-4 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Kostromskoi obkom

Reel 2.1252,
File 546-552

Protocols nos. 5-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kostromskoi obkom;
protocols nos. 36, 57, and 1-14 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kostromskoi
obkom; protocols nos. 1-3 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast and city of Kostroma; verbatim record of the February
meeting of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of
Kostroma

Reel 2.1253,
File 553-558

Verbatim records of the April and December meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of Kostroma; verbatim record of the
28th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Kostroma; protocols nos.
14 and 1-5 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Kostromskoi gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-6 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kostromskoi gorkom

Reel 2.1254,
File 558-563

Protocols nos. 6 (cont.) and 7-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kostromskoi
gorkom
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Reel 2.1255,
File 564-568

Protocols nos. 24-27 (cont.) of the meetings of the Bureau of Kostromskoi
gorkom; protocols nos. 2-4 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Kostroma; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th
conference of the KPSS organization of Krasnodarskii krai; protocols nos. 15 and
1-6 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Krasnodarskii kraikom;
protocols nos. 78-82 and 1-2 of the meetings of the Bureau of Krasnodarskii
kraikom

Reel 2.1256,
File 569-575

Protocols nos. 3-26 of the meetings of the Bureau of Krasnodarskii kraikom;
protocols nos. 30 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Krasnodarskii
kraikom; protocols nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of Krasnodarskii krai; protocol of the 25th conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Krasnodar

Reel 2.1257,
File 575-581

Protocol of the 25th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Krasnodar
(cont.); protocols nos. 16 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Krasnodarskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 75-76 and 1-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Krasnodarskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of
party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Krasnodar

Reel 2.1258,
File 582-588

Protocol of the 23rd conference of the KPSS organization of Adygeia; protocols
nos. 13 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Adygeiskii obkom; protocols nos. 66
and 1-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Adygeiskii obkom; protocol of the
meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of Adygeia; verbatim record of
the 17th conference of the KPSS organization of Krasnoiarskii krai

Reel 2.1259,
File 588-594

Verbatim record of the 17th conference of the KPSS organization of Krasnoiarskii
krai (cont.) and of the 1st plenary session of Krasnoiarskii kraikom; protocols of
the 4th and 5th and verbatim records of the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th plenary sessions of
Krasnoiarskii kraikom; protocols nos. 67-68 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Bureau
of Krasnoiarskii kraikom

Reel 2.1260,
File 595-600

Protocols nos. 7-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Krasnoiarskii kraikom;
protocols nos. 54-56 and 1-16 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Krasnoiarskii
kraikom

Reel 2.1261,
File 601-607

Verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
Krasnoiarskii krai; protocol and verbatim record of the 27th conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Krasnoiarsk; protocols nos. 14 and 1-5 and
verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Krasnoiarskii gorkom; protocols nos.
58-59 and 1-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Krasnoiarskii gorkom

Reel 2.1262,
File 607-612

Protocols nos. 21-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Krasnoiarskii gorkom;
protocols of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Krasnoiarsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 21st conference of the KPSS
organization of Khakassia; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the
plenary sessions of Khakasskii obkom; protocols nos. 68 and 1-5 of the meetings
of the Bureau of Khakasskii obkom

Reel 2.1263,
File 613-619

Protocols nos. 6-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Khakasskii obkom; protocols
nos. 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Khakasskii obkom; protocols nos. 1
and 2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of Khakassia;
protocol and verbatim record of the 21st conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Kuibyshev

Reel 2.1264,
File 619-624

Verbatim record of the 21st conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Kuibyshev (cont.); protocols nos. 13 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of
Kuibyshevskii obkom; verbatim record of the 2nd plenary session of Kuibyshevskii
obkom; protocols nos. 75-77 and 1-4 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Kuibyshevskii obkom

Reel 2.1265,
File 625-630

Protocols nos. 5-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kuibyshevskii obkom;
protocols nos. 29 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kuibyshevskii
obkom; verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast and city of Kuibyshev
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Reel 2.1266,
File 631-640

Verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Kuibyshev; protocol and verbatim record of the 24th conference of
the KPSS organization of the city of Kuibyshev; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 and
verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Kuibyshevskii gorkom; verbatim
record of the 2nd plenary session of Kuibyshevskii gorkom; protocols nos. 77-78
and 1-14 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kuibyshevskii gorkom

Reel 2.1267,
File 640-646

Protocols nos. 15-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kuibyshevskii gorkom;
verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Kuibyshev; protocol and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Kurgan; protocols nos. 14 and 1-3 and verbatim
records of the plenary sessions of Kurganskii obkom; protocols nos. 94-98 and
1-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kurganskii obkom

Reel 2.1268,
File 646-651

Protocols nos. 11 (cont.) and 12-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kurganskii
obkom; protocols nos. 65-68 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Kurganskii obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party
activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Kurgan; protocol and verbatim
record of the 18th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Kurgan;
protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of
Kurganskii gorkom

Reel 2.1269,
File 652-659

Protocols nos. 76-78 and 1-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kurganskii
gorkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the city of Kurgan; protocol and verbatim record of the 17th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Kursk; protocols nos. 15 and
1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Kurskii obkom; verbatim
record of the 3rd plenary session of Kurskii obkom

Reel 2.1270,
File 660-665

Verbatim record of the 4th plenary session of Kurskii obkom; protocols nos. 79-83
and 1-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kurskii obkom

Reel 2.1271,
File 665-672

Protocols nos. 20 (cont.) and 21-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kurskii
obkom; protocols nos. 21 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Kurskii
obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Kursk; protocol of the 17th conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Kursk; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions
of Kurskii gorkom; protocols nos. 65 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Kurskii gorkom

Reel 2.1272,
File 673-678

Protocols nos. 6-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kurskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Kursk; protocol and verbatim record of the conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Leningrad; protocols nos. 13-14 and 1-2 of the plenary sessions of
Leningradskii obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 3rd plenary session of
Leningradskii obkom

Reel 2.1273,
File 678-683

Verbatim record (cont.) of the 3rd plenary session of Leningradskii obkom;
protocols nos. 91-93 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Bureau of Leningradskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-5 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Leningradskii
obkom

Reel 2.1274,
File 684-688

Verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Leningrad; protocol and verbatim record of the conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Leningrad; protocols nos. 14-15 and 1-3 of the
plenary sessions of Leningradskii gorkom; protocols nos. 78-81 and 1-12 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Leningradskii gorkom

Reel 2.1275,
File 689-694

Protocols nos. 13-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Leningradskii gorkom;
protocol and verbatim record of the 10th conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Lipetsk; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the
plenary sessions of Lipetskii obkom; protocols nos. 58 and 1-2 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Lipetskii obkom
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Reel 2.1276,
File 695-701

Protocols nos. 3-15 of the meetings of the Bureau of Lipetskii obkom; protocols
nos. 35 and 1-2 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Lipetskii obkom; protocols
nos. 13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Lipetsk; protocol of the conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Lipetsk

Reel 2.1277,
File 702-709

Protocols nos. 14 and 1-5 and of the plenary sessions of Lipetskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-14 of the meetings of the Bureau of Lipetskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 8 and 1 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city
of Lipetsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 10th conference of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Magadan; protocols nos. 12-13 and 1-4 of the plenary
sessions of Magadanskii obkom

Reel 2.1278,
File 710-717

Verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of Magadanskii obkom;
protocols nos. 65-69 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Magadanskii
obkom; protocols nos. 28-29 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Magadanskii obkom; protocols of the April and December meetings and verbatim
record of the April meeting of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the
oblast and city of Magadan

Reel 2.1279,
File 718-723

Verbatim record of the December meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast and city of Magadan; protocol of the 21st conference
of the KPSS organization of the city of Magadan; protocols nos. 1-6 of the plenary
sessions of Magadanskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-15 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Magadanskii gorkom

Reel 2.1280,
File 723-729

Protocols nos. 16-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Magadanskii gorkom;
protocol and verbatim record of the 32nd conference of the KPSS organization of
Mari; protocols nos. 16 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Mariiskii obkom;
protocols nos. 70-71 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Bureau of Mariiskii obkom

Reel 2.1281,
File 729-734

Protocols nos. 5 (cont.) and 6-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Mariiskii
obkom; protocols nos. 29 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Mariiskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists
of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Mari; protocol of the 26th conference of
the KPSS organization of the city of Ioshkar-Ola

Reel 2.1282,
File 735-740

Protocols nos. 1-6 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Ioshkar-Olinskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ioshkar-Olinskii
gorkom

Reel 2.1283,
File 741-746

Protocols nos. 18-28 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ioshkar-Olinskii gorkom;
protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Ioshkar-Ola; protocol and verbatim record of the 21st
conference of the KPSS organization of Mordovia; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the
plenary sessions of Mordovskii obkom

Reel 2.1284,
File 747-751

Protocols nos. 50-53 and 1-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Mordovskii obkom;
protocols nos. 38 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Mordovskii obkom

Reel 2.1285,
File 752-757

Protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of executives and party activists
of Mordovia and the city of Saransk; verbatim record of the 31st conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Saransk; protocols nos. 1-5 of the plenary
sessions of Saranskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Saranskii gorkom

Reel 2.1286,
File 757-765

Protocols nos. 21 (cont.) and 22-45 of the meetings of the Bureau of Saranskii
gorkom; protocols of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the city of Saransk; protocol and verbatim record of the 20th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Moscow; protocols nos. 15-16 and 1-2 of the
plenary sessions of Moskovskii obkom

Reel 2.1287,
File 765-771

Protocols nos. 2 (cont.) and 3-5 of the plenary sessions of Moskovskii obkom;
protocols nos. 122-125 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Bureau of Moskovskii
obkom

Reel 2.1288,
File 771-777

Protocols nos. 7 (cont.) and 8-32 of the meetings of the Bureau of Moskovskii
obkom; protocols nos. 23 and 1 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Moskovskii
obkom
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Reel 2.1289,
File 778-785

Protocols nos. 2-9 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Moskovskii obkom;
verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Moscow; protocol and verbatim record of the 20th conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Moscow; protocols nos. 15 and 1-4 of the plenary
sessions of Moskovskii gorkom; protocol no. 175 of the meeting of the Bureau of
Moskovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1290,
File 785-791

Protocols nos. 175 (cont.), 176-184, and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Moskovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1291,
File 791-797

Protocols nos. 24-48 of the meetings of the Bureau of Moskovskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 25 and 1-3 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Moskovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1292,
File 797-805

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4-5 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Moskovskii
gorkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the city of Moscow; protocol and verbatim record of the 17th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Murmansk; protocols nos. 12
and 1-7 of the plenary sessions of Murmanskii obkom; verbatim records of the
2nd, 4th, and 7th plenary sessions of Murmanskii obkom; protocols nos. 71-72 and
1-2 of the meetings of the Bureau of Murmanskii obkom

Reel 2.1293,
File 805-816

Protocols nos. 3-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Murmanskii obkom; protocols
nos. 32 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Murmanskii obkom;
protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Murmansk; protocol and verbatim record of the
26th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Murmansk; protocols nos.
14 and 1-2 of the plenary sessions of Murmanskii gorkom;

Reel 2.1294,
File 817-828

Protocols of the 3rd-5th plenary sessions of Murmanskii gorkom; protocols nos. 68
and 1-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Murmanskii gorkom; protocol no. 6 of
the meeting of city executives and party activists of the city of Murmansk;
protocol no. 1 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Murmansk; protocol and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Novgorod; protocols nos. 13-14 and 1-3 of the
plenary sessions of Novgorodskii obkom; verbatim records of the 13th and 2nd
plenary sessions of Novgorodskii obkom

Reel 2.1295,
File 829-834

Verbatim record of the 3rd plenary session of Novgorodskii obkom; protocols nos.
69-70 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Bureau of Novgorodskii obkom; protocols
nos. 23 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Novgorodskii obkom;
verbatim record of the April meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Novgorod

Reel 2.1296,
File 835-840

Verbatim record of the December meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Novgorod; protocol of the 23rd conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Novgorod; protocols nos. 16 and 1-5 of the
plenary sessions of Novgorodskii gorkom; protocols nos. 67 and 1-15 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Novgorodskii gorkom

Reel 2.1297,
File 840-844

Protocols nos. 15 (cont.) and 16-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Novgorodskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-4 of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Novgorod; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Novosibirsk; protocols nos.
13-14 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Novosibirskii obkom

Reel 2.1298,
File 845-851

Protocols nos. 75-79 and 1-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Novosibirskii
obkom; protocols nos. 28-29 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Novosibirskii obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the April meeting of party
activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Novosibirsk

Reel 2.1299,
File 851-860

Protocol and verbatim record of the December meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Novosibirsk; protocol of the 23rd conference of
the KPSS organization of the city of Novosibirsk; protocols nos. 15 and 1-4 of the
plenary sessions of Novosibirskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-18 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Novosibirskii gorkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 17th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Omsk; protocol no. 12 and
protocol no. 13 with verbatim record of the plenary sessions of Omskii obkom
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Reel 2.1300,
File 861-870

Protocol no. 1 and protocols nos. 2-4 with verbatim records of the plenary
sessions of Omskii obkom; protocols nos. 60-61 and 1-6 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Omskii obkom

Reel 2.1301,
File 870-879

Protocols nos. 6 (cont.) and 7-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Omskii obkom;
protocols nos. 37-38 and 1-9 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Omskii obkom;
protocols and verbatim records of the January and July meetings of party activists
of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Omsk; protocol and verbatim record of
the July meeting of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast and the
city of Omsk

Reel 2.1302,
File 880-892

Protocols and verbatim records of the December meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Omsk; protocol of the 23rd conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Omsk; protocol no. 1 and protocols nos. 2-4 with
verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Omskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-12 of
the meetings of the Bureau of Omskii gorkom

Reel 2.1303,
File 892-901

Protocols nos. 12 (cont.) and 13-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Omskii
gorkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 19th conference of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Orenburg; protocols nos. 13 and 2-4 with verbatim
records and protocol no. 1 of the plenary sessions of Orenburgskii obkom;
protocols nos. 70-71 and 1-4 of the meetings of the Bureau of Orenburgskii obkom

Reel 2.1304,
File 902-908

Protocols nos. 5-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Orenburgskii obkom;
protocols nos. 35-36 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Orenburgskii
obkom; verbatim record of the February meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Orenburg

Reel 2.1305,
File 909-918

Verbatim records of the April and December meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Orenburg; protocols nos. 2-5 of the plenary
sessions of Orenburgskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-21 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Orenburgskii gorkom; protocol of the meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the city of Orenburg; protocol and verbatim record of the
17th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Orel; protocols nos. 17
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Orlovskii obkom; protocols nos. 80 and 1-2 of
the meetings of the Bureau of Orlovskii obkom

Reel 2.1306,
File 918-924

Protocols nos. 2 (cont.) and 3-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Orlovskii obkom

Reel 2.1307,
File 925-930

Protocols nos. 38 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Orlovskii obkom;
protocols nos. 1-3 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organizations of
the oblast and city of Orel; verbatim record of the 25th conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Orel; protocols nos. 15 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions
of Orlovskii gorkom; protocols nos. 71 and 1-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Orlovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1308,
File 930-938

Protocols nos. 11 (cont.) and 12-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Orlovskii
gorkom; protocol no. 2 of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization
of the city of Orel; protocol and verbatim record of the 15th conference of the
KPSS organization of the oblast of Penza; protocols nos. 12 and 1-3 of the plenary
sessions of Penzenskii obkom; protocols nos. 47, 48, and 1-9 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Penzenskii obkom

Reel 2.1309,
File 938-944

Protocols nos. 9 (cont.) and 10-15 of the meetings of the Bureau of Penzenskii
obkom; protocols nos. 24 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Penzenskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-3 with verbatim records and protocol no. 4 of the
meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Penza;
protocol and verbatim record of the 30th conference of the KPSS organization of
the city of Penza; protocols nos. 15 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Penzenskii
gorkom

Reel 2.1310,
File 944-950

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4 of the plenary sessions of Penzenskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 60 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Penzenskii gorkom;
protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Penza; protocol and verbatim record of the 15th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Perm
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Reel 2.1311,
File 951-957

Protocols nos. 14 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Permskii obkom; verbatim
records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of Permskii obkom; protocols nos.
104-107 and 1-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Permskii obkom

Reel 2.1312,
File 957-965

Protocols nos. 20 (cont.) and 21-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Permskii
obkom; protocols nos. 50 and 1-14 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Permskii
obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of Perm; protocol and verbatim record
of the 22nd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Perm; protocols
nos. 14 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Permskii gorkom

Reel 2.1313,
File 965-973

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4 of the plenary sessions of Permskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 70 and 1-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Permskii gorkom;
verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Perm; protocol and verbatim record of the 15th conference of the KPSS
organization of Primorskii krai; protocols nos. 14-15 and 1-4 of the plenary
sessions of Primorskii kraikom; verbatim record of the 2nd plenary session of
Primorskii kraikom

Reel 2.1314,
File 974-978

Verbatim record of the 3rd plenary session of Primorskii kraikom; protocols nos.
93-95 and 1-14 of the meetings of the Bureau of Primorskii kraikom

Reel 2.1315,
File 979-987

Protocols nos. 15-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Primorskii kraikom;
protocols nos. 90-91 and 1-31 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Primorskii
kraikom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of Primorskii krai and the city of Vladivostok; protocol and
verbatim record of the 22nd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Vladivostok; protocols nos. 16 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Vladivostokskii
gorkom; verbatim records of the 1st-3rd plenary sessions of Vladivostokskii
gorkom

Reel 2.1316,
File 987-995

Verbatim record of the 4th plenary sessions of Vladivostokskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 5-7 with verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Vladivostokskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Vladivostokskii gorkom;
protocol and verbatim record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Pskov; protocols nos. 12-13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the
plenary sessions of Pskovskii obkom; protocols nos. 74-75 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Pskovskii obkom

Reel 2.1317,
File 995-1002

Protocols nos. 76-77 and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Pskovskii obkom;
protocols nos. 56-57 and 1-19 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Pskovskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists
of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Pskov; protocol and verbatim record of
the 24th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Pskov

Reel 2.1318,
File 1003-1007

Protocols nos. 16 and 1-6 of the plenary sessions of Pskovskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 87-88 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Bureau of Pskovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1319,
File 1007-1013

Protocols nos. 18 (cont.) and 19-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Pskovskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-2 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Pskov; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Rostov; protocols nos. 14 and
1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Rostovskii obkom; protocols
nos. 86-89 and 1 of the meetings of the Bureau of Rostovskii obkom

Reel 2.1320,
File 1014-1018

Protocols nos. 2-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of Rostovskii obkom

Reel 2.1321,
File 1019-1025

Protocols nos. 18-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Rostovskii obkom; protocols
nos. 30 and 1-11 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Rostovskii obkom; verbatim
records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Rostov; protocol of the 22nd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Rostov; protocols nos. 14 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Rostovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1322,
File 1026-1031

Protocols nos. 4-6 of the plenary sessions of Rostovskii gorkom; protocols nos. 75
and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Rostovskii gorkom
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Reel 2.1323,
File 1031-1038

Protocols nos. 22 (cont.) and 23-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Rostovskii
gorkom; protocols nos. 1-4 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Rostov; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Riazan; protocols nos. 13 and
1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Riazanskii obkom; protocols
nos. 89-91 and 1-15 of the meetings of the Bureau of Riazanskii obkom

Reel 2.1324,
File 1038-1045

Protocols nos. 15 (cont.) and 16-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Riazanskii
obkom; protocols nos. 34 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Riazanskii
obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Riazan; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Riazan; protocols nos. 1-4 of
the plenary sessions of Riazanskii gorkom

Reel 2.1325,
File 1046-1050

Protocols nos. 1-13 of the meetings of the Bureau of Riazanskii gorkom; protocol
and verbatim record of the 18th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast
of Saratov; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions
of Saratovskii obkom; protocols nos. 86-88 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Bureau
of Saratovskii obkom

Reel 2.1326,
File 1051-1056

Protocols nos. 6-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Saratovskii obkom; protocols
nos. 56-57 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Saratovskii obkom

Reel 2.1327,
File 1057-1067

Protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Saratov; protocol and verbatim record of the 20th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Saratov; protocols nos. 1-5 of
the plenary sessions of Saratovskii gorkom; verbatim records of the 2nd-5th
plenary sessions of Saratovskii gorkom; protocols nos. 69-70 and 1-10 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Saratovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1328,
File 1067-1078

Protocols nos. 11-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Saratovskii gorkom;
protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Saratov; protocol and verbatim record of the 13th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Sakhalin; protocols nos. 16
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Sakhalinskii obkom; verbatim records of the
2nd-4th plenary sessions of Sakhalinskii obkom; protocols nos. 85-87 and 1-3 of
the meetings of the Bureau of Sakhalinskii obkom

Reel 2.1329,
File 1078-1083

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4-28 of the meetings of the Bureau of Sakhalinskii
obkom

Reel 2.1330,
File 1084-1092

Protocols nos. 56-57 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Sakhalinskii
obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists and
executives of the oblast of Sakhalin; protocol and verbatim record of the meeting
of party activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast of Sakhalin; protocol and
protocol record of the 18th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk; protocols nos. 14 and 1-6 and verbatim records of the plenary
sessions of Iuzhno-Sakhalinskii gorkom

Reel 2.1331,
File 1093-1098

Protocols nos. 94 and 1-27 of the meetings of the Bureau of Iuzhno-Sakhalinskii
gorkom; protocol of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organizations of
the city of Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk

Reel 2.1332,
File 1099-1109

Protocol and verbatim record of the 18th conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Sverdlovsk; protocols nos. 12-14 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of
Sverdlovskii obkom; verbatim records of the 12th-13th and 1st-3rd plenary
sessions of Sverdlovskii obkom; protocols nos. 76-79 and 1-7 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Sverdlovskii obkom

Reel 2.1333,
File 1109-1116

Protocols nos. 7 (cont.) and 8-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Sverdlovskii
obkom; protocols nos. 35-36 and 1-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Sverdlovskii obkom; verbatim records of the January and April meetings of party
activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of Sverdlovsk
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Reel 2.1334,
File 1117-1125

Verbatim record of the December meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast and the city of Sverdlovsk; verbatim record of the 21st
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Sverdlovsk; protocols nos. 13
and 1-5 and verbatim records of the plenary sessions of Sverdlovskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 69-71 and 1-22 of the meetings of the Bureau of Sverdlovskii
gorkom

Reel 2.1335,
File 1126-1133

Protocol and verbatim record of the 25th conference of the KPSS organization of
Severnaia Osetia; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 and verbatim records of the plenary
sessions of Severo-Osetinskkii obkom; protocols nos. 89-93 and 1-6 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Severo-Osetinskii obkom

Reel 2.1336,
File 1133-1145

Protocols nos. 7-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Severo-Osetinskii obkom;
protocols nos. 21 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Severo-Osetinskii
obkom; protocols nos. 1-2 and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists
of the KPSS organizations of Severnaia Osetia and of the city of Ordzhonikidze;
protocol of the 21st conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Ordzhonikidze; protocols nos. 14 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of
Ordzhonikidzevskii gorkom; protocols nos. 75-76 and 1-8 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Ordzhonikidzevskii gorkom

Reel 2.1337,
File 1146-1157

Protocols nos. 9-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ordzhonikidzevskii gorkom;
protocol of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
and party activists of the city of Ordzhonikidze; protocol and verbatim record of
the 17th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Smolensk; protocols
nos. 13 and 1 of the plenary sessions of Smolenskii obkom; verbatim records of
the 2nd-4th plenary sessions of Smolenskii obkom; protocols nos. 41 and 1-4 of
the meetings of the Bureau of Smolenskii obkom

Reel 2.1338,
File 1157-1165

Protocols nos. 4 (cont.) and 5-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of Smolenskii
obkom; protocols nos. 35 and 1-11 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Smolenskii obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast of Smolensk; protocols nos. 2-5 of the plenary sessions
of Smolenskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-8 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Smolenskii gorkom

Reel 2.1339,
File 1166-1172

Protocols nos. 9-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Smolenskii gorkom; protocols
of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Smolensk; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th conference of the KPSS
organization of Stavropolskii krai; protocols nos. 15 and 1-4 and verbatim records
of the plenary sessions of Stavropolskii kraikom; protocols nos. 76-79, 1, and
1a-12a of the meetings of the Bureau of Stavropolskii kraikom

Reel 2.1340,
File 1173-1177

Protocols nos. 2-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Stavropolskii kraikom

Reel 2.1341,
File 1178-1184

Protocols nos. 17-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Stavropolskii kraikom;
protocols nos. 36-37 and 1-11 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Stavropolskii
kraikom; protocols nos. 1-2 and verbatim records of the meetings of party
activists of the KPSS organizations of Stavropolskii krai; protocol and verbatim
record of the 24th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Karachaevo-Cherkessk; protocols nos. 14 and 1-3 and verbatim records of the
plenary sessions of Karachaevo-Cherkesskii obkom; protocols nos. 58-59 and 1-10
of the meetings of the Bureau of Karachaevo-Cherkesskii obkom

Reel 2.1342,
File 1184-1194

Protocols nos. 10 (cont.) and 11-18 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Karachaevo-Cherkesskii obkom; protocols nos. 12 and 1-4 of the meetings of the
Secretariat of Karachaevo-Cherkesskii obkom; protocols nos. 1-4 and verbatim
records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Karachaevo-Cherkessk; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th conference of
the KPSS organization of the oblast of Tambov; protocols nos. 13 and 1-4 of the
plenary sessions of Tambovskii obkom; verbatim records of the 2nd-4th plenary
sessions of Tambovskii obkom; protocols nos. 105-107 and 1-4 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Tambovskii obkom
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Reel 2.1343,
File 1194-1202

Protocols nos. 5-32 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tambovskii obkom; protocols
nos. 17 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Tambovskii obkom;
verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Tambov; protocol of the 20th conference of the KPSS organization of
the city of Tambov

Reel 2.1344,
File 1202-1209

Protocol of the 20th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Tambov
(cont.); protocols nos. 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Tambovskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 1-24 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tambovskii gorkom; verbatim
record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Tambov; protocol and verbatim record of the 34th conference of the KPSS
organization of Tataria; protocols nos. 11 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of
Tatarskii obkom

Reel 2.1345,
File 1210-1215

Verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of Tatarskii obkom;
protocols nos. 51-52 and 1-9 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tatarskii obkom

Reel 2.1346,
File 1215-1224

Protocols nos. 9 (cont.) and 10-15 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tatarskii
obkom; protocols nos. 21 and 1-6 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Tatarskii
obkom; protocols nos. 6 and 1-3 and verbatim records of the meetings of party
activists of the KPSS organization of Tataria; verbatim record of the meeting of
party activists of the KPSS organizations of Tataria and of the city of Naberzhnye
Chelny; protocol of the 20th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Kazan

Reel 2.1347,
File 1225-1230

Protocols nos. 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Kazanskii gorkom; protocols nos.
1-16 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kazanskii gorkom; protocol and verbatim
record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Tomsk;
protocols nos. 13 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Tomskii obkom

Reel 2.1348,
File 1231-1240

Verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of Tomskii obkom; protocols
nos. 66-69 and 1-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tomskii obkom; protocols
nos. 21 and 1-7 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Tomskii obkom; protocols
and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organizations
of the oblast and city of Tomsk; verbatim record of the 23rd conference of the
KPSS organization of the city of Tomsk

Reel 2.1349,
File 1241-1247

Protocols nos. 15 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Tomskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 1-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tomskii gorkom; protocols of the
meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Tomsk; protocol
and verbatim record of the 19th conference of the KPSS organization of Tuva;
protocols nos. 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Tuvinskii obkom; protocols nos.
63-65 and 1-3 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tuvinskii obkom

Reel 2.1350,
File 1247-1255

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4-20 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tuvinskii
obkom; protocols nos. 28 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Tuvinskii
obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of Tuva and of the city of Kyzyl; verbatim record of the 20th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Kyzyl; protocols nos. 15 and 1-3
of the plenary sessions of Kyzylskii gorkom; protocols nos. 90 and 1-20 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Kyzylskii gorkom

Reel 2.1351,
File 1256-1261

Protocols nos. 21-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Kyzylskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 1 and 3-5 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Kyzyl; protocol and verbatim record of the 16th conference of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Tula; protocols nos. 17 and 1-4 of the plenary
sessions of Tulskii obkom; protocols nos. 70-71 and 1 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Tulskii obkom

Reel 2.1352,
File 1262-1266

Protocols nos. 2-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tulskii obkom

Reel 2.1353,
File 1267-1272

Protocols nos. 52 and 1-13 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Tulskii obkom;
protocols nos. 1-2 and verbatim records of the January and April meetings of party
activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Tula; verbatim record of the
May meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Tula;
verbatim record of the 21st conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Tula; protocols nos. 17 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Tulskii gorkom
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Reel 2.1354,
File 1272-1278

Protocols nos. 3 (cont.) and 4-6 of the plenary sessions of Tulskii gorkom;
protocols nos. 65 and 1-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tulskii gorkom;
protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of the city executives and party
activists of the city of Tula; protocol of the 14th conference of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Tiumen

Reel 2.1355,
File 1279-1301

Verbatim record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Tiumen; protocols nos. 12 and 1-2 of the March and August plenary sessions of
Tiumenskii obkom; verbatim record of the August plenary session of Tiumenskii
obkom; protocols nos. 45-47 and 1-13 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tiumenskii
obkom; protocol no. 31 of the meeting of the Secretariat of Tiumenskii obkom

Reel 2.1356,
File 1301-1320

Protocols nos. 1-8 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Tiumenskii obkom;
protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of the oblast and city of Tiumen; protocol and verbatim record of
the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Tiumen;
protocol of the 33rd conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Tiumen;
protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Tiumenskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 1-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of Tiumenskii gorkom; protocol and
verbatim record of the 31st conference of the KPSS organization of Udmurtia

Reel 2.1357,
File 1320-1329

Verbatim record of the 31st conference of the KPSS organization of Udmurtia
(cont.); protocols nos. 11-12 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of Udmurtskii obkom;
verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of Udmurtskii obkom;
protocols nos. 84-85 and 1-18 of the meetings of the Bureau of Udmurtskii obkom;
protocol nos. 13 and 1-5 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Udmurtskii obkom;
protocols nos. 9 and 1-3 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of Udmurtia and of the city of Izhevsk; verbatim record of the
January meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of Udmurtia

Reel 2.1358,
File 1330-1340

Verbatim records of the April and October meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of Udmurtia; verbatim record of the December meeting of party
activists of the KPSS organizations of the oblast of Udmurtia and the city of
Izhevsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 34th conference of the KPSS
organization of the city of Izhevsk; protocols nos. 1-2 of the plenary sessions of
Izhevskii gorkom; protocols nos. 15 and 1-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Izhevskii gorkom; protocol no. 1 of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the city of Izhevsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 14th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Ulianovsk

Reel 2.1359,
File 1340-1347

Verbatim record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Ulianovsk (cont.); protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Ulianovskii
obkom; verbatim records of the 2nd-4th plenary sessions of Ulianovskii obkom;
protocols nos. 71-73 and 1-8 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ulianovskii obkom

Reel 2.1360,
File 1347-1352

Protocols nos. 8 (cont.) and 9-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ulianovskii
obkom; protocol nos. 18 and 1-2 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Ulianovskii
obkom

Reel 2.1361,
File 1352-1359

Protocols nos. 2 (cont.) and 3-5 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Ulianovskii
obkom; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Ulianovsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 34th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Ulianovsk; protocols nos. 1-4 of
the plenary sessions of Ulianovskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-14 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Ulianovskii gorkom

Reel 2.1362,
File 1359-1366

Protocols nos. 14 (cont.) and 15-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of Ulianovskii
gorkom; protocol of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
city of Ulianovsk; verbatim record of the 15th conference of the KPSS organization
of Khabarovskii krai; protocols nos. 14 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of
Khabarovskii kraikom; verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of
Khabarovskii kraikom; protocols nos. 85-90 and 1-3 of the meetings of the Bureau
of Khabarovskii kraikom
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Reel 2.1363,
File 1367-1373

Protocols nos. 4-28 of the meetings of the Bureau of Khabarovskii kraikom;
protocols nos. 97-99 and 1-23 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Khabarovskii
kraikom; verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of Khabarovskii krai and the city of Khabarovsk; verbatim record of
the 26th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Khabarovsk

Reel 2.1364,
File 1373-1381

Verbatim record of the 26th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of
Khabarovsk (cont.); protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of
Khabarovskii gorkom; protocol no. 3 of the meeting of city executives and party
activists of the city of Khabarovsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 19th
conference of the KPSS organization of the Jewish Autonomous oblast; protocols
nos. 13 and 1-3 of the plenary sessions of the KPSS committee of the Jewish
Autonomous oblast; protocols nos. 62-64 and 1-13 of the meetings of the Bureau
of the KPSS committee of the Jewish Autonomous oblast

Reel 2.1365,
File 1381-1387

Protocols nos. 13 (cont.) and 14-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of the KPSS
committee of the Jewish Autonomous oblast; protocols nos. 51 and 1-14 of the
meetings of the Secretariat of the KPSS committee of the Jewish Autonomous
oblast; protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the Jewish Autonomous oblast and of the city of
Birobidzhan; protocol of the 26th conference of the KPSS organization of the city
of Birobidzhan; protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of
Birobidzhanskii gorkom; protocols nos. 81-82 and 1-12 of the meetings of the
Bureau of Birobidzhanskii gorkom

Reel 2.1366,
File 1387-1393

Protocols nos. 12 (cont.) and 13-25 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Birobidzhanskii gorkom; verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of Birobidzhan; protocol and verbatim
record of the 14th conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of
Cheliabinsk; protocols and verbatim records nos. 12 and 1-3 of the plenary
sessions of Cheliabinskii obkom; protocols nos. 66-69 and 1-2 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Cheliabinskii obkom

Reel 2.1367,
File 1393-1398

Protocols nos. 2 (cont.) and 3-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Cheliabinskii
obkom; protocol nos. 37-38 and 1 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Cheliabinskii obkom

Reel 2.1368,
File 1398-1404

Protocols nos. 2-10 of the meetings of the Secretariat of Cheliabinskii obkom;
protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Cheliabinsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 20th
conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Cheliabinsk; protocols nos. 16
and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Cheliabinskii gorkom; protocols nos. 66 and
1-11 of the meetings of the Bureau of Cheliabinskii gorkom

Reel 2.1369,
File 1404-1410

Protocols nos. 12-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Cheliabinskii gorkom;
protocols of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of
Cheliabinsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 13th conference of the KPSS
organization of Checheno-Ingushetia; protocols and verbatim records nos. 15 and
1-4 of the plenary sessions of Checheno-Ingushskii obkom

Reel 2.1370,
File 1411-1414

Protocols nos. 70-74 and 1-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Checheno-Ingushskii obkom

Reel 2.1371,
File 1415-1421

Protocols nos. 13 and 1-3 of the meetings of the Secretariat of
Checheno-Ingushskii obkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 18th conference
of the KPSS organization of the city of Groznyi; protocols nos. 1-5 of the plenary
sessions of Groznenskii gorkom; protocols nos. 1-19 of the meetings of the Bureau
of Groznenskii gorkom; protocol and verbatim record of the 17th conference of
the KPSS organization of the oblast of Chita

Reel 2.1372,
File 1422-1428

Protocols nos. 12 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Chitinskii obkom; protocols
nos. 68-70 and 1-21 of the meetings of the Bureau of Chitinskii obkom; protocols
nos. 32-33 and 1-7 of the Secretariat of Chitinskii obkom; protocols and verbatim
records of the March, April, and October meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Chita
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Reel 2.1373,
File 1428-1436

Verbatim records of the October meeting of party activists of the KPSS
organization of the oblast of Chita (cont.); protocol and verbatim record of the
24th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Chita; protocols nos. 1-5 of
the plenary sessions of Chitinskii gorkom; protocols nos. 70 and 1-23 of the
meetings of the Bureau of Chitinskii gorkom; protocols and verbatim records of
the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organization of the city of Chita;
protocol and verbatim record of the 36th conference of the KPSS organization of
Chuvashia

Reel 2.1374,
File 1437-1444

Protocols nos. 14 and 1 of the plenary sessions of Chuvashskii obkom; protocols
and verbatim records the 2nd, 3rd, and 9th plenary sessions of Chuvashskii
obkom; protocols nos. 77-81 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau of
Chuvashskii obkom;

Reel 2.1375,
File 1444-1450

Protocols nos. 17 (cont.) and 18-26 of the meetings of the Bureau of Chuvashskii
obkom; protocols nos. 26 and 1-4 of the Secretariat of Chuvashskii obkom;
protocols and verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS
organizations of Chuvashia and of the city of Cheboksary; protocol and verbatim
record of the 28th conference of the KPSS organization of the city of Cheboksary;
protocols nos. 16 and 1-5 of the plenary sessions of Cheboksarskii gorkom

Reel 2.1376,
File 1451-1455

Protocols nos. 125 and 1-42 of the meetings of the Bureau of Cheboksarskii
gorkom

Reel 2.1377,
File 1456-1465

Protocol and verbatim record of the 28th conference of the KPSS organization of
the oblast of Yakutia; protocols nos. 11 and 1 of the plenary sessions of Yakutskii
obkom; protocols and verbatim records of the 2nd and 3rd plenary sessions of
Yakutskii obkom; protocols nos. 125-129 and 1-17 of the meetings of the Bureau
of Yakutskii obkom

Reel 2.1378,
File 1466-1475

Protocols nos. 18-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Yakutskii obkom; protocols
nos. 57-58 and 1-12 of the Secretariat of Yakutskii obkom; protocols and verbatim
records of the meetings of party activists of the KPSS organizations of Yakutia
and of the city of Yakutsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 40th conference of
the KPSS organization of the city of Yakutsk

Reel 2.1379,
File 1476-1480

Protocols nos. 14 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Yakutskii gorkom; protocols
nos. 80 and 1-19 of the meetings of the Bureau of Yakutskii gorkom

Reel 2.1380,
File 1480-1491

Protocols nos. 19 (cont.) and 20-23 of the meetings of the Bureau of Yakutskii
gorkom; protocol and verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the
KPSS organization of the city of Yakutsk; protocol and verbatim record of the 19th
conference of the KPSS organization of the oblast of Yaroslavl; protocols nos.
14-15 and 1-4 of the plenary sessions of Yaroslavskii obkom; protocols nos. 85-88
and 1-9 of the meetings of the Bureau of Yaroslavskii obkom

Reel 2.1381,
File 1491-1499

Protocols nos. 9 (cont.) and 10-26 of the meetings of the Bureau of Yaroslavskii
obkom; protocols nos. 36-37 and 1-9 of the Secretariat of Yaroslavskii obkom;
verbatim record of the meeting of party activists of the KPSS organization of the
oblast of Yaroslavl; verbatim records of the meetings of party activists of the
KPSS organizations of the oblast and city of Yaroslavl; protocols nos. 2-5 of the
plenary sessions of Yaroslavskii gorkom; protocols nos. 2-25 of the meetings of
the Bureau of Yaroslavskii gorkom

Reels
2.2458-2.2461

Fond 34: Records of the Second Congress of the RSDRP, 1903-1904
Physical Description: 4 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Second RSDRP Congress was held in Brussels and London in July-August 1903 (OS). The
Congress adopted the RSDRP Program and Statute. Fond 34 contains materials relating to
preparations for the Congress; minutes, taken by a secretary and by the protocol
commissions; minutes prepared for publication, with attachments; resolutions, both adopted
and rejected; materials of various commissions, etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid to these documents is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels
2.2462-2.2463

Fond 35, Records of the Third Congress of the RSDRP , 1905
Physical Description: 4 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Third RSDRP Congress was held in London in April 1905 (OS). Fond 35 includes materials
of the Organizational Committee relating to preparations for the Congress, edited and
unedited minutes; and materials of the Credential Commission.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid to these documents is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reel 2.2466 Fond 36, Records of the Fifth Conference of the RSDRP , 1908

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Fifth All-Russian RSDRP Conference was held in Paris in December 1908 (OS)/January
1909. Fond 36 includes protocols of all meetings, resolutions adopted by the Mensheviks and
BUND representatives, draft resolutions of, and reports at the Fifth Conference, including
include those of V. I. Lenin and other prominent party figures.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid to these documents is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reel 2.468 Fond 37, Records of the Sixth (Prague) Conference of the RSDRP 1912

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Sixth All-Russian RSDRP Conference took place in Prague in January 1912. It was
summoned by the Bolsheviks under the guidance of V.I. Lenin. The minutes of the Sixth
Conference were either partly or entirely lost. Documents written or edited by V. I. Lenin
have been transferred to Fond 2. Among the documents preserved in Fond 37 are
resolutions, letters (holograph by S. Ordzhonikidze, G. E. Zinov'ev, and I. F. Armand), a
brochure, and a plan of the city of Prague.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reel 2.2467 Fond 38, Records of the Sixth Congress of the RSDRP 1917

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Sixth RSDRP(b) Congress was held in Petrograd (Sankt-Peterburg) in April 1917 (OS).
Fond 38 includes minutes taken by K. A. Kozlov, a delegate to the congress, with
attachments, resolutions adopted by the Congress, and a fundraising list.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels
2.2468-2.2469

Fond 39, Records of the Seventh (April) All-Russian Conference of the RSDRP 1917-1924
Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Seventh (April) All-Russian RSDRP Conference took place in Petrograd (Sankt-Peterburg)
in April 1917. Fond 39 includes unedited and edited minutes of the Conference, draft
resolutions, and lists of delegates.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.2470 Fond 40, Records of the Seventh Congress of the RKP(b) 1918

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Seventh (Extraordinary) RKP(b) Congress took place in Petrograd (Sankt-Peterburg) in
March 1918. Fond 40 includes unedited minutes, verbatim records of the meetings
resolutions, questionnaires, credentials, and lists of delegates with full voting authority and
advisory votes, and other documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2471-2.2474

Fond 41, Records of the Eighth Congress of the RKP(b) 1919
Physical Description: 4 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Eighth RKP(b) Congress took place in Moscow in March 1919. Fond 41 consists of two
opisi and includes verbatim records of plenary and sectional meetings, with editorial
corrections; excerpts from the TsK RKP(b) Politburo and plenums; materials relating to the
preparation for the Eighth Congress; materials of the Commission for Development of Party
Program; lists of delegates to the Congress and their credentials; admission tickets,
questionnaires; etc.
Documents in opisi 1-2 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A
Russian-language finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.2475 Fond 42, Records of the Eighth All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) 1919

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Eighth All-Russian RKP(b) Conference took place in Moscow in 1919 in presence of forty
five delegates with full voting authority. Fond 42 includes excerpts from minutes of the TsK
RKP(b) Politburo, a verbatim record of the Conference, and a record of Bukharin's speech at
the conference.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives
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Reels
2.2476-2.2477

Fond 43, Records of the Ninth Congress of the RKP(b) 1920
Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Ninth Congress of the RKP(b) took place in Moscow in March-April 1920. Fond 43
includes excerpts from TsK RKP(b) Politburo plenums, edited and unedited versions of
verbatim records of plenary and sectional meetings; resolutions, petitions, and greetings to
the Congress; documents of the Credentials Commission; notes and statements sent to the
Presidium of the Congress; lists of delegates; and other documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives

   
Reels
2.2478-2.2479

Fond 44, Records of the Ninth All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) 1920
Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Ninth All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) was held in Moscow in September 1920 in
the presence of 116 delegates with full voting authority. Fond 43 consists of one opis
including excerpts from the minutes of the TsK RKP(b) Politburo and plenums;, verbatim
records of the Ninth Conference (edited and unedited), resolutions and decrees adopted at
the Conference, greetings and notes submitted to the Presidium of the Conference,
questionnaires of the delegates, etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2480-2.2486

Fond 45, Records of the Tenth Congress of the RKP(b) 1920-1922
Physical Description: 7 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Tenth Congress of the RKP(b) took place in Moscow in March 1921. Fond 45 consists of
one opis including excerpts from resolutions of the RKP(b) Politburo and plenums; minutes
and verbatim records (both edited and unedited), draft and adopted resolutions and
decrees, lists of delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes, statistical data, lists
of organizations represented at the Tenth Congress, minutes of the Vote Counting
Commission, cards and lists of votes arranged by name of delegate, admission tickets, and
other documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reel 2.2487 Fond 46, Records of the Tenth All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) 1921

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Tenth All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) was convened urgently in Moscow in May
1921 in order to plan for the delivery of the New Economic Policy (NEP) to various localities.
It was attended by 329 delegates with full voting authority. Fond 46 consists of one opis
including excerpts from minutes of RKP(b) Politburo and plenums, verbatim records,
resolutions and decrees adopted by the Tenth Conference, and questionnaires of the
delegates arranged alphabetically by name.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels
2.2488-2.2489

Fond 47, Records of the Eleventh All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) 1921-1922
Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Eleventh All-Russian Conference of the RKP(b) was held in Moscow in December 1921.
Fond 47 consists of one opis including excerpts from minutes of the RKP(b) Politburo and
plenums, verbatim records, questionnaires of delegates arranged alphabetically by name,
and a copy of Lenin's telephoned message regarding purges in the party.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives

   
Reels
2.2490-2.2493

Fond 48, Records of the Eleventh Congress of the RKP(b) 1921-1922
Physical Description: 4 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Eleventh Congress of the RKP(b) was held in Moscow, March-April 1922. Fond 48
consists of one opis including excerpts from minutes of RKP(b) Politburo and plenums,
verbatim records of all the Congress's meetings including the closed meeting relating to the
case of former "labor opposition," resolutions adopted and rejected by the Congress,
minutes of the Vote Counting Commission, draft lists of candidates to the TsK RKP(b), lists of
candidates elected to the TsK RKP(b), questionnaires of delegates arranged alphabetically by
name, materials with holograph annotations by G. E. Zinov'ev, minutes of the agrarian
section, etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.2494 Fond 49, Records of the Twelfth Conference of the RKP(b) 1922

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Twelfth Conference of the RKP(b) took place in Moscow in August 1922 in the presence
of 129 delegates with full voting authority. Fond 49 consists of one opis including excerpts
from the minutes of the RKP(b) Politburo and plenums, unedited verbatim records of the
Congress meetings including the concluding speech by G. Zinov'ev, questionnaires of
delegate with full voting authority and advisory votes arranged alphabetically by name
within each group.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels
2.2495-2.2506

Fond 50, Records of the Twelfth Congress of the RKP(b) 1922-1923
Physical Description: 12 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Twelfth Congress of the RKP(b)was held in Moscow in April 1923. Fond 50 contains one
opis including excerpts from the minutes of the RKP(b) Politburo and plenums; verbatim
records of the Congress meetings, edited by the author and the Editorial Commission,
prepared for publication, prepared for ROSTA (Russian Telegraph Agency), a version with
insignificant corrections, and proof sheets; verbatim records of sectional meetings;,
resolutions adopted by the Twelfth Congress; minutes of the Presidium of the Congress;
memoranda and petitions to the Presidium of the Congress; minutes of the Vote Counting
Commission; report of the Credentials Commission; credentials of delegates with full voting
authority and advisory votes, arranged alphabetically by name within each group; indexes of
participating party organizations and delegates; questionnaires of delegates arranged
alphabetically; resolutions adopted by the Congress; letters and telegrams with greetings;
etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2507-2.2509

Fond 51, Records of the Thirteenth Conference of the RKP(b) 1923-1924
Physical Description: 3 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Thirteenth Conference of the RKP(b)was held in Moscow in January 1924. It was
attended by 128 delegates with full voting authority. Fond 51 consists of one opis containing
minutes of the Organizational Commission for the Convocation of the Thirteenth Conference;
unedited and edited verbatim records of the Conference; resolutions adopted at the
Conference; statements, proposals, and notes submitted to the Presidium of the Conference;
applications to the Credentials Commission and other materials relating to the distribution of
admission tickets; lists of delegates to the Conference; credentials of delegates, arranged
alphabetically by name; questionnaires of delegates with full voting authority arranged
alphabetically by name; alphabetical indexes of delegates with full voting authority and
advisory votes; preparatory materials including resolutions, propositions, letters; etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels
2.2510-2.2522

Fond 52, Records of the Thirteenth Congress of the RKP(b) 1924
Physical Description: 13 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Thirteenth Congress of the RKP(b) was held in Moscow in May 1924. Fond 52 consists of
one opis containing excerpts from the minutes of the RKP(b) Politburo and plenums; a
verbatim record of the Congress meetings: unedited, edited by the editorial commission,
prepared for ROSTA (Russian Telegraph Agency), for a bulletin, and for the newspaper
Pravda; draft resolutions; verbatim records of the Central Control Commission; verbatim
records of sections for work with the youth, for trade and cooperation, for organization of the
Thirteenth Congress, and of the Credentials Commission; files of the Credentials Commission
including admission tickets, lists of delegates, credentials, and questionnaires of delegates
arranged alphabetically by name; notes, petitions, and proposals submitted to the Presidium
of the Congress; statistical data about and alphabetical indexes of delegates with full voting
authority and advisory votes; registers for issued admission tickets;, letters, telegrams, and
greetings; lists of those who applied for reinstatement in the VKP(b), and other documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2523-2.2527

Fond 53, Records of the Fourteenth Conference of the VKP(b) 1924-1925
Physical Description: 5 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Fourteenth Conference of the VKP(b) was held in Moscow in April 1925. Fond 53 consists
of one opis containing excerpts from the minutes of the RKP(b) Politburo and plenums;
minutes of various commissions; verbatim records of the Congress meetings, unedited,
edited by the author and the Editorial Commission; notes submitted to the Presidium;
minutes of the editorial and other commissions; applications for admission tickets to the
Conference; business letters, excerpts from the minutes, and telegrams from the Comintern
and other organizations; minutes of the Credentials Commission; lists of delegates with full
voting authority and advisory votes; report to the Conference by the Chair of the Credentials
Commission; documents justifying participation of delegates with full voting authority and
advisory votes in the Conference; surveys and reports regarding guest tickets to the
Conference; lists of organizations that sent delegates to the Conference; questionnaires of
delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes arranged alphabetically by name
within each group; etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels 2.469-2.488 Fond 54, Records of the Fourteenth Congress of the VKP(b) 1925
Physical Description: 20 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Fourteenth Congress of the VKP(b) took place in Moscow in December 1925. Fond 54
consists of one opis containing minutes of the Organizational Commission; excerpts from the
minutes of the TsK Politburo and plenums; applications for admission tickets and a report
reflecting the number of guests and permanent tickets; draft presentations and resolutions;
verbatim records of the Congress, unedited, edited by the author and editorial commission,
prepared for ROSTA (Russian Telegraph Agency), for a publication, and for the newspaper
Pravda; minutes of the Congress Presidium; petitions and greetings submitted to the
Presidium of the Congress; minutes of the Congress commissions; lists of TsK TsKK and
Revision Commission members and candidate members; credentials of delegates with full
voting authority and advisory votes arranged alphabetically by name within each group;
alphabetical indexes of organizations entitled to place full voting authority or advisiory
ballot; questionnaires of delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes arranged
alphabetically by name within each group; ballots for a secret vote in the election to the
central organs of the VKP(b); brochures, resolutions, letters, telegrams; etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2528-2.2542

Fond 55, Records of the Fifteenth Conference of the VKP(b) 1926-1929
Physical Description: 15 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Fifteenth Conference of the VKP(b) was held in Moscow, October-November 1926. Fond
55 consists of one opis containing verbatim records of the Fifteenth Conference, unedited
(complete and incomplete), edited by the author and the editorial commission, prepared for
ROSTA (Russian Telegraph Agency) and for the newspaper Pravda; minutes of
organizational, editorial, credential, and other commissions; greetings, admissions tickets,
alphabetical lists of delegates; and excerpts from minutes of the TsK Politburo and plenums.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives
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Reels
2.2543-2.2557

Fond 56, Records of the Fifteenth Congress of the VKP(b) 1925-1929
Physical Description: 15 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Fifteenth Congress of the VKP(b) took place in Moscow in December 1927. Fond 56
consists of two opisi. opis one contains materials of the Credentials Commission;
questionnaires of delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes, arranged
alphabetically by name within each group; documents justifying issuance of credentials to
delegates with advisory vote, arranged alphabetically by name and numerically by number
of documents therein; alphabetical indexes of institutions who sent delegates with full voting
authority and of those with advisory votes arranged alphabetically within each group;
statistical data about delegates; statement regarding the number of VKP(b) members as of
October 1, 1927; memoranda; applications from institutions, organizations, and individuals
for guest admission tickets; and other documents.
opis two includes verbatim records of the Congress meetings, unedited and edited by the
author and the Editorial Commission; ballots; excerpts from the minutes of the VKP(b)
Politburo and plenums; resolutions and draft resolutions; minutes of various commissions;
correspondence of the Organizational Commissions with local party organizations; excerpts
from the minutes of the TsK VKP(b) Orgburo; letters, memoranda, surveys, resolutions;
counter report of the opposition regarding the five-year plan; statement by L.B. Kamenev, I.
P. Barkaev, G. E. Evdokimov, and I. A. Avdeev; letters and statements sent to the Congress
by individuals, etc.
Documents in opisi 1-2 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A
Russian-language finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2558-2.2563

Fond 57, Records of the Sixteenth Conference of the VKP(b) 1928-1929
Physical Description: 6 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Sixteenth Conference of the VKP(b) took place in Moscow in April 1929. Fond 57 consists
of two opisi. opis one contains documents of the Credentials Commission, credentials and
questionnaires of delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes arranged
alphabetically by name within each group; alphabetical indexes of delegates, local party
organizations, people's commissariats, and institutions; report (copy) of the Chair of the
Credentials Commission; quotas for representation of party organizations; statistical data
regarding the delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes, excerpts from the
minutes of executive committees in gubernias and people's commissariats; lists and
requests for admission tickets; and alphabetical indexes of delegates
opis two contains verbatim records of the Sixteenth Conference: unedited, edited by authors
of reports and comments and by the Editorial Commission; notes and proposals submitted to
the Presidium of the Conference; excerpts from the minutes of the TsK VKP(b) Politburo and
plenums; minutes of various commissions; and other documents
Documents in opisi 1-2 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A
Russian-language finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives
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Reels
2.2564-2.2570,
2.489-2.501

Fond 58, Records of the Sixteenth Congress of the VKP(b) 1930
Physical Description: 20 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Sixteenth Congress of the VKP(b) was held in Moscow, June-July 1930. Fond 58 consists
of two opisi. opis one contains documents of the Credentials Commission of the Congress,
including credentials and questionnaires of delegates with full voting authority and advisory
votes arranged alphabetically by name within each group; alphabetical indexes of delegates
and local party organizations; control sheets kept by a member of the Credentials
Commission in charge; minutes of the Credentials Commission; report (copy) of the Chair of
the Credentials Commission;, lists of delegates with full voting authority and advisory votes;
lists of institutions and individuals who applied or ballots with full voting authority and
advisory votes, with the original applications; a list and description of inventions given as a
gift to the Sixteenth Congress, etc.
opis two contains verbatim records of the Sixteenth Congress, unedited and edited by the
authors and by the Editorial Commission; draft resolutions and resolutions adopted by the
Sixteenth Congress, with list of speakers who participated in the debates; petitions, letters,
telegrams, and greetings submitted to the Presidium of the Congress; excerpts from the
minutes of the TsK VKP(b) Politburo and plenums; minutes of various commissions; materials
of the Vote Counting Commission; and other documents.
Documents in opisi 1-2 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A
Russian-language finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.38. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels
2.2571-2.2589

Fond 59, Records of the Seventeenth Congress of the VKP(b) 1934
Physical Description: 19 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Seventeenth Congress of the VKP(b) took place in Moscow in January-February 1934.
Fond 59 consists of two opisi. opis one contains materials of the Credential Commission
including credentials and questionnaires of delegates with full voting authority and advisory
votes arranged alphabetically by name within each group; registers for credentials with full
voting authority; applications from central institutions for credentials with full voting
authority and advisory votes; indexes of organizations and delegates with full voting
authority and advisory votes; registration index of arriving candidates; minutes of the
Credentials Commission; and other documents
opis two includes edited and unedited verbatim records of the Congress meetings; minutes
of the TsK VKP(b) Politbur and plenums; lists of delegates who participated in the
discussions; minutes of the Administration of Affairs of the TsK VKP(b); estimated
expenditure sheet and aacounting documents; paper on the Second Five-Year Plan, with
attachments; minutes of the Organizational Commission; ballots; lists compiled by the Vote
Counting Commission with vote counts and other materials of the Commission; memoranda
and notes to secretaries of the TsK VKP(b), etc.
Documents in opisi 1-2 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A
Russian-language finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.39. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels 2.502-2.504 Fond 337, Records of the Fifth (London) Congress of the RSDRP 1907
Physical Description: 3 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Fifth (London) Congress of the RSDRP was held in London in April-May 1917 (OS). It was
attended by 342 delegates. Fond 337 consists of one opis including minutes of the Congress
meetings (handwritten by a secretary); seventeen bulletins of the Congress (handwritten
and hectographed text); draft resolutions submitted by the Bolsheviks; draft resolutions
submitted by the Mensheviks, the Poles, and Bund; resolutions adopted by the Fifth
Congress; diary of the Congress meetings by an unknown person; a resolution adopted by
the Bolshevik faction; draft notes of the meeting of the Menshevik faction; political platform
developed by IU. O. Martov, F. I. Dan, A. N. Starover (Potresov), A. S. Martynov, and others;
greetings and notes to the Presidium of the Congress; financial documents; letters and other
documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.50. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.505-2.506 Fond 447, Records of the Fourth (Unifying) Congress of the RSDRP 1906

Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Fourth (Unification) Congress of the RSDRP was held in Stockholm, April 10-25, 1906
(OS). It was attended by 134 delegates. The Bolsheviks had forty-six votes and the
Mensheviks -- sixty-two. The agenda of the Congress included discussion of a new program,
tactics, and organization drawn from the experience of the first Russian revolution (1905).
Agrarian issues, the current political situation, and the proletariat's tasks were discussed at
the Congress. The Mensheviks' numerical superiority was crucial in determining the main
decisions adopted by the Congress. The Central Committee (TsK) elected by the Congress
included three Bolsheviks and seven Mensheviks, and the editorial board of the
Sotsial-Demokrat newspaper consisted of Mensheviks only. Unification with Polish and
Latvian Social Democrats was an important decision adopted by the Congress. The
Bolsheviks formally united with the Mensheviks, in spite of their existing ideological
disagreements. In an appeal to the party written by V. I. Lenin the Bolsheviks promised to
continue their ideological struggle against the Mensheviks.
Archival materials of the Fourth Congress have not been discovered. Fond 447 includes
individual documents that had been preserved in personal archives of delegates (Polish
Social Democrats and M. N. Pokrovskii, and the archives of the Police Department containing
documents withdrawn during police searches). Photocopies of questionnaires of the
delegates to the congress filled in by the Swedish police and held in the archives of the city
of Stockholm are also included in this Fond . Fond 447 includes draft resolutions submitted
by the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks to the Congress, draft agrarian program and the agrarian
program, and a resolution on the agrarian program adopted by the Congress
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.51. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels 2.507-2.532 Fond 477, Records of the Eighteenth Congress of the VKP(b) 1933-1939
Physical Description: 26 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Eighteenth Congress of the VKP(b) took place in Moscow in March 1939. Fond 477
consists of one opis containing verbatim records of the Congress meetings, unedited and
edited by the authors and the Editorial Commission; verbatim records of the Congress
commissions; materials of the Editorial Commission, Vote Counting Commission; registers for
speakers at the meetings; minutes of the Vote Counting Commission, lists of TsK VKP (b)
members and candidate members and members of the Auditing Commission, and other
materials relating to the elections to the VKP(b) governing organs, greetings to the
Eighteenth Congress; identification cards of delegates arranged by oblast', krai, and
republic; applications for guest admission tickets; questionnaires of delegates with full voting
authority and advisory votes; lists of delegates arranged alphabetically by name;
questionnaires of delegates arranged by oblast, krai, and republic; delegates' registration
book, etc.; statement about gifts sent to the Congress with cover letters, applications for
theater tickets; minutes of the Credentials Commission, Organizational Commission;
petitions to the Organizational Commission; lists of delegates staying in hotels; materials
used by A.A.Zhdanov, V. M. Molotov, and A.A .Andreeev while preparing their reports;
discussion materials relating to the reports by Molotov, Zhdanov, and Andreev.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.52. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.533-2.536 Fond 572, Records of the Central Auditing Commission of the RKP(b)-KPSS 1921-1925,

1944-1950
Physical Description: 4 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Central Auditing Commission was elected by party congresses. It controlled and audited
financial, organizational, and economic activities and the condition of administrative work in
the party.
Fond 572 consists of two opis and contains documents related to the activities of the Central
Auditing Commission of the TsK KPSS, 1921-1925 and 1944-1950. The material covers the
preparation of TsK RKP(b) reports at the Eleventh, Twelfth, and Fourteenth party congresses;
reports relating to the work of various TsK departments; reports regarding investigations and
purges of party members; comparative data on the situation in party organization before the
Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth RKP(b)congresses; decisions made by the Central Auditing
Commission regarding the operation of the central party institutions before the Twelfth and
Fourteenth congresses, with related materials; minutes of the meetings, reports, and
auditing documents of local auditing commissions; information on party conferences in
gubernias and on the ethical situation and party work within local party organizations, along
with the evaluation of their work made by the TsK RKP(b).
Documents in opisi 1-2 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A
Russian-language finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.52. A microfilm reel list, which
provides opis number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in
the reading room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels 2.537-2.538 Fond 582, Records of the Twenty Fourth Congress of the KPSS 1971
Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Twenty Fourth Congress of the KPSS was held in Moscow in March-April 1971. Fond 582
contains one opis consisting of sixteen printed brochures with protocols and verbatim
records of plenary and sectional meetings of the Twenty Fourth Congress and greetings to
the Congress.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.52. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.539-2.571 Fond 586, Collection of Documents for Development of the Third Program of the KPSS

1958-1961
Physical Description: 33 reels
Scope and Content Note
Development of the Third KPSS Program started per resolution of the Twentieth Congress of
the KPSS (February 1956). The theoretical and political part of the Program was developed
mainly by a working group, established in the summer of 1958 under the aegis of the TsK
KPSS International Department. Scholars from different areas of expertise participated in this
project. The draft program was placed under the consideration of a joint meeting of the TsK
KPSS Presidium and the Program Commission; on June 19, 1961, it was presented for
consideration to the TsK KPSS Plenum, and then it was published and opened for public
discussion. The Program was adopted by the Twenty Second KPSS Congress in October
1961.
Fond 586 consists of one opis including draft resolutions, letters, work schedules, draft
versions of different parts of the program, comments, amendments, a register of classified
documents checked out by the authors of the program, etc.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.52. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels
2.2590-2.2602

Fond 592, Records of the Nineteenth Congress of the KPSS 1952
Physical Description: 13 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Nineteenth Congress of the KPSS was held in Moscow in October 1952.
Special attention should be paid to Fond 592. The Russian finding aid states that there is one
file ( delo ) in this Fond , containing 16 printed brochures with protocols and verbatim
records of the meetings of the 19th Congress. It turned out that opis 1 contains 113 files
consisting of actual documents, of which only the last one contains those 16 printed
brochures with protocols and verbatim records. In fact, this collection contains all kinds of
documents related to the preparation for, summoning, and convening of the 19th congress
and to its results, such as resolutions of the Politburo and TsK VKP(b) plenums; draft opening
and closing speeches; materials relating to the invitations sent to foreign communist parties
and foreign journalists; several versions of the reports of G. M. Malenkov (Secretary of the
TsK VKP(b)), of M. Z. Saburov (Chairman of the State Committee for Planning) about the
1951-1955 five year plan, and of N. S. Khrushchev about amendments to the VKP(b) Code,
with handwritten corrections made by the authors, I. V. Stalin, and other Politburo members;
Stalin's speech, etc. Verbatim records of the meetings of the Congress are presented in the
following versions: unedited, edited by responsible officials, edited by the editorial
commission of the Congress, and information for press and radio, with signatures of party
leaders, amendments and corrections. Other documents included in this opis are statements
about appeals sent to the Congress, voting certificates of every delegate to the Congress; a
register for temporary identification cards given to the delegates; and other documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.53, but it is inadequate. No microfilm reel list is
available.

   
Reel 2.572 Fond 593, Records of the Twenty Third Congress of the KPSS 1966

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Twenty Third Congress of the KPSS took place in Moscow in April 1966. Fond 593
contains one opis consisting of sixteen printed brochures with minutes and verbatim records
of plenary and sectional meetings of the Twenty Third Congress.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.53. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.573-2.576 Fond 604, Records Twenty Fifth Congress of the KPSS 1976

Physical Description: 4 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Twenty Fifth Congress of the KPSS was held in Moscow in February-March 1976. Fond
604 contains one opis consisting of printed brochures with minutes and verbatim records of
plenary and sectional meetings of the Twenty Fifth Congress.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.53. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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Reels 2.577-2.579 Fond 620, Records of the Twenty Sixth Congress of the KPSS 1981
Physical Description: 3 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Twenty Sixth Congress of the KPSS took place in Moscow in 1981. Fond 620 contains
one opis including agenda and procedures and regulations of the Congress; report of the TsK
KPSS to the Twenty Sixth Congress delivered by L. I. Brezhnev (printed); fourteen printed
brochures with protocols and verbatim records of plenary and sectional meetings of the
Twenty Sixth Congress; Osnovnye napravleniia ekonomicheskogo i sotsial'nogo razvitiia
SSSR na 1981-1985 gg. i na period do 1990 (Main Directions of Economic and Social
Development of the USSR for the Years from 1981 to 1985 and through the year 1990);
report by N. A.Tikhonov; information on the arrival of foreign communist, workers', and
national-democratic parties to the Congress; greetings to the Congress from foreign parties
and organizations; and other documents.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.55. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reel 2.580 Fond 628, Records of the Twenty Seventh Congress of the KPSS 1986

Physical Description: 1 reel
Scope and Content Note
The Twenty Seventh Congress of the KPSS was held in Moscow in February-March 1986.
Fond 628 contains one opis consisting of printed brochures with protocols and verbatim
records of plenary and sectional meetings of the Twenty Seventh Congress.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.55. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.

   
Reels 2.581-2.582 Fond 646, Records of the Twenty Eighth Congress of the KPSS 1990

Physical Description: 2 reels
Scope and Content Note
The Twenty Eighth Congress of the KPSSC took place in Moscow in 1990. Fond 628 contains
one opis consisting of printed brochures with protocols and verbatim records of plenary and
sectional meetings of the Twenty Eighth Congress.
Documents in opis 1 are available on microfilm at the Hoover Archives. A Russian-language
finding aid is on microfilm reel number 2.55. A microfilm reel list, which provides opis
number, delo number, and corresponding microfilm reel number, is available in the reading
room of the Hoover Institution Archives.
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